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PREFACE.

PRACTICAL and intelligible Manuals of Technology
are greatly needed by those whose employments are

associated with the industrial arts. Especially are such

works wanting on textile subjects. There is reason to

anticipate, however, that the establishment of technical

schools—which have received such munificent support

from the Clothworkers' Company—combined with the

technological examinations appointed by the City and

Guilds of London Institute, and the publication of in-

teresting trade journals—which bring to the notice of

those interested in the advancement of British industries the

improvements effected from time to time in machinery, as

well as the most economic methods of manufacture—will,

by operating in a beneficial manner on the intelligent and
skilled artizan, ultimately result in producing men capable

of supplying this want of the times. In a word, technical

training having created the " want " for this class of

literature, will discover the means of supplying it. Already

there are evidences of its power to do this ; for, during

recent years, several useful books have been published on

woollen, worsted, and cotton yarn manufactures, and also

on weaving. But it is remarkable that no treatise has

appeared dealing with the whole routine of any class of

textile production, such as cotton, wool, or silk. At least

in this particular this Manual may claim to be unique and

distinct in character.
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Thus tlie object of the book is to place within the reach of

the reader, in as concise a form, and yet in as comprehensive

a manner as possible, information on the following sub-

jects :—The physical structure and clothing properties of

the raw materials or fibres used in the production of

woollen and worsted fabrics ; the processes of yarn con-

struction ; the preparation of the yarns for weaving

;

the manipulation of the loom ; designing and colouring the

texture, and the operations to which the cloth is submitted

subsequent to weaving.

Separate chapters have been devoted to the manufac-

ture of the woollen and worsted threads respectively, and

also to fancy yarns, including two and three-ply twists,

and knopped, curled, and cloud threads. The special uses

of these yarns in pattern formation have also been carefully

noted.

As the loom forms a very important department of a

cloth factory, a considerable portion of the book is utilized

in describing the various classes of both hand and power-

looms now employed in the production of textiles. In

order to simplify, as much as possible, the difficult ques-

tion of loom mechanism, many original sketches of the

principal motions of the loom are introduced into the text.

By consulting these illustrations, probably the reader will

more readily arrive at the principles of loom construction

than if elaborate and detailed descriptions had been fur-

nished without such drawings.

With regard to Designing, it has received attention so

far as it relates to woollen and worsted cloths ; while the

general principles of textile design underlying the orna-

mentation of all classes of woven fabrics have also been

explained. Special attention has been given to the pro-

duction of pattern by the employment of fancy yarns.

Colour, it is needless to observe, is the i^rima materia of

many classes of woven ornament, and yet in the works

previously published on "Weaving, pattern or design re-

sulting from the amalgamation of coloured threads has
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obtained but brief consideration. An attempt has been

made in the following pages to treat this branch of textile

design in a practical manner. The effect of weave on
various systems of colouring, and the principle of apply-

ing colour to designs of a single make and combination

character, are the points which directly concern the textile

designer, and which should, before all others, receive de-

tailed explanation in a work of this class. A portion of the

illustrations, and also of the text relating to Design, was
embodied in a series of articles written by the author for

the "Textile Manufacturer." The inquiries the editor of

that journal received from correspondents respecting their

republication in book form, is one of the reasons why they

have been used in this Manual.

Under the heading of " Cloth Analysis," the system of

dissecting woven fabrics, whether composed of wool, wor-

sted, cotton, or silk yarns, has been described ; including

explanatory notes on the method of calculating the weight

of warp and weft used in the production of goods of a pre-

scribed length and width. Respecting calculations, it may
be observed that the most important occurring in cloth

manipulation have been dealt with in a simple manner.

There is no calculation in the whole routine of cloth

manufacture which cannot be worked by anyone possess-

ing the rudiments of arithmetical knowledge.

One further remark need only be added, and that in re-

ference to finishing. It has not been possible to allude to

the construction of finishing machinery, but information

is furnished on the various processes through which the

cloth passes subsequent to weaving, and also on the

characteristics of the different kinds of " finish," giving

the reader a succinct idea of the modifications the fabric

undergoes after it leaves the loom.

The thanks of the publishers and of the author are

heartily rendered to the proprietors of the " Textile

Manufacturer " for loan of blocks of designs and patterns;

to the editor of the " Textile Recorder," for illustrations
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of textile fibres and textile threads ; to Messrs. Taylor,

Wordsworth, and Co., Leeds ; and to Messrs. Rhodes and

Sons, Morelej, for the use of blocks of machines of which

they are manufacturers.

Should the book have a satisfactory sale, other works
dealing with specific branches of manufacture may subse-

quently be prepared.

R. B.
Leeds, September, 1887.
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CHAPTER I.

MATERIALS.

1. Four Methods of Diversifying a Woven Product—2. Textile

Materials—3. Materials used in Woollen Manufacture—4. Wool—5.

Felting Property—6. Wool a good Absorbent of Colour—7. Properties

of Clothing Wools—8. Wools of Different Countries—9. Mohair,

Alpaca, and Cashmere— 10. Wool Substitutes— 11. Noils— 12. Mungo
and Shoddy—13. Differences between Wool and Mungo—14. Mungo
Production—15. Extract Wool— 16. Flocks—17. Cotton—18. Silk.

1. Four Methods of Diversifying a Woven Frocluct.—
Apart from actual weaving, in the manufacture of textiles,

there are four distinct and important methods of modify-

ing the character of a woven pattern, and also the texture

of cloths produced in the loom. These methods, when
classified in the order of sequence, are as follows

:

1. By the employment of a diversity of materials.

II. By blending materials of various properties or

colours together.

III. By the use of different classes of yarns.

IV. By varying the " finish " applied to the woven
fabric.

2. Textile Materials.—The materials used in textile

productions include fibres of an animal, vegetable, and

mineral origin. Each fibre, of whatever species, possesses

certain properties, which, of a necessity, characterize the

woven fabric in which it appears. The quality, softness,

B
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elasticity, strength, and lustre of a texture depends, in a

primary sense, on the nature of the material or materials

used in its manufacture. Skilful carding, spinning,

weaving, and finishing cannot possibly produce a soft,

fine piece of goods from a coarse, hard material. In

fact, the art of manufacturing does not consist in changing,

but in retaining, the natural peculiarities of the fibre

employed ; or, in other words, it consists in reducing the

material into a thread-like form, and of weaving it into

a wearable fabric at a minimum detriment to its original

properties. In the processes of manufacture, all fibres

necessarily undergo modification. Firstly, in the applica-

tion of colour, or in dyeing ; and, secondly, during the after

processes of spinning, weaving, milling, and finishing, where

the filaments ofthe material are re-adjusted to suit the ends

of cloth production. Yet in all cases the principal qualities

of the fibre characterize the appearance of the finished goods.

In a word, the same features which distinguish the materials

from one another in the raw state are also the distinguish-

ing features of the finished cloths in which they are

separately used. Allowing this, it follows that fabrics

made of wool, silk, cotton, hair, jute, mungo, and other

substances, not merely difiPer from each other on account

of having passed through processes of manufacture slightly

dissimilar to each other in character, but also, and in a

more important sense, a difierence arises in the texture

and properties of these several fabrics from the individual

characteristics of the materials of which they have been

separately made. Thus a woollen cloth, providing it has

been made of a fair quality of wool, is soft and full in the

hand, and possesses in a large degree the natural charac-

teristics of the wool, namely, firmness, elasticity, strength,

and durability; a cotton fabric, on the other hand, although

it may handle firm, yet it is comparatively hard and lean,

lacking elasticity and suppleness. Fabrics made of silk

possess a character of richness, brilliancy, and fineness un-

approachable by any other material. Cloths produced par-
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tially, or wholly, from such secondary materials as mungo,

shoddy, and extract possess to a certain extent the cha-

racteristics and general appearance of goods composed of

pure wool, but are greatly wanting in suppleness, bright-

ness of tone and durability.

It is scarcely necessary to give further illustrations of

the variety of textile goods resulting solely from the

manufacture of different classes of fibrous substances, for,

in addition to the fibres just referred to, cashmere, camel-

hair, alpaca, jute, China grass, and flax are also made
into other styles of woven goods. Not only is it possible,

however, to produce a variety of cloths from totally diffe-

rent types of fibres, such as silk, cotton, and flax, but

also when limited to the use of one material, like, for

example, that of wool. Some wools, such as those of

Silesia, Saxony, and Port Philip, are specially suitable

for the finest woollens, and dressed or boiled-faced goods
;

others possessing a fine hair and long staple for worsted

fabrics ; and a third class, small in the fibre, but only of

inferior milling or felting property, for flannels ; while

the coarser wools with a strong and thick hair are used

in the production of blankets and goods of a similar

character,—showing that if wool were the only textile

fibre known to manufacturers, it would be possible, by its

use, to produce a considerable variety of effects in the cloth

without any material change in the operations of the loom.

3. Materials used in Woollen Manufacture.—The fibres

used in woollen and worsted manufacture are divisible

into three great classes—first, the animal class, of which

wool, silk, alpaca, and mohair are standard representa-

tives ; second, the vegetable class, in which cotton is the

principal, jute and China grass having only been applied

to the woollen industries to a very limited degree, while

flax and hemp, as yet, have found no place in wool fabrics,

being used mainly in the production of carpets and bagging;

and, third, the artificial or re-manufactured class, which
includes noils, mungo, shoddy, extract, and flocks. The
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latter class of materials, as will afterwards be stiown,

forms a prominent factor in the manufacture of so-called

woollen and worsted fabrics.

Animal fibres, which, in woollen cloth production, are

the most valuable, may readily be distinguished from

vegetable fibres as follows : when a flame is applied they

curl up, carbonize, and emit a disagreeable smell, whereas

the latter burn with a flash. A chemical test consists in

applying strong nitric acid to the respective fibres, thus,

if this acid is applied to wool it turns it a bright yellow,

but efiects no material change in the colour appearance

of cotton. Again, cotton may also be detected from

wool by subjecting the fibres to a bath of bleaching liquor,

which whitens the former, and gives a light brownish

shade to the wool. As for shoddies, mungoes, extracts,

&c., the want of fulness, softness, and length of fibre

make it almost impossible to take them, in the raw state,

for pure wool.

4. Wool.—Wool, the natural product of the sheep

alone, is, undoubtedly, the most important fibre used in

the manufacture of goods for clothing purposes. From
the earliest times it has been employed in the production

of textile fabrics. For ages before the invention of spin-

ning and weaving the skin of the sheep, with the wool on,

may have been worn as a garment, as in the case of

Elijah's mantle. By what means it was originally con-

verted into thread it is impossible to say, but it may be

assumed that its soft, warm, lustrous, and elastic character

would recommend it to the pre-historic producer of woven
fabrics.

Wool has been defined as a very fine hair. This defini-

tion may be said to be theoretically correct. Practically,

however, hair and wool are two very different fibres.

Thus while hair (that of the rabbit and beaver, for example,

or cow's hair, which is sometimes used in the making of

low imitation sealskins) is stiff and straight, wool is curly,

flexible, and wavy. When camel's hair, the fibre of the
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Angora goat, or mohair, are considered, then the resem-
blance which these filaments bear to wool is more pro-

nounced ; but even here the same disposition of straightness

is apparent. Microscopically, these fibres also possess a

very difi'erent formation. Hair is one smooth, level, stem-
like structure, while wool is a combination of serrations or

notches of irregular sizes overlapping each other, and
tapering from the root to the tip of the fibre. These
scales, or thin plates, are sometimes funnel-shaped, and
completely surround the fibre. (See B, fig. 1.)

5. Felting Property.—When a lock of wool (^.e., a num-
ber of fibres) is drawn between the forefinger and thumb
in a reverse direction to the order of growth, or from tip

to root, these serrations are more or less evident to a

sensitive touch, according to the class of wool examined.
This peculiarity in the mechanical structure of the fibre

comprises the essential difierence between wool and all

all other materials employed in textile manufacture. It

is, in short, the factor to which the milling or fulling

power is primarily due, or the quality which causes a

woollen fabric, when submitted to heat, moisture, and
pressure, to mat, felt, or, in other words, to decrease in

length and breadth and increase in thickness or bulk.

For instance, Saxony wool—possibly, the finest, softest,

silkiest, and, in many particulars, one of the best wools
grown, and, moreover, a wool of acknowledged superior

milling power—contains no less than from 2,700 to 2,800
serrations in an inch. Australian, another excellent

clothing wool of good milling property, contains 2,400,

while Leicester wool of comparatively inferior felting

quality only contains 1,800 serrations in an inch of

fibre. From such particulars as these it would appear as

though the degree of milling power extant in wool might
be ascertained from its structure as revealed by the

microscope. Generally, it will be found that the felting

property is the highest in wools containing the largest

number of imbrications, but there are exceptional fibres.
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Cape wool, for example, although fine in the hair, and full

of serrations, is not a good milling wool. According to the

microscope, its fibres possess all the characteristics of a

wool of excellent felting powers, whereas, practically, it is

regarded as only a secondary wool in this respect. Port

Philip and Buenos Ayres wools might be instanced as two
other fibres which would, if the milling characteristic de-

pended entirely on the multiplicity of serrations in a

given length of fibre, be similar to each other in this

particular. But instead of this being the case they are

almost as different in felting power as it is possible for the

produce of the same genus of animals to be. Port Philip

is almost without a parallel in point of fulling property,

while the defectiveness of Buenos Ayres in this essential

may be said to be proverbial.

That the milling quality is determined by the serrations

in the fibre is indisputable ; the lack of such serrations

would imply a fibre of little or no fulling power, but there

are other features in wool which act as auxiliaries to its

scaly, undulated surface, for unless it also possesses elas-

ticity and strength, and a wavy and crimpled form, it is

not likely to felt well. There are two causes, therefore,

to which the felting property of wool is attributable : first,

the mechanical formation of the fibre ; second, the strength

and elasticity of its staple, combined with the resisting

power of the individual imbrications of which the fibre is

composed.

6. Wool a good Absorbent of Colour.—Possibly there is

no fibre used in textile manufacturing easier to dye than

wool. Aniline colours may be fixed on this material by
simply bringing the fibres into contact with the liquid con-

taining the colouring matter. Silk has a strong affinity

for dye substances, but permanency of colour is not so

readily procured on this as the wool fibre. Both these

filaments have been known to absorb the dyeware out of

the solution and leave the liquid quite clear.

When cotton is used along with wool, great care has to
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be exercised in fixing the colour, otherwise it is liable to

run or " bleed " in the finishing processes. Goods have

been made in which a cotton thread has formed a part of

the warp, which when submitted to scouring, the vegetable

fibre has parted with a considerable proportion of the

colouring matter applied in dyeing, damaging the texture.

The tubular structure of the cotton fibre does not admit of

that free absorption of the dye-solution which is necessary

to eff'ect permanent colouring. The infinitesimal inden-

tions or undulations in the wool fibre caused by the serra-

tions overlapping each other are at the foundation of its

colour-absorbing capacity.

The application of dye substances in some cases im-

poverishes the wool, the agents used destroying in some
degree the natural clothing properties of the fibre. A
wool dyed scarlet, brown, or russet, for instance, invari-

ably handles more harsh and dry in the dyed than in the

raw state, while a blue or green colouring agent often

feeds the wool, even going to the extent, in the case of

indigo, of increasing its weight.

7. The Properties of Clothing Wools.—Fineness of fibre,

strength and elasticity of staple, softness of handle, a dis-

position to felt, and a clear white colour, are the properties

which a good clothing wool ought to possess.

Fineness of Fibee. The fibre of some wools is extremely

fine, varying in the superfine qualities from a fifteen hun-
dredth to an eighteen hundredth part of an inch in diameter.

The finest wool grown by any breed of sheep, both in

respect to smallness of fibre and quality of staple, is called

" lambs," so termed on account of its being clipped when
the animal is about six months old. The second clip,

which is somewhat thicker in fibre, and both longer and
stronger in staple, is styled " yearlings," while all the

subsequent growths are indiscriminately designated

"fleece," which is generally rather coarser in the hair than

the two first yields. Nevertheless there are some very fine

fibred wools in this class. In the spinning of small yarns
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it is necessary to use wools possessing a fine fibre. A
wool thick in the hair is not capable of being spun to the

same length as a fine wool. When it is required to

spin a woollen thread to the extent of 16,360 yards to

the pound, or, in the case of worsted, a thread to twice

this number of yards to the pound, a small, fine fibre

is of primary importance. Wools capable of being spun

into threads of such fineness (amongst which may be

classed Silesian, Saxony, Port Philip, Sydney, and, when
blended with other fibres of a stronger growth. Western

Cape) are invaluable in the production of yarns for twist-

ing purposes, or for yarns composed of two or more single

threads, and technically designated twists. In the manu-

facture of Cheviot cloths and fabrics of a medium fineness,

in which the yarns may vary from 2,560 to 6,120, or, in a

few instances, 7,680 yards to the pound, this characteristic

of smallness of hair is not so essential in the wool used.

It is of more importance in making cloths of this type to

procure a wool with a sound, healthy staple, such, for in-

stance, as a half-bred New Zealand, which possesses a

strong and moderately thick fibre, and a good general

character. This wool, in the fabrication of tweeds, is

sometimes blended with Cheviot or skin wool (obtained

from animals slaughtered for food, hence sometimes called

" dead " wool), or if a cheap piece is required, probably

Cheviot wool with mungo.
Strength and Elasticity of Staple form two of the most

important qualities of wool. The resisting capability of

the fabric is dependent upon these properties of the raw
material. Whether the cloth is fine or coarse, if made of

wool, it should be elastic and strong, supple and firm in

the hand.

The term elasticity as applied to wool signifies the power

it possesses to assume its former condition after being sub-

jected to pressure. The extent to which this property is

present in wool may be illustrated by comparing it with

cotton and mungo. If a sample, say, of good Egyptian
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cotton is taken in one hand, and a sample of fair Austra-

lian or New Zealand wool in the other, it may be roughly
estimated how superior the latter is to the former in point

of elasticity. As the materials are pressed in the hands
the cotton almost yields without resistance, and handles

comparatively " unkind ;
" the wool, however, resists the

force applied, and possesses a soft, full, lofty handle.

Compare, in the second place, a " union " fabric made of

cotton warp and mungo weft with a Scotch Cheviot made
of pure wool. The superior fulness, elasticity, and sub-

stance of the Cheviot texture is at once apparent, the

original or natural strength of the wool imparting to it a

thickness and body that are remarkable by their absence

from the cotton and mungo production.

Length of Staple is a quality of more importance in

worsted than woollen yarn manufacture. By " staple " is

meant a group or lock of fibres. The " staple " varies

from what may be termed scarcely any definable length to

from fifteen to twenty inches. The finest wools are gene-

rally short in staple, yet by no means invariably so. Long,
strong, healthy wools, though costly, usually prove the

most economical in the manufacture of worsted yarns.

The necessary sequence to the use of wools defective in

these features is an unsatisfactory thread and an increase

of waste fibre. On the other hand, a short stapled wool,

providing it possesses the other clothing essentials enu-

merated, is, all things considered, the most suitable for

woollen yarn spinning.

Softness of Handle is a property that, strictly speaking,

varies according to the quality of the wool. It is very

much sought after in the wo^en article. A cloth defective

in this primary essential very seldom obtains an extensive

sale, whatever its other features may be—hence the im-

portance of the raw material from which goods are made
possessing a soft, warm touch.

That the wool should possess a Disposition to Felt is

absolutely necessary to produce such fabrics as doeskins,
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plain broads, beavei'S, pilots, and Moscows, or goods
where the texture of the cloth is completely hid by milling

the threads of which it is composed firmly together, pre-

senting the appearance of one felted mass of fibres. The
short wools of England, such as Norfolk and Southdown,
could not be made up into cloths of this description.

Possessing but little felting property, and being moderately

fine in the hair, they are more suitable for fabrics of a

flannel class in which milling is not an absolute requisite

;

consequently they are sought after by the producers of

these goods.

Purity of Colour is a fifth essential. A snow-white

appearance is an important auxiliary to the dyeing of

fancy colours. In piece-dyed fabrics, or in dyeing dark

shades, a pure white foundation is not of such vital con-

sequence, but brilliant colours cannot be so readily nor so

^ This diagram is printed here by permission of Professor Beaumont,
having been taken from his lecture on the " Twine in Woollen Yarn,"
published in the " Textile Recorder," October and NoTember, 1885.
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satisfactorily obtained from a dingy yellow as a pearly

white material. Some classes of wool, Port Philip for

example, after scouring, are of a pure white character,

and hence, with careful and skilful manipulation, may be

dyed any shade. A good white is also essential in wools

intended for yarns about to be used in the undyed or

scoured state. It should be observed that certain wools,

amongst which may be mentioned some classes of East

Indian, Egyptian, and Spanish, are not white, but of a fawn,

gray, or brown colour, and are often spun into yarn and

made into cloth in their natural shades.

8. Wools of different Comiiries.— Soil, climate, food, and

skilful farming all affect the character of the wool pro-

duced by any particular breed of sheep. English sheep

imported into Australia in course of time yield a much
finer quality of wool than in this country, the staple

gradually becoming more uniform in length, and the fleece

evener in fineness throughout. The Downs' wools of

England are said to be softer and cleaner in staple when
the sheep graze on the rich pasture land of Kent and

Sussex than if fed on the herbage grown on the sandy

soil of Norfolk or the chalk hills of Wiltshire, where they

have been found to assume a somewhat harsh and dry ap-

pearance. That careful attention to the animals is also a

cause to which the growth of fine wool is more or less due

is attested from the excellent wool now obtained from

Germany. Formerly, Spanish wool was esteemed as the

finest grown ; however, since the importation of the merino

sheep into Germany from Spain, in consequence of unre-

mitting care having been exercised in breeding, &c., a

better wool both as regards regularity of staple and small-

ness of fibre is now produced in Germany than in the

latter country.

Wools may be said to differ from each other in quality

according to the country from which they are obtained. For

this reason a few of the typical wools coming from the most
important wool-growing countries will be briefly described.
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As German icools are unsurpassed in quality and general

characteristics, they may be treated of first. Saxony and
Silesian are the two most important. They are both

wools of excellent clothing properties. The fibre is fine

and full of imbrications, staple short, strong, and elastic,

felting power excellent, and colour good. These wools

are invariably selected for the finest woollen fabrics where
much milling is required, as in doeskins, dressed or

boiled-faced fabrics, and felt cloths for piano hammers.
Next, as to Colonial Wools. Large as the quantity of

Australian wool shipped into this country is, its value and
importance can only be understood when its quality and
fineness are taken into consideration. Such are the superior

clothing properties of this wool that only the best clips of

the Continent could supply its place. British wools are

almost invariably unsuitable for the purposes to which
colonial wools are applied. The high repute in which the

produce of the merino sheep in Australia is now held arises

from the peculiar softness and fulness of the cloths in

which these wools appear.

Port Philip^ Sydney, and Adelaide are three of the best

Australian wools imported into this country. The former

is one of the most useful wools grown. Practically, it is

suitable for the best qualities of yarns, whether woollen or

worsted. Though its fibre is not so fine as Saxony, yet it

is a wool that spins well, and generally makes a true

thread. It possesses a sound staple of a fair length, while

its colour is invariably good. Being an excellent milling

wool, it may be employed in the manufacture of fabrics

requiring excessive felting.

Sydney Wool, which is shipped from Port Jackson, New
South Wales, usually possesses a fine fibre and a medium
length of staple, but is occasionally wanting in strength.

Sometimes it is defective in colour, containing yellow locks,

which prevent it from being dyed into light shades. As
the felting property is high, it is a wool that may be em-
ployed to advantage in making goods of a doeskin type.
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Adelaide does not compare favourably either with Port
Philip or Sydney in general character. While only mode-
rately fine in the hair, the staple is not of a uniform
length, nor can the colour be said to be exceptionally good.

However, it mills moderately well, and is a fairly useful

wool in the manufacture ofboth woollen and worsted goods.

Van Wool, grown on the island of Tasmania, possesses

many excellent clothing properties, for it is small iu the
hair, long and strong in staple, of a bright, snow-white
appearance, and mills remarkably well. It is suitable for

both combing and carding purposes.

The fibre of Neio Zealand Wool is moderately fine, the

staple sound and of a medium length, while its colour and
milling property are all that can be desired. As it generally

imparts a full, substantial handle to the woven fabric, it is a

wool highly esteemed for blending with mungo. It is also

largely used in both woollen and worsted yarn production.

Cape Wool, from the Cape of Good Hope, South Africa,

has a fine small hair, but is generally short in staple, and
rather deficient in strength, while that known as Eastern
Cape, although very much improved of recent years, still

contains many bright, dead fibres, termed "kemps."
These, if not carefully picked out, as they do not dye along

with the healthy wool, produce faulty places in the woven
fabric. It is an indifierent milling wool, but possesses a

fair colour. Generally it is used in the manufacture of

yarns for shawls and other fabrics where felting is not

essential. Sometimes this wool is also blended with others

possessing strength and elasticity of staple in the produc-

tion of small yarns for twisting purposes.

The wool coming from Buenos Aijres, South America, is

usually fine in the hair, but dirty and burry—that is, full

of seeds, motes, and twigs. It also lacks strength and
elasticity of staple, and is deficient in milling property.

After destroying, by a chemical process, the burrs, &c., this

wool contains, continental manufacturers use it largely in

worsted yarn spinning.
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Odessa is a very important Russian wool, with a strong,

vigorous staple, fibre of medium thickness, a.nd colour

milky white. The latter characteristic occasionally causes

it to be used in making yarns to be employed in the white

state. Australian and Odessa wools, when blended to-

gether, produce very satisfactory goods. Odessa wool is

suitable for a large diversity of fancy woollen fabrics.

British Wools.—These are divided into two classes—the

long or lustre wools, and the short stapled wools. In the

former class are included Lincoln, Leicester, Romney
Marsh, and the Black-faced breed ; while South Down,
Hampshii'e, Oxford, and Norfolk Downs, as well as Cheviot,

Welsh, and Shetland, all belong to the short-stapled class.

Lincoln and Leicester are the most important of the lustre

wools. Possessing a long, bright, silky, and strong staple,

and also being fairly fine in the hair and of a good colour,

they are suitable for a large variety of combed or worsted

yarns. Leicester is somewhat smaller in fibre than Lin-

coln, but its staple is not so soft and lustrous ; it is, never-

theless, a valuable wool for combing purposes. Romney
Marsh resembles Leicester in general properties, and is

also used for similar goods. The Black-faced, or High-

land Breed is, strictly speaking, a medium wool, its staple

being of a middle length ; it is, however, technically classed

as "long." This wool possesses a coarse fibre and varies

very much in quality, and is consequently almost entirely

confined to the manufacture of rugs, Scotch carpets, and

blankets.

SJwrt Wools.—South Down is one of the most valuable

short-stapled wools. Though somewhat harsh and brittle,

it possesses what may be defined as a fine hair, about

one-eleven-hundredth part of an inch in diameter. Its mill-

ing property is only moderate. The shorter varieties of

this wool are carded and made into flannels and other

light woollen fabrics, while the longer qualities are combed.

Hampshire only differs from the preceding in being some-

what longer and coarser in staple, while Oxford Downs is
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of a more open growth still, Norfolk Doums is compara-

tively a fine, soft wool, bnt slightly deficient in strength

and elasticity. Cheviot is a fair average wool. The staple

is of a medium length, handle soft, fibre sound and strong,

milling property good, and colour bright. It enters into

a large variety of both fancy woollen and worsted cloths.

Welsh Wool, which lacks waviness of character and
fineness of hair, is used largely in the manufacture of the

flannels of this name. Shetland is not unlike Welsh wool
in general character, but, if anything, slightly finer in fibre

and softer in handle. It is principally employed in the

fabrication of knit goods of a shawl and handkerchief class.

9. 2Iohair, Alpaca, and Cashmere.—These are three

materials more largely used in the manufacture of fabrics

for ladies' than gentlemen's wear. Mohair is obtained

from the Angora goat. Its staple is lustrous and silky in

appearance, about five or six inches in length, and hangs
in wavy ringlets. The colour is of a milky white. Along
with woollen yarns, it is used in the manufacture of Astra-

kans, or fabrics covered with short curls. Another style

of goods in which it figures largely is plushes, or velvets,

where its lustre imparts a desirable richness to the pile,

which may vary from one-eighth to half an inch in height.

Alpaca wool is derived from the Peruvian sheep, or

Llama. Like mohair, it possesses a soft, lengthy staple,

but the fibre is not so silky. It is principally employed
in the production of dress fabrics. N^aturally, it is either

white, brown, fawn, or black in colour.

Cashmere is another fibre commercially classed as wool.

It is the product of the goats of Thibet, which are covered

with felted tufts of hair of a black or dark-brown colour,

underneath which grows a brownish-gray down that can

be readily separated with care. This down is the Cash-

mere of commerce. The soft, fine, silky texture of this

material has caused it to be appropriated to the manufac-

ture of those beautiful productions of the loom known as

Cashmere shawls.
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10. Wool Substitutes.—In the manufacture of so-called

woollen and worsted goods, various materials are used as

substitutes for wool proper. The employment of such

fibres has tended to cheapen, to a very considerable extent,

the productions of the loom, and made it feasible to weave

an attractive article at a surprisingly low price. The trade

generally has also been largely extended by the entrance

of re-manufactured fibres into textile productions. The
following are the most important and valuable wool sub-

stitutes now in use : noils, mungo, shoddy, extract, and

flocks.

11. Noils.—Noil is the short, curly fibre cast out as

waste in combing wool for worsted yarns. Strictly speak-

ing, it is the pure produce of the sheep. It does not, how-

ever, possess the same degree of elasticity and wavy ful-

ness as the original fleece from which it is extracted.

This arises from the preliminary processes of worsted yarn

production to which the material is subjected previous to

the noil being formed, tending to comb the curl out of the

wool, or to straighten the fibres.

Noils are of four classes—Botany, English, Mohair, and

Alpaca. The first class is the outcome of combing Aus-

tralian and other fine wools. The second class is obtained

from English wools of a Lincoln and Leicester type ; while

Mohair and Alpaca noils result from combing the produce

of the Angora and Alpaca goats.

Botany Noils are the most valuable. The uses to which

they are put are almost too numerous to mention. How-
ever, it may be stated that such noils occupy an important

place in the materials used in the production of fancy

woollen fabrics. They are blended with wool in making

yarns for shawls, and are also suitable for mixing with

cotton in spinning small twist threads.

English Noils are of a coarser and broader quality, but

are, nevertheless, used for similar purposes as Botany,

only in lower classes of goods. Cheviot fabrics consume

a large proportion of English noils, many cloths thus de-
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signated being made entirely of noil. Sometimes these

noils, when used in the black, are mixed with black shoddy,

or with shoddy and cotton, the latter fibre assisting the

materials to spin to a greater length.

Mohair and Aljpaca Noils are much brighter in appear-

ance, as well as softer and more silky in the hand, than

the two preceding kinds. They possess but little milling

property, and are, therefore, not selected for cloths where

felting is essential. In combination with shoddy and
cotton they are occasionally spun into weft yarns for low

goods ; but the principal trade which absorbs these noils

is that of the Scotch, or Kidder carpet manufacture. As
the chief essentials in yarns intended for this class of goods

are strength, brightness, and thickness. Alpaca and Mohair
noils are highly adapted to their production.

12. Mwigo and Shoddy.—Although these materials are

obtained from different sources, yet, as the mechanical

operations to which the rags are subjected from which

they are derived are practically the same, they may be

treated of together. Both fibres are wool products, being

obtained solely from wool garments. Mungo is the result

of grinding into a soft, fibrous form rags of a hard cha-

racter, such as milled cloths, whereas shoddy originates

from soft rags of a blanket or comforter class, and also from

knit goods. There are two descriptions of mungo

—

neio

and old. The former is produced from new rags, i.e.,

tailors' clippings, pattern clippings, &c., while old mungo
is got from fragments of cloth that have, at one time, ap-

peared in a made-up garment. The smallness of the cost

of these materials, as well as the diversity of shades in which
they can be obtained—for mungoes and shoddies can be

purchased in the black, brown, blue, or almost any colour

or mixture desired—causes them to be employed in almost

all classes of woollen goods. The method of applying

mungo or shoddy to the better qualities of fabrics with a

warp face consists in blending them with wool in the

formation of the weft thread. Tn other cloths mungo
C
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forms the bulk of the material used in the construction of

the backing yarn, or the thread used in producing the

underneath surface of the texture. The method of intro-

ducing this fibre into low goods is somewhat different to

the preceding. Here it is the principal and most expensive

material used in the composition of the fabric, the weft

thread generally being mungo simply, and the warp cotton.

Both warp and weft yarns used in medium-priced fabrics are

usually a combination of wool and mungo, the proportions

varying according to the quality of the texture produced.

13. Difference hehueen Wool and Mungo.—The properties

of a good wool are necessarily of a very superior character

to those of mungo. Under the microscope there is not

always a marked dissimilarity between the fibres, the fila-

ments of some mungoes being in a far more perfect state

of preservation than others. Sometimes the fibres are par-

tially stripped of serrations, but probably others might be

examined from the same handful of material possessing,

when microscopically examined, the complete mechanical

development of the wool fibre. Evidently the difi'erence

between mungo and wool does not arise in the main from

any necessary dissimilarity in the structure of the fibres.

Practically, mungo possesses no definite length of fibre

—

staple, as compared with wool, it has none—while in

elasticity and strength it is also deficient. Doubtless some

of these deficiencies are due to the mutilation of fibre occa-

sioned in the grinding process to which the rags are sub-

mitted, and in which filament is forcibly torn from fila-

ment, causing, as a natural consequence, the material to

be short, brittle, and wanting in elasticity.

Of course the milling power of mungo depends entirely

on the nature of the wool used in making the cloth from

which the fibre has been obtained. If the rags ground

up were originally made from an excellent fulling wool,

then the mungo will undoubtedly possess a certain degree

of felting property. Shoddies, though longer in the fibre

than mungoes, do not usually felt so well—the wools em-
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ployed in the production of the rags from which they are

recovered being principally of an inferior fulling power.

14. Mungo Production.—Rags intended for conversion

into mungo pass through various processes before they

assume the fibrous appearance of wool. Dusting is the

first operation. It consists in shaking the dust and dirt

out of the rags before they are transferred to the hands of

the sorter, who classifies them according to quality and

colour. Considerable care and judgment have to be exer-

cised in this preliminary work in order to ensure the pro-

duction of a regular and uniform stapled material. Both

I

old and new rags are submitted to this process. As many
as from twenty to thirty varieties have been collected

from one bale.

Seaming follows sorting. It applies solely to rags ob-

tained from cast-ofiP garments, and consists in removing all

the cotton threads used in stitching. The rags are now
oiled to soften the material and facilitate grinding. The
machine in which this, the principal work in mungo pro-

duction, is efi'ected is shown in fig. 2. It consists of feed-

sheet, fluted rollers, main cylinder, or swift, and funnel for

conducting the mungo out of the machine. The swift s,

which may be said to be the leading feature of the

machine, is enclosed in the framework ; it is about

18 inches long, 42 inches in diameter, has a surface space
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of 1,688 square inches, and contains from 12,000 to 14,000

strong iron teeth. The speed at which it runs varies from
640 to 800 revolutions per minute. The rags, having been

spread on the feed-sheet f, are conveyed to the fluted

rollers, on emerging from which they are seized by the teeth

of the cylinder, which not only separates thread from
thread, but literally tears fibre from fibre, and thus reduces

the whole to a flossy, wool-like state. As the rags are

ground up, the material is forced down the funnel A, and thus

finds an exit from the machine. Any hard fragments of

cloth only partially torn to pieces fall into the cage c, from
whence they are replaced on the feed-sheet. The weights,

w, allow the upper fluted roller to rise should the machine

be overcharged, and by this means admit of the rags being

conveyed without retention direct off the feed-table on to

the cylinder, which continues to throw them into the cage

until the machine gets properly cleared.

15. Extract Wool.—This material is obtained from
rags of which the threads are composed of cotton and wool
respectively, as in stufi" goods with a cotton warp and
mohair or lustre worsted weft, or in low union fabrics

which have a similar warp thread, but thick woollen weft.

As the object in extracting is to recover the animal fibre,

the vegetable thread is destroyed by a process of car-

bonizing. To efi'ect this, the tissue is steeped in a solution

of sulphuric acid and water, and then heated in an en-

closed chamber. This drying process causes the water to

evaporate, leaving the sulphuric acid in a very concen-

trated form upon the fabrics, in which state it has a very

powerful action on the vegetable matter they contain,

entirely transforming it, and reducing it to such a condi-

tion that it powders when friction is applied. Washing-oS"

now takes place, to remove the acid from the reclaimed

woollen thread. This efiected, the material is run through

a coarse, open carder, which gives it the required woolly

appearance of a textile fibre.

As to the properties of extract—it is not a good milling
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wool-substitute, and is wanting in fullness, elasticity, and

substantial feel. It can be obtained in a large variety of

colours, and is used in the manufacture of low tweeds

and, when blended with wool, medium-class fancies.

16. Flocks.—These are soft, fluffy fibres cast out of the

different machines used in the various processes of cloth, pro-

duction. They are of three kinds, "milling," "cropping,"

and "raising." The first class, which is formed in the milling

or fulling machine, is of more value to the textile pro-

ducer than either cropping or raising flocks. White full-

ing flocks always command a high price, and are suitable

for blending with wool in the production of a large variety

of goods of a Cheviot class. As fulling flocks sometimes

possess a bright colour and generally diffusiveness of cha-

racter, they are largely used by sale yarn spinners.

Guiting or crop'ping flocks are the fibres removed from

the cloth in what is termed the cutting operation. Such
flocks are not frequently selected by manufacturers as a

fit material for yarn making, being principally used in the

production of what are called flock-papers for decorative

purposes.

Raising flocks are derived from the teazles of the "gig,"

which retain a certain quantity of the short fibre, drawn
from the surface of the cloth in the raising process. Such
fibres, when removed from the teazles, are designated

raising flocks, and are similar in character to those formed

in the fulling process, hence they are employed for like

purposes in textile productions.

17. Cotton.—Wool and cotton fibres do not only differ

from each other in mechanical structure, but also in those

special properties which they both possess, making them
highly suitable for clothing purposes. The cotton fibre (c,

fig. 1) is short, fine, and brittle, possessing the appearance

of a flattened and somewhat twisted tube, or resembling a

wrinkled, twisted, irregular ribbon. Commercially, cotton

wool is divided into long and short stapled, the former

being used for warp and the latter for weft yarns ; but

\
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these distinctions are by no means always adhered to, the

two qualities being blended in such proportions as will

result in making a cheap and satisfactory thread.

The length to which cotton may be spun is very remark-
able, as many as 252,000 yards of yarn having been spun
from one pound of material. Its spinning quality causes it

sometimes to be mixed with wool to facilitate the production

of cheap and finely-spun yarns. The fineness and strength of

the cotton fibre and its downy nature are at the basis of its

spinning capabilities. The large variety of fabrics in which
it is used is proof of its adaptability to textile threads, thus

it is employed in the production of fine lace, muslins, stout

calicoes and sheetings, velveteens, cords, and fustians. In

addition to being blended with wool and other materials

in woollen cloth production, it forms the warp thread in

union cloths ; and also, on account of its fineness, it is

used in various styles of backed goods, where its function

is to bind the yarns employed in the formation of the face

to those constructing the back of the texture.

18. Silic.—This fibre is also used to some extent in the

making of woollen and worsted goods. Of all fibres, it

possesses the least diversity of physical construction, re-

sembling, when magnified, a transparent glass rod, and
possessing but few surface creases. (See a, fig. 1.) In

reality it is a longitudinal body of flexible gum, chemi-

cally termed 8ericm, and is totally void of cellular

structure. When the fibre is heated to 110° C. it loses its

natural moisture, while at 170° C. it decomposes.

Silk threads, in the better qualities of fancy wool fabrics,

are twisted with worsted and woollen threads, while in

other cases they are introduced into the fabric in the

single state to give tone and richness to the pattern. These

are the two principal methods of applying this fibre to

textiles made of wool. Of course in more elaborate fabrics,

such as mantles, vestings, figured plushes, and some
classes of dress goods, it forms the most important yarn

employed in the production of the texture.
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The silk imported into this country is of two classes,

that which arrives in the hank form, and is wound direct

from the cocoon, and receives the name of 7ieat silk ; and,

second, sjjun silk, or the thread which results from com-

bining and spinning the cocoons which are too entangled

to be wound, and the waste made in the winding process.

Before silk is capable of being used as a warp or weft

thread it is converted into one of the following forms :

singles, tram, and organzine.

Singles is simply a reeled thread to which twist has

been added to give it strength and firmness. Tram, which

is generally used as weft, consists of two or more reeled

threads twisted firmly together. Organzine, or tliroion silk,

is formed of several singles twisted together in a contrary

direction to that in which the twine is introduced into the

individual threads of which it is composed.

Strength and lustre are the distinguishing characteristics

of silk yarns. There is, in fact, no weavable thread in pro-

portion to its fineness comparable in elasticity with that

obtained from this material. For this reason an ordinary

silk ribbon will sustain as much tension and friction as a

woollen fabric which has been felted for several hours and

is many times its thickness. The lustrous quality of silk

is, however, the one most esteemed in textile manufac-

turing. Mohair is the only animal fibre which possesses

anything approaching its bright, shiny appearance. China

grass and jute, both vegetable fibres, are more or less lus-

trous, but they are incapable of being spun to the same

degree of fineness as silk. As both alpaca and mohair

possess a lustrous staple, they are sometimes employed in

the stufi" trade as substitutes for this rich and costly fibre.
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CHAPTER II.

WOOLLEN THREAD MANUFACTURE.

19. Sorting—20. Wool Washing—21. Detergents used in Scouring
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chines—25. Utilization of Waste Scour Liquor—26. Drying—27.

Teazing—28. Burr-Extraction—29. Oiling—30. Blending—31. Pre-

paring the Blend—32. Fearnought—33. Carding—34. Systems of Card-

ing—35. Actual Operation of Scribbling—36. Parts of a Scribbler

—

37. Speeds of the Cylinders—38. Modes of Conveying the Scribbled

Wool from one Engine to another—39. Condensing—40. Spinning

—

41. Mule or Spinning Frame.

19. Sorting.—The initial process in wool manufacturing

is that of sorting or classifying the fibres of the fleece, as

clipped from the sheep's body, according to length, fine-

ness, elasticity, and soundness of staple. The necessity

for this operation arises from the wool varying in quality

in different sections of the fleece. Coarse, fine, strong, and
tender locks being present in the wool in its natural con-

dition, it is, until sorted, unfit for textile purposes. An
attempt to utilize it in the fleece state would result in the

spinning of uneven, faulty, and unsatisfactory yarns.

About thirteen or fourteen sorts may be obtained from one

fleece, but very frequently not more than five or seven are

made. The following table shows the relative qualities

of the wools grown on the various parts of the body of a

merino sheep :

—

The wools grown on these parts

are remarkable for length and
strength of staple, softness of feel,

and uniformity of character. They
are usually the choicest wools found
in the fleece.

1. The shoulders.

2. The sides.
<
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3. Lower part of

the back.

4. Loin and

back.

5. Upper parts

of the legs.

6. Upper portion

of the neck.

7. Central part

of back.

8. The belly.

9. Root of tail.

10. Lower parts

of legs.

This is also a wool of good, sound

quality, resembling in staple that

obtained from the shoulders and
sides, but not so soft and fine in

fibre.

The staple here is comparatively

shorter, hair not so fine, but the

wool on the whole of a true cha-

racter. In some cases, however, it

is rather tender.

Wool from these parts is of a

moderate length, but coarse in fibre,

and possesses a disposition to hang
in loose, open locks. It is generally

sound, but liable to contain vege-

table matter.

The staple of the wool clipped

from this part of the neck is only of

an inferior quality, being frequently

faulty and irregular in growth, as

well as full of thorns, twigs, &c.

This wool is nearly like that ob-

tained from the loins and back,

being rather tender in staple.

This is the wool which runs quite

under the sheep, between the fore

and hind legs. It is short, dirty,

and poor in quality, and frequently

very tender.

Fibre coarse, short, and glossy,

and the wool often run with kemps
or bright hairs.

Principally a dirty and greasy

wool, in which the staple lacks cur-

liness and the fibre fineness. Usually

it is burry, and contains much vege-

table matter.
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11. The head.

12. The throat.

13. The chest.

14. The shins.

The wools from these parts are

in some places classed together, all

having the same characteristics.

The fibre is stiff, straight, coarse,

and covered with fodder, the wool
also being kempy.

This is another short, thick,

straight, and shinny-fibred wool,

commonly called shanks.

Snch terms as picklock, prime, choice, super, head,

seconds, abb, and breech are applied to the several varieties

into which the fleece is divided. PicMock comprises the

very choicest qualities of the wool, both as regards fine-

ness of fibre, elasticity, and strength of staple ; 'prime is a

similar wool to the preceding, only of a slightly inferior

character
; the staple of choice is true, but the fibre is not

so fine as prime ; siiper is similar in general properties to

choice, but not, as a rule, so valuable ; head includes the

inferior sorts and the wool grown on this part of the

sheep ; downrights is derived from the lower parts of the

ribs or sides ; seconds consists of the best wool clipped off

the throat and breast ; dbh contains the skirtings and
edgings of the fleece ; while hreech consists of short, coarse

fibres obtained from this part of the animal's body.
" In the worsted trade these names are not used, the

following being those generally adopted : blue, from the

neck ; fine, from the shoulders ; neat, from the middle of

the sides and back ; brown-drawing, from the haunches

;

breech, or britch, from the tail and hind legs ; cow-tail,

when the breech is very strong ; and brokes, from the

belly and lower part of the front legs, which are classed

as super, middle, and common, according to their quality.

For finer sorts of wool there are no special names, and
Botany and similar fleeces are sorted according to their

numbers or the counts of yarn they will spin to, such as

50's, 70's, 80's, and so on."
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The sorter prepares for the work of classification by

spreading the fleece on a table with a wire cage surface,

through which a portion of the dust, sand, and other hard

particles of matter in the wool falls into a drawer beneath,

dnring sorting. The centre of the back of the sheep

forms an indefinite line down the middle of the fleece,

which the sorter follows in dividing it into two portions

before commencing the actual work of analysis. His

work may be said to consist, firstly, in removing a portion

of the loose vegetable substances the fleece contains, such as

seeds, twigs, and bits of bark ; and, secondly, in cutting off

the hard tufts of fibres which have by some means or other

got fastly adhered together. These preliminaries having

been attended to, he proceeds to analyze the fleece care-

fully, casting the locks according to quality into different

skeps with which he is provided. He judges of the wool

mainly by its soft, silky handle, and by thickness or

density of growth—weakness of staple, harsh, or unkind

handle, and want of rankness of hair, are all indications of

an inferior wool.

20. Wool Wasliing.—Wool is naturally impregnated with

a greasy substance termed yolk or suini, an unctuous

varnish caused by the perspiration of the skin, and partly

by the animal secretion which lies at the root of each hair

finding its way to the tip of the fibre. Yolk is a com-

pound of potash and animal fat. It also contains small

quantities of acetate of potash, lime, and chloride of potash.

Such is the amount of foreign substances present in some
wools that they lose as much as seventy per cent, of their

weight in scouring. Certain merino wools contain, in

addition to yolk, a considerable proportion of earthy and

greasy matters, for according to Chevreul's analysis they

decrease, on an average, nearly two-thirds in weight during

the washing process. He states the composition of this

class of wool in its natural state to be as follows

:
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Earthy substances

Suint, or yolk .

Fatty matter .

Earthy matter fixed by grease

Clean wool

26-06

32-74

8-57

1-40

31-23

100-00

Several of these substances are recovered by chemical

agents from the refuse scouring solution previously con-

ducted into large tanks, and pass into commerce under

different forms and under new names. The yolk, for

example, after having been separated from the other in-

gredients of the waste lye, has recently been utilized in

the production of a soap said to be specially valuable, on

account of the animal fat it contains, for medical purposes.

Crude carbonate of potash is obtained in considerable

quantities from the residuum of the used scour liquor.

Another substance which results from a method (which

will afterwards be described) largely practised in chemi-

cally decomposing this otherwise worthless solution is a

class of oil used to some extent in lubricating rags for

shoddies and mungoes.

Now the object in scouring is not simply to remove the

greasy product from the material, but also the dirt and

other extraneous matter with which the wool may be

covered. This should be effected without injury either

to the physical structure or chemical composition of the

fibre. A wool thoroughly cleansed should be of a pure

colour, should handle soft and elastic, dye readily, produce

a true thread, and ultimately form a texture full and velvet-

like to the touch. On the other hand, wool only partially

scoured resists the action of mordants, and takes a streaky

colour, the dyes not penetrating the fibre, but remaining

on the surface. Indifferent scouring endangers good scrib-

bling and spinning, and also causes the woven fabric to be

hard, stiff, and unkind in feel. A generally accepted
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opinion amongst nianufactnrers is, that if the raw material

is impartially cleansed, every one of the subsequent pro'

cesses will to some extent suffer therefrom ; the imperfection

arising from this cause becoming, in some cases, the most
perceptible in the finished cloth. For these reasons too

much intelligence and skill cannot be exercised on this

preliminary process of cloth manufacture.

21. Beterrgents used in Scouring.—Potash, carbonate of

soda, silicate of soda, ammonia, and soap are all more or

less used in wool washing. Soda is sometimes employed
alone in scouring wools of a coarse, open growth, but as

this alkali is well known to have a corrosive and ener-

getic action on animal fibres, it should seldom, if ever, be
used for this purpose. As a detergent, it destroys the

natural mellowness of the hair, and, instead of acting as a

bleaching agent, imparts a yellow tinge to the wool.

Potash, on the contrary, being present in the fibres of the

raw material, is, so to speak, the alkali naturally most
suitable for whitening and purifying wool, to which it

gives a diffusive character and soft feel. Silicate of soda

is said to be used largely on the Continent, with good
results. However, if this detergent should be employed,
precautions should always be taken to thoroughly squeeze

the scouring liquor out of the material before rinsing with

cold water—if this is done it is held the wool will be white,

clean, open, and soft, and also dye freely. Ammonia is

milder in its action than either soda or potash. Formerly
it was extensively used for wool-scouring purposes, for

> which it is well adapted, removing the dirty, greasy

matter from the wool without injuring the staple. Soaps

are now generally the scouring agents selected. Those
in which potash enters should invariably be chosen, soda

soaps being more energetic, and having a tendency, for

reasons stated above, to dissolve the wool. For wool-

washing a soap containing an excess of alkali is perhaps

the best, there being a certain percentage of grease on

the fibres.
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The quantity of water in soaps may be ascertained by

reducing a sample to parings and placing in a hot oven, in

which it should be allowed to remain until it ceases to

become lighter, when the difference between its original

and dried weight will indicate the percentage of water

evaporated. Other adulterations may be detected by

immersing the soap in a strong solution of alcohol and

applying heat, which dissolves the soap, but leaves the

impurities insoluble.

Wool may be injuriously acted upon by being subjected

to too hot a scouring solution, or from being brought in

contact with powerful alkalies. No rigid rule as to tem-

perature can be furnished, this being a feature of scouring

which varies according to the nature of the wool in hand.

However, the liquor should never be at a higher tempera-

ture than is absolutely necessary to cleanse the material.

For wools open, broad, and free in staple, from 32^ C. to

54° C. is a good average, but for fine wools the temperature

may range from 48*^ C.to 60° C. To avoid unsatisfactory

consequences, the heat and alkalinity of the liquor should

always be tested before a batch of wool is submitted to the

scour bath. This might readily be done by dissolving the

detergents to be used and diluting until a milky solution is

obtained which feels soft and smooth to the hands. A few

samples of wool might now be dipped, and the heat and

alkalinity of the solution varied, until the material readily

parts with the dirt and grease it contains, and possesses a

soft, silky handle. The hardness and softness of water

is a question of importance. Soft water dissolves the soap

the best, and is, in consequence, the most preferable for

cleansing wool. The hardness of water varies according

to the proportion of salts, lime, chalk, and other mineral

substances it may contain. To use hard water for wool

washing without previously softening it is a very uneco-

nomical course, as a considerable proportion of the soap

is taken up by the lime, (fee, before any of it can be

available in purifying the wool. When water is not
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softened the lime forms with the detergents what is called

an insoluble lime soap—a compound perfectly useless as a

scouring agent. It is also very difficult to remove when
fixed on wool. A general mode of softening water for wool
scouring consists in collecting it in tanks, when from two
to six pounds of refined carbonate of potash per 1,000
gallons is added, which in a short time precipitates the

lime and leaves the water ready for use. Sometimes the

potash or soda is added in the scouring machine previous

Fig. 3.

to introducing the soap into the solution, but the former
seems to be the more preferable plan.

22. Wool Steeping.—Of recent years an apparatus has
been invented for preparing greasy wools for scouring by
subjecting them to a process of steeping, the object being
to drive off the acid which the fibres contain and dissolve

the hard, dirty substances, without removing any of the

yolk in the wool. The apparatus shown in fig. 3 consists

of three steepers. A, e, and c, similar to each other both in
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size and construction. Each steeper has two bottoms, the

upper one being perforated as indicated by the dotted lines.

The water is kept in tanks, t and t, the pipe connections

with which are so arranged as to admit of the steepers

being worked separately or together. The steam enters

the vessel containing the material at the bottom, and is

forced upwards, passing through the hard, dirty, clotted,

and entangled masses of wool ; thus the whole is opened

and softened, and a large amount of extraneous matter

removed. As there are no chemical agents used in the

process the natural pliability, lustre, and colour of the

fibre are perfectly preserved.

The main advantage arising from steeping dirty, greasy

wools, previous to washing, is the considerable saving

thereby effected in soap. The cost of steeping, when once

the apparatus has been obtained, is not to be compared

with the difference in the quantity of detergents used

when the wools are submitted to the scouring process

without having the hard limy matter with w^hich they are

coated softened or dissolved, as is the case with those that

have passed through this operation. After steeping, the

material readily parts with the dirty substances it contains,

the fibres being in a more expanded state and the im-

purities more readily acted upon, so that the time required

in scouring, and the quantity of soap used, are consider-

ably decreased, while cleansing is accomplished with less

injury to the properties of the wool.

23. Metlwds of Scouring.—Wool is scoured both by hand

and machinery, but the former method is almost entirely

out of date, having been superseded by machine washing,

and hence need only be briefly described. The wool, in

such a case, is placed in a large vat or tub which possess

a false perforated bottom that rests on small supports about

6 inches from the bottom proper ; it is freely agitated for

some time in the solution contained in this vat, when it is

lifted on to a large scray to allow some of the liquid it

contains to drain off. Rinsing follows, and is performed
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in the " rinse " box, a long, narrow trough also having a

perforated bottom to admit of any hard, dirty particles, that

may have not been removed in the scouring bath, to escape.

Here the material is subjected to a stream of clean fresh

water, which thoroughly cleanses it of the " scour " it con-

tains on being removed off the scray. One workman on

this system of scouring will cleanse from five hundred
to a thousand pounds of greasy wool per day.

24. Scouring Machines.—There are various kinds of

machines now used for wool-washing purposes, but the

one generally regarded as constructed on the best prin-

ciple is that shown in fig. 4. Usually two tanks or bowls

are employed (one of which is given in the engrav-

ing), so that if necessary a stronger scouring solution may
be used in one than in the other. Another obvious ad-

vantage in this arrangement is, that a certain percentage

of the dirt having been cleansed from the wool before it

leaves the first tank, the second tank may be employed
more for rinsing than scouring purposes. In some classes

of scouring machines the wool is considerably disturbed

by swing rakes during its passage through the scour

liquor. This treatment has a tendency to cause the fibres

to felt or mill, which^ in washing, should, if possible, always

be obviated. Scouring being more a chemical than a

mechanical operation, it is important to bring the suds

into contact with the fibres, for the required length of time,

at a minimum mechanical disturbance, and thus cleanse

the wool, not so much by tossing and beating it about as

by dissolving the dirt and grease that cover the staple.

To attain this result the system of propelling the wool
when in the scour bath by reciprocating swing rakes has

been substituted in this machine by a series of iron prongs

set at uniform distances apart. The wool is carried into

the tank by the feed sheet, A. The frame, C, in which the

prongs are fixed, has both a lateral and vertical movement.
At the feeding end of the machine it carries what is called

a perforated immerser plate, b, some few inches deep and
D
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the entire width of the inside of the tank. As the wool

is conveyed into the machine by the feeder, A, it is imme-
diately immersed, and held for some time in the liquor by
the plate, B, by which means it is thoroughly saturated,

and the fibres prevented from floating on the surface of

the scour. The w^ool is not now forked along the trough,

as is the case in some machines, but gently propelled

forward by the prongs of the frame, c, which ultimately

deliver it to the squeezing rollers, d, where the liquid it

contains is pressed out and conducted into what is termed

the receiver, when the revolving buckets, e, replace the

scour in the tank. On this system the wool is scoured in

a fully expanded or open condition, which allows the suds

to act with greater freedom on the fibres, and thereby

eflPects a material saving in soap. Even before the wool

passes into the second bowl, where the same process is

repeated, it is comparatively clean, soft, open, and free in

the hand.

25. Utilization of Waste Scour Liquor.—The waste suds,

resulting from scouring both wool and cloth, are, in all

well-conducted factories, run into a series of tanks in the

open air, with the object of reclaiming the fatty ingredients

which they contain. In order to separate the grease from

the other substances in the solution, sulphuric acid is intro-

duced into the tanks. The fatty matter is thus liberated,

and rises to the surface, whilst the soda and ammonia
compounds remain in solution. The greasy substance thus

formed is, after the water has been drained off, pumped
into a shallow filter. It remains here until partially solid,

w^hen it is cut into blocks about 18 inches square. By
applying pressure and heat a quantity of oil is reclaimed,

which is used in lubricating rags before grinding, while

the residuum, after pressing, is bought up by soap manu-
facturers.

26. Drying.—Now the wool has been cleansed of im-

purities it only remains to remove the moisture it contains

on leaving the scouring solution. A very common mode
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of drying consists in spreading the wool on a table pos-

sessing a wire cage surface, the apertures in which admit
of hot air being forced through the wool. The stand on
which these cages are fixed is built in a semicircular form,

and contains a number of steam-pipes and huge revolving

fans for driving the heat rapidly through the material. It

is important when using the drying table that the wool
should be spread as evenly as possible, and turned over at

regular intervals, to prevent scorching some of the fibres

and partially drying others. If these points are carefully

attended to, the material will be well and uniformly

dried.

Another machine used in wool-drying is constructed on
the continuous feed and delivery system. This is, with-

out' doubt, the safest method of drying, as the material is

always on the move. A representation of such an appa-

ratus is given in fig. 5. It consists of an enclosed chamber
(containing a series of five shelves, or tables, one over the

other, and some 18 inches apart), about 20 feet long, 4
feet 6 inches wide, and 11 feet high. Hot air is forced

through the machine by a rapidly revolving fan, which
makes about one thousand turns per minute, and is situate

underneath the chamber. The current of air it creates

passes through the tubular heater, and from thence into

the chamber, as indicated by the arrows. The heat of

the air can be regulated as required. The tables consist

of two classes of bars, stationary and movable ; the latter

convey the wool through the machine. As the material

reaches the end of the respective tables it is deposited on
to the one below, and so on till it reaches the bottom table,

where it is passed on to the delivery lattice.

Drying being on this system accomplished in an enclosed

chamber, the washing machine may be in the same room
as this apparatus, thus admitting of the w^ool being con-

veyed by the delivering table of the scouring machine on
to the feed-table of the " dryer." This mode of transferring

the material from one machine to the other is shown in fig. 5.
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Here the parts t, e, and c are the delivering end of the
" scourer," being the tank, pressure rollers, and delivery

lattice respectively. N^ecessarily this arrangement econo-

mizes both space and labour. The usual method, however,

is to place the wool on the feed-table by hand, when it is

at once carried into the chamber and forced by a strong

blast of hot air on to the upper table. It now travels

over the separate shelves in succession, being dried and
opened to some extent during its entire passage through
the machine by the current of hot air which moves in the

same direction as the wool. There being no beating, toss-

ing, or teazing of the fibres in this drying apparatus, it is

suitable for all varieties of wools. As many as from three

to five thousand pounds of material can be dried in this

chamber in one day.

A third contrivance, that may be briefly described,

differs from the two preceding arrangements in the heat

applied being somewhat differently diffused. Here there

is no blast of hot air, but the wool is conveyed by a series

of small revolving rollers fixed across the machine and close

together, over a number of steam pipes. Thus the interior

of this chamber consists, firstly, of two levels of pipes

charged with steam ; secondly, of two series of small

rollers, the lower series carrying the wool from the feed-

ing to the delivering end of the machine, and the upper

series vice versa; and thirdly, of a large spiked drum,

which throws the fibres off the lower on to the top row of

rollers. About one hundred pounds of material are fed

into the machine at one time, and allowed to remain until

perfectly dry, when a door is opened, and the cylinder

rapidly casts the wool on to the floor.

27. Teazing.—The condition of the material after dry-

ing is such as to necessitate its being subjected to some
operation that will, in a measure, open and disentangle its

fibres before being passed on to the scribbling machine.

The technical name for this operation is teazing, or willow-

ing. Fig. 6 is a representation of the machine in which
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the work is carried on. Its principal parts are a large

skeleton cylinder, or drum, c, (shown in the sectional draw-

ing, fig. 7), with ten arms, each mounted with two rows

of teeth tapering from the base to the point; and three small

rollers, w, termed workers, fixed above the cylinder, and

studded with teeth, which work between those of the latter

when the machine is in motion. These parts are all en-

closed in a strong case, and are driven by wheel-gearing

on the outside of the framework. The wool is weighed out

in regular quantities and spread on the feed-sheet, s, which

Fiff. 6.

carries it into the interior of the machine, where it is re-

ceived by the teeth of the main cylinder.

The principle of the machine is this : a large and centre

drum, making from 400 to 500 revolutions per minute,

charged with wool, working against, or turning in a con-

trary direction to, a series of three smaller rollers, making
from 30 to 40 revolutions per minute. So that no sooner

is the material forced round by the main cylinder than the

teeth of the workers come in contact with the felted and
entangled locks, effecting a thorough separation amongst

the fibres. In addition to thus opening the wool and im-

parting to it a pliable and diffusive character, preparing it
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for the reception of the oil and for the action of the wire of

the scribbler, teazing also removes any particles of dirt or

other impurities which the fibres retain after the scouring

process.

28. Burr Extraction.—At this stage in the manipulation

of the fibres some classes of wools, Buenos Ayres, for in-

stance, have to be submitted to a special process, arising

from a troublesome sort of seed, known as burrs, being

frequently entangled in the fleece. In size and form these

seeds, which possess a coating of minute prickles, causing

Fisr. 7.

them to cling tenaciously to the fibres of the wool, resemble

very closely an ordinary bean. Of course the purpose

of the burring process is as far as possible to remove the

burl's from the staple with little or no waste of fibre, and
without injury to the strength and other properties of the

wool. Should the wool bo allowed to pass on to the card-

ing operation previous to the burrs having been thoroughly

extracted, they will occasion serious waste both in that

and the subsequent processes. When not properly re-

moved before reaching the scribbler, they are liable to enter

in small portions into the condensed sliver, and thus prove

injurious to the spun thread.
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Burrs maj eitlier be chemically or mechanically ex-

tracted. The form.er process consists in steeping the wool

in a solution of vitriol and water (standing at about 9*^

Twaddle) for about half-an-hour, when it is taken out,

allowed to drain, and then removed to the drying-room

and submitted to a temperature of about 100'^ F. When
the moisture has been absorbed out of the material the

acid attacks the burrs and other small seeds, reducing

them to carbon, after which the wool is rinsed in soda and
water to remove the acid, and then again dried, when it

is ready for oiling. It will be observed that in this pro-

cess the vegetable substance is dissolved by the sulphuric

acid, while the wool remains sound ; but in the mechanical

mode of removing the burrs they are not destroyed, but

actually beaten or shaken out of the material.

The burring machine in general use consists of the

following parts : feed-sheet and rollers, revolving fan,

lattice-sheet, revolving brush for 'passing the ivool on to the

swift, or cylinder ; main cylinder, burr rollers, grid, and a

large roller for beating the burrs on to the same ; and,

lastly, revolving brush for removing the wool off the cijlinder.

These parts are all enclosed in a strongly-built frame,

somewhat similar in construction to that of the teazer, or

willey. The wool, after having been placed on the feed-

sheet, is conveyed by the feed-rollers into the interior of

the machine, when the fan forces it on to the lattice-sheet.

This sheet immediately conveys it to the revolving brush,

which yields it up to the teeth of the cylinder. JSTow, as

the latter revolves, the burr roller, which turns in the

opposite direction, beats, lashes, and opens the wool, the

result being that in a short time the larger burrs com-
mence to hang somewhat loosely on the surface of the

cylinder, in which condition they are readily knocked on
to the grid by a roller mounted with spiked arms for that

purpose. The distance at which the burr roller is set from
the cylinder varies according to the length of the staple of

the wool operated upon. As the material gets free from
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burrs it is removed out of the machine by the delivering

brush.

For wools containing a large quantity of broken and
small burrs, motes, and seeds, the chemical mode of " ex-

tracting " is generally held to be the most preferable ; but

for fine wools full of large burrs the burring machine is

usually employed, which possesses one material advantage
over the chemical process : it preserves the natural strength

and colour of the fibres.

29. Oiling.—Having deprived the wool, by scouring, of its

natural lubricant, the yolk, its condition is such that if

passed on to the scribbler without being oiled, much waste
of fibre would ensue. After washing and drying, the

fibres lack adhesiveness, and hence a large quantity of

them would, if not lubricated, be cast off" the different

cylinders of the carding machines in the scribbling pro-

cesses, and go to form what are called flyings or drop-

pings. Oil is applied to the wool to minimize the produc-

tion of such flyings, and also to soften and impart

smoothness to the fibres. By affording these qualities to

the material, it causes the individual filaments to glide

past each other with as little friction as possible, and
facilitates separation and re-adjustment of the same, pre-

serving, by so doing, to some extent, the natural length of

the staple.

There are various compositions used in oiling wool, but

one of the best lubricants is olive or Gallipoli oil. Being
unctuous to the feel, and almost colourless, it is very suit-

able for this purpose. About two gallons of this oil are

applied per 120 pounds of wool.

Oleines, which are also largely used as wool-lubricants,

are obtained by pressure from animal fats, and are known
in the trade as tallow oleines, lard oleines, and neat's-foot

oil. That, however, applied to wool is mainly derived

from oleic acid, previously separated from stearine, a

mixture of which occurs as a result of one of the processes

in the manufacture of candles. By distillation, oleine or
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elaine is obtained from the oleic acid, while the stearine

is nsed in candle production. If due care has not been
observed the oleine thus obtained is liable to be contami-

nated with the sulphuric acid employed in some stages of

its manufacture, which injuriously, affects the wire teeth, or

card clothing, covering the cylinders of the scribbling

engines. This necessitates frequent grinding and cleaning

of the cards. The wool is also impoverished by the action

of the acid, its colour being injured, which implies the pro-

duction of a less valuable cloth and consequent loss. Good
oils are therefore recommended, as the wool is by far the

most expensive article, and should, as far as practicable, be
preserved sound throughout all the processes of manu-
facture.

A common method still practised in oiling wool is that

of using an ordinary can with a large T-shaped nozzle. A
layer or " lighter" of material is spread on the floor, then

the oil distributed over it as evenly as possible, the opera-

tion being repeated till a large sheet or bed of wool has

been piled up.

Fig. 8 shows a contrivance for oiling the wool as it

enters the fearnought. The tank, A, underneath the feed-

sheet, F, contains the oil, which is pumped into the cistern,

B, to be conveyed by the arm, c, on to a ridged plate, from
whence it trickles on to a revolving brush, which distri-

butes it in a fine spray on the fibres. The supply of oil is

quite uniform, and can be regulated as required. It

should be observed that whatever method of lubrication

is adopted, the object should always be to impart the

same quantity of oily substance to every portion of the

wool.

30. Blending.—A large variety of fabrics results from

mixing two or more materials together, such as cotton and

wool ; mungO;, cotton and wool ; flocks and wool, &c. Of
course, the principal object to be attained in mixing such

materials with the more costly fibre of wool is that of

reducing the cost of the yarn, and also of the manufac-
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tured article. Perhaps in no single instance will the cloth

be improved in texture, or enhanced in value, from the

entrance of these fibres into the blend, parcel, or stock

previous to the scribbling process ; on the contrary, the

fabrics, generally speaking, are low in quality in conse-

quence of the yarns employed being a composition of pure

wool, and of a re-manufactured material only possessing

inferior clothing properties. However, the decrease in the

value of the woven product that takes place in proportion

to the quantity and quality of the adulterating material

used in the blend does not alter the fact that the scrib-

bling and spinning of two or more distinct classes of fibres

into the same thread is the source of an extensive range

of textile goods, necessarily approaching in their general

characteristics those of woollen and worsted fabrics, but

sufficiently different as to be distinguished in the market

as inferior articles. There are cases, as in the mixture of

silk with wool, where the object is to obtain a smarter,

and in every sense of the word a more stylish, thread,

which ultimately adds to the beauty of the woven fabric in

which it is employed ; but in such instances the manufac-

turer does not seek to reduce the cost, but to improve the

appearance of the goods produced.

Blending, in addition to allowing of various fibres being

introduced into the same thread, also comprises a com-
bination of several colours, or shades of the same or

different materials. It thus affords ample scope for the

origination of novelties in the shape of mixture yarns for

cheviots and other classes of goods of a similar character.

Such fabrics derive their leading features from the nature

of the yarns used in their production, which have their

characteristics formed, so far as colouring goes, in the

blending operation, for the quantities of the various colours

combined all contribute, according to their intensity and
richness of hue, to give tone and bloom to the spun
thread. Hence in this preliminary process of cloth fabri-

cation there is considerable scope not only for making a
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cheap yarn, bnt, at the same time, a thread that will

be valuable to the designer in the production of new
styles.

One or two illustrations will clearly show how the pro-

cess of blending can thus change the character of the

yarn. Supposing, for example, that it is required to make
three neutral gray mixture yarns, namely, dark, mid, and
light gray respectively, i^ow, as black and white when
mixed with each other produce gray, it will only be neces-

sary to blend, card, and spin certain quantities of black

and white wool together, varying in the proportion of one
to the other, according to the tone of the mixture yarn

Fig. 9. Fig. 9 a. Fig. 9 h.

required. Thus, three pounds of black wool blended with

one pound of white wool would give the dark gray shown
in fig. 9 ; two pounds of black wool blended with two
pounds of white would give a similar shade to that of

fig. 9 a./ while the light gray (fig. 9 6) would be formed
by blending three pounds of white wool with one pound of

black wool. For practical purposes other colours would
probably be added in small quantities to give bloom and
warmth to the blends ; but these illustrations are sufficient

to show the effect of combining black and white in the

formation of gray shades.

Take another example of a slightly different character,

namely, an olive mixture. Such a shade could be obtained

by blending black and yellow-olive in equal quantities,

whether in wool, mungo, extract, or any combination of

fibres. Other illustrations are unnecessary, as the most
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elementary colourist will understand that as there is no
limit to the variety of tints and shades that are obtained

by combining several colours in different proportions, so

in like manner there is practically no end to the variety

of mixture yarns made for manufacturing purposes, in

browns, bronzes, olives, greens, grays, &c., resulting from

diversifying the combination of the shades used in the

blend : a valuable proof that blending should be regarded

as a useful auxiliary to the weaving process in imparting

a new feature to the finished cloth.

31. Preparing the Blend.—As the object in blending is

to mix the several fibres together as they will form a thread

in which they cannot be distinguished from each other,

much care is taken in preparing them for the machines in

which yarn construction is performed. Blending does not

alter the individual characteristics of the fibres combined,

each retaining its own nature and properties, and yet the

amalgamation is so complete that a perfectly uniform

mixture is the result. The materials about to be com-
bined, after having been teazed, are bedded or arranged in

layers one above the other, in regular succession. Thus,

if the blend consists of different classes of wools of the

same shade, a foundation layer some few inches in thick-

ness of one wool is distributed evenly over a prescribed

place on the floor. This " spreading " having been oiled,

a layer of a different class of wool is added and oiled, the

processes of spreading and oiling being repeated to the

completion of the "bed." In order to preserve the con-

dition of the blend, when passing the material on to the

teazer with the object of forming a more promiscuous

mixture, the sheet is cut into vertically, and not trans-

versely, with a strong, stout stick. When two or more
colours—say, for instance, black, tan, and green—are in-

troduced into the blend, the routine is as follows : A layer

of black is uniformly spread ; then comes a layer or

" lighter " of tan, and lastly a layer of green, the order

being repeated to the top of the pile. The thicknesses of
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the individual layers vary according to the quantity of

each colour required to form the proper mixture. Each
lighter also receives its proportionate share of lubrication.

A blend of this character, in order to ensure the produc-

tion of an even thread, may be passed through the teazer

two or three times.

If the mixture thus obtained is intended to be used

with other stock, that is, for combining with cotton, silk

waste, &Q., it is sheeted up till required, in which condi-

tion it is designated "mellowing," or "melling."

In cases where cotton forms a portion of the bed the

main point to be observed is to prevent, as much as

possible, oil from getting on to this fibre. A layer of

teazed cotton is, in such blends, first spread for a founda-

tion, then lighters of wool and cotton alternately, the oil

being distributed on the wool alone. Should mellowing

be used, no oil is required. When wool, mungo, and
cotton are blended together the order is to deal with the two
former first, by making a bed of teazed wool and cotton

in alternate stratas—this is now run through the teazer and
forms an "angola" mellowing, i.e.^ a mixture of wool and
cotton. A new bed is next composed of this angola blend,

and mungo of one or several shades, each being taken in

succession in spreading the layers, however many colours

are employed. If necessary, a little oil is imparted to the

mungo. This bed complete, the whole is submitted to the

action of the cylinders of the teazer, when it is ready for

the scribbler.

32. Fearnought.—To better disentangle the fibres, and
more perfectly mix the materials before carding proper,

they are generally passed through the fearnought, or

tenter-hook willey (fig. 10). Probably the latter name
has been applied to this machine on account of the

peculiar shape of the teeth inserted in the swift or main
cylinder. The back part of these teeth is slightly bent

in the form of a bow, while the other side gradually

tapers from the base to the point. The main cylinder
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is about 45 inches in diameter, and makes from 150
to 200 revolutions per minute. The smaller cylinders,

w, are called workers, and those lettered s, strippers.

There are three pairs of these rollers over the swift. The
material, after having been spread on the feed lattice, is

passed forward to the main cylinder by a couple of feed

rollers, when the workers and strippers engage the tufted

and matted locks, and cross and intermix the fibres to-

gether. The fan, f, draws the wool from the cylinder and
casts it out of the machine. In order to prevent waste
arising from loose fibres flying ofi" the cylinders, the rollers

Kg. 10.

are covered with a casing of sheet-iron when in operation.

The machine is similarly enclosed underneath, but here

there are perforations in the casement to allow any hard,

dirty substances to escape, while the loose fibres remain

on the grating.

33. Garding.—This process is, in one sense of the word,

a continuation, on a more systematic principle, of the

separation and mixing of the fibres of the wool com-
menced in the teazer and fearnought. In fact, carding

perfects the work of these two machines and prepares the

wool for spinning. On the scribbling, or carding engines,
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the felted locks are not simplj opened and disentangled,

but actually divided into their component parts, the fibres

being literally separated from each other, and afterwards so

efiPectiyely crossed and blended together as to produce one

promiscuous mixture of uniform density throughout. The
operation consists, in the first place, in destroying the

natural condition or order of the fibres ; and, secondly, in

re-adjusting them with such mechanical nicety as to cause

them to amalgamate, in subsequent processes, in a thread-

like form. In scribbling there is no attempt made to lay

the fibres in parallel lines— the very opposite of this

eff'ect being designed, namely, to mix and intermingle

them on one common but uniform system. After carding,

the filaments of the wool, to a large extent, bear the same
relation to each other as to closeness of contact, for they

hang loosely together in one endless film or gauze-like

combination ; but, in other respects, they are as dissimilar

from each other in arrangement as possible, for they point

in all conceivable directions. Every species of fibre takes

its place in the carded sliver—curly, straight, short, long,

fine and coarse. From these facts it is evident that the

condition of the material undergoes an entire change in the

scribbling operation, for the felted locks are here reduced

to individual fibres, and the wool is made pliable, diffusive,

and expansible. These, in short, are the elements of the

carded material which distinguish it from the wool in the

raw state.

The scribbling machine (fig. 11), in which this work
is accomplished, consists, briefly speaking, of a number of

cylinders of various dimensions, revolving in opposite

directions and at different speeds. These are all covered

with fine, pliant, wire teeth, called card clothing. The
wool is reduced to an open, fibrous condition by the con-

tention, so to speak, which takes place between the wires

of adjacent cylinders for possession of the fibres. The
principle of the operation is this : the teeth of one cylinder

work against those of an adjoining cylinder in recovering

E
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and drawing out the material which they both possess,

while a third cylinder, with a larger surface velocity, is

constantly propelling the fibres from one couple of rollers

to another. Supposing, for illustration, the wire of any

particular cylinder is charged with wool, and that it comes

in contact with the teeth of an adjacent roller, revolving

either at a different speed or in a contrary direction, then

the material will necessarily be expanded, straightened,

crossed, and, in a measure, combed between their move-

ments—a condition which is no sooner acquired than the

propelling roller (i.e., the main cylinder) takes the fibres

in charge and conveys them a stage nearer the exit end of

the machine. This is an epitome of what is repeatedly

transpiring in the scribbling and carding operations.

An idea of the amount of dislocation and blending of

fibres which such teeth subject the wool to may be gathered

from their multiplicity. For example, it has been estimated

that there are upwards of fifty-six millions of points in a

machine similar to that shown in fig. 11 ; fifty millions of

which engage the wool, carry it forward, and resist the

action of the wires of other cylinders when they come in

contact with the material. Six million points, on the

other hand, play the part of extractors and springers,

drawing or lashing the fibres from between the teeth of

other rollers. According to this data it is further calcu-

lated that in an ordinary scribbling engine the wool is

continually submitted to the disturbing and intermixing

action of 25,000 points. When it is considered that in

carding three separate machines are sometimes employed,

containing an increasing number of points, it will be

obvious that nothing less than a perfect separation and

re-adjustment of the fibres can fail to ensue from passing

the wool through this operation.

34. Systems of Carding.—There are two systems of

carding. In the one most generally adopted in the woollen

textile centres of Great Britain a complete s^t of carding

machines consists of scribbler (containing breast cylinder
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and two swifts), intermediate (containing two swifts), and
carder (containing two swifts and condenser). The inter-

mediate is not always employed. In the second system,

which is almost universally adopted in America, and in

recent years to a limited extent by English manufacturers,

there is the same set of three machines—scribbler or

breaker, intermediate, and carder or finisher, with con-

denser attached—but in this case each engine has only one

swift or large cylinder (see fig. 12, which is a drawing of

the carder and condenser of this build of machines), and
hence does not occupy so much floor space as the former

set. There are usually five pairs of rollers over the swifts

in both the breaker and intermediate in the machines of

this class, but only four pairs over the carder. Both these

methods of wool-carding are practised with satisfactory

results. It may be said of the two-swifted-system that it

is applicable to all classes of materials, both for fine and
coarse work, whereas the one-cylinder principle has, thus

far, in this country, been mainly confined to wools in-

tended for medium and fine counts of yarns.

In the limited space that can be devoted to this subject

here the first-named system of carding will alone be de-

scribed in detail. However, as the principle of scribbling

is identically the same in both sets of engines, the expla-

nations given will also be more or less applicable to the

latter system of carding.

35. The Actual Operation of Scribhling

.

—The passage of

the material through the scribbler will now be described.

(The reader is referred to fig. 11, which is a correct repre-

sentation of the scribbling engine, and will assist him to

understand the principle of this important operation in

woollen yarn manufacture.) The wool is, in the first place,

laid on the feed-sheet, a, which is divided transversely

into equal sections, to facilitate even spreading. Uneven
distributing of the wool on the feed-table causes irregular

and faulty scribbling. Mechanical feeds are now largely

employed for laying the wool on the travelling lattice, and, if
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anythiiig, equalize the supply more efficiently than by
weighing, as adopted when feeding by hand. Before the

fibres are conveyed to the breast-cylinder, b, the wool is

subjected to a preliminary mixing, which has a tendency

to regulate the quantity of material passed on to the

breast-cylinder, as well as to prepare the fibres for the

more minute dislocation they undergo in other parts

of the machine. The blending referred to is accom-

plished by five rollers, three of which are termed feed

rollers, one the " licker-in," and the other the "angle-

stripper." The relative positions of these rollers are as

follows :—the three-feed rollers are fixed one above the

other ; directly behind them is placed the licker-in, and

over it the angle-stripper. As the wool is carried into

the machine by the feed-sheet it is taken possession of by

the bottom " feed " and then transferred to the licker-in.

The middle roller also gathers up a portion of the wool,

which, in conjunction with the top " feed," it opens and

delivers to the licker-in, which, in turn, yields it up to the

angle-stripper, from whence it is received by the wire of

the breast cylinder.

Now it is at this juncture that the real process of scrib-

bling begins. The wire of the breast cylinder propels the

material forward until it comes in contact with the first

pair of small rollers, w^ and s\ called workers and strip-

pers. The worker, which is placed behind the stripper,

is the larger roller, and removes the material ofi" the

cylinder, while the stripper takes it off the worker and

delivers it over, after it has been worked, to the rapidly

revolving cylinder. This process is repeated by each pair

of workers and strippers in the machine.

It is not the object of the scribbler to effect at a single

operation a perfect separation and blending of the fibres,

for, in so doing, it would be liable to break the staple of

the wool ; hence the se^^eral small cylinders employed in

disentangling and re-mixing the fibres. The first pair of

rollers are only intended to operate upon the largest en-
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tanglements, being set the furthest off the cylinder, and

also the coarsest in the wire, or containing the smallest

number of teeth. The material which escapes their points

is dealt with by the second couple of rollers, while the

smaller tufts of fibres still are engaged by the third set of

workers and strippers, and so on throughout the operation.

By this repeated transfer from one cylinder card to another

a continuous opening and blending of the material is

carried on from the time when it enters the machine at

the feed -sheet to leaving the same at the doffer.

It will be more clearly understood how the wool is

transferred from cylinder to worker, from worker to

stripper, and from stripper back again to cylinder, if the

character or bend of the wire in the card clothing of the

different cylinders is taken into consideration. A repre-

sentation of this wire is given in fig. 11 A. There are

three ways in which the wires meet each other : first,

point to point ; second, point to smooth side ; third, smooth

side to smooth side. The wool is most effectively " worked '*

when it passes between two rollers in which the points of

the wires of their respective surfaces oppose each other.

Such is the case with the wire of the swift and that of the

workers, the points of the latter leaning in a contrary way
to those of the main cylinder. The points of the card

clothing of the stripper come in contact with the smooth

side of those of the worker, enabling it to remove the

wool off this cylinder ; for a similar reason the wire of the

swift can readily recover the material off the strippers.

The high speed at which the main cylinder revolves, in

addition to its using the points of its card clothing, gives

it the power to force the wool forward, and ultimately to

deliver it to the doffer.

To return to the wool at the point where it is reclaimed

by the breast cylinder from the first stripper, s ^—from

thence it is conveyed to the second pair of rollers to be

submitted to further blending, and then to the third set,

the amount of crossing and separation the fibres undergo
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increasing as the wool progresses from point to point on

the surface of the breast. Having escaped from the second

stripper, s^, it is again engaged by the active cylinder

and carried forward to the fancy, f\ The function of this

roller is not to " work " the wool, but merely to lift, or

lash it on to the surface of the wire of the breast and main

cylinders. As the material is being subjected to the action

of the different workers and strippers, and in consequence

of its repeated transfer from these rollers on to the cylinder,

it becomes embedded in the card clothing of the latter, the

fibres sinking below the points of the teeth. The wire of

the fancy is long and elastic while it revolves at a high

velocity, hence it brushes up the wool, raises it on to the

points of the clothing of the cylinder, and facilitates its

removal by the doffer. The points of the wires of the

" breast " and the swifts work against those of the doffers,

but, as the material is well brushed up by the fancy, the

action of the two cards is considerably modified, and the

latter may be said to receive rather than take the wool off

the cylinders. After leaving doffer, B D, the angle-stripper

of the first swift, A s \ places it on the wire of that cylinder,

where the passage from card to card already described is

repeated.

To take the scribbled wool off the last doffer, a steel comb
or doffing knife, d c, is employed. It is the entire width

of the machine, and moves rapidly up and down, imparting

as it descends a shaving stroke to the surface of the card,

and thus removes off the wire of the doffer a continuous

fleecy web of fibre.

36. Parts of a Scribbler.—Having described the order in

which the fibres pass over the wires of the various cylin-

ders, explanations may now be given on the special func-

tions of the different parts of the scribbler. It should be

observed before doing so that the arrangement of the

rollers is precisely the same in the scribbler as in the in-

termediate and carder, only the two latter engines do not

possess a breast cylinder and its accessories.
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Passing bj the feed sheet and rollers, licker-in and
angle-strippers, attention will first be directed to the

hreast cylinder. This roller is about 36 or 38 inches in

diameter and is generally mounted with two sets of

workers and strippers. It is the first large cylinder in the

machine, and is, in reality, a miniature swift performing the

same functions as the latter.

Wcn'hers.—These operate upon the wool at different

points on the surface of the breast and main cylinders.

They are about 8 inches in diameter. The points of their

wires should be sharp and fine to lay hold of the wool, and
yet smooth in order to release it with as little friction as

possible. Both workers and strippers are set closer to the

swift, and increase in fineness of wire progressively, or

according to the positions they occupy in the machine.

Strip'pers.—Sometimes these rollers, which are from 3

to 5 inches in diameter, are termed cleaners. After open-

ing the wool, in conjunction with the workers, they yield

it up to the wire of the swift.

Main Cylinders or Swifts.—These are generally about 48

inches in diameter, and make from fifty or sixty to one

hundred revolutions per minute. Strictly speaking, they

are more the conveyers than carders of the wool, forcing

it from worker to worker, and finally delivering it up to

the doffer.

Fancy or Fly.—This roller is covered with long elastic

wires, and somewhat resembles a strong metallic brush.

It is some 12 inches in diameter, and has a surface velo-

city exceeding that of the swift by about one-fifth. Gene-
rally it is set moderately deep in order to extract the

imbedded fibres from between the wires of the main
cylinder ; but it should not work so deeply as to throw
the wool off the cylinder, its function being merely to

raise the material on to the points of the wires.

The doffer removes the fibres brought on to the surface of

the swift by the fly. In fine work it is about 24 inches,

and in coarse work 36 inches in diameter. It should be
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set as close as possible to the swift, while its points should

be both sharp and keen, to secure a clean removal of the

fibres from the main cylinders.

The doffing comh is fixed slightly above the axle of the

doffer. When carding short wools it requires a high

up-stroke, but for long wools, with a greater speed of

dofi'er, a low down-stroke. The comb should not touch

the dofi'er, but be set quite close. Its action should

also be as slow as convenient with a satisfactory delivery

of material.

37. Speeds of the Cylinders.—This is another matter that

in practical work requires careful adjustment. One series

of speeds is not suitable for all classes of blends and wools.

The main cylinders, for example, vary from sixty to one

hundred revolutions per minute, and the doffers from five

or six to over twenty. For all wool blends intended to be

spun into fine yarns, ninety is a good average for the swifts

;

for coarse, strong wools, or blends of mungo and wool,

seventy to eighty is the standard velocity. If the cylinders

revolve too quickly when carding coarse blends, the quan-

tity of fibres which fall underneath the machine in the

form of " droppings " is largely increased. The fancies,

for a like cause, have in such cases to be run slowly, other-

wise they cast oS" a lot of loose fibres as "flyings." The
motion of the workers and strippers, on the other hand,

should in this class of work be accelerated, the speed of

these rollers generally being the highest when the mate-

rials are coarsest in quality ; but in wools requiring well

" working," or much carding, the speed of these cylinders

is at the lowest, because the longer the material remains

on the main cylinder the more efi'ectively is it opened.

In fine work the doffer should make from five to six revo-

lutions per minute; in coarse work the first doffer might

make as many as twenty ; but the other doffers should be

speeded somewhat more slowly. As this roller " doffs
"

the wool off" the swifts, the lower its velocity the better

are the fibres carded, opened, and blended.
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38. Modes of conveying the Scribbled Woolfrom one Engine

to another.—The object aimed at in transferring the mate-

rial from one carding machine to another is, as much as

feasible, to prevent the production of an unevenly scribbled

material, by presenting the fibres in a new form to the

cylinders of the intermediate or carder, as the case may be.

There are no less than three distinct modes of doing this.

First, there is the ^ap system, in which the material as it

leaves the scribbler is conveyed in successive layers by a

travelling apron, set at right angles to the doffer, on to a

huge drum ; hence the fibres are distributed on to the

carder in the opposite direction to what they come off this

machine. Second, there is the Scotch feed, a contrivance

which reduces the scribbled material into a flat ribbon or

band some 5 inches broad, and from a quarter to half an

inch thick. This " sliver " is laid on the feed of the

carder by what is called the carriage, in a slightly diagonal

sense, each layer being arranged to overlap its predecessor

to such an extent as to ensure a level and uniform dis-

tribution of the material. Third, the balling or side-draiv-

ing system, so called on account of the fibres being delivered

in the form of a rope to wt^ich a little twist is imparted as

it passes through what is known as the funnel, on its way
to the balling machine, where it is conducted between guide-

pins on to bobbins 3 inches broad. These bobbins, when full,

are placed in the creel, and the separate ends passed be-

tween another series of guides on to the feed rollers of

the carder. A remarkable feature about this system

consists in the fibres being spread in the same direction on

the carding engine as they leave the doffer of the preceding

machine ; whereas in both the lap and Scotch systems

the fibres are delivered, say, lengthways, and fed on to the

carder transversely. Another characteristic of the balling

feed is that the fibres are twisted into a rope condition

(which implies that a certain degree of twist or twine has

been introduced amongst the filaments), and that in this

state the material goes on to the cylinder of the carder.



Fig, 12. Coadensing Machine.

To face -page 59.
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where the primary object is to reduce the wool into one

thin, level film of fibres.

39. Condensing.— The condensing machine is attached

to the carder, the wool being stripped ofi* the last swift of

this engine by the ring doffer or dofiers of the condenser.

The object of this operation is, as its name implies, to con-

dense or reduce into compact slivers, the sheet of fibres

delivered by the last main cylinder of the carding engine.

By pressure and friction it divides the material into a

series of soft, round, flabby threads, technically designated

slivers, supplying to them a sufficient degree of uniformity,

solidity, and adhesiveness as to make them capable of

bearing the tension brought to bear upon them in the

twisting process.

There are three descriptions of condensers :

—

I. Single-doflPer and single-stripper machine.

II. Single-dofier and double-stripper machine.

III. Double-dofPer and double-stripper machine.

The construction of the single-stripper machine will

first be considered. The dofier in such a condenser is

covered with rings of card clothing about 13-16ths

of an inch in width, allowing a space of 3-16ths between

each sliver stripped oflP the cylinder of the carder. So
that if the cylinder were 72 inches wide there would be

about 13^ inches of its surface that the wire of the doffer

would never operate upon. To prevent the accumulation

of fibres on the uncleaned parts a twofold action is sup-

plied to the workers on the second swift of the carding

machine, for they have both a rotatory and transverse

motion, so that any fibres escaping the action of the ringed

clothing of the doifer are re-distributed on the surface of

the cylinder. This arrangement, in time, places the fibres

in such positions as they cannot fail to be laid hold of by
the wire of the condenser. The narrow bands of fibres are

taken off" the dofier by the stripper and passed by it on to

a pair of rubbers which deliver them up to the bobbins in
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the creel. " The characteristic feature of roundness the

slivers attain in this process is due to the action of the

rubbers, which not only revolve on separate rollers, but

oscillate from side to side. The slivers, which are in an
extremely soft and pliable condition when leaving the

doffer, gradually become rounder and rounder, firmer and
firmer, under the continued transverse motion of the

rubbers, until they ultimately assume the appearance of

loose, untwisted threads."

The construction of the single-doffer and double-stripper

machine is similar to the one described, only there are two
pairs of rubbers, and the slivers are rounded and solidified

by both at one time, the yield of each being wound on to

separate bobbins.

In the double-doffer and double-stripper condenser

(fig. 12) there is a slight difierence in the method of re-

moving the wool from the swift of the carder from that

adopted in the two preceding machines.

Both of the dofi'ers, d ^ and d '\ are clothed on the "ring"

principle, but the stripes of card clothing in d ^ are oppo-

site to the spaces in i>
'^, and vice versa, so that the fibres

which escape the teeth of one are engaged by those of the

other dofier. There is a stripper and a pair of rubbers,

E ^ and E ", to each doffer, which increase the working
power of the machine very materially. This class of con-

denser is now very largely employed, as it not only turns

out more work, but more perfectly cleans the swift of the

carder than the single-doffer machine.

There is another method of condensing to which allusion

should be made. It is a Belgian arrangement, and is re-

garded by some scribbling eugineers as the best principle

of condenser yet invented. In the English machines de-

scribed it will have been observed that the continuous

width of fibre formed on the swifts of the carder is divided

into longitudinal bands by the ring clothing of the doffer

of the condenser. It is found that although two such

doffers are employed, yet the removal of the fibre from the
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wire of the carder is not satisfactorily effected. The
Belgian condenser has no cylinder ringed with card cloth-

ing, the doffer in this case being completely covered with
wire, and has the wool taken off its surface by the action

of an ordinary doffing knife. The sheet of fibres pass

from this doffer between a pair of iron cylinders divided

into as many parts as there are slivers condensed. The
rollers of a 60-inch cylinder machine may contain as many
as 120 divisions. Each alternate section is grooved,
the smooth parts of one roller opposing the grooved
parts of the other. Leather bands of the same width as

these divisions pass the material between the grooved
cylinders. The slivers on the narrow straps of each roller

are next wiped off, entering different rubbers, where they

are rounded and condensed in the usual manner. The
principal advantage of this system of condensing over
some others consists in the use of a doffer the entire sur-

face of which, being mounted with wire, plays against the

card of the swift, securing, by this means, a more perfect

removal of the wool, and also admitting of a larger number
of slivers being formed from a given width of material.

40. Spinning.—"There is but one process, after that of

condensing, the wool has to pass through, namely, spin-

ning, before a weavable thread or yarn is obtained. The
condensed sliver is nothing less than the basis of the spun
yarn, for all that is requisite to make it suitable for

weaving purposes is the addition of twist. This, of

course, is necessary to impart strength, firmness, and
solidity—three essentials which are not present in the

soft thread yielded by the condenser. A sliver is the

result of rubbing a limited number of fibres together, but
the yarn produced on the mule or spinning frame is ob-

tained by two distinct motions— firstly, that of twisting,

compressing, and twining the individual fibres of which
the sliver is composed firmly round one another, affording

thereby strength, compactness, and tenacity to the

thread ; and, secondly, that of extenuating the sliver,
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which increases its length in the same ratio as it decreases

its thickness or circumference."

Professor Beaumont, in his lecture on a " Lock or Fibre

of Wool from the Bale to the Finished Cloth," thus de-

cribes the nature of the condensed thread and the purpose

of the spinning process. This much will be gathered from

the above description, that the sliver of the condenser

possesses little or no adhesiveness. It has the form of a

thread, but lacks weaving capabilities. When tension is

applied it readily breaks. This arises from the relation

which the fibres sustain to each other. They are simply

balled or rolled one over the other into a continuous

circular longitudinal form, without any motion being

applied to secure them permanently in this condition. To
impart strength and elasticity to the sliver thus formed,

and, in a word, to transform it into a thread or yarn

capable of bearing the friction and strain of the weaving

process, a binding affinity or cohesion of the fibres must

be brought about. The method of effecting this, as already

noted, consists in imparting into the sliver twist, or twine,

a factor which forces the individual fibres into closer con-

tact with each other, reducing as a natural sequence the

thickness of the thread, and substituting solidity, resist-

ing power, and tenacity for softness, lack of firmness, and

lack of elasticity.

41. Mule, or 8ioinning Frame.—The mule, or spinning-

frame (fig. 13), in which this work is done consists of the

headstock, A (which like the crank shaft in a power loom

either directly or indirectly communicates motion to all

the parts of the machine), the carriage, b, and the

stationary frame, c. The carriage travels backwards and

forwards, and contains the spindles on which the bobbins,

or tubes, for the formation of the cops of yarn are placed.

In the frame the condenser bobbins, d, are fixed. The
principle of the machine is this—to give out from the small

rollers, r, fixed in the frame, a certain length of sliver simul-

taneously with the imparting of a degree of twist, when
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the rollers cease to revolve, but the carriage continues to

recede, elongating the sliver by so doing ; meanwhile the

spindles are speeding round at an increased velocity, fur-

nishing what may be called the finishing twine.

The rollers supply the length of sliver to be operated

upon, the carriage extenuates, and the motion of the

spindle generates the twist. The method of introducing

twine into the sliver deserves detailed notice. Running

from one end of the carriage to the other is a metallic

cylinder, or drum (see G, fig. 14), which, by means of a

central shaft, receives motion by wheel and other gearing

from the headstock. Round this drum and each spindle

is wrapped a cord, H, called the spindle band, which causes

the spindle to revolve when the cylinder is in motion. A
contrivance has been recently invented and patented for

driving the spindles by bevel wheel gearing. Each

spindle is driven ofi* the same shaft, which extends from

end to end of the carriage like the cylinder, but is

mounted with as many wheels as there are spindles, giving

a regularity of movement scarcely attainable by the use

of cords. In fact, the band system has several drawbacks.

Should the cords, for example, not be of one uniform

tightness an uneven spin is sure to be the result ; and, as

the bands are always liable to give after being on the

stretch for a short time, and vary according to the

temperature of the room, it will readily be understood

there are important defects in this principle of spindle-

driving.

Now, as the threads are being twisted, they are held

slightly above the tops of the spindles by what is called

the faller (f, fig. 13), to prevent the yarn being wound up.

When a sufficient degree of twist has been added, the

spindles make a few turns backward to undo the extra

twine imparted to the yarn nearest the point of the

spindle ; this done, the faller, f, guides the yarn on to the

cop in formation. The counter-faller, f\ keeps the threads

at an even tension during the winding operation.
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42. Duplex S;pindle Arrangement.—Usually the carriage

only contains one row of spindles, but a contrivance is

shown in fig. 14 by which the cylinder is made to give

motion to two series, thus increasing the working capacity

of the mule. The back spindles, s, are somewhat longer

Fig. 14.

than the front row, to keep the two yarns as distinct as

possible. Without this difference in the heights of the

respective series of spindles the yarns, in twisting, would
get entangled and foul, or break each other down. Each
row of spindles has its own delivering rollers, the points of

the front spindles being exactly the same distance from,

F
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and on the same level with, rollers a as spindles S are with

B. Both s and s^ are driven off the same drum, so that

they have precisely the same velocity. The ordinary fallers,

carrying the guide and building wires, are replaced by light

arms, c and d, worked by the shafts, e and f. These arms

operating on the yarns of each row of spindles in the

same manner, the cops are built exactly alike in every

respect. Of course, the principal advantage claimed by
this arrangement is increased turn out. A secondary

advantage is said to be that the mule requires less atten-

tion in proportion to the number of spindles, while the

*' piecers " having their worker in a smaller compass can do

it more efficiently. The smallness of the space between

the individual spindles, when a mule is mounted on this

system, is possibly the main objection to this duplex-

motion. But this difficulty has in a measure been sur-

mounted by the separate rows of spindles being kept

distinct from each other. In open pitch machines (say

spindles 3^ inches apart) this arrangement has been

known to give every satisfaction.
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CHAPTER III.

WORSTED THREAD CONSTRUCTION.
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—
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43. The Worsted Thread.—The unique structure of the

worsted yarn makes it invaluable in the production of

textile fabrics. Lustre and uniformity of surface are its

distinguishing characteristics. The method on which it is

formed causes it to be capable of sustaining more tension,

in proportion to size or thickness, than the pure woollen.

This characteristic, combined with its lustrous quality,

gives it a pre-eminent position in the manufacture of fine

coatings : in fact, it is questionable whether any other

textile thread is so highly adapted as the " worsted " to

this important branch of the weaving industry. A finer

cloth, possessing a brighter and clearer surface, is certainly

produceable with worsted than with woollen yarns. The
mechanical system of adjusting the fibres in the formation

of the latter is such as to produce a thread with a some-
what indefinite and fibrous surface, which neutralizes the

character of the weave, or destroys, in some degree, the

efi'ect in the woven goods due to crossing warp and weft
threads at right angles with each other. As the fibres are

prepared on a difierent system in worsted yarn construc-

tion, a class of weave ornamentation of a decided or marked
type may be obtained by employing this kind of thread.

There is, in a word, more scope for pattern production of

a weave description in the use of worsted than carded or
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woollen yarns ; for the level and regular structure of the

former imparts a distinctness to every section of a pattern

resulting from a combination of different weaves, and hence

the variety of effects which obtain in worsted trouserings

and coatings, both in highly-coloured patterns and in

piece-dyed goods or fabrics of one shade throughout. The
advantages which the worsted possesses over the woollen

thread for some classes of goods are twofold : (a) a smarter

texture, i.e., a clearer surface ; and (b) a more definitely

pronounced weave effect. As to the carded thread, it is

more suitable than the " worsted " for cloths in which the

colourings of the pattern require to be well blended to-

gether, the texture fibrous, or the fabric well milled ; e.g.,

fancy tweeds (both Saxonies and Cheviots), and thick,

heavy cloths, comprising doeskins, meltons, pilots, naps,

and beavers, and also fine twilled goods of a buckskin

and Venetian class.

44. Principle of Construction.—Worsted yarns may be

said to be of three distinct kinds. An important class to

the clothing manufacturer is that obtained from short and

medium stapled wools, which are made into yarn by card-

ing, gilling, and combing. Secondly, there is a valuable

variety of thread produced from long wools, possessing a

fibre, on an average, of not less than four or five inches in

length. Such wools are not carded, but simply gilled and
combed after the fibres have been regularly straightened

and adjusted by hand. To card long wools would be very

injurious to the material, for it would result in breaking

the fibres, and so produce a large quantity of noil—a point

which cannot be too closely guarded against in making
worsted yarns. When a soft, open thread, with plenty of

fullness and fibre, is required, as in carpet and some classes

of knitting or fingering yarns, then the wool is neither

gilled nor combed, being first carded and afterwards drawn
and spun.

Whichever system of thread production is adopted, the

principle of manufacture is the same, for in all worsted
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yarns the fibres are more or less straightened and arranged

in one order. The more combing and gilling the wool passes

through the higher the degree of parallelism attained.

This should be particularly noted, that in worsted yarn

making it is not so much a blending and frequent re-

mixing as a systematic separation, drawing out, and
arranging of the fibres in one common line that is sought

after. Of course a perfect combination of the fibres used is

necessary ; but, although the distinctive feature of woollen

thread manufacture is that of mixing the fibres thoroughly

together, so as to produce a level sliver, yet there is no

regular system of amalgamation adopted, for fibres may,

in the condensed material, lay either across or lengthways

of the thread : on the other hand, in worsted yarn con-

struction, in addition to forming a continuous ribbon of

fibres, uniform in thickness throughout its length and

breadth, the several filaments must be arranged side by

side on one distinct system—in a word, they must be

parallel to each other.

The actual condition of fibres now to be attained may
be illustrated by taking a strand or lock of raw wool

and drawing out the fibres between the forefinger and

thumb of each hand—a process which first straightens,

and then brings the fibres into one common line. This

is the principle on which a worsted thread is produced.

Carding in worsted yarn making, when adopted, is only

a secondary operation. The adjustment of fibres it

secures is not intended to be permanent, but simply to

facilitate the formation of an even ribbon. By separating

the fibres it p'ejpares them for the drawing out and extend-

ing in the same direction to which they are subsequently

subjected to in the gill box and combing machine. The

various changes the wool undergoes in being transformed

into a worsted thread, when the first method of construc-

tion is adopted, may be briefly defined as follows :— (1)

Opened and separated, but crossed and intermingled on the

wire of the carder
; (2) Straightened, extenuated, and
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levelled in gilling
; (3) The short and curlj fibres extracted,

and the straight and long laid parallel one to the other in

combing
; (4) An even ribbon formed on the drawing frame;

(5) The thick, rope-like thread produced in roving twisted

into a weavable yarn on the spinning machine.

45. Prelimmary Processes.—The preliminary processes

of scouring, oiling, blending, and carding are much the

same in both woollen and worsted yarn production ; in fact,

they only differ from each other in a few minor details,

hence it is unnecessary to describe them lengthily here,

seeing they were fully discussed in the previous chapter.

Some brief allusion may, however, be appropriately made
to the worsted carder, as it is somewhat dissimilar in build

to the woollen machine. Sometimes it contains as many
as four lickers-in, or openers, as they are called, garnished

with very strong steel teeth, increasing in fineness from

one roller to the other. The speed of these cylinders also

varies in a similar manner, that of the last roller being

the highest. Fixed in close proximity with the two front

lickers-in are what are termed the burring rollers. These

are not covered with card clothing, but with steel blades,

which knock the burrs out of the wool on to a tin tray.

In some machines a triple burr-roller arrangement is

applied. In such a case each burr-roller has a separate

guard-roller for lashing the burrs, seeds, &c., out of the

material. The burr-rollers are all covered with fine steel

teeth, inserted into the surface of the cylinders, that on

the first roller being of the coarsest pitch, that on the

second of an intermediate pitch, and that on the third of

the finest pitch. On this system the large burrs are re-

moved by the first guard-roller off" the front burring

cylinder, the medium-sized burrs by the second, and the

broken burrs and seeds by the last guard-roller.

When the material reaches the swifts, it passes through

the same process of opening as in carding for woollen

yarn. The wool is, however, delivered in the ball or

ribbon form, the sheet of fibres being focussed in the
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centre of the machine, as stripped by the doffing-comb off

the last cylinder, and passed through a kind of a tunnel

on to a large bobbin which, having both a lateral and
rotatory motion, winds the lap of fibres regularly on to

its surface. After carding, the material is ready for those

processes which belong, strictly speaking, to worsted yarn
manufacture, namely, backwashing, gilling, combing,

drawing, roving, and spinning on the throstle frame.

46. Bachwashing.—On the material leaving the carder,

it is somewhat discoloured in consequence of the oil added
to facilitate its passage through the carding-machine, and
it also contains a certain percentage of dirty substances. It

is very desirable, before gilling, to remove such impurities

Fig. 15.

and thoroughly cleanse the " cardings " of all greasy and
foreign matter. This is done in the backwashing machine,

to which is frequently attached a screw gill-box, as shown
in fig. 15 [kindly lent by the makers, Messrs. Taylor,

Wordsworth, and Co., Leeds]. The machine consists of a

couple of sud bowls, each of which possesses a pair of im-

mersing and a pair of squeezing-rollers, of drying cylinders

C, and gilling apparatus D. The sliver or slivers, in the first

place, pass between the guide-pins A, and from thence into

the front bowl and between the "immersers" on to the

squeezing-rollers, leaving which the fibres enter the second

bowl, where the process of immersing is repeated, and then

the scour completely pressed out of the material by passing

it through the second pair of squeezing-rollers. From here
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the wool travels over a number of drying cylinders C,

charged with steam, where it is perfectly dried, and deli-

vered np to the rollers of the gill-box part of the machine,

the principle of which will be described under the head of

gilling.

Another system of backwashing consists in squeezing

the material at four separate times, thus—tirst, in the suds,

called a wet nip ; second, out of the suds ; third, when in

the scour ; and fourth, when out of the scour. It is held

by the users of this class of machine that when the wool

is only squeezed out of the liquid, the oil applied previous

to carding is not perfectly removed, which is said to

cause the yarns, after being made into cloth, to be sus-

ceptible to suddenly presenting a shiny appearance.

Fig. 16.

Whether this theory holds good or not, there seems to be

one feature in favour of this system of backwashing—the

cardings necessarily part more readily with the greasy

matter they contain when squeezed alternately in the

suds and out of the suds than if only squeezed when in

the latter condition.

47. Gilling.—The object of this process is to straighten

the fibres, draw out and level the carding, and prepare the

material for the combing-machine. The main parts of the

gill-box in which the operation is carried on are the re-

ceiving and delivering rollers, the fallers containing the

gill-pins, and the screws on which the fallers travel from
one end of the machine to the other alternately. The
arrangement of these parts in the machine is shown in the

sectional drawing given in fig. 16. Here rollers A first
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receive tlie wool, which is forcibly drawn between the pins

of the fallers by rollers b, the latter revolving more quickly

than the " receivers " A. The fallers move forward on the

npper screw, c, at a somewhat quicker rate than the fibres

are delivered by rollers A. When they reach the end of the

traverse they are knocked down on to the lower screw by
an eccentric, travelling to the end of which they are re-

placed by a lever on the upper screws. The lower screws

are coarser in pitch than the top set, thus admitting of a

larger number of fallers being up than down at one time.

The principle of the gill-box is that of a number of fallers

Fig. 17.

or bars of iron, studded with steel pins, travelling on two
sets of screws. While the fallers are on the upper set,

the fibres of the wool are straightened and elongated be-

tween the gill- pins ; but the action of the gills on the

material is suspended when the fallers are moving on the

lower screws. Fig. 17 [kindly lent by the makers,
Messrs. Taylor, Wordsworth, and Co., Leeds] is a perspec-

tive drawing of the gilling-machine. At A the slivers from
the backwasher are fed into the box and pass between the
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fluted rollers b, and the gill-pins of the fallers on to the

drawing, or delivering, fluted rollers c, from whence the

ribbon is balled by the appliance e, called the balling head.

Bj means of screws d, or in some cases weights and levers,

pressure is put on to the rollers, causing them to firmly

grip or nip the lap of fibres.

It will be observed that in fig. 16 the screws are divided

into two sections. The object of this is to admit of two
sets of fallers being used, those on the first screws c

travelling slowly, or making a draft of about two from
the rollers a, while the fallers on the second set of screws

travel three times as fast as those on screws C. Unless

this arrangement is adopted in the first gill-box, the staple

of the wool is likely to be very seriously mutilated, and
the fibres shortened and broken by being forcibly drawn
from the nip of the receiving rollers by the gill-pins of

the fallers, and again by the delivering rollers through the

gills. The first set of fallers in a gill-box constructed on
this principle prepares the lap of wool for the second

fallers where drafting proper is efi'ected. Drawing out

and straightening of the fibres, or drafting, is thus efi'ected

with as little injury to the length of the wool as possible.

A complete set of preparing-boxes contains five or six

machines, all similar to each other in construction. For
the first and second boxes a double set of fallers is recom-
mended, but it is not so important in the third and subse-

quent machines, as the fibres are well straightened and
uniformly arranged after leaving the first box. The lap

of fibres resulting from first gilling is taken and passed

through the second box, to be again balled and delivered

in the lap condition—of course, the material being more
minutely straightened, and the fibres more uniformly

arranged. In the third box a change is made in the

method of delivering the fibres. Here they are, after

leaving the delivering-rollers, passed through a brass oval

hole, and then between a pair of perfectly smooth pressing-

rollers, which causes them to be delivered in the ribbon
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form, not on bobbins, as in the previous boxes, but in long,

deep cans. To further level and equalize the ribbon, some
sis of such cans are placed behind the fourth box and
drawn out to the thickness of any of the single ribbons

combined. A similar number of extenuated ribbons are

taken and re-drafted, or reduced to the size of one of the

six in the fifth box, the process being repeated in the

sixth machine, if such a box is employed. It will at once

be evident that this amount of combining and extenuating

of the ribbons will necessarily result in the production of

a level and uniform band of straightened fibres.

The effect of gilling on the wool will now be readily

understood. The laps of material are kept at full tension

during the time they are being drawn between the pins of

the fallers, a process which not only separates and adjusts

the fibres, but draws out the curl, elongating the ribbon,

and bringing the filaments into one uniform line.

A gilling machine of a somewhat different construction

to that described has recently been invented. Instead of

drafting in this case by two pairs of rollers revolving at

different speeds, it is done entirely by the fallers, the

speed of which gradually increases as they approach the

terminus of the top traverse. This is accomplished by
employing screws graduating in pitch or fineness. The
machine is in two sections, each of which has its upper

and lower pair of screws. Between these are a pair of

rollers which simply keep the lap of wool between the

pins of the fallers. Drafting is due to the variable speed

of the gills, for as the screws increase in fineness of pitch

the gills move quicker, each faller gaining speed on its

successor, and so drawing out the fibres between them.

The speed at which each faller travels is constantly ac-

celerating, from the moment it rises until it falls ; and
exactly as the speed of the traverse augments, the distance

between one faller and another increases. In the two
screws of a gill-box of this description, which have a

combined length of 42 inches, the gain in speed is as
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12^ is to 1. The advantage claimed for this method of

gilling is less breakage of fibre, in consequence of the

material not being dragged through the pins of the fallers

by the delivering rollers.

48. Combing.—There is a twofold object to be attained

in combing—first, to thoroughly adjust the fibres in

parallel form ; and, second, to remove the short, curly

fibres present in the wool. Gilling, as has already been

explained, produces a fairly level ribbon, but if it is closely

examined it will be found to be a combination of short and
long, crimpy and straight, fibres. All " neppy " and wavy
filaments, until straightened, are unfit for utilization in

worsted yarn construction. For this reason the wool, in

the combing operation, is divided into two distinct classes

—that is to say, the long fibres of the gilled ribbon are

combed, and go to form what is called the top, while the

short and wavy fibres are cast out as noil. A worsted

thread is distinctly the result of utilizing the straightest

and longest filaments contained in the stock, whatever that

may be, and hence the importance of the combing opera-

tion. By frequent gilling a level ribbon may be obtained,

but to form the basis of a lustrous thread, with a smooth

uniform surface, something more is essential ; the fibres

which retain their crimpy character, and resist the action

of the gill-pins, must be extracted, and, if possible, totally

removed out of the ribbon ; consequently, one of the main
functions of the combing machine may be defined as that

of separating the short and curly from the long and straight

fibres.

There are several classes of combing machines, but the

principal makes used by English top producers are the

circular, nip, and square motion. As the circular comb
is the most extensively employed in preparing yarns made
of medium and short-stapled wools, it will be treated of

first. A drawing of this comb is furnished in fig. 18

[kindly lent by the makers, Messrs. Taylor, Wordsworth,

and Co., Leeds]. It will be noticed that the machine



Fig. 18. Combing Machine.
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is built in a circular form—hence its name. In the trade

it is also designated the Noble's comb, after the inventor

of this principle of combing.

When this machine is used the ribbons of prepared wool

from the last gill-box are wound on bobbins in fours on a

balling machine specially constructed for this purpose.

These bobbins rest on the rollers A and b, fig. 18. The
outside roller is made to impart motion to the bobbin, and

give ofi" the same length of ribbon to each revolution of

the frame, or creel, in which they are fixed. Each of the

four slivers on the bobbin is passed through a separate

feed-box. All the boxes are of the same dimensions, and

are so constructed that they are open on the outside of the

machine, as seen in the engraving. Having the hinge at

the back, they allow the lids to compress or nip the ribbons,

thus preventing them from falling backwards. The part

D is the dabbing brush. There are two in the machine, one

on each side of the comb, and they rise and fall alternately,

working at an immense speed. The circumference of the

wheel c, which is called the stroker, or divider, is covered

with pointed teeth, which can be adjusted altogether as to

length, with the greatest nicety. The machine is driven

oflP the pulley p, keyed on to the centre of the horizontal

shaft s. By means of bevel wheels motion is imparted to

the two upright shafts inside the castings M, M ^ These

shafts, in turn, by other wheel gearing, communicate

motion to the various parts of the comb.

The interior of the machine, where the actual process

of combing is effected, consists of three circular combs and
a number of vertical drawing-ofi" rollers. The large or

main circle is from 48 to 60 inches diameter, and the

small circles only from 16 to 20 inches in diameter. The
three combs, which rest on a steam chest to heat the

wool during combing, along with the creel, boxes, and
bobbins, all revolve together, and in the same direction.

The wool is combed by being stretched between the pins

of the main and small combs. The latter only touch the
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large circle at one point, and that on opposite extremities

of the comb. Each circle is studded with several sets of

fine teeth, which increase in fineness of pitch from the

outer to the inner set. The material is drawn into the

machine from the feeding boxes at the point where the

large and small combs come in contact with each other,

and is immediately pressed between the pins of each circle

by the dabbing brush, d. Both combs carry off a propor-

tion of the wool received. As the angle between them
increases, the fibres are gradually drawn out between the

teeth of the respective circles. In the case of the main
comb the wool forms a continuous fringe on the inner

Fig. 18 A.

edge, but in the small comb it hangs on the outside edge.

The divider, c, operates on the fibres at the juncture where
they are drawn out between the pins of the two combs.

This part equalizes the lengths of the filaments by always

dividing the wool stretched between the circles at the

same point, and, also, by stroking the ends downwards,

instead of allowing them to project straight out, facilitates

the action of the drawing-off rollers. The material hang-

ing on the inside of the large comb, along with the fibres

on the outside of the small comb, go to form the top,

while the short filaments remaining in the small circles are

removed by steel blades or knives, and constitute the noil.

The order of the process will be described by referring
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to fig. 18 A. In this sketch a section of the large circle,

with its accompanying pair of vertical drawing-off rollers

E e', are shown. The opposite side of the comb possesses a

similar pair of rollers ; but each of the small combs possess

two pairs, one for removing the top and the other the

noil. The action of rollers E E^ will first be considered.

They are set in close contact with the comb, and draw off

the fringe of fibres as it is formed between the teeth of

the two circles. For instance, supposing the fibres have
been pressed by the dabbing brush between the pins of

both combs, then, as the circles revolve, they draw the

fibres out of each other, stretching and straightening them
at the same time. At this juncture the strap s guides the

fibres between the rollers. Up to this point the wool
projects from the comb, having been drawn out by the

small circle, but after it has passed E E^, it is, on the

inside, quite clean. The fibres which still remain between
the teeth are lifted out by a number of knives, to be again

fed on to the teeth of both circles. Thus, between each

row of teeth the comb contains, there is a knife, K, which
gradually tapers down to a point. As the circle c revolves,

the knives lift the wool entirely out of the comb, when it

is conveyed over a steel-plate on to the dabbing-brush, to

be re-placed on the combs of the respective circles. By
this arrangement the large circle is not only twice cleaned

(once immediately before it reaches each dabbing-brush)

every time it revolves, but a fresh supply of wool is fed

into the machine. This is effected by the boxes travelling

on an inclined plane, which causes them to be on a level

with the top of the pins in the comb when passing the

dabbing-brushes. The plate, on which the wool glides

after being lifted out of the comb by the knives, is also

fixed just before the dabbing-brush, so that the wool
gliding over it is immediately pressed between the teeth of

the circles, the respective movements of which draw the

ribbons off the bobbins in the creel into the interior of the

machine. The feeding-boxes, on passing the point of contact

between the two circles, fall with the delivering end below
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the top of the comb, causing the fibres to be well embedded
in the teeth during the removing of the combings by the

drawing-ofi" rollers.

On the combed material leaving the rollers E r', it is

conveyed to the brass tube s, which guides it between the

rollers c c', fig. 19. These are called the centre vertical

pressing rollers, and are situate in the centre of the large

circle. The four combings, two from the large circle

and one from each of the small circles, are passed between

Fiff. 19.

them. The part s is simply a brass tube or tunnel, which,

being made to revolve quickly, imparts sufficient twist

into the combing to keep up a continuous supply of

top, or combed wool, from the drawing-off rollers, E r',

fig. 18 A, and also from rollers c, fig. 20, of the small

circles. The combings produced by the latter circles pass

through S' and s"^ of fig. 19, and from thence between the

centre-pressing rollers. The four combings are then,

by these rollers, delivered as two, those from the smaller
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circles forming one, and those from the large circle a

second. The ribbons thus obtained travel separately up
to the brass oval hole seen in sketch 21, where they are

combined and passed between a pair of smooth horizontal

pressing rollers into the funnel, from which the ribbon

drops into deep cans provided for the purpose. Should

the can coiler (see f, fig. 18) be employed, the centre

pressing rollers are dispensed with, the separate combings

passing through what is called the trumpet, simply a

metal tube, in which they are collected together in the

centre of the machine. The top from here is conducted

to the can-coiler, an arrangement for giving a little false

twist to the ribbon, and for coiling it into the can.

s %

Fig;. 20.

Fig. 21.

Having followed the process of top production, atten-

tion must now be given to the noil. This, as has been
previously stated, is formed solely by the small circles.

It is nothing but the fibre which the rollers C, fig. 20, fail

to draw out of the teeth of the comb. Each time the circle

passes these rollers all the short fibre it contains is lifted

out by steel knives set between the rows of pins, and at

once removed by the rollers N. Escaping from between
these, the noil is conveyed by a spout out of the

machine.

49. Nip and Square Motion Gombs.—These are two very

important machines. The " nip " is considered the best

G
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comb extant for long lustre wools of a Lincoln, Leicester,

or Romney Marsh character, while the square-motion ma-

chine is largely employed in combing fine Australian

wools. Each machine will be briefly described. Com-
mencing with the nip comb, it may be observed that it is

built on an entirely different principle to the Noble. It is

so called on account of the employment of two plates

which close together or nip the material when drawing it

out from the fallers of the machine. Strictly speaking,

it consists of two distinct motions ; for, in the first place,

there is an ordinary screw gill-box, attached to which is

the nip contrivance, and, in the second place, the circular

comb. The former part of the machine resembles in its

main features the gill-box previously described. In this

case, however, the wool is pressed between the teeth of

the fallers by the action of a dabbing brush. On the

material being released by the last faller it is immediately

taken in charge by the nip, which forcibly draws it

through the gill-pins, stretching and combing the fibres

all the while. The wool is now delivered to what is

called the carrier comb, which simply conveys it, in con-

junction with a second dabbing brush, on to the circular

comb. The drawing-off rollers next operate upon the

fibres by gathering the material off the revolving comb.

Ultimately, the combing or top is transferred to the

funnel, by which it is delivered from the machine. The
short fibres, retained by the pins of the comb, are lifted

out by knives set for that purpose, and deposited into a

can or box. It will, perhaps, have been observed that in

this machine the wool is subject to four separate comb-

ings. First, between the fallers and the nip ; second,

between the nip and the carrier comb ; third, between the

carrier and the circular comb ; and fourth, between the

latter comb and the drawing-off rollers. At the end of

this route the fibres can scarcely fail to be arranged on

one uniform system.

The Holden or Square Motion Comb ought also to be
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briefly sketched, as it is considered by some worsted yarn
spinners as a very suitable machine for combing certain

classes of wool. Here the material is carried to the main
comb, which is constructed on the circular principle, in

the shape of two thick ribbons, by a pair of feeding-

rollers. These rollers have a peculiar come-and-go motion,

swinging backwards and forwards, like the going-part of

a loom. They almost touch the teeth of the comb, on
which they distribute a portion of wool and then recede,

drawing or combing the fibres out in the meantime. That
which remains on the inner side of the comb constitutes

the noil. As the feeding-rollers keep up a constant supply

of material to the comb, a considerable proportion of the

fibres hang loosely from the pins over its side or edge. In

this condition they are carried round until they come in

contact with the square motion, which simply consists of

a set of some seven fallers constructed in an arc form to

work within the convex of the comb. They have a very

rapid motion, and are, consequently, very frequently intro-

duced into the wool. Each one of them, on rising, carries

off a portion of the fibrous fringe formed on the edge of the

comb. Any noil they may contain is removed by a small

comb, which is inserted between the pins as they are de-

scending. A series of drawing-off rollers finally takes charge

of the combings, and conveys them from the machine.

There is still another machine that is deserving of

notice, because it may be said to be a combination, to some
extent, of both the circular and nip principles. It is a

comb said to be well adapted for combing short wools

;

and will also comb wools with a staple of six or seven

inches in length. Briefly speaking, it consists (a) of the

circular comb about 3 feet 6 inches in diameter, and
mounted with two rows of pins

;
(b) of the feeding head,

situate inside the comb, and comprising screw-gill con-
trivance arranged for eight fallers up at one time, and nip

cylinder, which contains six pairs of jaws
;
(c) of drawing-

off rollers for circle, and stripper for noil ; and (d) of
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coiling motion for delivering combed top in cans. The
action of the machine is as follows : The gilled or pre-

pared wool, in the form of three laps, is fed on to the

fallers by a pair of rollers having an intermittent motion.

It is drawn by the jaws of the nip cylinder through the

pins of the fallers, and deposited by it on the teeth of the

circle. Such is the action of this cylinder that it places

the wool on the comb with the uncornbed ends behind the

pins, while the combed wool hangs on the outer edge of

the circle. The drawing-off rollers now come into action,

and, by drawing the fibres through the pins, straighten

the ends not combed between the nip cylinder and the

fallers. The short fibre or noil remaining in the comb is

removed by stripping-knives. On this system of combing
the circle receives the wool with one end already combed
(that hanging over its outer edge), so that there is less

friction occasioned in drawing the wool out of the comb
than if all the fibres were combed between its pins. Length

of fibre is also by this means preserved, while the quantity

of noil resulting from the process is reduced to a minimum.
50. Scribbled and Combed Wools.—The combed top,

which forms the basis of the worsted thread, consists of a

very different arrangement of fibres from the sheet or flat

ribbon of scribbled wool. Fibres in the top are comparatively

straight, curliness having been combed out of the wool, and

the short crimpy filaments removed. In the scribbled condi-

tion the fibres retain their curly character, and occupy the

very opposite to uniform or parallel relationship to each

other. The top is, moreover, composed of the longest

and straightest fibres contained in the wool, whereas the

carded sliver is a combination of every species of filaments

the stock possesses, whether curly or straight, short or

long. In one particular, however, there is some resem-

blance between combed and carded wool, for in both con-

ditions the fibres are so arranged as to be capable of

readily being transformed into a weavable yarn.

51. Braiving.—The principle of drawing is simply this :
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that of combining several ribbons, and extenuating tbem

to snch an extent as to produce a thick soft thread which,

when twisted, will form a yarn capable of bearing the

tension and friction of weaving. If a single ribbon of

fibres from the combing machine were taken and drawn

out without doubling, it would be liable to tear across, or

at least form a defective thread irregular in thickness.

To prevent such an unsatisfactory result, several ribbons

are drawn out together to a length equal to the sum of

their combined lengths ; that is to say, if six ribbons were

drawn into one, a yard of such would be attenuated to six,

and of course reduced to the same size as one. This

system of equalizing and levelling the top also further

adjusts the fibres, while the amount of doubling that takes

place is alone sufficient to regulate any defects in indi-

vidual slivers. Some six or nine machines are employed

in this process, all built on a similar principle. Bach

machine possesses two pairs of rollers, travelling at

different speeds, one pair receiving the ribbons and the

other delivering them. Drafting or attenuation is in

every machine effected on this system. The " ratch " or

distance between the pairs of rollers is regulated accord-

ing to the average length of the fibres in the wool, a slight

reduction being made as the top progresses from one frame

to another. It will be readily understood that if both sets

of rollers revolved at the same speed, the ribbon would

undergo but little modification in this operation ; but if

the "deliverers" turned twice as fast as the "receivers,"

the ribbons would, in traversing from one to the other, be

doubled in length, the increase in the length or the amount

of draft put into the ribbons being in the same ratio as the

speeds of the respective rollers to each other. When six

drawing machines are employed, the tops are doubled

about 5,760 times ; the order of doubling being as follows :

six ribbons at the first and second frames, five at the

third, four at the fourth and fifth, and two at the roving

machine. Should, however, nine machines be used, as is
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generally the case in fine short wools of a Botany quality,

then the roving produced results from combining, in the

drawing operation alone, the enormous number of 288,000

tops. The order of doubling in a series of machines of

this class is eight at the first frame ; six at the second ; five

at the third, fourth, and fifth frames ; four at the sixth

;

three at the seventh ; two at the eighth ; and two again at

the roving frame.

While referring to doubling and drafting, it should be

remarked that the tops or ribbons of fibres should never

be attenuated twice the same way in succession. The
reason for this is obvious—to prevent the formation of an

uneven ribbon, and to equalize or distribute the tension

put on the fibres in drawing as much as possible. It is

easy to understand that a band of filaments will be more
level and uniform throughout if attenuated from each end

alternately than if drawn out from one end time after

time. By adopting the former system of lengthening out,

the opposite ends of the fibres have alternately to bear the

strain of drawing, but on the latter principle the same
ends have the tension mainly to sustain.

52. Braiding Machines.—There are two distinct classes

of drawing-frames, English and French. The former may
be subdivided into open and cone drawing machines. In

English frames the arrangement of the rollers for drawing,

as stated in the previous paragraph, is always the same,

similar to what it is in the gill-box ; but for wools

that have only been carded, and neither combed nor

gilled, fallers are not used. As the short fibre remains

in ribbons prepared on this system, to pass the wool

between a number of gill pins in drawing would impair

the regularity of the ribbon, for as each faller*dropped out

of the material it would leave a series of short filaments

extending across the sliver. Although all drawing-frames

are alike so far as the arrangement of taking in and de-

livering rollers is concerned, yet they diff'er from each other

in important details. For instance, the wool is delivered
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from the first macliine in the flat ribbon form and in cans,

but in all the subsequent frames it is twisted into a soft

slubbing and wound on to bobbins, the size of the latter,

as well as that of the slubbing, decreasing as the material

passes from frame to frame. Again, the first two machines

are mounted with fallers, gills, and screws like the gill-

box, but the remainder of the frames only possess two
sets of rollers between which the slubbing is drafted.

The only difierence between open and cone drawing con-

Fig. 22.

sists in the method of varying the speed of the bobbin as

it gets larger in circumference by coil upon coil of soft

thick thread being wound upon it. To explain the principle

on which this is efiTected in open drawing, reference will be

made to fig. 22 [kindly lent by the manufacturers, Messrs.

Taylor, Wordsworth, and Co., Leeds] . This is a cone drawing
machine, bjit as the flyer and spindle are the same in open
frames, it will serve to illustrate the method of winding the

drawn or elongated thread on to the bobbin in both systems.

In all drawing machines the bobbins are loose on the

spindle while the flyer is fixed on it. Round one arm of the

flyer the thread is twisted, and then passed through a
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guide or twizzle on to the bobbin. The flyer, as it revolves

with the spindle, drags the bobbin round ; the more resist-

ance the latter offers the motion of the flyer, the greater

its speed. It follows, therefore, that the heavier the bobbin

becomes (i.e., the fuller of yarn), the less will be the

difference between its speed and that of the flyer ; thus the

gradual increase in the weight of the bobbin as it fills with

yarn, by increasing the drag between it and the flyer,

causes its speed to accelerate as the slubbing is wound
upon it. By this means the same length of slnbbing is

wrapped on the bobbin whether full or empty. Now it

will be observed that on the variation of the drag on the

slubbing depends, in open drawing, the speed of the bobbin.

In cone drawing it is sought by mechanical arrangement

to so vary the speed of the bobbin that the tension on the

slubbing will always be uniform. The bobbin again runs

loose on the spindle, but receives motion from the plate on

which it rests, the latter being driven by wheel-gearing off

two conical drums. One of these drums, A, is shown in

the drawing. The base of the top cone is opposite the

apex of the lower cone. By means of a strap the upper

cylinder, which always revolves at the same speed, drives

cone A. This strap travels from the base to the apex of

the top drum during the filling of the bobbin. When the

bobbin is empty, there is a 5-inch cylinder driving a 2-

inch, but when full a 2-inch driving a 5-inch ; so that the

speed of the plate on which the bobbin is fixed gradually

increases as the latter is filled with slubbing.

The principle of the French drawing frame is, in one

particular, similar to the English, namely, there are two
pairs of rollers for drawing out the ribbons. Thus the

combined slivers in this machine pass between a pair of

taking-in rollers, then over the porcupine roller (i.e., a

cylinder studded with fine pins), leaving which they pass

on to the front rollers. These revolve somewhat quicker

than the porcupine cylinder, so that the fibres are straight-

ened and lengthened by being drawn between its teeth.
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After leaving the front rollers the ribbon passes between

a pair of rubbers, which, like those of the condenser in

woollen carding, transform it, without adding twist, into a

thick slubbing, or roving, when it is wound on to bobbins.

The essential difference between English and French

drawing is that while in the former twist is imparted into

the slubbing, there is no twine added to the material in

the latter till it reaches the spinning process.

53. Having.—This is the last operation through which
the slubbing passes before spinning. It may be defined

as a combination of drawing and twisting, with an excess

of drawing, while spinning is a combination of the same
processes with an excess of hvisting. In the roving box
two of the thick slubbings from the preceding machine
are combined and reduced in size, but increased in length,

as in the drawing machines, the operation being the same
with the exception of imparting more twine to the soft

thread formed.

Before passing on to spinning, a word or two may be

said on the respective nuclei of worsted and woollen yarns.

The roving on the French principle of drawing resembles

very closely the sliver of the woollen condenser, only the

fibres are more parallel ; but being minus twist it may be

said to be a very similar thread. Between the roving

resulting from the English drawing frames and the con-

densed sliver there is not this marked similarity. The
roving having been twisted, may be again attenuated on
the spinning frame before additional twine is imparted

;

the sliver, on the other hand, being devoid of twist, is so

soft as to be incapable of sustaining drawing out nntil

twine is added—the fibres in the condensed thread being

simply balled or rubbed together. There is yet another

important dissimilarity between them, namely, the fibres

in the sliver in many instances lie transversely, while in

the roving they are arranged longitudinally, or in the

direction of the thread.

54. Worsted Spinnmg.—The spinning frame used in
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worsted yarn manufacture differs very materially in con-

struction from the mule. There is an important reason

for this : It is not required to impart twist into the roving

Fig. 23.

in the same manner as into the condensed sliver. As

already pointed out, the roving contains a degree of twist,

and may correctly be called a spun thread. In the
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worsted spinning frame, or throstle, the rollers are so

arranged as to draw out the roving before any twist is

furnished. Worsted spinning machines are of three

classes, flyer, cap, and ring. When the roving has been

formed on the French principle it is spun on an ordinary

mule, giving really four methods of spinning worsted

yarns. Whether the flyer, cap, or ring principle of

twisting the roving and winding the yarn on to the

bobbin is adopted, the method of drawing out the roving

is the same. Thus the roving bobbins having been fixed

in the frame on pegs provided for that purpose, the ends

are passed between rollers a, &, c, c?, and e, fig. 23, and

then conducted on to the bobbin. The drafting takes

place between a and e, the distance between which, as in

the roving frame, is called the "ratch," and varies

according to the average length of the fibres in the sliver.

The small rollers 6, c, and d are termed " carriers," and

merely convey the roving to the front rollers e, the top

one of which is styled the pressing roller, and is covered

with leather, while the bottom roller is furrowed. The

rovings no sooner escape these rollers than twist is quickly

imparted to them as they pass on to the bobbin in the

form of finely spun yarns. To drive the spindles (or

tubes in cap spinning), a large cylinder, or drum d,

similar to that in the carriage of the mule, runs from end

to end of the machine. As the frames are generally con-

structed double, this cylinder gives motion to the spindles

on both sides. Each spindle, or wharl, has its separate

cord. In some machines a strap travels round two spindles

on each side of the frame, and thus one belt drives four

spindles. Where this system of driving is applied the

cylinder slightly rises and falls with the bobbin, to keep

the straps at one uniform tension throughout the ascending

and descending traverse of the bobbin on the spindle.

When the flyer principle of spinning is adopted, which

is the most suitable for low counts of yarns, the bobbin runs

loosely on the spindle. The flyer, as shown in the drawing,
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gives motion to the bobbin. The amount of twist put

into the yarn depends on the respective speeds of the

bobbin and the flyer. If, for example, the latter makes
sixty turns per minute, and the bobbin fifty, there will be

ten wraps of yarn on the bobbin for sixty turns of the

flyer, or six turns in each wrap of yarn on the bobbin.

The flyer in reality serves a threefold purpose : first, it

keeps the thread at one regular tension ; second, it inserts

the twist ; and third, winds the yarn on to the bobbin.

In fig. 23 the arrangement of the twistiug and winding

parts of the "fly" frame are given. Here d is the driving

drum, c the spindle cord, s the spindle, B the bobbin, f

the flyer, and R the roving. The spindle receives motion

from the cylinder d, and imparts movement to the flyer

which is screwed on to it. The bobbin is moved up and

down on the spindle on what is called the lifter plate. By
twisting the thread round the arm a of the flyer it is

tensioned as it is wound on to the bobbin.

The principle of cap spinning is very difierent from

that of the flyer. Here the spindle has no rotatory motion.

A tube, or shell, which receives the bobbin is placed on

it. The shell is mounted with a wharl, and receives

motion ofi* the driving-drum on the same principle as the

spindle in the " fly " frame. Sketch 24 will give an idea

of what this arrangement for spinning is like. The
spindle, s, and cap, c, are the stationary parts. The latter is

a hollow cup shaped like the bobbin. Its lower rim is

perfectly smooth and polished, to occasion as little friction

as possible on the thread as it rapidly whirls against it.

Around the wharl, w, the driving cord or strap travels

—

this wharl gives motion to the tube and the latter to the

bobbin. By an up-and-down motion being given to the

bobbin by the spindle the yam is regularly distributed on

its circumference. For fine yarns cap spinning is better

adapted than the "fly " principle, as there is scarcely any

limit to the speed at which the bobbins may be made to

run; but for lower qualities, there being nothing to protect
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the thread as it whirls through the air on the rim of the

cap, it is not so suitable as the flyer, the yarns in this case

being reduced in value by the friction they have to sustain.

Low counts of yarns, made of coarse long wools, when pro-

duced on this system are liable to possess a wild, fibrous

surface.

Next as to ring spinning. A drawing of the parts of

the ring frame which effect the twisting and uniform
distribution of the yarn on the bobbin is given in fig. 25.

Fig. 24.

Here b is the bobbin, r the ring, t the traveller, a the

ring rail, S the spindle, and y the yarn. The bobbin is

fastened on to the spindle, and hence revolves along with
it. The rail, a, constantly moves up and down during the

winding of the yarn on to the bobbin. Winding and
twisting are effected by b and the traveller, t. The latter,

under which the yarn is passed on to the bobbin, revolves

on the rim of the ring, R. In this case the bobbin gives

motion to the traveller, which is just the opposite to the
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"fly " principle, where the flyer actuates the bobbin. The
bobbin here twists the yarn while the traveller winds it

on its circumference. As to the shape of the bobbin of

spun yarn, it is regulated by the up-and-down motion of

the rail A. The ring frame, in worsted yarn production,

is more largely used for doubling—that is, making twofold

yarns—than for spinning. For this purpose it is admirably

adapted—in fact, the same principle, so far as the ring and
traveller are concerned, is adopted in twisting two or

more woollen threads together. Cotton yarns are very

largely spun on this system.
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CHAPTER lY.

TARNS AND FANCY TWIST THREADS.

55. Woollen, Worsted, and Cotton Yarns—56. Lustre of the Worsted
Thread—57. Two Methods of imparting Twist—58. Openband and
Crossband Twists—59. The effect of Twine on Twills—60. Methods of
applying Twine to Twilled Weaves—61. Twine in relation to Buck-
skins and Doeskins—62. Arrangement of Yarns for Herring-bone
styles—63. Twisting—64. " Selfs" and Twist Threads—65. Difference

in effect of Twists and Selfs—66. Threefold Twists—67. Cloud,
Knopped, Curled, and Diamond Twists.

55. Woollen, Worsted, mid Cotton Yarns.—The character

and general appearance of a woven texture is dependent, to

a certain extent, on the mechanical structure of the thread

used in its production. A good illustration of the effect

different systems of making yarn have on the nature of the

woven fabric is to be found in worsted and woollen goods
;

where, although both cloths may be manufactured from a

similar class of wool, and dyed to the same shade, yet they

are almost as distinct from one another in the finished

state as cloths produced from separate classes of textile

fibres. Such difference is entirely due, in some cases, to

the structure of the yarns used in weaving. Woollen and
worsted threads may be said to be as dissimilar from each

other as possible in formation. Perhaps, all things con-

sidered, the former is the most characteristic and re-

markable in construction
;
yet both, on account of their

individual weaving characteristics, deserve close examina-
tion. An entangled arrangement of filaments forms the

very basis of the woollen yarn, whereas in forming a

worsted thread the aim is to lay, as far as practicable, the

fibres in a uniform line with each other in the direction of

the thread. As has been shown, teaziug, scribbling, and
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carding all tend to effect a complete separation and re-

blending of the fibres in one common but confused order.

Condensing simply consolidates tlie mixture produced in

the previous operations, and transforms it into a series of

threadlike slivers ; while in the compound operation of

spinning the meshlike condition of the fibres is not only

increased
; but, during the rapid convolutions of the

slivers occasioned in twisting, more permanently and
firmly secured. In producing worsted thread there is,

as in woollen yarn manufacture, one simple object in view
;

but, while in the case of the so-called u'ooUen or carded

thread a perfect separation and re-adjustment of the fibres

is required, irrespective of any particular order, or of the

length and disposition of the individual filaments, in the

worsted, from the entrance of the wool into the gill-boxes

to the spun yarn, the fibres are not only arranged in one
parallel form, but those that are too curly, too short, or

otherwise unfit for the thread being produced, are cast out

in the combing machine as noil. From this it is evident

that these yarns differ very materially from each other in

the principle of construction or build. The system on
which a woollen thread is formed may be defined as that

of separating and of re-crossing the fibres of the material,

and finally of twisting the individual filaments firmly

round one another when in a doubled or entangled state.

Undoubtedly it will have been observed that the opposite

principle of construction obtains in worsted yarn ; for,

throughout the processes of its manufacture, the fibres of

which it is composed are mechanically arranged accord-

ing to one regular order of parallelism, producing by this

method a more symmetrical thread than the pure woollen,

where the fibres project from the main body, or central

core, of the yarn on all points of its circumference.

Another remarkable feature in these yarns is the solid

and compact centre or foundation of the woollen thread,

and the large number of fibres of which it is made as com-
pared with the even and regularly formed, but compara-
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tively open structure of the worsted thread. (See A and b,

fig. 26.) ISTo doubt this important difference in the character

of these two representative types of all-wool yarns arises

from the short or curly fibres being removed in the comb-

ing process when preparing wool for worsted ; while, on

the other hand, if the material is intended for woollen

yarns every class of fibres contained in the stock is

scribbled, condensed, and spun into one and the same

A = 30 skeins woollen yarn. C = 40's cotton.

B = 2 -fold 30's worsted. n == 2-fold 60's silk.

This diagram is printed here by permission of Prof. Beaumont, having

been taken from his lecture on a " Lock or Fibre of Wool," which was
published in the "Textile Kccorder," Manchester.

thread. Microscopically, these yarns also differ very

materially from each other in structure. When thus

examined the woollen thread " resembles one continuous

mesh of entangled fibres, tightly clustered together, espe-

cially in the heart of the thread, where they form one

solid mass, which gradually decreases in density towards

the edges. The worsted yarn appears comparatively more
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regular in construction, the multiplicity of the fibres not

being so large, nor yet so compactly twined round each

other ; the object of the processes of manufacture in this

instance being to use the strongest, straightest, and

longest of the fibres, and also to arrange them, as far as

possible, in parallel lines. As to cotton, it resembles in

general appearance, when examined under the microscope,

a solid cane ; it possesses, however, a slightly undulated

surface, while a few straggling filaments are distin-

guishable here and there on its circumference. In the

silk yarn the individual fibres are so firmly grouped

together that it scarcely seems to have been produced

from a material of a fibrous character."
^

66. Lustre of the Worsted Thread.—The superior lustre

which the " worsted " is acknowledged to possess, when
compared with a carded yarn, is probably due to two

causes : in the first place, a parallel arrangement of fibres

admits of a more powerful reflection of light than if crossed

at every imaginable angle with one another as in the con-

struction of a woollen thread ; in the second place, the

large variety of fibres that are scribbled together, in making
woollen yarns, causes a high degree of twist to be neces-

sary in order to reduce the size of the sliver and impart

the required strength and elasticity to the spun yarn,

which twist or twine, by forcing the fibres into the centre

of the thread, naturally gives solidity and compactness, but

at the same time detracts from the reflecting power of the

individual fibres which help to form the yarn. Threads

possessing such totally difierent characteristics as these

two standard wool yarns cannot possibly be made into

the same classes of goods, the structure of each asserting

itself in the weaving process, and leaving its mark in-

delibly on the woven fabric. In order to thoroughly

understand this subject, and also to point out the special

woven efiects for which each thread is suitable, the character

^ Lecture on a " Lock or Fibre of Wool from the Bale to the Finished

Cloth," by Professor Beaumont.
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and properties of a superfine doeskin may be contrasted

with those of a fine worsted coating of a corkscrew pattern.

The qnalities of lustre, softness of handle, and fineness of

texture are common to both these fabrics ; but, however

carefully the doeskin may be examined, if the pile or nap

raised on the face is not removed, either by friction or

singeing, the crossing of the threads will be found to be

completely hidden from view, causing the cloth to appear

more like the result of felting wool than of interlacing

individual threads of warp and weft with each other.

On taking up the worsted cloth, although the crossing

of the threads may not be followed without the aid of an

analyzing glass, and perhaps not even then, yet it is clear

to the casual examiner of the cloth that its leading feature

is obtained by the mode of interlacing the threads. This

leads to an important conclusion—namely, that the soft,

pliable, and mellow condition, or rather structure, of a

woollen thread make it capable of admitting of a different

finish to that of the worsted, while the latter is most

suitable for fabrics where the weave is intended to be a

prominent feature of the pattern. The well-defined sur-

face of such a thread fully develops the effect of the make or

design in the woven goods, and hence the large variety of

weave effects seen in worsted fabrics for both ladies' and

gentlemen's wear.

57. Tioo Methods of imparting Twine.—All yarns used

for weaving purposes, whether made on the woollen,

worsted, or cotton systems, providing the material em-

ployed in their manufacture is of a fibrous character, and

has to be submitted to the process of spinning before it

assumes the form of a weavable thread, may be divided

into two great classes—namely, openhand and ci'ossband

twists. The origin of this classification obtains in the

twisting process. Here, as a simple experiment will show,

there are two distinct methods of imparting twist to the

attenuated sliver of the condenser or roving of the roving

machine. Suppose, for example, a number of wool fibres,
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which had previously been reduced into a compact thread-

like condition, were about to be twisted together by hand
;

in order to accomplish this, one end of the thick fibrous

thread might be held in a fixed position between the fore-

finger and thumb of the left hand, while the right could be

engaged in imparting twist amongst the fibres, causing them
to twine round each other from left to right, and forming,

in so doing, what would be termed an openband thread. A
sketch of such a yarn is given in b, fig. 27, in which the

direction of the twine is clearly indicated. To produce

Fig. 27.

the opposite kind of twine, that shown in a, called cross-

band, it would only be necessary to reverse the motions of

the right hand, and thus cause the fibres during the im-

parting of twist into the sliver to revolve from right to

left. In making this, or a similar experiment, the left

hand corresponds to the wooden frame, which was, in

Hargreaves' machine, substituted for the hands of the

spinner, or to the giving-ofi" rollers of the spinning frame

in present use ; for these grip the thick thread while the

spindles give the necessary twine, the direction in which
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the latter revolve, like the motions of the right hand, de-

termining the character of the twist of the spun thread.

58. Openhand and Crossbcmd Tivists.—As to the terms

applied to these twists, " openband " and " crossband,"

thej probably originated in the earlier days of cloth pro-

duction, when the one-spindle spinning wheel was the

most improved apparatus in use for preparing yarns for

the loom. If the cord, which was wound round the wheel

and wharl of the spindle in such a wheel, were crossed, it pro-

duced a crossband yarn, or, in other words, the fibres of

the thread were twisted from right to left ; but, if the

cord were open, or merely wrapped round the wheel and

the spindle without being crossed, the thread formed would
be twisted from left to right, and received the name of

openhand.

59. The Effect of Tioine on Tiuills.—Now the method
adopted in furnishing twist to the thread materially alters

its effect on the design in the woven fabric. This would
scarcely appear possible on a casual examination of this

subject, and but little importance might consequently be

attached to the two varieties of twisting just described. It

is remarkable, however, that if two fabrics were made of

the same blend of materials, size, and colour of yarns, and
also of the same make or plan of weave, this difference in

the structure of the threads would be sufficient to produce

two distinct classes of cloth, the strong individuality of

the yarns, whether twisted to the right or to the left, giving

character to the respective fabrics in the manufacture of

which they have been employed. A difference of this kind

in woven goods is possibly more perceptible in woollen and
worsted fabrics than in any other kind of textiles, and, if

anything, more distinctly marked in the use of woollen than

in the use of worsted threads. This is probably due to the

large number of fibres that compose a given length of a

pure woollen thread, as compared with a similar length of

worsted equivalent in size and thickness. The fibres of

the material in woollen yarn, as previously indicated, are
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forcibly twisted by the rapid revolutions of the spindles

into certain permanent relationships with each other, and
as unity in combination with numbers gives strength, the

unique character of the twine in such a thread may be

specially attributed to the multitude of fibres that are to a

very large extent twisted together in the same sense or

direction in the process of its construction. But yarns

made on the worsted principle must not be regarded as

lacking the characteristics of twine possessed by openband

and crossband woollen threads. The mention of a worsted

fabric, produced for dress goods, in which the pattern was
solely obtained by the use of two kinds of twists in both

warp and weft yarns, is a practical indication that here, as

in woollen goods, effects may be got by a combination of

threads twisted to the right and left respectively. The
pattern referred to was a piece dyed brown, made entirely

of a simple four-thread twill, hence the check figure dis-

tinctly seen on its surface in certain lights was due to

causes outside the provinces of colour or weave. To the

uninitiated it would certainly seem as though two shades

of brown, one of a lustrous and the other of a non-lustrous

character, had been used in its manufacture ; but on analyz-

ing the cloth and comparing the threads forming the re-

spective parts of the check it was evident that they were
exactly of the same size, material, and shade or colour.

Now, when the weave and colours of the yarns are not the

figuring agents of a woven fabric, there is but one other

method of producing the pattern that can be consulted

—

viz., that of using two kinds of threads, the fibres in some
of which are twisted to the right, and in others to the left

hand. Such, in fact, was the method of producing the neat

and stylish check of the fabric under consideration, the

pattern being obtained by weaving twenty-four threads

crossband and eight threads openband, in both warp and

weft. This is but one example of the nature of the so-

called woven efiects resulting from using yarns of opposite

twists. Perhaps the special character of the efiect each
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yarn has in the woven state will be better understood by
referring to an illustration of a different stamp to that

just considered, namely, what is known as an angled stripe.

In fig. 28 a sketch of a style of this class, or of a

simple double-sided twill pattern, is furnished. It might
be supposed that as the weave in both sections of this

stripe is precisely the same, only moving in opposite

directions, that it would be equally effective whether

twilling to the right or to the left, in the woven product.

Such, however, is not the case, for, on examining the

separate stripes in the cloth, there is a marked diffe-

rence between them, apparently arising from a variation

in the crossing of the threads. In one stripe the twill

of the weave is bold and clearly developed, but in the

other it is indistinct, undecided in character, and wanting

in fullness. Knowing, for a fact, that the respective

stripes are composed of the same four-thread make (i.e., of

the same crossing or plan of intertexture), the cause of

this difference in the character of the effect of the twill in

sections A and b of this pattern will be readily understood.

Of course it is not now the difference in effect of twilling

to the right and left that has to be considered, but what
is the cause of the weave in one part of the pattern

possessing, in the woven fabric, a more perfectly defined

character than in the other part, although the same
classes of yarn are used in the formation of each stripe.

!N^ow it would be found that if the warp yarn used in

weaving this design were crossband twist, the twill when
moving to the right, as in section A, would be more fully

developed than when moving to the left hand, as in B.

This implies that if the twine in the yarn (which in this

case, being crossband, is twisted from right to left) opposes

the direction of the twill in the weave, the effect of the

latter in the cloth will be well and clearly defined ; while,

on the contrary, if the twine in the yarn and the twill on

the design move in one and the same direction, the

character of the weave will be dull and undecided.
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Accepting this conclusion, the cause of the difference seen

in the effect of the weave in the two divisions of an angled

stripe is quite apparent ; for in one section of the pattern,

as in A, fig. 28, the twill opposes the twine in the yarn,

while in the other section, as in b of the same design, the

direction in which the twill crosses the piece corresponds

with the direction in which twine is imparted to the

thread, and hence, in the cloth, one side of the pattern

appears more prominently brought out than the other.

60. MetJwds of apj^lying Tioine to Tivilled Weaves.—The
following are the three methods of altering the effect of a

twilled weave by a suitable application of open and cross-

band twists :

—

(1) If the twine of the fibres in the yarns opposes the
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rig. 29. Fig. 29 A.

twill of the weave, the latter will be well defined in the

woven texture.

(2) If the twine of the fibres in the yarns runs in the

same direction as the twill in the cloth, the weave will

possess a dulled, indefinite appearance.

(3) If the warp contains both classes of twists, arranged

thread and thread alternately, the twine in the respective

yarns will neither assist to develop, nor yet to detract

from, the effect of the weave or design employed.

61. Twine in It elation to Buckskins and Doeskins.—
Heasons have already been adduced in support of the two
first inferences, but they may now be followed up with

one or two practical illustrations. In making a buckskin

cloth, for example, in which a clear decided twill is
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essential, care should always be taken to cause the twisting

of the fibres in the warp threads to cut the direction of

the twill in the weave. The warp, and not the weft, is

specified, because in such goods the warp contains those

threads that appear by far in the largest proportion on

the face of the cloth ; the buckskin weave, fig. 29, giving

what is termed a icarj) twill, or an effect similar to that

seen in fig. 29a. The relation of the twine in the warp
and weft threads to the twill in the weave in making such

a fabric is shown in fig. 27. Here c is the warp thread

twisted from risi-ht to left, d the weft thread twisted in

the opposite direction, and T T ^ the twill running from left

to right, or cutting the twine in the warp. This is what

gives the definite and pronounced weave efiect in buckskin

cloths ; for it necessarily follows that the deepest furrow

or smartest twill will be obtained across the piece where

the twine of the fibres in the individual threads of the

warp opposes the crossing of the weave, and consequently

the leading and characteristic feature of a buckskin cloth

is that of a small, but bold and smartly defined twill. In

making a doeskin fabric, however, where the object is to

obtain a soft, smooth face, the fibres of the warp yarns

are twined round each other in the same direction as the

twill runs in the production of the cloth, thus prevent-

ing a clear, smart development of the structure of the

weave.

62. Arrangement of Ymms for Herrmg-hone Styles.—The

crossing in both parts of an angled design, or herring-

bone, may be made equally decided in appearance in two

ways : first, by arranging the yarns one thread crossband

and one thread openband alternately ; and, second, by

arranging for the twine in the yarn to oppose the twill in

both sections of the pattern. The former method would

not develop the make, and hence is very seldom adopted.

According to the latter method the warp yarns for a

pattern similar to that shown in fig. 28 would be ordered

as follows :

—
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8 threads of crossband yarn for section A.

8 ,, openband ,, ,, B.

Such an arrangement of threads would cause the weave
to be well pronounced in character in the respective

stripes.

63. Tivisting.—One important feature that should not

be overlooked in connection with the subject of preparing

yarns for weaving purposes is that of twisting two or

more threads of different colours together; thus, an

ordinary or plain twist thread simply implies that two
yarns, such as black and scarlet, black and blue, black

and olive, or black and white, have been twisted into one

and the same thread. Tarns of this description play a

prominent part in the formation of the patterns applied

to woven fabrics. They may be considered, in fact, as

more or less applicable to every class of textile production,

and are specially adapted to the broken, blended, all-over

effects generally sought after in woollen goods. However,

as the leading characteristics, in many of the designs

in worsted coatings and trouserings, are smartness, clear-

ness, and, withal, uniformity of effect, this class of yarns is

not so largely applied to these goods as all-wool fabrics

;

self-coloured threads in several cases being considered

more suitable ; firstly, because they admit of more definite

or decided development of the pattern, and, secondly,

because they are of a less expensive character. What,
apparently, has caused them, to some extent, to be dis-

carded in worsteds has given them preference and pre-

eminence in woollens. Here fancy twists are, without

doubt, invaluable, as their extensive use in all classes of

woollen fabrics plainly indicates. It should, however, be

remarked that quite recently twist yarns have been largely

used with very good results in making the better classes of

worsted goods, some fabrics being composed entirely of

"twists."

64. "/S'eZ/'s" and Tiuist Threads.—Highly-coloured yarns.
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such as scarlet, green, blue, and orange, would invariably

be regarded as too loud in tone to be applied to the

general run of fancy woollen coatings, trouserings, and

suitings, unless previously twisted with other colours to

assist in breaking the continuity, so to speak, of the

coloured effect single yarns have on the woven cloth. jSTo

matter how sparingly such threads were interspersed in

the warp and weft of the pattern, they would fail to

amalo'amate with other shades of a more sober character.

Instead, therefore, of imparting bloom and freshness to

the whole blend, as intended, they would stand out

prominently, and appear separate and distinct from the

rest of the colourings, attracting the eye of the beholder,

and preventing him from noticing the beauty or excellence

of the general colouring of the pattern. From this it

would appear that yellows, blues, and reds, or other

colours equally as loud in tone, unless employed as twist

threads, are comparatively useless in making patterns for

woollen goods ; for a good blend of colourings is one in

which each shade appears to have its individual part to

play in giving tone to the whole, and not where some
colours are so strong and effective as to prevent others

from being noticed. The importance and advantage of

employing twist in place of self-coloured yarns in such

goods can be readily illustrated. Let it be required, for

instance, to make a small check pattern in which scarlet

and blue are to be the fancy colours, the arrangement of

threads in both warp and weft being as follows :

—

1 thread of Scarlet.

2 5)
Black.

3 5)
Olive-green.

1 n Blue.

2
?)

Black.

3 5> Olive-green.

Single fancy yarns in such a combination in ordinary

woollen goods would not produce a satisfactory check.
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The scarlet and blue threads would prove by far too

powerful to give a soft, mellow, although lively contrast,

which would naturally be looked for in such a style. Yet
it is not the shades themselves that are out of harmony
with one another ; for when these highly-coloured threads,

w^hich are now destroying the harmony of the pattern,

are twisted with black they impart a desirable tinge of

freshness to the otherwise sober, dull, and heavy black-

and-olive check which forms the ground of the design.

The cause of this difference in the effect of these two
kinds of yarns (single and twisted) should next be con-

sidered. A twist thread, as it has been stated, is com-
posed of two or more colours, as russet and green, each

colour alternating throughout the length of the thread,

and is not formed of one continuous colour. This is the

feature in twist yarns which, by breaking the separate

colours in the thread into fragmentary patches, as it were,

detracts from the power it possesses to alter the tone

of the pattern. Note, the original intensity of the colour

does not suffer by changing the thread from a self to a

twist, but that its purity is retained, only undergoing

those modifications which are due to contrast, and placing

two or several colours in juxtaposition. A feature of

great moment, because it is frequently found in pattern

making that it is not the colours themselves which are too

strong in character to produce harmony of colouring, but

that the flushes in the weave do not sufficiently break up
the continuity of the effect of the fancy yarns. In other

words, highly-coloured threads, if used in the single state,

produce in the woven fabric lines of unbroken colours, ex-

cepting in those places where they are crossed by the weft

yarns in weaving. This can be successfully obviated by
using twist threads, for if in the style to which attention

has just been called the blue and scarlet had been pre-

viously twisted separately with black threads, they would
have had an intermittent instead of a continuous effect in

the pattern ; thus the blue thread would have been alter-
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nately black and blue and the scarlet thread alternately

black and scarlet from the beginning to the end of the

piece. This is one of the qualities which these yarns pos-

sess that may be said to make them of inestimable value

in the production of woollen patterns. If limited to weak
or sombre shades, as would necessarily be the case, in a large

measure, in woollen fabrics, without the use of twist yarns,

the styles seen in all wool goods would soon lack bright-

ness and freshness of colouring. It is frequently neces-

sary, in order to relieve the sameness and vary the heavi-

ness of the combination of shades in the pattern, to resort

to such colours as scarlets, greens, &c., which it has been
pointed out would not enhance, but rather detract from the

harmony of the colourings if employed in the shape of

self-coloured threads ; from which it may be concluded

that twists are primarily of importance, on account of ad-

mitting with good results of the introduction into woollen
and worsted goods, more especially the former, bright and
highly-coloured fancy yarns. In some cloths both warp
and weft, or at least those yarns which form the face of

the fabric, are composed entirely of twist yarns, the effect

produced resembling small patches of colour interspersed

irregularly over the surface of the cloth : a type of pattern

which cannot be so effectively produced with single threads.

There aire also certain classes of worsted goods in which
twists may be advantageously employed. When fancy-

coloured worsted coatings were first introduced into the

market about the year 1870, the neat, bat simple, check
patterns then in vogue were obtained by employing fine

worsted twists in both warp and weft. Some of the best

styles seen in these goods since that date have been figured

on a similar principle, the yarns in modern productions

being fancy twists composed of worsted and silk threads,

thus proving that twists, when judiciously applied, give

good results in both w^orsted and woollen textures.

65. Difference in Effect of Twists and Selfs.—To farther

illustrate the special characteristics of patterns formed
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of twist yarns, attention may be called to two fabrics :

one made, say, entirely of black and white twists (such

as A, fig. 30), and the other of similar shades, but of

single threads. In order to produce as striking a contrast

between the effect of these two descriptions of threads as

possible, in making the latter cloth two ends of warp

—

black and white respectively—should be drawn through

the same heald, or, in other words, be elevated and de-

Eig. 30.

pressed together as though they formed one simple thread,

thus making the movements of the two yarns equivalent to

that of one compound or twist thread, which they should,

when thus combined, also equal in size or thickness.

A black thread and a white thread should be wound to-

gether on to the weft bobbin, and then woven as one simple

yarn, which, in combination with the arrangement of yarns

to be adopted in the warp, would afford every facility for

making the pattern resemble that produced by twist yarns.
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But what is the result ? The mixture or blend of black

and white is proportionately balanced, and equally effec-

tive, in both cloths ; but this is the only particular in

which they can be said to approach each other either in

style or general appearance. In other respects they are as

different from each other as goods made of totally opposite

shades. For, while the effect in the pattern made of self

threads may be described as consisting of lines of black

and white, of irregular lengths, running longitudinally and
transversely in the cloth, the surface of the twist fabric is

completely covered with a beautiful blend of indefinite

patches of black and white, the broad or small effect of

which varies according to the amount of twine imparted

to the yarns in the twisting operation. A second advan-
tage which these threads possess over those designated as

selfs may therefore be defined as that of producing a more
complete intermingling of colours.

66. Threefold Tivists.—Thus far, twist yarns made of

two colours have only been considered. Threefold fancy
twists may now be briefly described. These are simply
composed of three separate shades, and sometimes of dif-

ferent materials, as a black (worsted), russet (worsted),

and green (silk) twist, or a black (worsted), blue (worsted),

and gold (silk) twist. Woollen twists are sometimes three-

fold. Some very stylish threads are produceable by such
combinations, but, on account of their cost, are only
sparingly used, more, in fact, for imparting character to the

general appearance of the pattern than anything else.

67. Cloud, Kiiopioed, Gurled, and Diamond Twists.—Cloud
yarns are generally made of wool, or of a combination of
wool and silk, but they have also been produced in limited

quantities in cotton. The construction of this thread may
be better described by referring the reader to b, fig. 30.

A remarkable feature that will at once be noticed is the
unevenness in its thickness or circumference. This irre-

gularity in size is probably the main cause why yarns of

this description are not so generally and permanently
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fashionable in woollen and worsted fabrics as ordinary or

simple twists. The alternate variation in thickness is

obtained by an intermittent motion being applied to one

pair of the delivering rollers of the twisting frame, the

thick thread, or in some cases the condensed sliver, being

given off in this manner, while the small thread is delivered

quite uniformly, and hence the irregularity seen in the

turns per inch in these yarns. In the smallest part of a

medium-sized cloud yarn, corresponding to a, fig. 30, there

may be from fifteen to twenty turns in the inch, but in the

thickest part, corresponding to 6, only about three to five

turns on the inch. Some very good intermingled colour-

ings have appeared in cloths made of these yarns. Thus,

if a warp were made of cloud twists and woven in a simple

twill with one colour of weft, the pattern would consist of

elongated patches or spangles of colour running length-

ways of the cloth ; but if the same warp were afterwards

woven with cloud twists, similar patches of colour would

be produced by the weft yarn across the piece, forming an

irregular check pattern.

The knopped twist, c, fig. 30, is in one sense more irre-

gular in structure than the cloud. In such a yarn com-

plete knops, or buttons, are formed at uniform distances

apart on the circumference of the thread. It is used in

the production of fancy woollens, shawls, and other goods.

The pattern, in the making of which threads of this cha-

racter are employed, is figured with small knops of colour,

giving, in some cases, a novel appearance to the design.

The curled or looped yarn, d, fig. 30, may be a twist of

either two or three colours, for it is composed of three

separate threads, cZ, e, and /. The curl, from which

characteristic the yarn receives its name, is the result of

twisting thread e round threads d and /. There is a me-
chanical contrivance in the twisting frame which at regular

intervals forms the curl as the twist is being introduced

into the combined thread. Recently this class of yarn has

been used to a considerable extent in fancy woollen coat-
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ings and suitings ; the cloth, however, made of curled

twists has not a desirable handle, although it possesses a

certain freshness of character due to the loops of colour

which form the leading features of the pattern.

The diamond or chain twist, E, fig. 30, is also a combi-

nation of three distinct threads, namely, of the centre or

ground thread g, and of those which form the chain or

diamond, li and i, which may either be of the same or of

different colours, while sometimes a silk thread is em-
ployed, resulting in the formation of a good useful yarn.
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CHAPTER V.

LOOM-MOUNTING, OE PREPARATION OP THE TARNS

FOR THE LOOM.

68. Meaning of the Term "Loom-mounting"—69. Warping—70. Woof
and Creel—71. Leasing—72. How to Reckon the Number of Threads
Warped—73. Warping on the Mill—74. Sectional Warping Machines

—

75. Warping, Sizing, and Drying Machines—76. Fancy Warping on
the Sectional System— 77, Sizing—78. Beaming—79. Raddling—80.

Healding or Drawing-in—81. Irregular Healding Drafts—82. Sleying

or Reeding—83. Reeds.

68. Meaning of the Term " Loom-mounting.^^—The general
term of " loom-mounting " includes all operations through

which the yarn passes from the spinning frame to the loom.

Such operations are practically the same in the manufac-

ture of all classes of textile fabrics. They may be enu-

merated as follows :—Warping, sizing, beaming, healding,

and sleying. A thorough knowledge of these processes is

both useful and necessary to the textile designer. Not
that it is absolutely essential that he should be a compe-

tent warper, sizer, beamer, or healder, no more than a prac-

tical loom-turner, but that he should so thoroughly under-

stand this preliminary work as to be in a position to say

what can and luhat ca7i not be done. Then, again, this sub-

ject of loom-mounting forms, on account of these processes

preceding in actual work the operation of weaving, not

only a suitable, but a necessary introduction to a theo-

retical analysis of the art of cloth fabrication. In a word,

to give an explicit explanation on the principles of weaving

it is important that something should be said relative to

the operations intervening spinning and weaving, and

hence they will be fully described in this chapter.

69. Warping.—This is the first operation through which
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the yarn passes en route to the loom. It consists in col-

lecting into one body, and of reducing to one uniform

length, those threads which are intended to be stretched

longitudinally in the cloth. If the pattern about to be

produced is composed of various colours and sizes of yarns,

warping then also implies the arranging of the fancy

threads after a given order, and in such a manner that this

Fig. 31,

order will be preserved to a thread throughout all the subse-

quent operations of manufacture. This important work may
be accomplished either on the warping-woof or on the warp-

ing-mill—two machines which differ very widely from each

other in construction. The mill may be used either auto-

matically or otherwise, but the woof is confined to hand

manipulation. In making warps for pattern ranges, the

latter is, perhaps, the most preferable machine, because of
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the convenient manner in wliich changes may be effected

on it, while sometimes the woof is also employed in pre-

paring fancy woollen and worsted warps for piece lengths.

Warping on the woof will be treated of first on account of

its being the oldest and simplest method of preparing

•yarns for the loom. As, strictly speaking, warping, on this

system, is a manual operation, the principles of forming the

chain may be more clearly described as performed on the

woof than either on the mill, or on any of the patent

sectional warping machines so largely employed in the

manufacture of some classes of goods.

70. Woof and Creel.—The woof, fig. 31, is made either

of wood or iron, and stands on two upright posts, each of

which is mounted with a series of pegs or pins over which

the threads are passed during the production of the warp.

These upright posts are connected at the top and bottom

by two rails, from which project the healding lease pins, A

and B, and the footing lease pins, c and d. Before the

threads intended to constitute the warp can be transferred

in a regular order on to the woof, they are previously

arranged in the creel (fig. 32), a frame specially built to

contain the cops or bobbins of yarn, and a necessary appa-

ratus in any system of warping. Creels vary in size and
construction, but those in general use in hand warping are

similar to the one shown in the drawing.

In the part lettered A the cops or bobbins are arranged

according to the plan indicated in the pattern of tvarp. If,

for example, it were required to make a warp in which the

yarns were arranged in the following order :

—

4 ends of black

2 „ mid grey

2 ,, black

2 „ white

then the first thread of black would be placed in the first

hole of the back row B, the second thread in the first hole

of the front row c, the third thread in the second hole of
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the back row b, the fourth thread in the second hole of the

front row c, and so on to the end of the pattern. This

arrangement of threads is clearly shown in fig. 32.

71. Leasing.—Having mounted the creel with cops or

Fisr. 32.

bobbins of yarn, the warper proceeds to enter the threads

from the back series of cops through the eyelets lettered d,

and the threads from the front series of cops through the

eyelets lettered E, thus forming an important distinction

between the two series of threads. In commencing to transfer
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the yarns on to the woof, it is necessary to form what is

termed the " lease " by crossing the alternate threads with

each other between the lease pins of the woof a and b,

fig. 31. This crossing is of the utmost importance, because

the immutability of position each thread is supposed to

possess in the warp depends on this work being perfectly

carried out ; when any of the threads pass over the lease

pins in pairs they produce what are technically called

" flats " or " sisters," and make it impossible to ascertain

by an examination of the warp, which thread ought to be

first in order in the woven cloth.

The manner in which the lease is obtained may be ex-

plained by referring the reader to fig. 81. Here it will

be observed that while thread No. 1 is carried over pin A

and under pin B, the route taken by thread No. 2 is just

the reverse ; that is to say, it moves under a and over b,

and thus a perfect crossing is produced between the even

and odd threads, which cannot fail, so long as the lease is

kept secure, to prevent each thread from leaving the place

assigned to it in the pattern of warp. Of course the

length of the chain or warp may be varied according to

the number of times the yarns cross the woof. When the

required length has been obtained the " footing " is formed

on pins c and d, at the base of the woof. This is simply

a lease on an enlarged scale, the threads forming crossings

in groups of 4's, 6's, 8's, 12's, or 16's, and not in singles,

as in the lease proper.

72. Hoiv to Reckon the Number of Threads War^Jed.—By
counting the crossings or "rounds " at the footing end of

the chain the warper can readily ascertain when a sufficient

number of threads has been warped ; a " round " including

both a downward and upward movement of the yarns on

the woof, and hence twice as many ends as there are

bobbins in the creel. Before a warp can be completed,

however, it is necessary to calculate the number of threads

it will be required to contain. This may be accomplished

by taking the number of threads per inch in the fabric
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intended to be woven and multiplying by its width in inches

in the loom. It has just been stated that in order to ascer-

tain the number of threads passed on to the woof the warper

examines the footing and not the lease end of the warp.

He does this for obvious reasons—firstly, because it is,

comparatively, an easy task to count the rounds ; and,

secondly, because the number of rounds, and not the

number of threads or ends, are generally given on the

warper's ticket. Suppose, for example, a warp or chain

is about to be made for a cloth containing 64 threads on

the inch, and set 66 inches wide in the loom, and that the

creel is supplied with 48 cops or bobbins, then

64 threads per inch x 66 inch width of cloth in loom

96 twice the number of cops in creel.

= 44, the number of rounds in the warp.

The warp or chain being now completed, it is only

necessary to secure the healding and the footing leases

by interlacing cords through the openings between the

yarns on the pins A and b, and C and d respectively;

when this has been safely effected the warp is removed off

the bar-trees and is ready for the sizing bath.

73. Warping on the Mill.—Warping, as performed on

the woof, having been described in detail, possibly it will

only be needful to give a brief sketch of the mill machine,

which, as has already been stated, resembles a huge

vertical reel, varying in height and diameter. The bobbin

creel attached to this machine differs very considerably in

construction from that employed when warping on the

woof ; thus the bobbins are arranged in horizontal tiers so

that the creel admits of a large number of bobbins being

set in at one time, which may be considered an advantage,

as the larger the number of threads used in warping the

more expeditiously can the warp be completed. About

five or six feet from the creel stands an upright frame

mounted with an apparatus for forming the lease. This

apparatus bears the name of " heclc-hox,^^ and consists of a
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series of well-polished and hard-tempered vertical pins,

fixed in a wooden frame in such a way that half of the

pins, taking every other, may be raised alternately. Now
each pin possesses a small eyelet through which the

threads pass from the bobbins in the creel on to the mill,

hence if half of the wires were elevated, taking every
other, 1, 3, 5, etc., the odd threads would be lifted, which
forms an alternate crossing of the yarns or one division

of the lease ; the opposite crossing is obtained by raising

the wires 2, 4, 6, etc., which elevates the even threads,

and thus completes the formation of the lease. The
yarns are now transferred on to the lease pins fixed in

the lower part of the machine, and the mill set in motion.

As it revolves from right to left the leasing appliance or

heck-box gradually rises, distributing the warp on the

arms of the machine until it arrives at full height, when
the mill is stopped and the threads divided into groups of

what are called porties, that is, into 19's or 20's, and
carried in this form on to the footing pins. After this

has been done the machine is again set in motion, this

time revolving, however, from left to right, and the heck-

box gradually descending to its normal position, where
another healding lease is taken, and the operation of

winding the warp yarns on to the mill repeated to the end
of the chain. The warps are invariably calculated by the

porty, which contains in some districts 38 and in others

40 threads. The latter number is the most suitable, and
ought, in order to simplify the working of subsequent

calculations, to be invariably adopted. The mill, which
was formerly used in the production of warps in the fancy

vesting trade, is now the principal machine employed in

making worsted, silk, and cotton warps.

74. Sectioned Warping Machines.—These machines are

so called on account of the warps being made in sections

or cheeses of about 4i\ inches in width. The principal

difierence between this and the two previous systems of

warping consists in the warp being run through a coarse
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sley on to a miniature beam during its production. By
this means the threads are maintained at an uniform ten-

sion throughout the making of the warp. On the mill

and the woof slack or loose ends are almost unavoidable,

but, in sectional warping machines, by passing the yarns

through a sley or reed as they are wound on to the cheese,

such defects are largely prevented. A sketch of a warping
machine constructed on this principle is given in fig. 33.

The principal parts are c, the creel, H, the heck-box, s,

the sley, and b, the sectional beam or cheese. To arrange

the yarns in the creel the warper commences by placing

the first thread of the pattern in the top row, and takes

the rows or tiers in succession until he reaches the

base of the frame. No sooner are the threads mounted
in the creel than they are passed separately through the

holes in the pins of the heck-box and between the reeds

of the sley. (See sketch.) Here, by sleying or running

four or six ends in one split or dent, the warp is brought

within a compass corresponding with the width of the

cheese. The lease is formed in the heck-box at the com-
mencement of each section. This done, all the attendant

has to do is keep the creel well supplied with bobbins, the

yarns after leasing being drawn through the sley in regular

order, and wound on to the sectional beam by the auto-

matic movements of the machine. A number of cheeses

are now combined on what is called the block or shaft, to

form the entire warp.

75. Warping^ Sizing^ and Drying Machines.—This class

of machine is also constructed on what is called the

sectional principle. For the production of plain woollen

and worsted warps it is admirably adapted, and has com-

pletely superseded the hand woof or bar-trees. In such

machines, as in the old system of warping, the yarns have,

in the first place, to be arranged, according to pattern, in

the creel. Each thread is then passed through a coarse

sley ; this keeps the threads at equi-distances apart, and

also brings them into a smaller compass, preparing the yarns
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for entering the sizing bath, which is placed immediately

behind the slej. Passing from thence between a pair of

brass pressing rollers, the sizing solution is pressed out of

the thread and returns into the trough. When the warp

is composed of woollen yarns, on escaping from these

rollers it is passed directly over a large cylinder charged

with steam, and also a smaller cylinder (called the angle

roller, on account of it being set at an angle with the

cylinder containing the steam) ; whilst in this position the

warp is subject to a rapid drying process, the heat from

the cylinder absorbing the dampness the yarns contain.

But if the warp is made of worsted thread it is passed

over an additional series of small rollers before drying.

The reason for this is the size requires more time to pene-

trate worsted than woollen yarn, and hence this has to be

Fig. 34.

arranged for in the mechanism of the machine, otherwise

the process would not be satisfactorily accomplished.

After drying, every string or 10 feet of the warp is auto-

matically marked, when the yarns are carried forward to a

second sley in which the lease is formed. One peculiarity

about this sley is that every other split is partly solid both at

the top and the bottom, as shown in fig. 34, consequently,

when the attendant by means of a rod presses all the threads

down, those in the spaces lettered A remain up, while

those in the spaces lettered b are depressed ; this gives

the first crossing of the lease. The second crossing is

secured by lifting the threads, which gives the opposite

result—viz., the threads in spaces a below and those in

spaces B above. The lease having been completed, the

section of the warp now made is wound evenly, as it passes
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through the sley, on to the cheese or miniature beam.
The cheeses are collected together when the proper number
has been warped and placed on a strong iron shaft, from
whence they are run on to the loom beam. The advantages
of this system of preparing the yarns for the loom over

that of warping on the mill or woof, sizing in a trough or

bowl, and drying on the balloon, are very evident. Three
processes are here enacted at one time, while, if anything,

sizing and drying are better and more regularly effected

than on the old system of treating the processes separately.

76. Fancy Warping on the Sectional System.—Sectional

warping machines are not, all points considered, as well

adapted to the making of extreme fancy as simple or plain

warps. When the number of threads in each repeat or

pattern is not a multiple of the number of threads the

cheese is, according to the " set " or number of ends in

the warp on the inch, calculated to contain, some com-
plication is liable to ensue. The standard width of the

cheese in machines for medium goods is, as already stated,

4i^ inches, but in those constructed for coarser yarns, as

in the blanket trade, the width is 9 inches. Each sec-

tional or miniature beam must contain the same number
of threads, and, if possible, a complete and not a fractional

number of patterns. Warps in which a whole number of

patterns cannot practically be applied to each cheese

occasionally incur a loss of time in resetting the creel.

An uneven beam, and ultimately, an irregular texture,

results from some cheeses receiving more threads than

others. Possibly, in heavy woollen goods, a few extra

threads on some sections to give the required total in the

warp may not make any perceptible difference to the

regularity of the fabric ; but in fine cloths, as in worsted

coatings, the utmost uniformity in the beam should be

aimed at, so that two points are evident : (a) that each

cheese ought, if practicable, to receive a complete number
of patterns, and (h) that the same number of patterns

ought to be warped on each section.
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Bearing these points in mind, the method of dealing

with complicated patterns on these machines may now be

considered. Let it be supposed that a given pattern of

warp contains 104 ends, and that the fabric is intended to

have 96 threads on the inch, and is to be set 66 inches wide

in the loom. The warp would thus contain 6336 ends.

The first work would consist in ascertaining the number
of patterns in the entire warp ; thus 6336, divided bj 104,

the number of threads in a pattern, equals 60 patterns

or repeats, and 96 threads over. To find the requisite

number of cheeses, divide the width of the warp in the

loom (66 inches) by the width of the cheese (4^ inches).

In this case 14 would be the number. Next ascertain the

number of patterns to be warped on each section by
dividing the total repeats in the warp by the number of

cheeses, as 60 repeats divided by 14 cheeses, equals 4
patterns to each cheese and 4 patterns remaining ; showing,

that if this number of cheeses were employed, the warp
would be 4 patterns, or 416 ends (not including the 96

threads, or fraction of a pattern) to narrow in the loom.

This would imply that the warp would be 63 inches wide

in the beam, but only 61 in the sley instead of 66. The
question is, how may such a reduction in the breadth of

the warp be avoided ? or how may the missing ends be

added to the warp ? Fourteen cheeses, each contain-

ing 4 patterns, give (that is, 14 x 4^) 63 inches of

warp on the loom beam, so that if an additional cheese

were employed it would only cause the warp to occupy

67 instead of 66 inches on the beam, and yet provide

space for the 416 threads required. Fifteen cheeses

would contain 60 patterns, or all the threads of the

warp, with the exception of 96 ends. These, unless

absolutely necessary, would not be warped, as they would
necessitate either the employment of another cheese, or

overcrowding some cheeses with yarns. Take a second

example. In this case the pattern contains 23 threads
;

there are 48 ends on the inch, and the fabric is calculated
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to be set 36 inches wide in the loom. First find the

number of patterns in the warp ; thus, 48 threads on the

inch, multiplied by 36 inches, width of the cloth in the

reed, would give 1,728 ends in the warp. Divide this

number by 23, the number of threads in the pattern given,

and the result is 75 patterns. The requisite number of

cheeses is obtained by dividing 36 by 4|, giving 8. Next
divide the total number of patterns, 75, by the number of

cheeses, which gives the number of repeats to be warped

on each cheese, namely, 9. Nine cheeses would, however,

only contain ^'2 patterns (9 patterns x 8 cheeses = 72

patterns) or 34|- inches of cloth. By making use of seven

cheeses, and mounting each with eleven patterns, the warp,

although containing two repeats too many, would be 4^
inches narrower on the cheeses than required to be in the

healds ; so that it would, in fine goods, probably be neces-

sary to raddle it out to the full width in running it on to

the loom beam, and, at the same time, remove the excess

of threads.

From these examples it will be evident that the method
of calculating the number of cheeses and patterns for each

cheese on sectional warping machines is as follows :—First,

ascertain how many patterns are required to give the

proper width of warp ; second, divide the total number of

patterns by the number of cheeses nearest the required

width on the beam. If such a number, when complete

patterns are applied to each section, will not admit of the

whole warp, then fewer or more cheeses, and a larger or

smaller number of patterns are adopted as required. In

the first example given the cheeses were increased, but in

the latter they were reduced, and an extra pattern placed

on each. It will generally be found that by a little con-

triving of this description that the warping of the most

irregular patterns on these machines is feasible.

11 . Sizing.—The mechanical structure of worsted,

woollen, or cotton yarns necessitates the application of

some glutinous substance to their surfaces before subjecting
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them to the weaving process, the object being to cause the

individual fibres which compose the threads to cling more
tenaciously together. Although a high degree of evenness

and regularity of structure may be attained in worsted

yarn manufacture, yet, when microscopically examined, a

large proportion of the fibres appear to hang loosely on the

outside of the thread. An illustration of this is given in

thread a, fig. ^5, which is a two-fold hundred's worsted

Fig. 35.

yarn previous to sizing, while thread b is taken from the

same hank, but has been passed through the sizing bath.

There is a very noticeable difference in the appearance of

these yarns. In A the fibres seem to be but loosely

attached to each other, and hence if tension were applied

to the thread those fibres that form the body or centre of

the yarn would have it principally to sustain, but in

B, in consequence of the fibres having been more firmly

united to one another, the strain when applied is more
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equally received, from which it may be inferred that a

sized yarn will weave better, and is capable of sustaining

more friction and tension, than one that has not been

sized. A good size is of considerable importance in the

manufacture of worsted and woollen fabrics whenever the

warps are made of small, tender, or long-fibred threads.

For, as has just been shown, sizing tends to give solidity,

smoothness, and compactness to the individual yarns, and

by fastening the somewhat loose and straggling fibres that

cover the surface of the thread together, or rather by
binding them to the body of the yarn, it increases the

weaving properties of the warp, more or less preparing it

for the tension, friction, and wear and tear it must neces-

sarily undergo on its way to the woven fabric, and espe-

cially when passing through the healds and sley during

the process of weaving.

One of the simplest, and, at the same time, most primi-

tive methods of hand-sizing consists in immersing the

warp in a large trough or tub containing the sizing so-

lution, care being exercised in distributing the size as

equally as possible over every portion of the warp ; in

fact, it is advisable that it should be thoroughly saturated

in order to give the solution time to act on each thread of

the warp. The size is afterwards squeezed out by wringing

the warp or chain in the hand, which is finally exposed to

the atmosphere in some convenient place where it can be

well stretched and frequently opened by running the

raddle from one end to the other to prevent the threads

from fastening or becoming matted through the action of

the size. If the sizing solution is too strong or not well

pressed out, the threads are almost certain to glue to each

other, and when this happens serious trouble is sure to

ensue after the warp has been mounted in the loom.

In weaving each thread has to pass through a separate

mail in the healds, and it will be obvious that if half-a-

dozen or more are stuck fast together, before this single

passage can be effected some breaking and repairing of
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threads must necessarily occnr, showing the importance,

whether sizing by hand or by machinery, of guarding
against over or irregular sizing.

The sizing trough in common use is very simple in

construction. The warp enters at one end and passes

through the size on to the pressure rollers, which free it

of the solution it may have absorbed in the trough. It is

now raddled and wound on to the arms of the balloon, a

huge cylindrical frame revolving on its axis, and generally

partitioned off from other machinery and surrounded with
steam pipes, the heat arising from which speedily dries

the warp. Sometimes the warps are beamed direct from
the balloon, but at others they are rolled up into a large

ball, to be passed on to the beaming frame. Very fine

worsted and cotton warps are frequently sized or dressed

in a very different manner from the methods already de-

scribed. The warps in this case are first beamed and
sleyed, and then wound off the beam of the beaming frame
on to the beam of the loom. The beamer, having stretched

a portion of the warp across the frame, takes the size,

which in this instance consists of fine flour paste, and
spreads it as evenly as possible over the warp yarns with

a pair of hand-brushes. A fan is then employed to acce-

lerate drying, which has no sooner been accomplished than
the length of warp thus sized is wound on to the loom
beam, so that in reality sizing, drying, and beaming are

carried on at the same time.

78. Beaming.—There are but few indications of any
specific object having been in view in the warping process,

with the exception of obtaining a certain number of threads

of a uniform length, when the warp reaches the beaming
frame. The order of the various colours of yarns, as ob-

tained on the warping machine, seems to have been en-

tirely destroyed in sizing and drying, the warp being
one confused multitude of threads, to all appearances

bundled together without any definite object. On exa-

mining it a little more minutely, however, with a view of

K
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preparing it for the loom, it will be discovered that every

thread has retained its original position, or that place

assigned to it in the operation of warping. Now, the

object of beaming is to spread the warp ends evenly and

regularly on the beam of the loom. If this work is not

properly done the cloth will suffer both in texture and

appearance. To obtain an even surface in the woven
fabric it is necessary to have the threads of warp uniform

in tension, which cannot be effected with an irregular

beam, and hence one of the first matters that should be

carefully attended to—especially in the manufacture of

fine goods—when preparing the warp for weaving, is that

of good, even beaming. Such is the importance of having

the warp yarns under proper control during the operations

of the loom, that, in some classes of fabrics, two, and even

three beams are employed. These are adopted when cer-

tain threads rise and fall more frequently than others, and,

as a result, " take-up " more quickly in weaving ; hence,

if beamed with the rest of the warp, they would ulti-

mately become so tight, as the piece was being woven, as

to seriously damage its texture. To prevent such being

the case, those threads which are so frequently intersected

with weft are placed on a separate beam, and tension

applied accordingly.

The beaming frame is generally of the simplest con-

struction. It consists of four upright posts, connected

together at the bottom by wooden rails ; fixed to each of

these posts, at one end of the frame, are the two supports

for the loom beam, while the other end of the frame is

mounted with an additional rail for the warp to pass over

as it proceeds to the beam. The operation of beaming is

commenced by drawing the warp footing end first over

the rail, and carrying it forward to the loom beam. It is

here that the lease taken on the footing pins of the warping

machine first proves to be of practical service. Through
the last division of this lease a wooden or iron rod is

passed, enabling the beamer to hold the warp tight while
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he performs the preparatory work of "raddling," which
always precedes beaming proper.

79. Baddling.—The raddle, fig. 36, is employed to

maintain the warp at one required width, and also to

open the warp threads as they are being wound on to

the beam. It is simply a wooden bar mounted with a

series of upright pegs set at equal distances apart, and
varying in number according to fineness ; thus a 5's raddle

is equivalent to five pegs to the inch, a 6's to six pegs to

the inch, and so on. The raddle cap, c, is removed during
the time the warp is being raddled. Each space between
the pegs receives one section of the footing lease—that is

to say, whatever number of threads is grouped in one

Fig. 36.

crossing over the footing pins of the woof or mill, the

same occupies one division in the raddle. After the warp
has been equally distributed between the pegs, the rod
previously inserted in the footing lease is fixed in the

groove of the beam, and the warp wound once round,

merely to prevent the rod from springing out, while

the flanges, which keep the warp straight and even at

the edges, are being adjusted on the beam, the distance

between them corresponding with the required width of

the warp in the healds and sley. In beaming warps
for hand-looms, flanges are very seldom used, the weaver
building the side supports for the warp with narrow slips

of cloth or listings ; this he does by wrapping layer

upon layer tightly round the beam. The loom beam
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is turned either by hand or power, and the warp held

at a regular tightness by being passed round a large

cylindrical drum, the revolutions of which are controlled

by a twitch rope or tension brake. As the warp passes

on to the beam the workman slightly alters, ever and

anon, the position of the separator to distribute the threads

as evenly as possible over the circumference of the beam.

When beaming has thus been completed, the healding

lease of the warp is preserved by inserting a pair of

lease rods in the positions of the lease bands ; these are

fastened together at both ends to prevent them from slip-

ping out, and also to retain the alternate crossing of the

threads characterizing the lease. The raddle cap is next
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Fig. 37, •

removed, which permits the raddle to be easily taken out

of the warp, when the latter is ready for the succeeding

operation, namely, healding.

80. Healding, or Drawing-in.—Attention has just been

called to what is termed the "footing" when raddling;

but it is the lease proper that will not only be found

a useful adjunct in healding, but an absolute essential.

If the warp about to be drawn-in is intended for the

handloom, the work will, in all probability, be performed

in the loom ; but if it has been prepared for the power-

loom, the shafts and the beam, around which the warp has

been wound, will be suspended at a convenient height for

the weaver and his assistant, or for the drawer and the

reacher-in. The simplest plan of healding is generally
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termed "straight draft" or "straight gate" (a draft

indicating the methodical order observed by the work-
man in passing the threads through the healds of the

shafts), and simply implies that the warp ends are entered

in regular succession through the mails or loops of the

healds, beginning with the first heald to the right of the

first shaft, and taking the corresponding healds on the

following heddles—no matter how many there may be—
until the first heald of the last shaft is charged with a

thread, when the second heald of the first, second, third,

and other shafts are similarly dealt with, this order being

repeated to the last thread of the warp. This will be

somewhat simplified by consulting fig. 37. Here are four

heddles, a, b, c, and d ; A representing the front and D
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Fig. 39.

the back shaft. The beam having been hung behind the

shafts, the reacher-in takes the first end in the warp from
between the lease rods, and places it on the hook passed

through the first mail tu,^ of the first shaft, A, by the

drawer-in ; the second thread is then drawn through the

first mail m^ of the second shaft, b ; the third thread

through the first mail m^ of the third shaft, c ; and the

fourth thread through the first mail m* of the fourth shaft,

D. This completes one course or what is technically termed
a "' gate," and has to be repeated to the very last end in

the warp. If the passage of the threads through the

healds in a straight draft on four shafts is analyzed, it

will be found that the first, fifth, ninth, and thirteenth

threads are drawn on the first shaft ; the second, sixth,

tenth, and fourteenth, &c., on the second shaft ; the third,

seventh, eleventh, fifteenth, &c., on the third shaft ; and
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the fourth, eighth, twelvth, sixteenth, (fee, on the fourth

shaft, showing that in all straight drafts a course just

includes as many threads as there are different shafts,

which is seldom, if ever, the case in irregular drawing.

In fig. 38 a backward and forward or angled healding

draft is given ; the horizontal lines A, B, C, and d, represent

the shafts, and the lines 1 to 8 inclusive the threads of the

warp. A "gate" in this draft occupies eight threads, the

first thread being drawn through the first heald of the

front shaft; the second, through the first heald of the

second shaft ; the third, through the first heald of the third

shaft ; and the fourth, through the fourth heald of the

fourth shaft, but instead of the fifth thread falling on the

second heald of the first shaft, as in straight drawing, it

takes the second heald of the second shaft, while the sixth

thread takes the first heald of the first shaft ; the seventh

thread the second heald of the fourth shaft, and the eighth

thread the second heald of the third shaft. This method
of drawing has a two-fold effect on the weave in the cloth

;

for it twills it to the left and right alternately, and produces,

by so doing, an angled stripe or herring-bone, and hence
the term "angled" draft. Another well-known plan of

healding that should be briefly noticed is that furnished in

fig. 39. It is generally called the sateen draft or " skip-

shaft," because the threads always miss one heddle for

each draw ; thus the second thread falls on the third shaft,

the third on the fourth, the fourth on the second, and so

on. This mode of healding is occasionally adopted in

making fine goods, when the warp contains a large number
of threads to the inch, or is drawn on a large body of

shafts. Of course the weave has, in such cases, to be

made to work with the draft.

81. Irregular Healding Drafts.—Two methods of heald-

ing or drafting are sometimes employed on one series of

shafts. This is generally the case in double-make cloths,

and goods backed with warp. In such instances the

shafts used in forming the back or under side are kept
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distinct from those which form the face of the fabric. Fig.

40, for example, illustrates this system of healding. Thus

shafts A and b in this draft are simply mounted with the

backing chain, while shafts from C to J inclusive, contain

the face warp, or those threads which appear on the upper

side of the cloth. Two beams would probably be employed

in weaving a backed fabric of this character, one contain-

ing the face and the other the backing warp. Let it be

supposed that these have been fixed or suspended behind

the shafts, and that the threads require to be healded ac-

cording to the draft given under this figure. The opera-

tion would be commenced by the reacher-in taking the

first thread from the lease of the backing warp, which
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would be drawn through the first heald of shaft a. The
first thread of the face warp would next be passed through

the first heald of shaft c, and the second face thread

through the first heald of shaft d. The second thread of

the backing warp would now be dealt with by passing it

through the first heald of shaft B, after which the third

face-thread would be entered into the first heald of shaft

£, and the fourth face-thread entered into the first heald

of shaft p : in this manner healding would be proceeded

with, the exact order or arrangement of threads indicated

in the draft being strictly followed out to the last thread

in the respective warps.

The number of healds on each shaft, in a given space,

in drafts where all the heddles contain an equal number
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of threads, varies according to the required number of

threads per inch in the warp, and also according to the

number of shafts mounted in the loom. Thus, supposing

a piece of cloth is intended to contain 60 threads in the

inch, and that 12 shafts are employed in its manufacture,

then take the threads per inch, 60, and divide by 12, the

total number of shafts, and the quotient 5 will be the re-

quired number of healds on each shaft. If 20 instead of

12 shafts had been used there would only have been three

healds per inch on the separate shafts ; while, on the other

hand, if the fabric had contained 96 in the place of 60

threads on the inch, and 12 shafts had been employed, each

shaft would have contained eight healds per inch. It is

plain, therefore, that to ascertain the set or healds per

inch for any given number of shafts, providing they all

contain the same number of threads in the draft, it is only

necessary to divide the total number of shafts given into

the threads required per inch in the warp. Sometimes,

however, every shaft does not receive the same number of

threads, and, when such is the case, it is needful to

examine the draft and calculate for each shaft separately.

In fig. 40, which has already been alluded to, a draft of

this kind is given. It is for a backed fabric set 72 threads

on the inch, and warped two threads face and one thread

back, or, in other words, 48 threads of warp to the inch

are proportioned to shafts c, D, E, F, &c., and 24 threads to

shafts A and B. So the question is reduced to the follow-

ing: A face cloth on eight shafts, containing 48 threads

per inch, and a backing cloth containing 24 threads per

inch, on two shafts. Adopting the rule laid down above

48 -J- 8 = 6 healds per inch on each of the face shafts
;

24 -i- 2 =12 healds per inch on each of the backing

shafts. These results are not so easy to obtain when the

draft is of a broken or of an irregular character. This will

be obvious by consulting fig. 41. Here is furnished a draft

for a single cloth containing 64 threads on the inch, in which

some shafts receive a larger number of threads than others.
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Hence it is not possible to divide it into two sections as in

fig. 40. Some other method of calculation must therefore

be adopted. It will be found on examining this draft that

it contains 32 threads. This number should be divided

into the number of threads in the set, thus, 64 -i- 32 = 2

repeats of the draft in one inch of the warp. Now ascer-

tain the number of threads on the separate shafts in the

healding plan ; four threads on shafts 1 and 2 ; three

threads on shafts 3, 4, 9 and 10 ; two threads on shafts 5,

6, 7, 8, 11 and 12. If the number of the repeats of the
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draft in the set is now multiplied by these threads sepa-

rately it will give the results required as follows :

—

2x4 = 8 healds per inch on the 1st and 2nd
shafts ....... 16

2x3 = 6 healds per inch on the 3rd, 4th, 9th

and 10th shafts 24

2x2 = 4 healds per inch on the 5th, 6th, 7th,

8th, 11th and 12th shafts . . . .24

64

Of course there are various methods of counting healds,

the system of " healds per inch," although applicable to

all classes of goods, is only adopted in some manufacturing
districts. In Batley and Leeds, for instance, one speaks of

a 90's, a 120's, and a 140's set or gear, implying that in
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one quarter (nine inches) there are 9, 12, or 14 porties of

38 threads each. In ordering a gear, therefore, in either

of these places it would be necessary to state not only the

set, but also the number of shafts required ; thus, an 80's

set on six shafts, a 40's set on four shafts, &c. To ascer-

tain the equivalent to any gear of this class in the " healds

per inch " systenij which is practised in Huddersfield and

several other important textile districts, take the set given

and multiply by the threads in a porty, and divide by the

number of inches in a quarter multiplied by the number of

shafts the set occupies. Example : Kequired the healds

per inch in a 90's set, on two shafts. A 90's set equals 9

porties to the i, therefore,

9 porties x 38 threads in a porty '1,1 • -,

-—^— ——

—

— healds per men
9 m. in a ^ X 2 shafts.

^^ ^^^^ ^^^^^^

Fig. 42.

82. Sleying or Beeding.—After healding the work of

loom mounting is comparatively simple, the only operation

requiring attention being that of sleying. The primary

object of this process is to keep the threads of warp at

equal distances apart, and also in the same relative posi-

tions throughout the whole operation of weaving. The
sley, fig. 42, is divided into splits or dents, the number of

which in a standard width regulates its fineness. The
threads of warp are drawn through the splits, in the order

in which they succeed each other in the healds, in 2's, 3's,

4's, &c., according to the character of the fabric being pro-

duced. As the sley is fixed vertically in the going-part of

the loom it carries or drives the weft picks against each

other as they cross the warp in regular succession, in fact

it is used as much for this secondary object as for that of
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separating the threads in a systematic manner. Perhaps
no satisfactory rules can be given for ascertaining, by ma-
thematical calculations, the proper method of sleying any
particular warp or specific make of cloth ; this is a matter

subject to such a multitude of exigencies, such as the

nature and sizes of the warp yarns, or any speciality in

the structure of the fabric, that experience and general

knowledge of textile productions are probably the only

safe guides to accuracy in this particular. For whatever
rules were framed they would require to have a fixed basis,

or, in other words, a certain size of yarn and count of
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Fig. 43.

reed would have to be regarded as a standard to work
upon, and, unfortunately, the results obtained from such
arithmetical calculations would be comparatively value-

less if a special thickness and weight of cloth had to be
produced from a given grist of yarn and twill or design.

In such, an emergency rules would have to be laid on one
side, and experience and practical knowledge brought to

bear on the subject. Further, what one textile producer
would regard as a suitable reed or sley for a given size of

yarn, another would, in all probability, discard either as

too fine or too coarse, for some manufacturers believe in

making the cloth in the loom, while others would weave
similar goods in more open sets, and impart the required

strength or solidity in the process of milling. For these
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reasons any rules bearing on sleying or setting can only

have a limited application, and possibly are only of prac-

tical value so far as furnisliing to the inexperienced tveav-

ahle sets for stated grists of yarns and simple makes of

cloth. Diversity of weave, yarn, and structure of fabric,

all tend to prevent the formulating of one regular propor-

tional system of reeding established on such a basis as to

make it applicable to every branch of textile industry.

However, it may be stated that, generally speaking, the

Fig. 44.

two main factors to be taken into consideration are the

structure of the weave or design, and the circumference,

or thickness, of the yarns employed. It may be useful to

point out how these two conditions regulate the fineness

of the counts of the reed or sley. To begin with the

weave, figs. 43 and 44 are two very simple and common
twills running at the same angle in the piece, but, never-

theless, somewhat different from each other in appearance.

This difference in effect is traceable to the breadth of their

respective furrows, or to the fact that while weave 44
flushes three threads and three picks in succession, weave
43 only flushes two threads and two picks. A slight dif-
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ference of this kind in the flush of the make is sufficient

to necessitate the counts of the reed being altered. Thus
let both of these twills be woven in a warp composed of

"20 skeins yarns— (i.e., a yarn 20 yards of which will

weigh one dram) and what is the practical result provid-

ing the set is the same in each case ? If the reed or sley

employed produces a good firm cloth in fig. 43, it will be
correspondingly poor and lean in fig. 44 ; while if the cloth

is all that can be desired in the latter weave, it will be hard,

stiff, and unsaleable in the former, the threads of warp in

this instance being too rankly sleyed for a make of such
limited flushes. Fig. 43 would yield a satisfactory piece

of goods if it were made of 20 skeins yarns, and woven
in a lO's reed, 4 threads in a split (that is a sley contain-

ing 10 dents or splits in one inch, and 4 threads in each

split, or 40 threads on the inch) ; but to produce a cloth

equally full and firm in the hand in fig. 44, it would be
necessary to use a 12's reed, and sley 4 threads in a dent.

Hence one general principle that should be observed in

reeding is, the faster the make of the weave, or the smaller

the floats or flushes of warp and weft, and the opener the

set to be employed. Again, as to the thickness of the

yarn. The set for a 10 skeins thread, or a yarn twice as

thick as the 20 skeins already alluded to, would have to

be reduced from a lO's to an 8's reed, 4 threads in a split,

or from 40 to 32 threads to the inch. Unless this was
done there would be considerable difficulty in introducing

the same number of threads to the inch in the weft as

there are in the warp, and weaving would be a difficult

task to accomplish. The reduction of the set, on increas-

ing the size of the warp yarns, is a practical necessity if

the weave or make is to remain unchanged. To increase

the size of the yarns without any regard to the set would
imply overcrowding the splits or reeds in the sley, the

movements of which would, as a necessary sequence, chafe

the warp, and produce an uneven texture hard and board-

like in the hand. On the other hand, to decrease the
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thickness of the yarns and not to increase the fineness of

the set would produce a cloth as materially defective in

other respects—it would in this case be thin and open in

texture and lack body and firmness. A second principle

that deserves notifying in connection with the question is,

therefore, that when the weave remains the same and the

sizes of the yarns are increased the fineness of the set

should be decreased, but if the warp threads are decreased

in thickness, the set should be proportionately increased.

83. Meeds.—Reeds are counted in a variety of ways, al-

most every manufacturing locality having its own peculiar

system. In some districts the calculations are based on

the number of sets, of 40 threads each, in a stated width of

the sley, as in Bradford, where 36 in. forms the basis of

calculations. A 40's set, therefore, in this place would be

equal to

40 X 40 threads to the set

36 inches

or nearly 44^ threads to the inch. In Glasgow the reeds

counted by the hundred, thus a 1,300's set is equivalent to

thirteen hundred reeds in 37 inches of the sley. In some of

the woollen districts of Scotland a system is practised based

on the number of splits in 1|- in., and the number of threads

in each split or dent. For example, a 20's reed sleyed 2's

would be equivalent to 40 threads in l|-in.

It will be noticed that this system resembles in prin-

ciple that of so many reeds to the inch, and sleyed in 2's,

3's3 &c., according to the structure of the fabric, which is

undoubtedly the most rational system that has yet been

adopted, and the one which is gaining supremacy in the

trade. It is a mode of sleying that reduces reeding into

the simplest practicable form, and that can be applied to

every class of weaving, whether silk, cotton, linen or wool,

and hence there is reason to believe that ultimately it will

become the acknowledged standard system throughout

the whole textile industry.
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CHAPTER YI.

THE PEINCIPLES OF CLOTH CONSTRUCTION. FUNDAMENTAL
WEAVES.

84. Woven and Knitted Fabrics— 85. Warp and Weft—86. The
Heald Shafts—87. Plain or Tabby Weaving—88. Design or Point
Paper—89. Twilling—90. Cassimere Twill—91. Sateens—92. Deriva-
vatives of the Sateen— 93. Corkscrew or Pound Twills—94. Construc-
tion of Twills—95. Hopsacks or Mats.

84. Woven and Knitted Fabrics.—Every variety of

woven fabric, whether plain or figured, results from cross-

ing, or rather from interlacing two distinct series of

threads together. Thus, when a woven cloth is submitted
to analysis, it is found to be composed of two classes of

yarns : first, those which extend longitudinally in the piece

and are termed collectively ivarp, chain, or web ; and, second,

those which extend transversely in the piece, and are de-

signated lueft, icoof, alb, ov filling, according to the district

in which the goods are manufactured.

Warp and weft may be considered as the two essential

factors of every type of loom production. They are of

paramount importance both in weaving the plain cloth

and the artistic tapestry hanging. There is, however, a

class of goods made on the stockinette frame, which,
although only containing one body of threads, is often

regarded as a woven texture. But, strictly speakino*,

such a cloth is not looven but hnitted. By a process
of knitting, and not by weaving, the individual threads
of which a stockinette fabric is composed are interlaced

into one regular texture. The work is performed in

a kind of a frame or loom, in which the yarns are

arranged in parallel order, at uniform distances apart, as
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in ordinary weaving. Of course the machine is automatic

in its movements, and capable of producing a great length

of cloth in a very short time. The fabric thus formed is

ornamented with a fine ribbed pattern, similar in character

to that seen in common knit goods. This article generally

handles soft, full, and elastic, but lacks those valuable

characteristics of strength and firmness of texture, or make,

which obtain in a woven cloth proper. The difference

between the structure of this fabric and that resulting

from weaving warp and weft yarns together may be illus-

trated as follows : Take a sample of stockinette cloth and

try to withdraw a thread, and what is the result ? The

whole construction is unravelled. 'Next submit a loom

product to a similar examination, and it will be found that

if a longitudinal or warp thread is removed, the transverse

or weft threads will remain ; while, on the other hand, if

the latter are withdrawn, the warp threads will, although

the texture may be partly destroyed, still remain, to a cer-

tain extent, undisturbed. Again, the manner in which a

knitted fabric is constructed limits the designer to one

class of weave eff'ects—these being of a stockinette

character—whereas the principles of weaving are of such

a description as to admit of unlimited change or variation

in design.

85. Waiy and Weft.—The two series of yarns, warp

and weft, already alluded to, are not only the principal

agents in forming the texture but also the figure or de-

sign which embellishes the face of the cloth, and hence the

inference that all kinds of woven goods, whether orna-

mented with the most elaborate figures, or completely void

of ornament or design, have the same principia of con-

struction ; from which it will possibly be evident that, in

order to explain the structure of a woven fabric, it will be

necessary to carefully examine the evolutions made by the

warp and weft threads used in its formation. The warp

may be considered first. It is always understood to con-

tain those threads that are arranged, as described in
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Chapter Y., in the healds and slejof the loom previous to

the commencement of the operation of weaving. When
the warp is mounted in the loom, the various threads run

parallel to each other at equal distances apart, and are as

perfect in arrangement and as complete in number at the

beginning as at the end of the piece. The incks^ sJioots, or

threads of weft are, on the contrary, introduced one by one
in regular succession into the interior of the warp, and,

consequently, they increase in multiplicity as the cloth is

woven and wrapped round the piece-beam of the loom.

The weft is woven or interlaced into the warp, and not

the warp into the weft. The warp forms the foundation

of the cloth, or comprises those threads which are inter-

sected by the picks of weft during the production of the

fabric. Weaving may, therefore, be defined as the art of

interlacing weft threads between warp threads ; but not a

simple crossing of the weft over the warp, for such an

arrangement, instead of producing a firm texture would
merely result in the formation of two layers of threads one

above the other.

86. The Heald Shafts.—JJ^ow, in order to accomplish

this object, the warp is subjected to certain mechanical

operations, which prepare it for the introduction or cross-

ing of the weft yarns. The elevation and depression of the

healds, which contain the warp threads, regulate the con-

struction of the fabric. In order to prepare the warp for

the picks of the filling yarn, certain shafts are elevated

and others depressed, lifting and sinking those threads

with which they are individually charged. This motion

causes a division, or shed, as it is technically termed, in

the warp, through which a pick of weft is passed and the

shafts brought simultaneously into their normal position.

Another order of shafts is next raised and depressed re-

spectively, forming a second shed for the reception of an

additional pick of weft, which is conducted across the warp
by the shuttle, and in this manner the amalgamation of

the warp and weft yarns is proceeded with. This leads to

L
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an important conclusion—namely, both warp and weft

threads appear alternately on the face and under sides of

the cloth, for whenever a warp thread is depressed, a weft

pick will flush or pass over it, but whenever a warp thread

is elevated, a weft pick will flush or pass undei' it. In short

it is this interlacing passage of the weft threads which

binds the warp threads—previously hanging loose—to-

gether, forming, by securing each thread to its neighbour,

one continuous breadth of cloth.

. 87. Plain or Tahhij Weaving.—The order in which the

yarns cross each other in woven productions may be

.

=^

A A AB 3

Fig. 45.

readily described by the aid of fig. 45. This is nothing

more than an enlarged sample of plain or tabby cloth. A
very brief study of the arrangement of the threads here

shown will indicate that there are only four difi'erent move-

ments of the yarns in the whole construction. The warp,

is represented by the lines A and b, and the weft by the

lines figured 1 and 2. The weaver, to secure this result

in the cloth, elevates the front shaft which contains the

odd threads, and depresses the back or second shaft which

contains the even threads ; by this means he divides the

warp into two equal parts, and into the opening thus

formed introduces a shoot of weft. The second slied^ which
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receives another pick, is obtained by reversing the move-

ments of the heddles, or by elevating the second and de-

pressing the first shaft. The object in furnishing fig. 46

is to point out the special functions of the shafts in the

formation of the sheds in the warp. In this figure the

healds are almost shown in front view, while the warp

threads are sketched, as much as possible, from a side

view, so that the principle on which the former lift and

depress the threads can be clearly illustrated. To simplify

the subject, the shafts only contain four healds each, and

the warp eight threads. The first shaft, h\ carries the

first, third, fifth, and seventh threads, and the second

shaft, H", the second, fourth, sixth, and eighth threads, the

healding plan for the warp being straightgate. The eleva-

tion of the front shaft and depression of the back shaft

will cause, therefore, half of the warp threads to be raised

and half of them to be drawn down, forming the shed S

for the reception of the shuttle.

Two heald shafts only admit of two methods of inter-

lacing the warp and weft threads, for in such a mounting

the weaver would be limited to the production of woven
effects with either the even threads up and the odd threads

down, or vice versa. The texture could, however, be varied

in appearance by entering two or three picks of weft into

one shed, which would produce a kind of rep, or warp cord,

varying in size or breadth according to the number of

shoots inserted into one division of the warp. And this

may be regarded as a summary of the movements of the

shafts, and also of the threads and picks in plain weaving,

showing that when pick 1 of fig. 45 enters the warp, it

passes under the threads lettered A, and over the threads

lettered b, but when the second pick enters the warp, it

flushes over the threads A and under the threads b, resulting

in the production of the fastest, firmest, but simplest cloth

that can possibly be woven.

88. Design or Point Fajp&i\—It will probably have been

already inferred from the explanations given on the struc-
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ture of a woven cloth, that the whole art of textile design-

ing, so far as weave effect is concerned, consists in the

origination of new plans or methods of inserting the weft
yarns into those of the warp. Acce^Dting this as an accu-

rate inference, the uses of what is termed design or point

paper will soon be evident. This paper is supposed to be
a representation of at least one series of the threads em-
ployed in the production of a woven fabric. Thus the

blank spaces from a to a^ correspond to the warp threads

hanging loose, or in an unwoven state, in the loom. These
spaces or squares are dotted precisely in that order in
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which the threads cross over, or under, each other in

weaving. The dots, or marked spaces, fig. 48, indicate

where the weft passes over the warp, while the blanks in-

dicate where the warp passes over the weft. It might be

said that previous to any dots being arranged on the paper,

all the warp threads are in an elevated condition, while the

weft yarns, without a single exception, are under the warp.

Hence the dots or marks represent the effect of the weft

in the cloth, and the blanks the effect of the warp. This,

however, is not invariably the case ; in fact, in some mills

the practice is to dot the warp and leave the weft blank,

but possibly the more rational system is that of marking
the effect of the latter, because during the operations of
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the loom the filling is added to the warp, and not the warp
to the filling.

The manner of representing a weave on design paper

may be pointed ont by referring to fig. 45. This small

sample of cloth only contains five threads and six picks, or,

on the point paper, fig. 48, the five spaces lettered A and
B in a longitudinal sense, and the six spaces figured 1 and

2 in a transverse sense. Let it be understood that one

thread of warp is represented by one series of blank squares

from a to ct^ fig. 47, and one shoot of weft by one series

of blank squares from & to &\ Now the first pick of fig. 45

is represented on point paper as follows : One square blank

and one square dotted for five threads ; the second pick,

one square dotted and one square blank for five threads
;

the third and fifth picks are like the first, and the fourth

and sixth like the second, as shown in the plan given in

fig. 48. This is the general method of arranging weaves
or designs on point paper for practical purposes, and the

form in which the plans are given to the weaver when in-

tended to be tried in the loom.

In addition to each longitudinal series of squares being

synonymous to a thread in the warp, it also corresponds to

one shaft in the witch or dobbie, and one needle in the

jacquard machine, while each transverse series from h to

h^ represents one lag in the witch or one card in the jac-

quard loom. If a number of lags were applied to the

dobbie machine without being pegged, all the shafts

mounted in the loom would be depressed, or if a blank

card were applied to the jacquard cylinder, all the threads

would remain unlifted. The lags must be pegged, and
the cards must be stamped, before the former can supply

any motion to the heald shafts, and before the latter can

be made to elevate indirectly the threads in the warp.

Again, if a sample of point paper were completely void of

dots it would simply be understood to represent a number
of loose warp threads, but add the dots or marks, and the

pegging plan or design is produced, or, in other words, a
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weave indicating to the weaver where in the lags he will

require to insert pegs to form the desired pattern in the

cloth.

The " counts " of the paper is regulated by the number

of small squares contained in a large division. Fig. 47 is

what is called 8 by 8 paper. The larger squares are also

ofimportancewhen preparing elaborate designs for the loom.

They aid the card cutter very materially in his work, en-

abling him at a glance to ascertain exactly what thread or

pick of the design he last worked upon. For this purpose

each large square contains as many smaller divisions as

there are holes in the card-cutting plate. There are other

kinds of paper in addition to that shown, such as 10 by

10, 1-2 by 12, 8 by 12, 12 by 8, and 8 by 16. These various

1
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Fig. 48.

types are all necessary to the manufacture of the different

classes of textile goods. The 10 by 10 is principally em-

ployed in the production of designs for jacquards of 100

harness or a multiple of ten, and is extensively used in

the preparation of figured patterns for tapestry cloths,

where two five-shaft sateen weaves are combined, warp

and weft flush respectively. The 12 by 12 paper is ad-

vantageously used for 600 jacquards, where each of the

transverse rows of the card-stamping machine plate con-

tain twelve holes. The other classes of point-paper men-

tioned are essential in designing for fabrics in which the

warp and weft do not contain an equal number of threads

per inch—that is to say, in cloths where there is either an

excess of warp or an excess of weft. An 8 by 12 paper

would be employed in cloths containing 12 picks of weft
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to 8 threads of warp, while a 12 by 8 type would be used

in designing for goods where the proportion of warp

threads to weft threads was as 12 is to 8.

89. Tivilling,—In a twilled fabric parallel diagonal

lines, or ribs, extend from side to side of the cloth.

When the twill is of a simple kind (see fig. 49a) the

spaces between the lines are blank, but when the weave
is termed a broken or irregular twill (see fig. 49b) the

equal distances between the furrows are interspersed with

small figures or cross diagonals. A few simple but useful

twills of the first class are furnished in figs. 50 to 54.

These makes form the basis from which a large variety of

other twills of a more complicated character originate.

The plain weave as given in fig. 48 possesses no ap-

Yia: 49 a. Fiar. 49 b.

pearance whatever of a twilled pattern, but, on the con-

trary, seems to form a small check effect. In fig. 50,

which is the next change in the interlacing of warp and

weft to the plain make, there is every indication of a

twilled weave ; in short this plan is the simplest twill or

diagonal that can possibly be obtained. It is known in

the trade as the three-shaft or three-end prunelle twill,

warp flushed. In reality it only occupies three threads

and three picks, but it has been repeated on the point

paper in order to furnish a better idea of the twill effect

it produces in the cloth. Whatever number of threads

and picks form a crow or swansdown (fig. 52) twill, the

principle of intertexture is always regular, the weft passing

pick after pick from one thread to another in the warp
until an oblique furrow extends from side to side of the

piece. The size of the warp flush depends on the number
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of threads the weave occupies. Thus a 4-end swandown
would give a three flush, a 5-end a four flush, and a 6-eiid

a five flush in the warp.

90. Cassimere Ticill.—The shalloon or cassimere twill

is given in fig. 51. This weave occupies four threads and

four picks, and would, consequently, require a similar

number of shafts and lags in weaving. As it is one of the

most useful weaves employed in the manufacture of both

woollen and worsted goods, a sketch is furnished in fig. 55

of the order in which the warp and weft threads cross
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each other in the production of the woven fabric. The

following is an analysis of the method of intertexture

shown in this figure :

—

Pick 'No. 1 floats over a and li and under c and d.

,, No. 2 ,, B and c ,,
A and d.

,, No. 3 ,, c and d ,,
a and b.

,, No. 4 ,, A and d ,,
b and c.

This weave may be said to resemble the plain or tabby

make in one or two particulars in its construction, for, in

both crossings, half of the warp threads are raised and

depressed respectively in the formation of the separate
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sheds for the reception of the individual picks of weft.

The warp and weft furrows in this twill, unlike those

in the serge, are equal in flush, forming a very diffe-

rent effect to the latter in the woven fabric. It was

observed that in a swandown weave no single thread re-

mained depressed for more than the intersection of one

pick, the flush of the warp to that of the weft in fig. 52

being in the proportion of 3 to 1 ; now, however, in the

cassimere make, each warp thread, whether elevated or

depressed, flushes two picks, while each weft shoot,

whether on the face or under side of the fabric, flushes

over two threads of warp. On a further examination of

the structure of this useful make it will be noticed, on a

reference to fig. 55, that two adjoining threads are always

up and down during the insertion of the weft yarns.

Thus, as pick 1 crosses the warp, the thread lettered C,

which rises with D, is elevated for the last time, while

D is elevated for the first time ; on the other hand thread
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A is depressed for the last time, and b for the first time,

the threads of the warp rising in pairs in the following

order :—c and d, d and A, A and b, and B and c. The flush

of each warp thread takes hold of the flushes of the ad-

jacent threads on both sides, and continues the direction

of the furrow or twill until perfect and uniform connections

in the flushes are formed on every side of the weave, both

by the threads of warp and the picks of weft, so that the

two and two flush in the twill, is continued from side-

to side of the cloth, and from one end of the piece to the

other.

In the few examples given in simple twills in figs. 50

to 54; inclusive it will be observed that the weaves vary in

the angle which they form with the first pick. The furrow
of the twill in fig. 54, for example, runs at an angle of

about 30° in the cloth, that in fig. 51 at an angle of about

45", while that in fig. 53 forms an angle of about 60°.

Ey combining twills of a similar character to the above, it

will subsequently be shown, that a variety of designs may
be produced both in stripes, checks, and figures.

91. Sateens.—In considering the fundamental methods
of intertexture, such an important class of weaves as the

sateen deserves some explanation. The term applied to

this type of crossing partly implies the nature of its

effect in the woven texture, sateen weaves generally

imparting a soft, full appearance to the fabric. Now,
although this kind of make is not so largely applicable

to the manufacture of worsted and woollen goods as the

cassimere, prunelle, or even the plain or tabby weave,

yet it is more or less employed in the production of

both fancy and piece dyed fabrics, such as doeskins, and
other classes of fine twilled cloths for overcoatings. The
structure of the weave, however, limits its use in so-called

fancies, for it is of such character that the cloth produced
always possesses either a lueft or a ivarp face. The prin-

ciple of constructing a sateen is that of depressing or ele-

vating one thread in the weave on each pick or shoot

:
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thiTS, in fig. 56, wliicli is the 5-beald sateen or doeskin,

ihe following is the order of intertexture :

—

Pick A, 1st thread depressed, and 2nd, 8rd, 4th, and 5th

threads elevated.

Pick B, 4th thread depressed, and 1st, 2nd, ord, and 5th

threads elevated.

Pick c, 2nd thread depressed, and 1st, 3rd, 4th, and 5th

threads elevated.

Pick D, 5th thread depressed, and 1st, 2nd, 3rd, and 4th

threads elevated.

Pick E, ord thread depressed, and 1st, 2nd, 4th, and 5th

threads elevated.

This analysis shows that each pick of the weave not only

takes down a separate thread, but only flushes over one

thread out of the total number the make occupies—a prin-

ciple that obtains in all types of sateens. The 4-heald

broken swansdown, fig. 59, is sometimes described as the

simplest sateen that can possibly be produced ; but, strictly

speaking, this weave is simply an irregular serge or

broken crow twill, the two picks A and b twilling to the

left, and the two picks C and d twilling to the right in

weaving.

It should be remarked that all crossings of a sateen

character, with the exception of that formed on six healds,

give an upright twill in the cloth when the warp is flushed,

and an oblique twill when the weft is flushed. The six-

shaffc make is what may be termed an irregular sateen,

forming a broken twill in the fabric, while, unless arranged

on the principle given in fig. 57, two threads of warp are

depressed, a, a, fig. 58, in succession, a feature which
should never prevail in weaves of this description.

92. Derivatives of the Sateen.—Sateens possess one cha-

racteristic which makes them useful for other purposes

than simply that of forming a suitable method of interlac-

ing warp and weft yarns—they form a broad basis for the

•origination of new weaves, while in figured designing they
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are frequently worked to as the plan of arranging the

various parts of the design. Their derivatives are not

only more diversified in character, but also more perfect in

structure than those obtained from other simple modes of

crossing. In fact, a weave made on a sateen basis, if sys-

tematically constructed, cannot fail to produce a regular

or uniform texture. There is, however, considerable skill

required in this class of elementary designing. The origi-

nation of neiv weaves is always a difficult task. It implies
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both the exercise of ingenuity and of a knowledge of cloth

production.

Such valuable makes as the corkscrew, twilled hopsack,

and Mayo or Campbell may all be formed on the sateen

principle. As examples of the diversity of crossings re-

sulting from employing these weaves as a basis the designs

given in figs. 60 to 71 inclusive, may be considered. In

each of these cases the full square dots, , represent the

sateen weaves proper and the spaces marked in diagonal

lines, B , the additions made to produce a new effect.

What are designated the 8-shaft and 12-shaft twilled hop-

sacks are shown in figs. 62 and QQ. The former is one of
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the most useful weaves employed in the manufacture of

worsted coatings. The characteristic feature of these

weaves is that the small squares of which they are formed

are always arranged in such a manner as to produce en

hloc, not only a mat or hopsack, but also a twilled effect.

The manner in which these makes have been constructed,

and also that of the Mayo, fig. 63, is made evident by the

two classes of marks used in the figures.

Perhaps a few of the most striking illustrations that can

be furnished of the variety of weave effects obtainable on

this method are given in figs. 68, Q^, and 70. Here are

three as differently constructed weaves as it is possible to

make, and yet they have all been obtained from the same
fundamental weave, which may be traced in the respective

designs. In the first of these crossings, fig. 68, the addi-

tion of the small squares marked in diagonal lines pro-

duces a weave of a basket character suitable for fine worsted

cloths. The same base is made to do duty in the forma-

tion of an irregular twilled pattern in fig. 69, by arranging

a pair of diagonal-marks on both sides of each square dot

in the weave. When the latter dot is removed it leaves

(fig. 70) a weave of the corkscrew class, while the addition

of the marks as indicated in fig. 71, results in forming a

good useful weave of a twilled mat character. Figs. 65

and Ql are simply further illustrations of the readiness

with which this plan of constructing weaves can be adopted

on any number of shafts.

93. Corhscrews or Bound Tioills.-—This class of weaves

has for several years been extensively employed in the

manufacture of worsted goods, more especially in cloths

intended for coatings and trouserings. In fact, the re-

markable success of the corkscrew fabric has had but one

parallel—namely, that of the cassimere or four-end twill

;

for, although the hopsack or Celtic, and the Mayo or

Campbell, are both very noted and useful weaves, yet the

quantity of cloth made of these crossings, in a given period,

will not bear comparison with that made of the corkscrew
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or round twill. Possibly it might be supposed, from the

style of the designation applied to this kind of make or

weave, that the effect in the woven fabric would be of a cork-

screw or w^avy character, or, at least, possess the feature

of roundness ; but it should be noted that none of these

characteristics are sufficiently pronounced to lead to the

origin of these technical names. The latter designation

—

that of round twill—is certainly the more applicable of the

two, because there is a fulness and general softness, which
may be said to approach roundness, about the effect of

such makes in the woven fabric that might probably have
given rise to this term, for it is a feature that is more or less

wanting in other classes of twills. But any person familiar

with goods produced from this type of weave would expe-

rience considerable difficulty in explaining either how or why
the terms corJcscreiv and round twill cenne into use; anless the

object was to deceive the uninitiated, and, by giving the cloth

a novel and at the same time fantastical name, cause it to

be regarded as a new article. This, along with the fact

that the weave has only been in vogue for a comparatively

limited period in worsted cloths, has led to the assumption

that the corkscrew is a make of modern invention. It is

only necessary to refer to certain woven specimens, still in

existence, made of the weave shown in fig. 64 or of the

nine heald corkscrew, as long ago as 1860, to prove that this

generally accepted opinion is erroneous. These cloths

were then made in woollen and not in worsted yarns, the

following being a sample of the weaving particulars

adopted in the manufacture of the corkscrew goods pro-

duced about the year 1860:

—

Warp, 40 skeins woollen^

1
7
's reed, 4 threads in a split; Weft, 30 skeins woollen,

68 picks on the inch. The same weave may now be made
of twofold 48's worsted for warp, in a 24's reed, 4 threads

in a split, and 24's worsted for weft, 96 picks on the inch^

So that the modern cloth not only excels its predecessor in

fineness of texture, but, on account of being made of worsted,

it also possesses a more lustrous surface.
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The structure of what may be termed the ordinary class

of corkscrews is based on the sateen or doeskin principle,

for, whether the 7, 9, or 11-heald make is examined, it

will be found that the common doeskin forms the basis of

the weave. Now the principle of a sateen make, as already

explained, is one thread down on each pick or shoot, no
matter how many threads it may occupy. Thus in figs.

61 and 64, the squares, , in each case, form the sateen

basis, which may be readily changed into the corkscrew
proper by adding two, three, or four marks, according to

the size of the twill, and one above the other in succession,

as indicated in the respective figures. The ordinary buck-
skin and five-shaft Venetian are constructed on a very

similar principle. Here again the squares give the doe-

skin weaves, one mark only being required to be added on
each thread, and that above the squares, in order to pro-

duce in the former what is termed the fine twill or Vene-

tian, and, in the latter figure, the buckskin twill.

94. Construction of Ticills.—Small twills and diagonals

are by far tlie easiest types of weaves to originate ; for it

will be obvious that to construct a new twill of a simple

character it will only be necessary to vary the base or first

pick of the weave. This arises from the fact that every

pick of a regular twill is simply a model of the first, moved
either one thread to the left or to the right of its pre-

decessor, according to the direction in which the twill

runs.

Thus, on examining fig. 72, it will be found that the

second pick is marked or figured exactly like the first,

but started on the second thread b, and finished on thread

A. Further, if the respective picks were similarly con-

sidered, they would each correspond, in arrangement, with

the base line of the weave. Take, for example, the last

pick in this design, ISTo. 8, which commences, as indicated

by the numeral 1, on the 8th thread H, and reads as

follows :—3 threads down, 1 thread up, 1 thread down,
and 3 threads up, ending on the 7th thread ; now this is

M
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precisely the order in which the threads are elevated and
depressed in the 1st pick, only the latter begins on the 1st

thread A, and ends on the 8th thread H. It is apparent,

therefore, that the difference between any two picks of a

simple twilled weave only arises from their relative posi-

tions in the make which they help to form. This will

probably so far explain the structure of a common twill as

to enable the reader to understand that when the base

line or first shoot of such a twill is given, in order to com-
plete it each succeeding pick will require to be a repeti-

tion of this base, but advanced one thread beyond its pre-

decessor either to the left or to the right ; the same order
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of depressing the threads being repeated till the arrange-

ment of marks on the 1st pick recurs. This, it will be

noticed, takes place on the 9th pick in fig. 72. Of course,

in working out a weave from such data, each pick must
be confined to the number of threads the base pick occu-

pies. For this reason the numeral 5, on the 5th pick in

the figure just explained, is brought on to the 1st thread,

and not carried on to the 9th, which is not included in the

number of threads occupied by the first shoot. In some
classes of twills where there are two picks of weft in one

shed of the warp, or where in one portion of the twill the

depression of the threads is the same during two or more
succeeding shoots of weft, it is necessary, to enable the

designer to continue or complete the weave, to furnish
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such a number of picks as will indicate the character of

the make.
95. Hopsachs or Mats.—A word or two of explanation

may be given here on what are termed lioi:)sack, Celtic,

hasTcet, or mat weaves. ISText to the cassimere twill the

4:-heald make of this class is one of the most useful weaves
employed in makino- woollen and worsted goods. Correctly

speaking, it is nothing but the plain weave on an enlarged

^

Fi?. 73. Fio:. 73 a. Fio:. 73 h.

scale ; the principle of its structure coinciding with the

latter weave, as may be seen by consulting these makes as

mapped out in figs. 73, 73 a, and 73 b. Here it will be ob-

served that the largest of these weaves only contains, like

the plain weave, two classes of sheds, four threads and
four picks always working together, and performing the

same ofl&ce as one thread in tabby weaving. These weaves
are made on a considerable variety of healds, such as 4, 6,

8, 12, and 16, but the numbers in most general use are the

three former.
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CHAPTER YII.

HAND LOOMS.

96. Motions of the Loom—97. Uses of tbe Hand Loom—98. Parts

of the Loom—99. Setthig-up Motion—100. Letting-otf Motion— 101.

Shedding Motions— 102. Treadle System— 103. Tie-up or Cording

Plans— 104. The Witch or Dobbie— 105. The Lags— 106. Eelative

Advantages of the Treadle Loom and Witch Machines— 107. The Jac-

quard Machine— 108. Block and Cylinder—109. Upright and Cross

Wires— 110. The Harness— 111. The Pattern Cards— 112. Double-lift

Machines— 113. Harness and Shaft Mounting— 114. Uses and Advan-
tages of the Jacquard Shedding Motion.

96. Motions of the Loom.—There are five principal

motions in weaving common to both hand and power

looms, namely, shedding, ^ncJcing, ivefting, setting-up of the

cloth, and letting-off of the warp or chain. The shedding

motion, which is by far the most important, divides the

warp threads into two sections, elevating some ends and

depressing others ; the picking motion impels the shnttle

from side to side of the warp ; the setting-up arrangement

winds the woven cloth on to the piece-beam, while the

letting-off appliance nnwinds the threads from the chain-

beam. The shuttle-box motion should also be mentioned,

as it is invariably applied to looms used in the production

of fancy cloths. In practical weaving the shedding motion

first effects a division in the warp, when the shuttle con-

taining the weft-thread is propelled by the picking motion

through the opening, or " shed," formed in the chain

between the elevated and depressed threads ; the move-

ment of the going-part, or the wefting motion, then beats

the weft yarn thus extended across the warp, before the

shed closes, or the warp yarns are brought on to one

common level, into close contact with its predecessor ;
at
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this juncture the letting-off motion gives in the chain, the

setting-up appliance at the same time imparting move-
ment to the piece or cloth beam.

97. Uses of the Hand Loom.—Although the hand-loom
has during recent years been largely superseded by the
power-loom, yet it still holds an important place in the
Treaving of some classes of textiles. As it is simple in

construction, it can be readily altered to suit the require-

ments of any particular branch of woven fabrics. For this

reason it is preferable to the automatic loom for pattern or

experimental weaving. Modifications in the motions of

the power-loom are comparatively difficult to make. If,

for example, a change had to be made in the order of

picking, or in the method of introducing the several

shades of weft yarns into the cloth, it would necessitate

either the construction of a new chain, the use of a fresh

set of lags, or of a different series of cards for the shuttle-

boxes, according to the class of power-loom employed.
But if a similar change in picking had to be effected in

the hand-loom, the weaver, having the shuttling arrange-

ment under complete control, could, without any altera-

tion in the mechanism of the loom whatever, introduce the
threads of weft into the cloth as required. Other advan-
tages in making pattern ranges on this loom consist in the
facility with which the cloth can be wefted, the • warp
changed, and, in a word, the expeditious manner in which
a new fabric or pattern can be produced.

For figured goods, where an irregular and complicated
order of weft threads of several colours is used, the hand-
loom is again the best adapted, simply because the weaver
can readily control its motions so as to make them accord
with the required method of colouring the design. Plush
fabrics and various classes of tapestry cloths, carpets,

and figured shawls are also, to a limited extent, woven
on the hand-loom, but its special role, as stated above, is

certainly in pattern production. Hence in fancy woollen
and worsted mills of any note, a number of hand-loom
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weavers are engaged solely in the weaving of new pattern

ranges.

To the student of textile design this loom is specially

useful, for he can more feasibly put his ideas into prac-

tical shape by its employment than by using the power-

loom. Experiments are as necessary in a study of weaving

as in chemistry or any other practical science ; and as it

is, to say the least, inconvenient for the student to have a

power-loom in his laboratory or workshop, he cannot do

better than procure a hand-loom. Small hand-looms, as

simple and complete in construction as possible, are the

most suitable for this purpose. There is no advantage in

having a miniature power-loom which may be worked by
the foot alone, like a sewing-machine, as there is far too

much mechanism and gearing required in looms of this de-

scription. The less mounting a loom takes, the better for

the student. He ought to be able to vary the number of

weft threads to the inch in the fabric, alter the shuttling,

and change the design without re-adjusting the various

parts of the loom. This is necessarily impracticable in

looms that are workable by the foot alone. Possibly the

best hand-loom constructed for students' use is that

invented by Professor Beaumont, and of which there

are some eighty in use (in addition to full-sized hand-

looms, jacquards, and power-looms of various descrip-

tions) in the textile classes of the Yorkshire College.

This loom, while a combination of neatness and simplicity,

possesses a weaving capacity equivalent to that of the

largest power-loom mounted with shafts or heddles, and

also every necessary contrivance for making pattern ranges.

98. Parts of the Loom.—The following are the principal

parts of the hand-loom : The frame, the warp-beam, the

piece-beam, the breast-beam, the going-part or batten, the

rock-tree, or rail, on which the going-part swings, the

shuttle-box lever, and the setting-up lever and wheels.

The frame is very similarly constructed, whether in-

tended for the treadle, witch, orjacquard shedding motions.
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It consists of fonr upright posts joined at each side in the

direction of the warp and also at the back by a lower and
an npper rail. In the front the low rail is dispensed with,

the breast beam, against which the weaver leans during
weaving, and over which the cloth passes to the piece-

beam, taking its place. The breast-beam, like the rail

over which the warp passes from the chain-beam to the

healds

or harness.

is fixed a little higher than the mails of the healds

Fis:. 74.

One of the most important parts of both hand and
power-looms is the going-part or "batten." In fig. 74 one
end of the going-part used in ordinary hand-looms is re-

presented. The bottom part of this piece, A, is called the

race, the shuttle running upon it during weaving. The
sley or reed is fixed between the hand-tree, b, and the race.

Both ends of the going- part are mounted with a similar

series of boxes to that shown in the figure. In this sketch

only two boxes, c and d, are given, but as many as from
four to six may be employed.
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The sword, s, or the upright arms on which the going-

part oscillates, have several holes near the top by which

it can he lowered or elevated at the option of the weaver.

For this purpose cords are passed through the holes and

fastened round the " rock-tree," a stout wooden beam,

mounted with two iron pins, which move in grooves

screwed on to each of the upper side rails of the frame.

When the weaver desires to insert a pick of weft into

the warp, he presses the batten from him, which should

bring the race on a level with the depressed yarns, and

thus form the base on which these threads rest ; by the

aid of the picking-stick he forces the shuttle across the

warp, after which he draws the going-part forcibly

against the cloth already woven, pressing the pick or

shoot of weft into close contact with the one previously

inserted. The picking motion may also be fully explained

by referring to fig. 74. Here 2^ is the picking-stick, which

the weaver holds in his right hand, P the picker travelling

on the spindle s, h the picking-arm, i the picking-arm

spring, and e the cord connecting the picking-stick to the

picker. The action of the parts is as follows : If 2^ is

drawn from the boxes it causes the picker f to slide on s,

driving the shuttle out of the box. This is no sooner done

than the picking-arm to which F is also attached is drawn
back by the spring i, and again brought into striking

position. In order that the picker may be quickly drawn
out of the boxes, the weaver lets the cord e slack imme-
diately after imparting motion through F to the shuttle.

As the shuttle-box motion is connected with the going

part, it may now be described. The box lever, which is

not shown in the figure, is generally fixed on the left side

of the loom, and is in direct communication with lever K.

The box lever does not control the motion of the boxes,

but is simply employed to lighten the work of elevating

them to the weaver, being weighted at one end. The
parts which have directly to do with the elevation and de-

pression of them are shown in the sketch. The boxes rise
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and fall on the two spindles k, e, and are kept in position

by sliding on to steps projecting from the rods p, p. These

rods are joined together at the top by the spring o, which
allows them to move backward in the slot in which they

are placed in the top of the framework of the boxes, as the

iron snecks on the back of the latter press against the pro-

jections ; but immediately after the snecks have passed

above them the rods are drawn forward, and the boxes

rest on the steps of p, P. .To lift the boxes, the rod isr is

depressed, drawing down lever J and l to which it is at-

tached at /, which causes it to rise at v, at which point it

is in direct communication by cord m with the tops of the

boxes. To depress them, it is necessary to press the

trigger T, in the centre of the hand-tree, inwards, which

being connected with p pby a small cord, draws them back-

ward, and thus removes the supports from underneath the

snecks on the boxes, causing them at once to drop. The
parts X and t, on which the weaver keeps the thumb and
finger of his left hand, are thus made to control in a simple

and effective manner the boxes containing the several

shuttles employed.

99. Setting-tip Motion.—The setting up of the cloth is, in

hand looms, and also in many classes of power-looms,

primarily effected by the movements of the going-part.

Projecting from the top rail of the batten is a thick

wooden rod, round which a cord is fastened and attached

to a lever fixed in front of the loom. This lever at the

opposite end by cord e, fig. 75, is made to lift the setting-

up lever, a. It will be noticed that A carries the setting-

up catch B, which imparts motion to the piece-beam wheel,

p, through the train of wheels shown in sketch. Here K

is the ratchet-wheel, and carries small pinion f, which
gives motion to the intermediates, H and d, and they in

turn to P. The holding-up catch, c, prevents the ratchet

from running back when the lever A is descending. The
cloth is only set up when the going-part moves backward.
Thus if pressed from the cloth the rod projecting from the
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rail w, of fig. 74, depresses the top lever at the end to

which it is attached, and raises it at the other, lifting A of

fig. 75, and giving motion to the piece beam as described.

100. Letting-off Motion.—-The nsnal method of maintain-

ing the warp threads at one uniform tension in hand-

looms is by what is called the friction-brake. This is a

thick rope wound on the head of the yarn-beam in a con-

trary direction to that in which the warp is delivered from

the beam. Some classes of power-looms are mounted
with a similar letting-off arrangement. The various parts

Fig. 75.

of this method of tensioning the warp are shown in fig. 7Q,

In this sketch b is the warp beam, c the twitch rope, L the

weight lever, e the low rail of the loom, and d the weight.

The rope C having been fastened to rail R, is passed round

the beam, and thus supports the lever L, which is fastened

by cord E to the floor, while the weight is supported by the

opposite end of the lever. Of course the heavier the

weight, or the further the weight from the fulcrum, the

more tension put on the warp. When this letting-off con-

trivance is applied to the power-loom, two levers and two

twitch-ropes are used, one for each end of the loom. The

levers in this case are fastened to castings bolted on to the

framework of the loom.
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101. Sliedding Motions.—In hand-loom weaving there

are three methods of elevating and depressing the warp
threads, or of forming a shed in the warp ; first, the treadle

system ; second, by the witch or dobbie ; and, third, by
the jacquard machine. The treadle system is the oldest

and rudest in construction. It is still employed in some
parts of Scotland in pattern weaving, and possibly its sim-

plicity and cheapness will retain it in use for some time to

come for this purpose. The witch machine is one of the

,|BPl?!"'"'!""^-'iP^'^^
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Fig. 76.

best principles of shedding extant. It is said to have been
first constructed in its present form in the West Hiding of

Yorkshire, and has, ever since its invention, been regarded

as well adapted to the requirements of the woollen and
worsted trades. Up to the year 1830, or thereabouts, the

dobbie, as now built, was unknown, a machine styled the
drum witch or engine, which resembled it in many par-

ticulars in construction, being then employed in the

weaving of fancy woollens. The principle of the dobbie

forms the basis of construction of many of the power-loom
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shedding motions of the present day, in fact, there is

scarcely one system of automatic shedding, excepting the

tappet, which does not resemble the witch in some parti-

-culars. As to the third method of shedding, that of the

jacquard machine, it is the system. 20CiT excelleoice for figured

weaving. Practically there is no limit to the capacity of

this loom. Elaborately figured fabrics are always woven
on the jacquard. The great feature in which it differs

from other shedding mechanisms is in the use of harness

instead of shaft mounting, and cards instead of lags and
jDcgs, bowls and bushes, or tappets and treadles. It was
invented, about 1801, by Joseph Marie Jacquard, and
although the machine has undergone many modifications

since this date, it is still the same in principle as when
it first left the hands of the inventor.

102. Treadle Systems,—This shedding motion comprises

four series of levers, namely, treadles, long lambs, short

lambs, and jacks. The treadles are worked by the weaver's

feet, and both depress and elevate the heddles. The long

lambs are connected first to the treadles and then to the

jacks by what are termed the streamer cords. The jacks

are attached to the top of the heddles and the short lambs

to the bottom. The latter are also in communication with the

treadles. The elevation and depression of the heald shafts

depends entirely on two classes of cords, long and short,

used in connecting the treadles to the long and short

lambs respectively. The long cords being attached to the

short lambs depress, while the short cords being attached

to the long lambs lift the shafts. The positions of these

cords and of the several sets of levers are shown in fig. 77.

In this sketch, a a} are the short cords, h h^ the long cords,

T T^ the treadles, l l^ the long lambs, c c^ the streamer

cords, J J^ the jacks, and H h^ the heddles or shafts. Now
it will be obvious that if t were depressed it would draw
down long lamb L^ being attached to it by short cord a.

Lever L^, by means of cords c\ would then depress J^ at g,

and lift it at i. As J^ at this point is in communication with
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Fig. 77.

Diaerram of Shedding Mechanism of Treadle Loom.
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the upper shaft of heald h\ it would, when depressed at ^r,

rise at i and lift this heddle. This is not the only result

of depressing treadle t, for as it is connected by a long

cord h to short lamb s, and as the latter by cord e is

connected to the lower shaft of heald h, when this treadle

is elevating heddle h^ it is depressing h. It follows that

the threads drawn through the mails, m'\ of h^ will, when
treadle t is depressed, be lifted, while those drawn through

m^ of H will be sunken. Next suppose the weaver de-

presses the second treadle, or t^ ; this would just reverse

the positions of the threads, for this treadle would, by
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means of a\ draw down L, lifting through the streamer

cord c, and jack, J, the first or front heddle, H. In the

second place t^ would depress H^,for it is connected to the

bottom shaft of this heddle by &\ s\ and e\ Possibly it

will now be clear how the lifting and depressing of the

heald shafts depends entirely on the method of attaching

the cords a and & to the treadles.

103. Tie-ujp or Cording Flans.—As the effect in the woven
fabric, in treadle weaving, is due to the principle on which

the healds are actuated by the long and short lambs, the

cords a and h are tied up according to the weave or plan

of fabric required. In the diagram referred to, they are

arranged to weave a plain cloth. To illustrate the prin-

ciple of cording, a " tie-up " for the cassimere twill, given
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in fig. 78, will be arranged. In making a cording plan,

the first thing to do is to draw as many horizontal lines

parallel to each other as there are shafts or threads in the

weave. Across these rnle four perpendiculars correspond-

ing to the picks a, Z>, c, and d in fig. 78 and to the treadles

in the loom, as represented in sketch 79. This done, the

point to determine is which class of cords shall be marked

Jong or short. It is customary to mark the former, or those

which lift. Thus on pick a of weave 78, the 1st and 2nd

shafts are elevated, hence they are marked in the cording

plan where treadle A cuts them. On the second pick, h, the

1st and 4th shafts are up, and the 2nd and 3rd down,

which is indicated in the cording plan by crosses being

placed on treadle b where it intercepts the 1st and

4th shafts. The picks c and d are then dealt with in

a similar manner, producing the cording plan sketched

in fig. 79. The marks made on this sketch indicate that

short cords are to be attached to the treadles and long

T'^'^n -V ''.

S/ia/fs

B D C

2)ld

Ti\ad Tread

3'-l

Tread

Fi<?. 79.

lambs, while the absence of marks, from those positions

where the two series of lines cross each other, shows that

Ions: cords are to be attached to the treadles and short

lambs. Thus, according to the above cording plan, the

following would be the method of attaching the cords to

the treadles and long and short lambs in mounting the

loom : I. Treadle a, for pick a, short cords to long lambs

1 and 2, and long cords to short lambs 3 and 4. II.
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Treadle b, for pick &, short cords to long lambs 1 and 4,

and long cords to short lambs 2 and 3. III. Treadle 0, for

pick c, short cords to long lambs 3 and 4, and long cords

to short lambs 1 and 2. TV. Treadle d, for pick d, short

cords to long lambs 2 and 3, and long cords to short

lambs 1 and 4. It should be observed that, as the lambs

run parallel to the shafts, and are fixed underneath them,

the first or front shaft takes the 1st lamb in each set, the

second shaft the 2nd, the third shaft the 3rd lamb, and so

on throughout the entire series of shafts. Another feature

about the cording plan that must be noted is the method

of arranging the treadles. It will be noticed that although

pick h of weave 78 is the second on the plan, yet it is

actuated by the 4th treadle. The reason for this will soon

be obvious. The weaver, in treading making use of both

feet, must, in order to avoid crossing them, either tread

from the outside or the centre of the complete set of

treadles. In the plan given he would start on the 1st

treadle with the right foot, then take the 4th treadle with

the left foot, the 2nd treadle with the right, and the 3rd

treadle with the left.

104. The Witch or Vobbie.—The various parts of this

shedding motion are given in fig. 80. The part b, called

the block, slides up and down between the two ends of

the frame. It contains the knives or lifting bars, k. Eleva-

tion and depression of the healds are effected by the up-

right wires h and c. These wires are bent in the form of

a hook at the top, so that if over the knives when the

block rises they are immediately lifted. Uprights h and

h^ are attached to the tops of the heald shafts, while up-

rights c and c^ are, by the means of the streamer cords e e^,

connected to the jacks J^ /, two sets of levers fixed under-

neath the healds in what is called the jack frame. These

levers, as will soon be pointed out, perform the same

functions as the short lambs in treadle weaving, for they

depress the shafts. There is one spring wire, a a^ to each

pair of uprights, h and c, and 6^ and c^ respectively. The



Fig. 80.

Diagram of the Witch or Dobbie Shedding arrangements.

N
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object of the spring wire is to actuate tlie uprights, thus a,

by means of the cross wire cj, may be made to impart

motion to uprights h and c, for it is twirled round both of

them. When there are no lags on the cylinder, or when
the machine is out of action, the front row of uprights

are all off knife 1, whereas the second series are all on
lifting-bar 2. If, therefore, the spring wire a were
pressed forward it would force the upright h on to

knife 1, and upright c off knife 2 ; on the other hand, if

spring wire a^ were not to be actuated, upright h^ w^ould

remain off knife 1, while c^ would be lifted by knife 2.

This arrangement of wires is sketched in fig. 80, and the

effect it has on the healds will next be traced. Let

the result of lifting w4re h and depressing wire c be

first considered. The shaft H^ to which 6 is attached by
cord d is represented as up, because this wire has been

raised by the front lifting-bar. In order to allow it to rise,

the jack levers are elevated at the ends, where they are

attached to the shafts by cords /. They could not be thus

actuated if the upright c, to which they are attached, were
not depressed. This, however, is the case, for when the

front row of uprights rise, the back row fall, and hence, in

the drawing, h is shown to be elevated and c to be down.
Kow turn to the method of depressing the healds. This is

always done by lifting the back row of uprights and sink-

ing the front row. Thus in fig. 80 upright c^ is on
knife 2, while V' is off knife 1. The effect is this, c'

Ibeing elevated by the block, by means of cord e^ lifts the

jack levers f at i, and depresses them at m, thus drawing
down, through cords /\ heddle H". In order to level the

shafts after they have been lifted and sunken, the block is

allowed to fall, which admits, first, of the heddles which
have been elevated being depressed ; and, second, of the

heddles which have been sunken being lifted. The lifting

or levelling of the healds is accomplished by the sjDring s

and eccentric e. A strap passes from the spring over E,

and is attached to the wooden support on which the base
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of the uprights rest. Both sides of the machine possess

this arrangement, so that when the block B falls not only

do the lifted shafts sink, but those which have been de-

pressed by the jack levers are drawn up by the spring,

strap, and eccentric on to one common level.

The various parts of the machine operate as follows :

The weaver first depresses the treadle drawing down the

lever to which it is attached, and lifting the block. As
the latter contains the knives, it elevates the upright

wires, which, in turn, actuate the healds, those in series h

lifting, and those in series c, in consequence of being in

communication with the jacks and the lower parts of the

heddles, depressing the shafts. The pick of weft having
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been inserted into the shed, which such an arrangement

of healds would produce in the warp, the treadle is allowed

to rise, when the block descends, and the shafts are brought

into their normal j)osition.

105. T]iPy Lags,—There is one important feature about

this machine which has not been referred to in the previous

paragraph, namely, the manner in which motion is given

to the upright wires. Both series of uprights being con-

nected to one spring wire, it is only necessary to actuate

the latter in order to impart movement to both h and c.

This is done by the lags (fig. 82) into which pegs are in-

serted according to the pattern it is required to produce.

These lags pass round the cylinder, which usually contains

eight grooves and makes one-eighth of a revolution each

time the treadle is depressed. It is fixed with its long
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sides to the spring wires in the supports, p, fig. 80, of

tlie upright posts of the witch frame. To show how the

lags are prepared for the loom, let it be supposed that

it is required to weave plan 81 ; then, as this weave
occupies eight threads and four picks, the lag would con-

tain eight holes, each hole representing a thread. The lag

may either be pegged from the right or left side, but it is

usual to commence with the first hole on the right ; that

is to say, the numerals 1 to 8 represent the same threads

in the weave. When the blank spaces on the design de-

note threads up, the holes in the lags representing such
spaces are pegged. Each lag corresponds to one pick

;

thus lag a is the 1st, h the 2nd, c the 3rd, and cl the 4th

pick of the weave. On this design the 1st pick reads

thus : 1 thread dotted, 2 threads blank, 1 thread dotted,

1 thread blank, 1 thread dotted, 1 thread blank, and 1

thread dotted. The lag for this pick is pegged as follows:

1 hole empty, 2 holes pegged, 1 hole empty, 1 hole pegged,

1 hole empty, 1 hole pegged, and 1 hole empty. So that

in preparing the lags, pegs are only inserted into the holes

corresponding to the blank spaces in the several picks.

The principle of pegging the succeeding lags, 6, c, and d,

is precisely the same as that observed in inserting pegs
into lag a.

106. Relative Advantages of the Treadle Loom and Witch
Macliines.—In one particular, at least, the witch machine
has a very considerable advantage over the treadle loom.

Twelve or sixteen shafts in the latter necessitates the use

of as many treadles as it is possible for the weaver feasibly

to control. Moreover such a number of heddles is not

sufficient for the requirements of the fancy woollen and
worsted trades. The witch has, however, a weaving capa-

city of no less than forty-eight shafts, and these are all

workable by the same treadle. In the direction of the

weft there is no limit whatever in this machine to the size

of the pattern. While in the treadle-loom, as has already

been pointed out, each distinct pick requires a separate
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treadle to form it ; in the dobbie a weave or design may
contain almost an unlimited number of picks, and yet be as

workable as if it only occupied four or eight. If the

treadle system can be said to possess any advantages over

the dobbie, it is in the variety of weave effects which may
sometimes be obtained with one " tie-up," whereas every
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fresh effect in the dobbie necessitates the production of a

new set of lags.

A few illustrations will show how such chansres are

possible in the treadle-loom. In fig. 83, part A, the tie-

up or cording plan is given for weave 84. N'ow it will be
obvious that all crossings composed of the same picks as

those which form this weave, but differently arranged,

will be producible in the same tie-up. For example, in

plan 85, there are only two classes of picks

—

a and h beino*
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like ct, and c and cl like e of weave 84. It follows, there-

fore, that fig. 85 could, if the treadles were depressed, as

indicated at b, in fig. 83, be produced in the same tie-up as

the latter plan. Plans 78 and SG could also be worked on

the same set of treadles and cording arrangement. Con-
sider plan 78 first. Pick a here is like a in weave 86,

pick Tj like c, pick c like e, and pick cl like g ; hence if the

treadles are depressed, as shown at c, fig. 83, allowing the

last four treadles to rest, they would give the common
twill required. Lastly, as to weave 86. Picks a and d

of this plan correspond to a of weave 84, picks h and g to

g, picks c and / to c, and picks e and li to e of the same
figure. By treading as indicated at D, in fig. 83, this
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arrangement of picks may be obtained. If the last four

treadles of the cording plan were worked independently of

the first four, they could be made to form the plain cloth,

and also a large variety of warp cords, with two, four, or

six picks in a shed.

107. The Jacquard Machine.—This shedding motion is in

reality divisible into two parts—the mechanism for pro-

ducing one repeat of the pattern as stamped on the cards,

and represented on the design paper, or the jacquard

machine proper ; and the harness which repeats the effect

produced by the cylinder and the cross and upright wires

from one side of the fabric to the other.

A harness instead of a shaft mounting, perforated cards

in place of wooden legs and pegs, are not the only features
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which characterize this machine. In fact there are some
power looms in which the cylinder and card apparatus is

employed in a modified form. Much of the dissimilarity

between the jacqnard and the dobbie arises from the

arrangement of the upright and cross wires in the respec-

tive machines. In the dobbie there are but two rows of

uprights, one row of which is off the front lifting-bar, and

the other row on the back lifting-bar. The uprights in

both rows are actuated by the same spring and cross wires.

A very different arrangement of wires obtains in the jac-

quard. Here the uprights are arranged in four, eight, or

twelve rows, each row containing twenty-five or fifty wires,
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according to the capacity of the machine. The cross wires

are arranged on a similar system. There are no spring

wires, the cross wires or needles giving motion to the up-

rights.

108. Blodv and Cylinder.—An engraving of a 100 jac-

quard is given in fig. 87. It shows the principal parts of

the machine for actuating the harness. The block A, as in

the dobbie, contains the knives or lifting-bars. Here,

how^ever, these bars vary in number according to the size

of the machine. Thus, in a 100 machine, there are only

four knives, in a 200, or 400, eight, and in a GOO machine
twelve. Each row of uprights requires a separate lifting-

bar. The knives are fixed obliquely in the block to pre-^
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vent them from falling on the tops of the hooks of the up-

rights, and from thus destroying them when the latter drojDS.

The cylinder, c, has four sides, each of which contains as

many holes as there are cross wires in the machine. Each
series of holes corresponds to one row of cross or upright

wires. In a 400 jacquard there are eight, and in a 600

twelve series of holes. When the block is lifted, the

cylinder is pressed some slight distance from the front of

the machine, which brings the knoggers, D, into action, for

they are fixed to the frame, and the top catch rests on the

Fig. 87.

drumhead of cylinder, consequently as the latter is being

pressed back it makes one-fourth of a revolution. As the

cards pass over the cylinder, they are by this arrangement

brought one by one in regular succession against the ends

of the needles. To pick back the weaver simply raises

the catches, which brings the lower knogger into action,

causing the cylinder to turn in the opposite direction.

109. TJiJright and Cross Wires.—The upright wires, w,

fig. 88, are bent in the form of a hook at both ends. The
upper hooks rest over the knives, k, of the block, while

the neck-bands of the harness, n, fig. 88, are attached to
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the lower hooks. Each upright, as previously stated,
must have its corresponding cross wire, the front end of
which plays against the card when the cylinder is brought
in contact with the needle-board of the machine. It is

Fig. 88.

completely twirled round the "upright," so that whether
pressed forward or backward it imparts movement to the
latter. The back of each cross wire is bent in the form of
a hook, a, fig. 88, admitting of the wire working between
the pins in the grate of the spring-box, c. To keep the
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wires steady when in action, and also perfectly straight, a

pin, E, is passed through the grate and the bends a. Each,

needle or cross wire works against a small spring, s^ s' s^

s^, which gives it a forward motion on the card being with-

drawn, by the cylinder d, from the front of the needles.

In order to prevent the uprights from turning round, the

grate y, which contains as many bars as there are series of

uprights in the jacquard, is fixed between the lower bends

of the wires, rising and falling with them.

The number of upright wires in a jacquard, as in a

witch machine, defines its weaving capacity. On these

wires and the needles depends the transference of the

pattern, as impressed on the cards, on to the warp in the

loom ; for the cross wires communicate the motion received

from the card to the uprights, while the latter actuate the

neck-bands of the harness, N, fig. 89, which lift their re-

spective harness cords, and these in their turns the threads

of warp.

110. The Harness.—Thus far the construction of the

machine proper has only been considered. It is necessary

now to ascertain how the various parts already described,

when set in motion, reproduce the pattern, as stamped on

the cards, in the woven fabric. It is already understood

that in all cases the jacquard is a harness loom, and it is

the mounting of the harness and the functions it performs

in the weaving process that next comes under conside-

ration.

The first work to be done in connection with such a

mounting is, I. to decide on the capacity of the machine

;

II. the set or number of threads per inch required in the

woven fabric ; and, III. the width of the harness in the

comber-board. Let it be supposed these points are settled

as follows : I. a 100 machine ; II. 32 threads per inch

;

and, III. 36 inches wide. There are only three distinct

parts in connection with the harness of the loom, so they

will be described separately. They are the neckbands,

comber-board, and harness cords.
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The Neckband, Harness, and Comber-board.— In a

witcli machine 24 upright wires, or jacks in the power-

loom, imply a weaving capacity of 24 shafts. Now each

of these shafts contains a definite number of healds to

the inch, and if the warp is straight drawn there will be

as many repeats of the design in one inch as there are

healds per inch on each shaft. Take an illustration : In

a loom mounted with 16 shafts and 48 healds per inch

there are 3 healds on the inch of each shaft, which

gives this number of " repeats " of the design in each

inch of the fabric, providing it occupies the complete set

or series of shafts. A witch machine with 16 shafts

•can only be made to produce by straight healding a 16-

thread design. In the 100 jacquard under consideration,

there being 104 upright wires, but probably only 96

wires for figuring purposes, and 8 wires for weaving

the lists, a design may occupy 96 ends ; but as there are

no shafts to repeat the pattern from side to side of the

fabric, some other arrangement has to be adopted. The

neckbands are employed for this purpose. They perform

the same functions in the jacquard shedding motion as the

shafts in the witch or dobbie ; for, like the shafts, they

carry the cords which repeat the design in the fabric.

Each neckband, after having been attached to the lower

hooks of the upright wires, is connected to as many har-

ness cords (equal healds in the dobbie) as there are in-

tended to be repeats of the pattern in the cloth.

The comber-board, C, fig. 89, is the wooden frame

through which the lower ends of the harness cords pass.

Each cord passes through a separate hole. Generally the

number of holes across this frame corresponds with the

number of upright wires across the neck or upper comber-

board, A. This comber-board determines the width of the

harness.

The harness consists, first, of the harness cords, e;

second, of the mails, d ; through which the warp ends are

drawn ; and, third, of the weights, or lingoes, Z. As each
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harness cord is mounted with a mail and a lingo, each
thread in the warp is depressed by a separate weight.

The number of harness cords actuated by each neck-
band depends entirely on the number of upright wires in

the machine, set, and width of the harness. Thus in a

104 machine, when 8 wires have been deducted from the
lists, it leaves 96 wires for the figure

; now, if this num-
ber is divided into the threads per inch, multiplied by the
width of the harness in inches, it will give the number of
repeats of the pattern in the fabric, or the harness cords
to be tied to each neckband. Thus :

32 ends per inch x 36 inches wide ^^ ,— . := Iz harness cords to-

^^ ^^^^®s each neckband.

One method of tying up the harness very commonly
adopted is shown in sketch, fig. 89. In this case the

short sides or ends of the machine are parallel with the-

long sides of the comber-board. Only two " repeats" are

given in the drawing, and simply the first and last series

of uprights. The plan adopted in tying up the harness-

cords will be evident from the numerals on the upper and
lower comber-boards. For example, the harness-cords of
the neckbands o£ the uprights lu'^, iu~, n/, lu^, always take
the first series of holes of each repeat in the comber-board
c ; while the second series of neckbands, not shown in the

figure, would support the cords for the second rank of

holes in the comber-board, and so on to the last or 26th
set of neckbands, the harness-cords of which occupy the

row of holes in the comber-board lettered c"\ c^°'^, c^°^, and
c^^'K It will be quite evident from the few cords sketched
in the figure, that the harness when completed will be very
much crossed on this system of mounting, causing con-

siderable wear and friction of the cords.

In the second method of hanging the harness such
an unnecessary crossing of the harness cords is avoided.

It consists in fixing the jacquard with the long sides of

the neck-board, b, fig. 90, parallel with the long sides of
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tlie comber-board, C, or with the cylinder of the machine,
either in the front or behind the loom. On this system,

asj shown in this sketch, the back row of uprights takes

the back row of holes in the comber-board ; the 2nd row,

1st, RO'.V

2nd. row
3rd. row
4th. ROW

TiQ. 90.

the series h ; the 3rd row, the series C ; and so on through-
out the machine.

111. The Pattern Cards.—As previously explained, the
upright wires are, when the machine is not in motion, all

on the lifting bars, so that before any shed can be formed
in the warp it is necessary to press some of the wires off
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the knives before the block is lifted bj the lever and treadle*

To effect this a series of cards, stamped according to the

design intended to be woven, are employed. These cards

perform exactly the same functions as the lags in the witch

machine, for they actuate the upright wires. They are

prepared on the card-stamping machine, the plate of which
bears an exact resemblance to one face of the cylinder. If

the whole of the card were cut, it would have precisely the

same effect as the cylinder without a card. A hole in the

card is always understood to signify a thread of warp
lifted, and a blank in the card a thread of warp depressed.

The cards when stamped and laced are a perfect repre-

sentation of the design on point paper in another form.

Each card represents one pick and the complete series of
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I

threads in the design, and hence the cards en hloc produce
the pattern in the woven fabric through the agency of the

upright and cross wires and the harness cords.

A card stamped plain for a 104 machine is given in fig.

91. The black spaces, or rows 1 and 3, represent holes

cut, and the rows 2 and 4 spaces uncut. The former would
lift and the latter depress threads. The effect of the first

four -spaces of this card, A, A, if applied to a machine
mounted in a similar manner to that sketched in fig. 89,

may be carefully traced. Take holes 1 and 3 first. These

would be opposite cross wires 1 and 3, and as all the cross

wires fit into the j^erforations in the cylinder before any
card is applied, if the card is stamped with holes the wires

will still remain stationary, so that the uprights, w^ and w^,

to which they are attached would be lifted, raising neck-

bands, N^ and is'"^, and harness cords, c' and c'\ in both the

i
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first and second repeats in the comber board. The blanks

2 and 4 would have a different effect, covering the holes in

the cylinder opposite wires 2 and 4 they would press them
back along with the uprights, w- and w^, admitting of the

block being lifted without elevating them, hence neck-

bands, N" and N^, with their accompanying harness cords,

would remain depressed. It will be observed that the

spaces in the card are numbered in the same relative order

as the upright and cross wires, the first space on the card

corresponding to the first needle in the jacquard. This

space also represents the first thread in the design. The
holes, p, fit on to the pivots, m, fig. 88, while the small holes,

Z, are for threading the lacing cord through when stringing

the cards together,

112. Double-lift Machine.—In the ordinary jacquard

machine, when forming the shed, those threads which are

not lifted remain in a stationary position. To produce a

division in the warp yarns in the dobbie or treadle looms

the threads are both elevated and depressed. This is cer-

tainly the most satisfactory method of dividing the yarns,

and is termed double shedding. There are certain arrange-

ments for attaining this result in the jacquard. One of

the simplest and most effective motions consists in employ-

ing two blocks, the lower one of which rises when the

upper one is descending and vice versa. Instead of the

bottom hooks resting on the neckboard as at A, fig. 89,

they rest on the lower block, which, when the shed is

being formed, falls, allowing those wires which have not

been engaged by the knives of the top block to be drawn
down by the lingoes attached to their harness cords. By
this simple contrivance the shed opens from the centre as

in treadle or dobbie weaving. To level the warp the upper

block or griffe lowers the uprights on its lifting bars, while-

the lower griffe lifts the uprights resting on its sinking-

bars.

113. Harness and Shaft 3Iounting.—For some classes of

figured fabrics it is necessary to have recourse to botb
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harness and shaft mountino'S. The nsual method of

arranging" such a mounting is for the shafts to be placed

in the front of the harness just behind the lay or batten.

TheJ are lifted by special upright wires and depressed by
weights. When weaving line silk plushes the healds con-

tain the ground warp and the harness the figuring yarns.

By this combination of mountings a very fine, rich texture

can be produced. In other cases the heddles are employed
for weavino^ or insertino- the o^round into the fio-ure or de-

sign formed by the harness. Thus some five ends might
be drawn through each mail in the harness and then sepa-

rated in the healds—the latter possessing mails of such a

length as to admit of a shed being formed in the warp by
the harness when they are all on one level. The process

consists in the jacquard or harness elevating the threads

in groups of fives to produce the required figure, when it

remains stationary until the necessary number of sheds

has been formed by the heddles to weave the ground of

the texture. This class of mounting is largely employed
in weaving figured damasks, and other fabrics elaborately

ornamented with design.

114. Uses OMcl Advantages of the Jaccpicwrd Shedding Mo-
tion.—The jacquard is a principle of shedding entirely dis-

tinct from the witch or treadle motions. The machine is sa

constructed that practically it affords unlimited scope for

pattern production. A design of 48 threads in size is the

limit to what may be feasibly obtained in the dobbie;

but in the jacquard, patterns may be woven containing

from 100 to 1,200 ends, or, in certain classes of damasks
for curtains and tablecloths, some 56 inches in size. It

is no uncommon thing to employ a 600 machine (that is,

a jacquard which admits of the production of figured

designs containing this large number of individual threads,

each of which performs a distinct part in the construction

of the design) in the weaving silk fabrics and other

elaborately figured goods. By tying up the harness on
the pointed draft principle such a machine may be made
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to form a pattern of a diamond or lozenge shape, which
will contain 1,198 threads before there is a repetition of

the pattern. Moreover, it admits of these large facilities

for the production of woven figured effects, without any
special complication of parts. In this respect it has proved

a great boon to the textile designer. The manufacture of

figured patterns on the draw-loom previous to its invention

was a very laborious task. However, it is not simply in

the production of figured goods in which this machine
is pre-eminently useful, but also in experimental weaving.

It is a principle of shedding that is adapted to all descrip-

tions of fabrics, whether jDlain or elaborately figured, as

the following extract from Professor Beaumont's lecture

on the "Jacquard Machine" will show:

—

" The witch or dobbie, tappet, and treadle looms are

very useful contrivances for weaving some classes of goods,

and are, without doubt, better adapted to the work on

which they are generally engaged than the jacquard

machine ; but while the weaving capacity of these looms

is limited to 36 shafts, or in some instances probably to

48 shafts, the jacquard may have a figuring capacity of

from 200 to 1,200 threads, which makes it suitable for the

production of almost any class of goods, whether made of

coarse or fine materials, or whether the patterns consist of

small figures or of large and complex designs.

" To clearly demonstrate the advantage of having access

to a jacquard loom in making trial patterns or "randoms,"

it will be supposed that a designer has at command three

looms constructed on the witch principle, and mounted
with 24, 32, and 36 shafts respectively. In these mount-
ings, which may be said to afford the largest possible

scope for variety of weave and pattern, it is only practi-

cable to obtain eleven variations in the number of shafts a

design may occupy unless the looms are re-mounted, which
would imply the labour of re-drawing the warp, and cause

a considerable loss of time. Of course, the weaving
capacity of these machines opens out a fair field for the
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production of a diversity of figure and pattern, and would,

perhaps, be regarded by some manufacturers as affording

ample scope for designing the ordinary run of styles in

worsted and woollen fabrics. All this may be true, but

the point it is desirable to show with greater force is this,

that while eight variations necessitate the employment of

three looms, on the witch system—such as those just men-
tioned,—fourteen variations may be obtained in a 384
jacquard machine, including those weaves that may be

produced in the 24, 32, and 36 shaft dobbie looms, with

two exceptions. But in addition to these fourteen varia-

tions in the number of threads occupied by any weave, and
which, when woven, run out in the jacquard, and make a

perfect piece of cloth, it is possible to produce, without re-

drawing the warp, or any other alteration in the mounting
of the loom, weaves ranging from three to any reasonable

number of shafts used in the construction of a single make
cloth, although such weaves may not properly or evenly

divide into the total number of threads in the jacquard.

For instance, a 384 machine would give in a set of forty-

eight threads per inch a pattern of eight inches, in a set

of sixty-four threads per inch a pattern of six inches, in a

set of seventy-two threads per inch a pattern of .five and a

third inches, and in a set of ninety-six threads per inch a

pattern of four inches in size. So that although the total

number of threads which forms the capacity of the jac-

quard may not be a multiple of the number of threads in

the weave, yet such a design may be tried, and a perfect

sample of cloth produced, without any time or labour

being spent in preparing the loom, further than that of

cutting a few cards. Supposing, for the purpose of illus-

tration, a 9 shaft weave is taken (and 384 is not a multiple

of this number), there would be in the woven fabric forty-

two repetitions of the weave before any brake would occur
in the pattern, which would form, if woven in the finest set

named—ninety-six threads per inch—a four inch sample
of cloth sufficiently large to show the effect of the design.
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" This peculiar advantage makes the jacquard loom-

highly suitable for the pattern weaving room, and gives it

an extraordinary pre-eaiinence over the dobbie or witch

;

for in the latter machine no weave can be woven to form

even the smallest perfect sample of a pattern in the piece,

unless the number of threads the weave occupies will

divide, without leaving any remainder, into the number of

shafts mounted in the loom. Moreover, any design that

can possibly be produced by drafting in a sixteen, twenty-

four, or a thirty-six shaft witch machine, providing the

number of threads it occupies does not exceed the capacity

of the jacquard at command, may, without labour being

spent in making either draft or pegging plan, be woven in

this machine."
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115. The Poiuer Loom.—Weaving, whether considered

from an artistic or a mechanical standpoint, is, unques-

tionably, one of the most important processes of cloth

manufacture. Other operations are only of secondary im-

portance, having for their object the preparation of the

raw material for the loom, or the improvement of the

appearance, handle, and surface of the woven product.

On the process of weaving depends, to a very considerable

extent, the success of manufacture in general. The em-
ployment of good, sound, even yarn cannot possibly

result in the production of satisfactory goods providing
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the motions of tlie loom are in anywise defective. Un-

doubtedly, this matter has weighed with both inventors

and loom makers, and induced them to endeavour to pro-

duce a perfect loom. Whether they have yet succeeded

can only be ascertained by an examination of the weaving

machinery in present use, which certainly ranks amongst

the finest and most improved of the factory. Even a

casual analysis of the mechanism of the power loom is

sufficient to evince the completeness, symmetry and uni-

formity of its various parts. As a mechanical invention

it may justly be classed with the foremost productions of

the human mind.

When considering its mechanism it should be remarked

that it is not merely a machine of one simple motion, but

of a considerable number, all of which work in conformity

with each other to attain one result, that of the weaving

of a perfect piece of cloth. The power loom is so con-

structed that it forms the shed in the warp according to

the required pattern or design, propels the shuttles in

consecutive order across the piece, beats the picks of weft

into close contact with each other ; in short produces a

woven fabric and figures it with design and colour, and

finally winds the woven cloth on to the piece beam. All

this, and much more, is accomplished by the modern

automatic loom ; for it is replete with many other minor

motions for facilitating quick weaving, such as, for ex-

ample, the arrangement by which the loom is brought to

a standstill without interference on the part of the weaver

should the weft yarn be broken or run ofiP the bobbin

;

and the motion for stopping the loom if the shuttles do

not reach their proper destination.

116. Develojpment of the Loom.—Of course the loom has

gradually developed to its present improved construction.

When first invented it was simply sought to produce a

woven fabric without manual labour. Shuttle-box and

other important motions have all been subsequent inven-

tions—the natural outgrowth of the practical possibility
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of cloth weaving by power. Antomatic weaving, barely

a century ago, was in itself a wonder. The process was
slow and imperfect,—the loom, when completed by Dr.

Cartwi'ight in 1787, being heavy and ponderous, if not

clumsy in construction. Soon, however, the weaving or

figuring capacity of the shedding contrivance was en-

larged, shuttle-box, positive letting off, positive settino- up,

and weft fork motions added ; so that by stages the loom
was equipped with its present accessories. Such is the

progress that has been made in power loom construction

that now the most elaborate ribbons, carpet and damask
fabrics, as well as the simplest textiles, are producible

with astonishing rapidity and correctness. Pile or plush,

and gauze or leno goods are also woven by power, the

wires employed in the production of the former class of

textures, which in handloom weaving are inserted by a

lad engaged for this purpose, are, in power looms, specially

constructed for pile weaving, introduced into their proper

sheds and afterwards withdrawn automatically.

The range of textiles which has hitherto only been
made on the handloom is becoming, in consequence of

the constant development of the power loom, more limited

every year. It is only in the production o£ fabrics in the

weaving of which continual and elaborate changes have to

be made in the order of the weft colourings, and in which
the utmost care and intelligent skill are necessary to

produce a perfect texture, that the former is still em-
ployed—excluding, of course, its pre-eminent uses as a

pattern loom.

117. Fast and Sloio Itunning Looms.—When the mechan-
ism of the loom had been so far improved as to be right

in principle, attempts were made, with considerable

success, to increase the speed of its motive parts, or to

produce a fast or quick-running loom. The result is, that

now there are looms of every description—quick and slow

running, heavy and light in build, varying in speed from
54 to 300 picks per minute. The most improved loom for
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weaving fancy woollen and worsted cloths of a medium
thickness, although the shuttle travels for every pick

about 90 inches, runs at the rate, on an average, of 84 to

90 shoots per minute.

That a loom can be made suitable for producing all

classes of goods, such as light stuff fabrics and heavy
overcoatings, is totally impracticable. Experience has

taught both the loom maker and the cloth manufacturer,

that the weight and construction of the loom must corre-

spond with the strength and thickness of the texture it is

required to weave. For fine worsted fabrics or good
woollens made of sound, true, elastic yarns a quick run-

ning loom is a considerable advantage ; but in cloths re-

Fig. 91.

quiring heavy wefting, or in which the warp is tender, a

slow speeded loom of a heavier build would be preferable.

It does not necessarily follow that the most satisfactory

weaving is the quickest. A heavy loom for producing oxford

shirtings and light stuff cloths is no more a mistake than

running at an excessive speed when the yarns are of an

indifferent weaving quality. Cases have been known where
a more profitable turn-out has resulted from running at

the rate of 60 picks per minute than at from 84 to 90 ; the

cause of this anomaly being, the goods from the slow
loom were comparatively perfect while those from the

quick loom required extra mending and repairing in the

finishing operations, necessitating considerable expense
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to make them marketable. Obviously there can be no

advantage in using a fast running loom with, perhaps,

one-third as much more turn-out as a slow running

loom, if the cloths produced are imperfect or damaged.

As, however, fast running is frequently desirable, looms

should be employed, the speed of which may be varied to

meet, with the greatest facility, the requirements of the

change in the strength and elasticity of the warp yarns.

There is a plan of emjDloying change wheels, varying in

size according to the speed required, each cog making a

diflPereuce of five picks per minute, by which the loom can

be varied in speed. It is applied to the American or

Knowles open shed loom, and aflPords facilities for altering,

in a moment's time, the sjDeed of the loom from 70 to 90
or 100 ]3icks per minute.

118. Metliods of Driving.—Now every class of motion
in the power loom is actuated, either directly or indirectly,

by the crank or main shaft, which extends from side to side

of the loom. In the ordinary top swing loom, such as that

shown in fig. 99, on one end of the main shaft the driving

pulley, round which the strap passes, is fixed : in low and
underpick looms the arrangement is very frequently that

represented in sketch 91. The pulley, P, drives the main
shaft, G, which by means of wheels, d and e, imparts

motion to the low shaft, l. The latter shaft carries the pick-

ing cams, and, in tappet looms, the loose tappet wheel, id.

In both these instances, as the crank shaft is mounted
with the strap pulley, the loom is driven directly. There
is, however, a mode of driving the crank or main shaft ofi*

the low shaft known as indirect drivino'. Motion in such

looms is produced by a short, stout shaft placed at right

angles to the crank, connection with the latter being ob-

tained by a pair of bevel wheels, the smaller one of which
is the change wheel. This driving gear is shown in fig. 92.

Here a is the driving pulley fixed on the short shaft, g,

which, by means of the change wheel, h, and the bevel

wheel, B, gives motion to the low shaft, f. Wheel c then
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imparts movement to D, which drives the main shaft, E.

The advantages of this method of driving are twofold :

first, steadier and more uniform movement in the various

parts of the loom ; and, second, the increased facility with

' / K

Fig. 92.

which, the speed of the loom may be varied by altering the

size of the change wheel, h.

Assuming that the crank shaft has been set in operation,

the routine in which it transmits motion to the various
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parts of the loom, such, for example, as the shedding

apparatus, the shuttle-box m.otioii, letting-off, setting-up,

and picking gearings, may be traced. These are the

principal motions in every variety of loom, and, when
understood, furnish a fair idea of the complete mechanism
of the machine, whatever the merits of its weaving capa-

city, or of its mechanical construction.

119. Timing of the Jlotions.—The order in which the

various motions of the power loom operate in relation to

each other is as follows :—I. the shedding apparatus

begins to raise and depress the warp threads when the

going part or lay touches the cloth ; II. the picking

motion beg-ins to drive the shuttle across the web when
the going part is half its complete traverse from the cloth,

or when the crank is at the bottom ; III. the weft is driven

home by the forward movement of the reed as the shed

closes ; TV. the piece is set up and the warp let off simul-

taneously with the beating up of the weft ; and, V. in

drop box looms, the shuttle boxes rise and fall with the

shed.

As the timing of the motions is controlled entirely by
the movement of the crank shaft, the question may be

more clearly explained by referring to fig. 93. On the

position of the crank, c, depends the action of the various

motions. Thus, as the crank, by arm a, is connected

to the race of the going part, R, it moves the latter for-

ward and backward alternately as the shaft s revolves.

When c is at the top, as shown in the sketch, and travel-

ling towards the cloth the shed has just been closed, and
continues so until the crank is straight out or parallel

with the warp threads, when the lay presses against the

fabric : at this juncture the shed begins to open and is nbt

fully formed until c is at the bottom (see A, fig. 91) when
the shuttle is propelled across the piece, the shed re-

maining open until the crank points from the cloth, it

then begins to close, being quite shut on the crank attain-

ing the top position shown in the drawing. In the open
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shed loom the timing is the same, with this exception,

the shed remains open during the traverse of the crank
from the bottom to the top positions, the heald shafts

changing if necessary as c travels towards the piece. The
order of the motions in the hand loom is thus :—the shed
formed by the weaver depressing the treadle, the going-
part pressed from the cloth, the pick of weft inserted into

the warp, and lastly the going-part brought against the
cloth and held in contact with it till the treadle has been
again depressed. If this routine is observed, and an
expert handloom weaver always adheres to it, the timing

Fig. 93.

of the motions is synonymous in both hand and power
looms.

120. Open and Closed Shedding,—There are two distinct

systems of shedding, open and closed. Generally, fast

running looms are constructed on the former, and slow

running looms on the latter principle. On the closed

shed system the healds are levelled after the intersection

of each pick, and the shed is formed from the centre ; that

is, if a shaft for the preceding shed had been depressed

and afterwards required lifting, it would, in the first pla,ce,

be brought to the centre, and then lifted, the motion, in

reality, being of a twofold character. In other words, in

all closed shedding looms the shafts are brought on to
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one level after the insertion of each pick of weft into the

warp. This process is gone through whether the succeed-

ing shed is precisely the same in the design or not. In
open shedding the operation is very different. Here if a

shaft is down it can be elevated, and if up can be depressed

at one movement ; so that, in this particular, open shed-
ding has an advantage over closed shedding, inasmuch as

it saves time in the formation of the sheds. Moreover the

shafts in open shedding remain stationary, or elevated or

depressed for any number of picks as required. Other
advantages resulting from the use of this class of motion
are less strain and friction on the warp, thus affording

improved facilities for weaving tender or twitty yarns.

121. Various Shedding Arrangements.—The variety of

shedding motions in power looms is very large. Practi-

cally, however, there are only three principal systems,

namely :
—

I. The tappet arrangement.

11. The close shedding mechanism as applied to the

heavy woollen loom.

III. The open shed motion, such as that applied to the

Knowles or American loom.

122. Principle of the Tappet Motion.—The tappet is of

all power loom shedding motions the simplest in construc-

tion. It consists of treadles, tappets, jack levers, square
shafts, and half-moon levers. These parts are all shown
in fig. 94. The treadles, l^ l^, perform the same functions

as similar levers in the hand treadle loom, while the

tappets or wipers, T ^ T ", correspond to the weaver's feet,

depressing the treadles when the loom is in operation. By
means of the streamer rods, c^ C", the treadles are con-

nected to the jacks, J^ J~, fixed on the ends of the square

shafts, A^ A", which are also mounted with the half-moon

levers, ii^ M'. The cords and straps, h and a, are attached

to the latter by the screw, s, and then to the upper shafts

of the healds. In the drawing the tappets are shown fixed

on the end of the low shaft and not in the centre as in



Fig. 94.
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broad looms. Two sets of half-moon levers are necessary

for lifting the healds, one for each end of the shafts, but

only one set and a portion of the heald shafts are shown
in the sketch. It will be noticed that each heddle requires

treadle, tappet, jack lever, half moon lever, and square

shaft to elevate it, the mechanism for depressing the

healds not being represented in this figure. The method
of driving the tappets is given in fig. 91. The change

wheel, e, is fixed on to the crank shaft, and by means of

the intermediate, i, drives the tappet wheel, w. This

wheel is cast with the tappet shaft and revolves loosely on

the low shaft, l.

The result of bringing the tappets into action, as indi-

cated in fig. 94, is the depression of the front and elevation

of the back heddle. Tappet t ^ is here shown in contact

with treadle L -, while T ^ is completely out of action. The
efi'ect of this position of the tappets on the heald shafts

will be clearly traced, because it demonstrates the principle

of this shedding motion. Thus the parts operate as fol-

lows : T '^ depressing l " draws down J ", and so imparts

movement to the square shaft A ", which raises the half-

moon lever m ", and the shaft to which it is attached.

Should the positions of the tappets be reversed, T ^ instead

of T " would be brought into action, which would result in

elevating h ^ and depressing h '. Such are the successive

changes wrought by this mounting as the tappets revolve

on shaft n, producing, in practical work, a plain woven
fabric.

The tappet motion is a system of shedding extremely

well adapted to the weaving of simple make fabrics, com-
prising doeskins, Venetians, single worsteds, oxford and
cotton shirtings, towellings, and plain and twilled dress

fabrics. It is constructed on the open shed principle, and
it is generally applied to quick-running looms. There are

many drawbacks to the employment of tappets in fancy

weaving, the principal being the very narrow compass they

ajQford for pattern production of a weave character, ten or
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twelve healds forming a considerable number to be work-

able by this motion.

123. Methods of Depressing the Healds in Tappet Looms.—
The parts of the tappet motion considered only lift the

healds ; it now remains to explain the mechanism for de-

pressing them. Strong, stont springs, or weights, are

sometimes employed for this purpose, but the most general

and effective method consists of an arrangement of stocks

and bowls. This system of drawing down the shafts is

based on a simple lever, which is multiplied in power by
adding bowls or pulleys, round which straps are passed

and attached to the bottoms of the healds. In fig. 95 the

" draw " for working four heddles is shown. It consists of

Eisf. 95.

the lever, l, of the pulleys, a and h, and of the straps, s and

s \ The ends of the strap s, after having been passed

round the pulley h, are attached to the 1st and 4th

shafts respectively ; while the ends of strap s ^, which passes

round pulley a, are fastened to shafts 2 and 3. There

are two levers (similar to l) employed, one for each end of

the shafts. They are fastened to the framework of the

loom, and, of course, are fixed underneath the heddles.

To show that this " draw " would admit of any three of

the four shafts being up at one time, its effect will be care-

fully analyzed. Suppose, firstly, that shafts 1, 2, and 3,

are required up, and 4 down, then the lever would rise at

c, and fall at cZ, the strap s lowering at 4 and rising at 1.
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Secondly, suppose shafts 2, 3, and 4, are up, and 1 down,
then the lever would again rise at c, and fall at tZ, allowing

shafts 2 and 3 to be lifted together, while strap s would
be up at 4 and down at 1 : suppose, thirdly, shafts 1, 3,

and 4, are up, and 2 down, then the lever would rise

at d and fall at c, the strap s ^ being drawn up at 3 and
down at 2 : lastly, suppose 1, 2, and 4 are up, and 8 down,
then the lever would be lifted at d, but depressed at c,

strap s ^ rising at 2 and falling at 8.

This analysis plainly proves that any arrangement of

heddles could be obtained, providing one shaft were de-

pressed in the series. If two additional pulleys were
worked by one end of each of the straps, and then two
other straps passed round the pulleys added, the lever

could be made to work six instead of four shafts. Where
there are more shafts depressed by one end of the lever

than the other, it is necessary to change the position of

the fulcrum, d. For this purpose the lever is divided into

equal parts, and the fulcrum pin altered to balance the

lighter against the heavier draw in irregular mountings.

In a seven-shaft weave, for example, where four shafts are

depressed by one end of the lever, and three by the other,

the fulcrum pin would be moved to hole e, thus propor-

tionating the lever according to the draw, or as 3 is to 4.

The end of the lever lettered d would, if the fulcrum were
moved to e, for a seven-shaft draw, actuate four of the

heddles, and c end three of them.

124. Variation of the Speed of the Tappet Shaft.—The
tappets are keyed on to the tappet shaft, t, fig. 91, which,

as already stated, runs loose on the low shaft of the loom.

One revolution of this shaft represents one repeat of the

weave or design, that is to say, if there are six picks in

the plan it would revolve once to the loom picking six

times.

To each pick of weft inserted into the warp the crank
shaft in all classes of power looms revolves once. In the

tappet loom, therefore, as the tappet wheel is driven off the

P
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main shaft, it follows that the latter will require to make
as many turns to one revolution of the former as there are

picks or sheds in the weave. By referring to fig. 91 this

can be clearly explained. Wheel / here drives the tappet

wheel lu, turning the tappet shaft, T. As every revolution

of T implies one repeat of the weave (in other words, if

mounted with nine distinct tappets, the insertion of nine

separate picks into the warp), its speed has to be varied

according to the plan of weave being produced. To ac-

Fig. 96.

complish this the size of the driver, e, is changed : this

wheel is frequently called the change wheel. The method
of ascertaining how many cogs it must contain for any
given weave up to six shafts, is extremely simple—thus the

tappet wheel, iv, always contains 120 teeth, which number,

if divided by the number of threads the weave occupies,

will give the number of teeth in the change wheel, namely,

40 cogs for 3 shafts, 30 cogs for 4 shafts, 25 cogs for 5

shafts, and 20 cogs for 6 shafts. Beyond this it is not

possible to go, as there is not sufficient metal, after boring,
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for the formation of the teeth for a wheel smaller than

20 cogs. In weaves occupying more than six threads, and
also in weaves which do not occupy a number of threads

that is a multiple of 120, another train of wheels is em-
ployed, such as that outlined in fig. 96. Here a is the

change wheel, keyed on to the crank shaft, b the inter-

mediate, c the driver, and d the tappet wheel. Now, as

the object is to run wheel a several times quicker than D,

according to the number of shafts occupied by the weave,
the formula for ascertaining the number of teeth in the

change wheel is as follows :

= difference between the speeds of a and d.
A X c

Thus, supposing it is required to weave a nine shaft make,
then A would have to revolve nine times to d once, there-

fore, =z -. Now, assuming, for illustration^simply,
A. ?\ (j t/

120 X 46
that E contains 45 cogs, c 15, and D 120, then = 40,

9 X 15

number of teeth in the change wheel required. This

result can readily be proved by multiplying the two driven

wheels, b and d, into each other, and dividing by the

drivers, A and c, which should give the number of picks in

,. ,, 120 X 45 „
the weave, thus :— = 9.

40 X 15

125. Construction of Tappets.—Each revolution made by
any particular tappet, as it turns on the tappet shaft, repre-

sents one complete series of the changes of the heddle it

actuates. Consequently, if a heald shaft is actuated six

separate times in the production of one round or repeat of

the weave, the circumference in which the tappet travels

is divisible into this number of parts, each section thus

obtained representing one pick, or one movement of the

particular shaft the tappet is mounted to work. Supposing,

for example, it were required to construct the tappet for

weave 97, then, as this make occupies eight shafts and
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eight picks, a circle would be divided into this number of

sections, as indicated in fig. 97a, which is a sketch of the

tappet required. The projections represent shafts elevated.

If the chanofes of the first thread in the weave are

analyzed, and compared "v\'ith this tappet, it will be found

that the lifts of the former correspond exactly with the

projections on the latter. Thus, it is up on the first pick,

hence there is a projection on section 1 ; down on the

second pick, equalling no projection on section 2 ; up on

the third, fourth, and fifth picks, corresponding to the pro-

jections on these parts of the tappet ; and lastly down for

three picks, represented by sections 6, 7, and 8. Of
course, as every thread in this weave is like the first,

only commencing on difiPerent picks, the same tappet

Fig. 97. Fig. 97a.

would be used for all of them, the twilled effect being

obtained, when keying the tappets on to the tappet shaft,

by placing each tappet one tread or section in advance of

the other, or in the same order as the threads in the

weave.

126. SfroJce of the Tapj^et.—On the stroke of the tappet

depends very largely the depth of the shed formed. It does

not follow, however, that if the shed is 4 inches deep in

the healds the tappet has a 4-inch stroke. There are other

parts of the loom that also aff'ect the size of the shed

obtained, such as the length of the jacks, of the half-moon

levers, and of the treadles. An example will serve to

show how the size of the tappet required for producing a

given shed may be readily ascertained. Suppose, there-
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fore, a tappet loom is mounted with 9-inch jacks, 6-inch

half-moon levers, and 30-inch treadle, the friction roller of

which is 20 inches from the treadle pin, and that it is

required to ascertain the stroke or size of the tappet to

produce a shed 4 inches deep in the healds. N'ow, if the

jacks were the same length as the half-moon levers, it

would only be necessary to obtain a displacement of the

treadles equal to the size of the shed required, which
could be done by stating as the length of the treadle—30
inches—is to the distance of the friction pulley from the

treadle-pin—20 inches,—so is the latter to the size of the

shed given—4 inches. Thus, 30 : 20 .' : 4 = 2|. inches

stroke of tappet. The length of the jacks and half-moon
levers has, however, to be taken into consideration, for if the

stroke of the tappet is 2|- inches when these levers are

equal in length, it will be larger to produce the same size

of shed when the jacks are 9 and the half-moons 6 inches

long, the result being obtained as follows :

—

Multiply the length of the jacks, 9 inches, by the stroke

of the tappet (2|- inches) to give the required shed when
the jacks and half-moon levers are equal in length, and
divide by the length of the half-moon levers, 6 inches, thus

:

9x2^
^ ^ 4-inch tappet.

The method of finding the size of the tappet to produce
the requisite shed for a shuttle of given dimensions to

pass through, when the distance of the healds from the

cloth is known, is similar, after the size of the shed in the

healds has been ascertained, to that of working the problem
just considered. The latter particular can readily be
arrived at. Assuming, for example, a going-part makes a

stroke of 6 inches, that the healds are 12 inches from the

piece, and that the shuttle is Ij- inches deep, what will be
the size of the shed in the shafts ? All power looms com-
mence to pick when the crank is in the bottom position,

or half its traverse from the cloth, or, in this case, when
the going-part is 3 inches from the fabric, so that the shed
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at tliis juncture must be equal to the size of the shuttle,

or li- inches deep. Now, it follows that if the shed at

3 inches from the piece is li- inches wide, it will be larger

at 12 inches, the exact size in the healds being obtained by

stating as the distance of the going-part from the cloth

when the loom picks, is to the distance of the healds from

the cloth, so is the latter to the size of the shed when the

shuttle enters the warp, equalling a 6-inch shed in the

shafts. The stroke of the tappet for giving this result

would then be calculated in the same mauner as the pre-

ceding example.

127. Dohhie Shedding in Heavy Power Looms.—In this

system of shedding, which is extensively used in weaving

heavy woollens and backed worsteds, the shafts are elevated

by a series of jack levers fixed on the top of the loom.

Each lever of this kind is supplied with jack blade, needle,

and spring. Further, there are in machines of this cha-

racter two knives or rocking bars, one for elevating, and
the other for depressing the healds. All the jack blades

are on the lifting-bar before any lags are placed on the

cylinder, hence a peg is employed in this machine to press

the blades ofi" the npper knife, and thus cause them to be

depressed by the falling-bar, k, fig. 98. The actuation of

the healds is entirely controlled by the jack blades ; if

these are elevated by the dobbie, the shafts are lifted, but,

if depressed, the shafts are sunken. This arises, in the

first place, from the levers having their fulcrum s in the

centre ; and, in the second place, from the upper heald

shafts being attached to the blade ends of the jacks, while

the lower heald shafts, by means of streamer wires, are in

connection with the opposite ends. The efiect of these

levers on the movements of the heddles may be more
clearly pointed out by a reference to fig. 98, which is a

sketch of the position of the levers and jacks in the forma-

tion of a plain shed. In this drawing, b ^ and b ^ are the

jack blades; l^ and L", the top levers for lifting the

heddles ; J ^ and J ", the bottom levers for depressing them

;
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w, the streamer wires ; c, the connectors ; and s ^ and s ~,

the shafts or heddles. The principle of the motion is as

follows : the blade, b \ of the top lever, l \ having been

depressed, in consequence of a peg forcing it off the lifting-

knife, it sinks at a, and rises at h. Now, as the long

Fig. 98.

streamer wires, w, are connected both to the top levers

and the jacks underneath the shafts, and as the latter are

also attached to the bottom of the heddles, if lever, l \ is

elevated at a, it will depress shaft s \ This is clearly

indicated in the drawing—J ^ having been lifted at c, and

sunken at d, depressing the heald shaft to which it is con-
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nected. As to heddle s ", it is elevated by l -, the blade of

which has been raised by the upper lifting-bar of the

dobbie. It will be seen from this illustration that when a

shaft is raised, the jacks to which it is attached rise at the

opposite ends to what they do when the same shaft is

depressed.

128. Principle of AducUing the Upright Dohhie.—On one

end of the crank shaft is fixed the balance wheel, b, fig. 99,

the inside of which contains the shell, fig. 99a. Within

the eccentric part of the latter works the stud of the up-

right connecting rod for giving motion to the lever, L, fig.

rig. 99a.

99, which actuates the racks for elevating and depressing

the knives or lifting bars. The stud, s, fig. 99a, which is

fixed on to the upright connecting rod, C, fig. 99, runs in

the groove, aa\ When in the position shewn in the

sketch the heddles are all on the same level, but, as the

main shaft, C, revolves, s is made to travel a distance from

the centre from which it started equal to the space betwen

A and c. It must be understood that s does not revolve in

the groove A a\ but that it is quite stationary, the shell

turning on the shaft c. The upright connector is lifted,

therefore, by stud s, and maintained, by the eccentric for-

mation of the shell, elevated until the point A^ is passed,

when it suddenly but steadily falls.
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The manner in which the upright in tnrn gives motion
to the lever l, will be evident from consulting fig. 99,

which is a drawing of the loom in which this motion is

employed. There is just one more point about the shell

that should be noted, it is in reference to the " dwell," or

P*^

Fig. 99.

the time the shed remains open for the shuttle to pass
across the warp. This is determined hy the groove a a\
which is of such a character that when the shell is bolted

on to the balance wheel, the shed is closed when the crank
has just passed the top position, opening as soon as point
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A reaches the stud, and continiTing fully open till a' passes

s, or the crank has made one complete revolution
; hence

the " dwell •

' determines the time the shed is retained open

for the shuttle to pass through.

The lifting bars or knives are worked on the cog wheel

and rack principle, that is to say they are fixed in a pair

of racks, so that when one rises the other falls. The jack

blades are primarily actuated by the pegs in the lags, a,

fig. 99. Each peg works against a separate needle and
spring, and presses the blade, to which it imparts motion,

off the lifting on to the falling bar. Pegs generally de-

press the healds. The lags revolve over the cylinder,

which makes one fourth of a revolution to each turn of the

crank shaft. The cylinder is brought into action by
the rods s and n, and bevel wheel gearing. As in the

hand-loom dobbie, the number of holes in the lag corre-

sponds to the number of shafts the machine is capable of

working.

This class of shedding motion is as positive in action as

the tappet loom, for those shafts which are not lifted are

in this dobbie depressed, the shed being formed from the

centre. For some classes of woollen fabrics it is question-

able whether a more suitable motion can be obtained, as

all classes of fancy woollen and worsted goods for coatings,

suitings and trouserings may be woven by it.

129. Lagging and Plching-hack Motions.—In power looms

mounted with dobbies or engines a simple and effective

reversing motion is very important and advantageous to

the weaver. It frequently happens that a broken pick has

to be turned back to, or the cloth unravelled for one or two

inches to undo some imperfection, and without the loom

were equipped with mechanism for turning back the

sheds, &c., this work would incur considerable loss of time.

The reversing motion for the heavy woollen shedding con-

trivance just considered is of a twofold character. It is

controlled by the handle H, and the wheel w, fig. 99. As
long as the handle remains in the position shewn in the
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engraving the loom weaves straight forward, but should it

be necessary to find a broken pick the weaver by removing

it to the centre of the frame, E, throws the picking gear out

of action. By wheel w he then turns the lags back as far

as he considers requisite to enable him to find the wrong
or broken shoot of weft. If several picks have to be un-

woven the handle h is removed to the point I, when, in

addition to the picking gear being put out of action, the

lag and box cylinders are reversed in motion causing the

loom to form shed for shed in the opposite order to that in

which they succeeded each other in weaving. The motion,

on the whole, is simple, effective and reliable, and is well

adapted to the upright dobbie machine to which it is

applied.

130. The American SherJding Motion.—The object in the

ordinary dobbie and tappet shedding motions is to lift and

depress the heald shafts by a series of levers, but in the

American, invention the object is to attain the same result

by a system of pulleys. Instead of lifting and sinking the

heddles by jack levers they are, in this motion, draivn up

or down by a number of pulleys. To each heald there are

no fewer than three pulleys, two for elevating and one for

depressing purposes. The principle of this shedding me-
chanism and the manner in which it lifts the leaves or

shafts may be forcibly illustrated by passing a cord over

a pulley rigidly fixed at any convenient height. Let one

end of this cord be held in the hand some distance from

and slightly above the pulley and a weight attached to the

opposite end. The hand may now be supposed to repre-

sent the jack lever, and the weight the shaft. Now, if the

former were drawn backward or away from the pulley, it

would necessarily lift or rather draw up the weight, and

this is exactly the kind of mechanical arrangement adopted

in this machine in raising the healds. For example, a

strap, in mounting the loom, having been attached to the

u})per portion of thejack lever, h, fig. 102, it is then passed

over the pulleys p^ or P", and fastened to the top of its
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proper heald shaft ; so that if the jack is pulled backward
it will elevate the heddle to which it is attached.

131. Various parts of the American Dohhie.—Before pro-

ceeding to give a detailed description of the manner in

which the various parts of this motion are brought into

communication with the shaft mounting, it will be neces-

sary to describe each piece separately. The advantage of

adopting this course will be obvious to the reader when it is

stated that all the parts are dissimilar from those employed
in the tappet and dobbie motions previously alluded to.

For instance, there is neither spring, needle, lifting bar or

knife, top lever, or jack blade in this loom, the following

iiKliMiiiiniifi
^'

^ \:i{»Kfii<Km

\J^

rig. 100.

parts performing their functions : cylinder gears, vibrator

levers, vibrator gears, connectors, and harness jacks.

Steel rods take the place of the lags, while bowls, small

pullies, or rolls, act as substitutes for pegs.

The Cylinder Gears.—(See a and b, fig. 100.) These

correspond, in their relation to the other parts of the machine,

with the knives in the ordinary dobbie ; the upper cylinder

elevating, and the lower cylinder depressing the healds.

One-half of the circumference of these gears, as will be

evident from referring to the sectional drawing furnished

in fig. 100, is in the form of a cog wheel, and hence they have

been called toothed cylinders. They are arranged so as to

regulate the heald, shuttle-box, and picking motions, and
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are made in such, a manner that the section which works the

shafts is adjustable, admitting of the healds and boxes start-

ing at different times ; or the former a little in advance of

the latter, in order that the shed may be changed previous

to the picks or shoots of weft being driven home. This is

a considerable improvement to a loom constructed on the

open shed principle; because, in such a machine, the lay or

batten leaving the piece before the shed has been altered

by the engine, the pick or thread of weft last inserted is

very liable to spring or fall back ; this constituting one of

the main causes why looms shedding on this principle do
not generally admit of such heavy wefting as the closed

shedding motion. The difficulty, however, is satisfactorily

overcome in this loom by simply adjusting the heddle and

Fig. 101.

box gearings on the cylinder to start operating on the

vibrators at different times. Of course, it will be under-

stood that, whenever the toothed section of one cylinder is

changed, it is necessary to make a similar alteration in the

other.

Either the upper cylinder. A, fig. 100, or the lower
cylinder, B, must engage the vibrator gears, c ; if the

former, the shafts are elevated, if the latter, they are

lowered.

The Vibrator Levers, Vibrator Gears, and Connec-
tors.—These, in reality, being connected together, form
one piece, b, c, e, fig. 101. The vibrator lever performs
the same functions as the needle in the dobbie, receivinsr

the bowl (which is equivalent to the peg in the lag system),

of the pattern chain, and the vibrator gears to the jack
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blade, while the connectors communicate motion to the

harness jacks. One very important and notable feature

about the vibrator gears is the mode in which they, in

combination with the cylinders, operate upon the shafts.

Xo doubt it would be observed, when transmitting motion

to the healds by a series of levers on the upright dobbie

principle, that strain and tension were applied very sud-

denly to the warp, and also as suddenly withdrawn ; but

the special characteristic of this motion is, that the strain

on the warp is slight and easy when the shafts commence
to move, augmenting until the shed is fully formed, or

until the vibrator gears have reached the centre, when the

strain gradually decreases to the other extreme of the

motion. As these gears are constructed on the crank

principle, the greatest speed is in the middle of the throw,

the commencement and terminus of the motion being

gradual. Thus, supposing the lower cylinder engages the

vibrator gear, it carries it forward, tooth by tooth, until it

has made one-half of a complete revolution, and lowered,

by so doing, its heald jack and shaft. The vibrator gear,

c, fig. 101, is rivetted on to the connector, e, at the

point lettered Z?, and revolves on a small pivot, or pin,

fixed in the lever b at cZ ; the slot, /, and projection, a, de-

termining the extent of its movements. If the lower

cylinder engages the vibrator, c, it carries it round to the

other extremity of its slot, or until point i comes in con-

tact with the iron pivot, a, of the lever. This results in

E being propelled forward, and in lowering the heald of

the jack lever, to which it is secured. Providing the

upper toothed cylinder next engaged, c, it would reverse

the motion, causing the vibrator to assume its former

position, or that represented in the sketch, drawing back,

at the same time, the connector and jack, and thus raising

the shaft, to which the latter is attached.

The Haeness Jacks.—These are somewhat similar in

shape to those used in the ordinary loom, but are made all

in one piece with their fulcrum at the elbow. (See d ^ and
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D ", fig. 102.) They transmit the motion of the vibrators

to the harness. When drawn backward, they elevate the

healds, but when propelled forward, they depress them.

The Pattekx Chaix.—This chain, as in other looms,

regulates and controls the movements of the heald shafts.

Fig. 102.

It has already been intimated that it is very differently

constructed from that employed in other descrijjtions of

dobbies or engines, for it does not consist of a succession

of lags, in which pegs are inserted, but of steel rods on
which bowls, or small pulleys and bushes are arranged ac-

cording to the plan or design intended to be produced.

Perhaps this method of imparting the pattern to the

mechanism of the engine is simpler and steadier than that

of the older plan of using lags. At any rate, it possesses

this considerable advantage over the latter, the bowls are

not liable to accidents by breakages as pegs are, while
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they possess a smootlier action, lifting the vibrator gears

gradually ; whereas the pegs are no sooner brought into

contact with the needles of the jack blades than they force

the latter off the lifting bar. Again, a competent work-

man would, perhaps, prepare a design for the loom as ex-

peditiously on this as on the former principle. He has

only to slip the bowls on to the ends of the rods, the dis-

tance between each being fixed by the insertion of thin

bushes or tubes, varying in size according to the flushes in

the pattern. The bushes serve two important and practical

purposes :—they keep the bowls in position, and they

define the floats of warp and weft in the cloth, or control

the skipping of the shafts like the empty holes in the lags.

132. Formation of the Shed in the American Loom.—The

method of actuating the healds by this shedding motion

will be described by referring to figs. 102 and 103. In

the latter diagram the mechanism for imparting movement
to the jack levers is given, while in the former sketch the

positions of the jacks, when the heddles are lifted and de-

pressed respectively, is clearly represented.

The machine is driven by the upright connecting shaft,

s, fig. 103, which receives motion through a pair of bevel

wheels, from the main or crank shaft of the loom. Up-
right s carries two cog-wheels for driving the toothed

cylinders a and b. The pattern chain shaft, that is, the

piece round which chains a and h travel, is driven off the

lower cylinder gear, B. Thus the shaft of this cylinder is

mounted with pinion L, working within the teeth of wheel

H, fixed on the pattern and box chain shaft i. It will be

evident that the connections with upright s are such that,

if it is set in motion by the crank shaft, it not only turns

the cylinders A and B, but also the pattern chain shaft i.

Once in motion the cylinder gears come in contact with

the vibrator plates, c, imparting either a forward or a back-

ward movement to the connectors, and the latter actuating

the jacks which they individually operate. Should the

lever of c be lifted by a bowl on the pattern chain, the
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vibrator is engaged by gear a, and the connector drawn
back ; but if it is engaged by b, in consequence of a bush

or tube having been j^l^ced underneath it on the rod of

chain a, it is carried forward, propelling the jack lever, to

which it gives motion, towards the heald shafts. Cylinder

a revolves from right to left, and cylinder b from left to

right.

Now turn to fig. 102. The vibrator gear of e ^ has been

lifted by a bowl, and hence engaged by the top gear a :

the lever of e ', however, has rested on a bush of the

pattern chain, causing the vibrator to be carried round by
the lower cylinder, b. The effect of bowls and bushes, and
also of the respective cylinder gears, will now be apparent.

First consider the result of lifting e \ This connector,

having been drawn backward by the cylinder A coming in

contact with its vibrator plate, has given a corresponding

motion to D ^, lifting, as a necessary sequence, by means of

the harness cord c, the front shaft H \ As the jacks have
their fulcrums at the elbow, when drawn backward at h

they sink at a ; but, when propelled forward at 6, as in

the case of d ", they rise at a. Unless the jacks thus

operated, the cords for drawing down the heddles, c ",

would draw against those for lifting them. According to

the arrangement shown, jack d ^ having been pulled away
from the healds by connector e \ has lifted h ^ ; the lower

shaft of this heddle has elevated levers J ^ at cZ, thus main-
taining the connecting wires, m, and streamers, w, when
the jacks are lowered at a, at one tension. Next refer to

connector E ^, which has been engaged by the bottom
cylinder gear, hence it has imparted a forward movement
to D ^ and lowered heald shaft H ^. It will be noticed that

the jacks at point a are connected by streamer gearing to

the levers underneath the healds, which are employed
mainly for depressing the shafts. Thus the streamer wire

of D ^, having been passed under the heald pulleys, p ^, is

attached to J ^ at e, while the same jack is in communica-
tion with the bottom of the heddles. So that the final
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issue of D -, being raised at a, is, that it draws J " towards

the pulleys P ^ at e, which depresses it at /, and so sinks

the heald shaft to which it is attached, namely, H ".

133. Sioecial Points in the American Shedding Motion.—
There are other specialities about this loom to those already

enumerated, such as the open shed arrangement, and the

contrivances for reversing the head gearing, and for level-

ling the healds, which merit a passing word.

The Opex Shed Arrangement.—The principal appliance

to be considered in connection with the " open shed " is the

holding-up bar or lock knife shown at R, fig. 103. This part,

by means of an eccentric fixed on the shaft of the bottom

cylinder, b, presses the lever n backward, which imparts

a corresponding movement to R removing it from the

grate. The lock knife is only operated upon by the

eccentric when the shed is being formed ; this done it is

brought against the grate, and kept in position, to retain

the exact arrangement of the shafts of the shed produced

until the bowls and tubes of the succeeding rod of the

pattern chain occupy the places of their predecessors on the

chain shaft. In the diagram. R is shown when in contact

with the grate, or, in position when maintaining the order

of the heddles in the shed last formed.

Contrivance for Reversing the Shedding Apparatus or

Head Gearing of the Loom.—Some reference has already

been made to the importance of a motion of this character.

Without an arrangement for reversing the movements of

the machine if a broken pick had to be removed from the

fabric woven, the weaver would be under the necessity of

turning the pattern chain round and round until he found

the shed required, whereas in looms supplied with this

mechanism he has simply to reverse the shedding and
other motions and lag back to where the damaged or

broken pick was inserted. The facility with which this

work can be effected in this loom ought not to be over-

looked. As the shed, pick, and shuttle-box movements
are all controlled by one shaft, it is accomplished by re-
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versing its raotions. Thus, the mechamcal contrivances

are such that when the coupling, G, of the upright shaft, s,

has been disconnected by drawing the lever m towards

the front of the loom the knob i of cylinder b can be

drawn out. The disconnection of coupling G makes it

possible by handle p to turn the box and pattern chains,

and elevate and depress the shuttle boxes without actuat-

ting any other parts of the loom. When the knob i is

pressed into the cylinder b, it causes a small pinion fixed

behind l to work wheel H, and turn the pattern shaft

from right to left. On the other hand should the knob be

drawn out, l turns pinion K, and the latter turns wheel H
from left to right ; so that by drawing out this knob, after

disconnecting shaft s, the pattern chain can be made to

travel backwards by turning the handle p forwards.

Aeeangement for Levelling the Shed.—A very con-

siderable drawback to open-shed looms has been the diffi-

culty attending the piecing of broken ends in the warp,

with a formed or ojpeii shed. Some loom makers saw this

difficulty several years ago, and supplied motions to their

looms for bringing all the healds on one common level,

when required. The apparatus for accomplishing this in

the American shedding motion consists of the flat piece, t,

fig. 103, which is fixed under the front end of the vibrator

levers, on to the grate, and is termed the " evener " slide.

When this slide is drawn out it raises the gears, C, above

the teeth of the bottom cylinder, so that by turning over the

upper cylinder gear, a, all the shafts are elevated or brought

on to one level, admitting of broken warp threads being

repaired with as much facility as in a closed shedding

loom. Another very valuable feature about this invention

is the system on which all the parts are positively con-

nected together, so that when turning back for a broken

pick the shuttle boxes, the shed, and the picking motions

always exactly correspond with each other at every point,

allowing the loom to be started right off on the fault being

repaired. This is not the case with the ordinary dobbie.
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for after the pick has been found in this machine the

shuttle boxes are still out of accord with the run of the

pattern, necessitating the shuttles being changed into

different positions before the loom can be started. There

can be no doubt but that this shedding motion is one of

the best extant. In point of weaving capacity, running

speed and facility with which its various motions may be

adjusted, it is, for the production of fancy tweeds, worsted

coatings, &c., superior to any other description of mecha-
nism for actuating the healds, whether applied to slow or

quick running looms.

134. Ticking Motions.—There are three distinct kinds

of picking mechanisms : first, the cam and cone motion :

second, the over-pick motion ; and third, the under-pick

motion.

The first class of " pick " is applied to the tappet and

to other fast running looms of a light build. It is a simple,

steady and sure motion. The " over-pick " arrangement

is mainly employed in heavy looms where the shuttle is

large and requires considerable power to drive it. The
woollen loom mounted with the upright or Dobcross dobbie

picks on this principle. An " under-pick " motion is one

in which the picking arms operate underneath the shuttle

boxes, and not over them as in the two preceding contriv-

ances. Fast running looms, mounted with the open shed-

ding motion, and in which the swords of the going part

swing from the bottom of the framework, are usually

supplied with the under-pick arrangement.

135. Cam and Gone Motion.—Diagrams of this motion

are given in figs. 104 and 105. The letters in both draw-

ings refer to the same parts. Thus, A is the picking arm
and carries the strap b, which is mounted with the picker

for driving the shuttle ; P is the upright shaft on which

the picking arm is fixed ; c is the cone, and is bolted on to

shaft p ; E is the cam ; and m is the low shaft of the loom.

It should be noted that only those parts are given in the

sketches which actuate the picking arm on one end of the
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loom ; those on the other side are, however, precisely the

same, only the cams of the respective ends are so arranged

as to engage the cones at different times.

In fig. 104, the picking arm, a\ is shown out of action,

or before striking. To impart a forward movement to it

the upright shaft, p\ is made to oscillate. This is done by

Eig. 104.

the cam and and cone arrangement. As the low shaft, m^,

revolves it carries round with it cam e\ the point, h, of

which, coming in contact with the cone (see fig. 105)

presses it backward and so propels the picking arm towards

the centre of the loom. In order to secure a rapid and

definite movement of A the cam is curved inward just
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before the point 6. After striking, the circular part of the

cam allows the picking arm to be gradually brought back

to its normal position by the spring, s.

136. O'cer-picl' Arrangement.—A much stronger " pick"

is required in heavy looms than that of the cam motion.

When a shuttle, weighing from 3 to 4 lbs., has to be driven

Fig. 105.

across a loom 100 inches wide, and make from 64 to 72

traverses per minute, it is necessary to have a very effec-

tive driving or propelling arrangement.

A sketch of the general type of " over-pick " is given in

fig. 106, where C is the crank shaft ; :fT, the picking neb or

eccentric ; t, the picking lever or treadle ; R, the connect-

ing rod ; L, the lever for actuating shaft e ; a, the picking
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stick ; B, the picking arm for carrying the picker ; E, the

oscillating shaft for giving motion to the picking arm
;

and S, the spring for bringing A into position after striking.

The principle of the motion is this : as the crank shaft re-

volves it brings the eccentric, N, in contact with the pulley, w,

of the lever, t, which depressing l at d causes E to oscillate,

and impart motion to A, which brings the picker carried by
B against the shuttle and so propels it across the piece.

The rapidity of the motion depends on the form of the

picking neb, which it will be noticed is almost tapered to

a point so that it depresses the lever, t, very quickly, and
allows it to rise with equal velocity, giving the spring, s,

power to draw b out of the shuttle-box as soon as the

shuttle has been forced across the warp.

The motion is controlled by the links in the box chain,

D, fig. 99. A projection on the links of the chain coming
in contact with lever p, causes it by means of rod R and
other mechanism to draw pulley w, fig. 106, which works
on a pin in the lever t, from underneath the picking neb,

so that the latter revolves on the crank without engaging the

pulley. Although the lever p, fig. 99, when lifted, throws the

picking motion out of action on the right side of the loom,

yet it brings the pulley of the lever t on the left side in

such a position as it is engaged by the picking neb. In

the cam and cone motion the loom picks from each end
alternately, but on this system it may be made to pick

several times in succession from one side—the order of

picking being controlled by the movements of the finger

or lever p.

137. Under-pich Motion.—This arrangement of picking,

like that of the cone motion, is driven off the low shaft.

In sketch 92 the parts of the under-pick motion applied

to the American loom are shown. The tajDpet t is caused,

by the head gearing of the loom, to engage, as re-

quired, the part p, which by means of strap R draws the

picking stick, H, forward, and thus gives motion to the

shuttle. The picking arms are brought into striking
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position bj a powerful steel spring fastened to their lower
ends.

As in the over-pick motion the loom can, on this prin-

ciple, be made to pick from either end several times in

Fig. 106.

succession. A bowl or pulley is used in this case to lift

what is called the pick jack ; which, when thus raised,

gives motion to the picking gearing on the right side of

the loom, while the absence of a bowl causes the loom to

pick from the left side.
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138. Positive Letting-off Motions.—The letting-off motion

in dandy looms is generally on the twitch rope or friction

brake principle. This method of delivering the warp off

the chain beam has been described in the chapter on hand
looms. It is the positive lefcting-off arrangement to which
attention will now be given. In power loom weaving it is

very important that the warp should be delivered as regu-

larly as possible. As a definite length of cloth is " set-up
"

every time the loom picks, a corresponding length of

warp ought to be given off the warp beam. The object of

the positive motion is to effect this, hence it is actuated by
the same parts of the loom as the setting-up arrangement,

namely, either the crank shaft, or the sword of the going-

part.

The various parts of this motion, as it is usually con-

structed, are given in fig. 107. In this drawing B is the

warp beam head ; w, the perpetual screw or worm wheel

;

s, the letting-off shaft; d, the brake wheel; c, the catch

wheel ; h, the connecting rod ; e, the letting-off lever
;

M, the eccentric on the crank shaft; and G, the support

for the rest roller over which the warp passes to the

healds.

Of course, the object is to impart motion to the wheel,

B. To accomplish this, the letting-off rod, S, carries the

perpetual screw, w, which works within the cogs of the

yarn beam-wheel, so that if this rod is set in motion, it

will turn B. Three catch-wheels, C—fine, medium, and

coarse in pitch respectively—are fixed on shaft s. The
catch d is lifted by rod H, the latter rising and falling as

the eccentric, m, actuates the lever, E. In some looms the

rod, H, is attached to the sword of the going-part. The
length of warp let off the beam depends on the screw, F,

and support, G, and also on the weight-lever, M, fig. 99.

The longer the screw, f, and the lower does the catch, d,

drop, imparting, when lifted by lever e, a corresponding

length of movement to shaft s, and wheel w. Sup-

port G, working on pin e, relieves the strain on the
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warp as the going-part presses against the cloth.
, It

does this by allowing the back roller, F, fig. 99, over

which the yarns pass from the beam to the shafts, to be

drawn slightly inwards. To prevent the roller from yield-

ing too much, G is connected by rod n, to the lever, m,

(fig. 99), which is weighted according to the tension it is

required to put on the threads. Of course, the more G

moves inward at i, the greater the length of warp let

Fiff. 107.

ofi" the beam. Thus a thick thread of weft causes the

warp to be unwound more than a small thread ; for to

drive such a pick into close affinity with the preceding

shoot, the going-part presses heavily against the cloth,

causing G to be drawn towards the healds to such an extent

as to allow the lever, e, to fall considerably at p ; so that,

when lifted by M, as the going-part travels from the piece,

it causes catch cl to actuate one of the wheels c one or more
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cogs. Providing the weft yarn is small, it can be forced

to its destination with less pressure on the cloth, only im-
parting slight movement to support G, hence the stroke of

the lever, e, is correspondingly diminished, probably not

turning the worm shaft a single cog. To further describe

the principle on which this motion operates, let it be sup-

posed that the going-part is in contact with the piece, or

is pressing the last pick of weft inserted into the warp into

its proper position in the fabric, at this juncture, the sup-

port, G, would be drawn inward at i. So long as it

remains in the position shown in the drawing, the screw,

F, prevents the lever, e, from falling at lo \ but, as soon as

its pressure on hook A, is withdrawn, the catch, d, de-

scends. It must be noted that e is always lifted to the

same height by the eccentric, m ; but, nevertheless, it has

a variable stroke, for it does not aways drop to the same
extent at j:>. The motion of the support, G, determines the

sweep of the letting-off lever. Thus, the less G is drawn
inward, the more diminished is the drop of the catch, and
hence a corresponding small length of warp is unwound
from the yarn-beam. JS'ow, as the going-part moves from
the cloth, the eccentric, m, lifts lever e, and catch d, un-

winding, by so doing, the warp off the beam through the

motion thus imparted to wheel B, by shaft s, and worm,
w. Lever m, (fig. 99), as screw w turns wheel b,

(fig. 107) draws the support, G, back into the position in

which in which it is sketched in the drawing. As to the

strap passed round wheel d, and the weight A suspended

to it, they are simply to check the action of catch d.

But for this weight shaft s would always be actuated

proportionate to the stroke of lever e.

139. Winding of the Cloth on to the Piece-Beam.—
Setting-up motions are of two kinds—that applied to looms

of a tappet class, and which invariably works in conjunc-

tion with the friction brake letting-off arrangement, and

that applied to power looms in which the positive motion,

described in the previous paragraph, for unwinding the
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yarn off the warp-beam, is employed. The former may
be termed the " change wheel," and the latter the " lever

and catch " setting-up motion. The change wheel system

is applicable to fast-running looms, made for weaving light

but fine fabrics, such as cotton goods and dress stuffs ; it

is not, however, a very useful motion for setting-up heavy
cloths, composed of medium or stout yarns, and requiring
" hard " wefting, or for fabrics having a large number of

picks on the inch. The " lever " arrangement, on the other

hand, is best adapted for looms in which heavy goods are

produced ; in fact, in such cases, it is by far the most pre-

ferable motion.

140. Change Wheel Setting-up.—This motion (fig. 108)
comprises setting-up lever, L ; catch, c ; ratchet wheel, E

;

change wheel, w ; friction roller wheel, A ; intermediate, B
;

pinion, p ; and holding-up catch, H. The piece-beam is

turned solely by friction, the sand or friction roller of

wheel A, being in close contact with it, so that the move-
ment of A is equivalent to that of the cloth beam. The
motion is driven off the sword. Thus, when s moves
towards the fabric, it presses the catch, by means of lever

L, to which it is attached by pin g, forward, imparting

movement to the ratchet wheel. Now, as the ratchet

works on the same stud as the change wheel, it follows

that, if it is set in motion, it will cause w to turn inter-

mediate B, which, through the pinion p, gives movement
to A. The holding-up catch is merely to prevent the

rachet from running back when c is carried backward by
the receding motion of the sword of the going-part.

The distinguishing feature of the motion is the change
wheel, w. By altering the size of this wheel, the number
of picks woven to the inch in the fabric can be varied

according to the weight of texture required. To find

the size of the change wheel, first multiply the picks given

by the circumference of the piece-beam in inches, and
divide by the number of teeth in the ratchet wheel

;

second, multiply the teeth in the friction roller wheel by
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the teeth in the intermediate, and divide bj the quotient

of Rule I. multiplied by the teeth in the pinion. Example :

Fia:. 108.

Required the number of teeth in the change wheel for

weaving 56 picks on the inch, when the circumference
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of the piece-beam is 13 inches, and the ratchet wheel con-

tains 60 teeth, friction beam wheel 120, intermediate 120,

and the pinion 20.

56 (picks) X 13 (inches circumference of piece-beam)

60 (teeth in ratchet wheel)

12-/^ revolutions of the ratchet wheel to weave 13 inches

of cloth, or to 1 revolution of the piece-beam. That is,

supposing E = the ratchet wheel, w = the change wheel,

A = the friction beam wheel, b =: the intermediate, and p

= the pinion, then, =: in another form w must
w X P 12-j-V

make 12^ revolutions to A making 1. Therefore, the

formula, according to Rule II., for completing the problem,

will be as follows :

—

120 (teeth in fiiction beam wheel) x 120 (teeth in inter-

mediate)

12^ (revolutions of ratchet wheel to weave 13 inches of

cloth) X 20 (teeth in pinion)

:= practically 59 teeth in change pinion.

141. Lever and Catch Motion.—Here there is no change

wheel, anJ alteration in the setting-up of the cloth being

effected by the variable movement of the lever, s, fig. 109.

Suspended on the rod, n, of this lever are a number of

weights, w. The larger the number of weights applied,

the more is the lever depressed, and the quicker is the

cloth wound on to the beam. The various parts of the

motion operate as follows : as the sword of the going-

part, D, lifts the connecting rod, A, and lever, s, it raises

the catch, c, thus giving motion to the catch wheel, R, and
also to the pinion, P, the latter driving the piece-beam

wheel, B. Holding-up catch, h, is of a two-fold character,

possessing two tongues, arranged in such a way that half

a cog of wheel R may be set uj) at one time. In the sketch

furnished of this motion, the method of driving off the

crank shaft adopted in some makes of looms is shown. It

simply differs from the above in the use of the lever, L,
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and eccentric, e, in place of the sword of the batten.

Thns, as the crank revolves, e raises the lever l, which
lifts the setting-up lever, s, to which it is connected by
rod A.

142. Shuttle Box Mechanisms.—For some reasons it

would have been advantageous to have considered the

various systems of shuttling in conjunction with the pick-

ing motions ; but as there are looms in which only one
shuttle can be employed, and hence in which a box con-

trivance is not a necessary adjunct ; and as there are other

looms in which the shuttling and picking arrangement are

quite distinct from each other, there is ample cause for

treating the subject separately.

A good shuttle-box motion is a very important ac-

cessory to a loom intended for weaving fancy fabrics.

The boxes, however controlled, should move at one uniform
speed, whether rising or descending, whether revolving

forward or backward ; and they should, moreover, all

work in perfect accord with the other motions of the

loom.

There are four distinct systems of actuating the shuttle

boxes in power looms, namely:—
I. The link or chain motion.

II. The lag or peg motion.

III. The bowl or pulley and rod motion.

TV. The circular box motion.

143. Linh and Chain Box Motion.—In this motion the

shuttle boxes are lifted by a number of eccentrics, or cams
of different sizes. These eccentrics are so combined that

they may all be controlled by one lever. They are fixed

on the end of the main shaft, and have both a rotatory and
a lateral movement. In a 3-box loom the eccentrics are

of two sizes only, but in a 4-box they are of three sizes,

the largest lifting the fourth, the medium the third, and
the smallest eccentric the second box. Two levers, f and
F ^, fig. 99, are employed to bring these cams into action.

The motions of f are determined by the links of the box
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cliain, D, revolving over the box cylinder e. This cylinder

is driven by rod and wheel gearing off shaft s, which re-

ceives motion through wheels J and K from the crank or

main shaft of the loom. In reality the motion is divisable

into two parts, first, the gearing for actuating the eccen-

trics ; and, second, the gearing for lifting and depressing

the boxes. The former gearing comprises the parts

sketched in fig. 110. The object here is to cause the disc,

'0=OJ^

Fig. 110.

D, which carries the eccentrics or cams for lifting the

boxes, to travel backward and forward on part t of the

crank shaft s. The extent to which it travels determines

the box lifted, or the size of cam which engages the box

lever. It will be evident, from the arrangement of the parts

shown in the drawing, that to impart motion to D it will

only be necessary to lift the lever f at point Jc. It should

be observed that there is a lever like f and its accompany-

ing parts for each series of boxes. Between them is placed
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the pick lever p, fig. 99, to which allusion has already

been made.

When the loom is in motion the box chain D, composed
of iron links of different sizes, passes over the box cylinder

C, and necessarily lifts F at Z;, drawing it back at point J,

and finally, through the lever connections shown, presses

D on to the slide t. The steel spring a, when f is liberated

by the links of the chain pressing against upright l,

draws the disc back into its former position.

Fig. 111.

Next as to the parts for lifting the boxes represented in

fig. 111. Here d is the disc mounted with the eccentrics E.

The effect of lifting lever Fin the previous drawing was to

bring the eccentrics into such a position on part t as they

would engage pulley p of lever t of this sketch. This

done, the connecting rod R sinks lever L at 2^ and lifts it at

Jc, at which point it is connected to the top of the boxes,

as shown at h, fig. 99. Upright H then holds the boxes up
as long as required, the projections i resting on the top of

this lever. To depress them the eccentrics are made to
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engage h at m, thus forcing it from underneath the parts

i, and lowering lever l at Jc.

144. Effect of the Links in the Box Chain.—As there are

three levers over the box cylinder, two for controlling the

motions of the boxes, and a third for controlling the pick-

ing gearing, each link of the box chain may be said to be

divided into three sections. Thus, part A of the link shown
in fig. 112, actuates lever f \ part u the pick jack p, and part

c the lever f, fig. 99. Rod e is simply employed to con-

nect the links together. The effect of the projections is as

follows :

—

Fig. 112.

(1.) A projection on the right, as at A, lifts the boxes

on the right side of the loom.

(2.) A projection in the centre picks from the right.

(3.) A projection on the left lifts the boxes on the left

side of the loom.

(4.) The absence of a projection from the centre, as B,h

B, picks from the left.

The projections on parts A and C are of three heights.

The lowest projection, c, lifts the second box, the medium
projection the third box, while the highest projection. A,

lifts the fourth box.
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145. Lag and Peg Motion.—In large, or top swing looms,

such as that shown in fig. 99, the shuttle boxes may be

governed in two ways : by the engine or dobbie, or by a

chain composed of various kinds of links revolving over a

barrel or cylinder fixed behind the loom, that is the method
which has just been described in detail. In the lag and
peg motion the former is the system adopted in conveying
movement to the boxes. For this purpose two principal

levers, s, fig. 113, are employed, one for each series of

m

Fi?. 113. Fig. 114.

boxes ; these, in a four-box loom, carry two smaller, or

swing levers, f, which are so arranged as to operate in-

directly, or through the agency of the levers proper.

Thus, if a peg were to strike the outside swing lever it

would give one-third of a complete movement to S, and
also to the part n, fig. 114, to which it is connected by rod

and lever gearing, elevating the second box ; the centre

swing lever, f, would, however, impart two-thirds of a

complete movement to S, raising the third box ; while, if
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the peg came in contact with the principal lever proper,

the fourth, or bottom box, would be lifted. From this it

is evident that a peg elevates a box, so that, having, when
four boxes are employed, three lifts at each end of the

going-part, the lag contains six holes for the shuttle boxes

and one for the pick jack.

In some looms on the end of the lever L, fig. Ill, a

large weight is fixed, called the balance weight, which
steadies the descent of the boxes ; but still the drop is

neither smooth nor regular. It will be clear that in such

a case the movement of the boxes cannot be so rapid at the

commencement as at the termination of the fall ; in fact,

they necessarily move comparatively slowly at first, but

gain speed as they proceed downwards, concluding the

drop with considerable vibration. There is the same

ar" r ,
1 I

N & /—

V

t I ~^r~^ ^ CZ3 s_^
, ^ ri^i^TT—^ -lib. /• \

Fig. 115,

4
defect when a balance weight is not employed, only the

vibration caused is more lasting, and even more injurious

to the loom, because in such machines, when the stay, or

sapport, H, fig. Ill, which maintains the boxes in an up-

right position, is withdrawn, as there is no checking or

balancing power to control the drop, the boxes descend

with increased weight on to the low framework of the

going-part. Now, in the peg system of actuating, the

boxes under consideration, if the mechanism employed is

that given in figs. 113 and 114, the speed of the boxes is,

whether travelling up or down, perfectly uniform. Fig.

114 shows the arrangement' of the various parts of the

motion for lifting and depressing the boxes. Thus, lever

K, at point Z, is in direct communication with them, while

at m it is connected to balance weight levers by means of

the chain J, and pullies H and i. Fig. 115 is a plan of
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these levers, showing the method in which the puUies are

arranged in the block swinging on lever k at point m
;

although there is a separate balance weight lever, e, for

each lift, jet it will be noticed, there is only one lever

jDroper in direct connection with the boxes. The pullies,

H, fig. 115, of the block, are set at an angle with the

levers e, to allow the same chain to connect them to the

lifting lever. If the outside balance lever, e \ is raised, it

elevates the second box, but in combination with the centre

lever, e ', the third box, while, if the three levers operate

together, they lift the fourth box. The connecting chain,

J, can never run slack, for when any particular lever is

raised the weight of the boxes keeps it at one uniform

tension. Again, lever e, fig. 114, is attached to part d,

which carries a cam, or eccentric, C, mounted with a

pinion working between the two racks A and b. The
racks are the parts primarily acted upon by motion of

lever n, and convey movement through levers e and K to

the boxes. Part n has a twofold motion, receiving a come
and go movement from the box lever s, fig. 113, and an up

and down movement from a cam on the crank shaft. The
function of this lever is to engage the respective racks ac-

cording to extent of the motion imparted to it by the peg

levers. Box lever k is lifted by eccentric gearing on the

crank shaft.

A peg on the outside of the lag causes N to engage E \
a peg in the second hole causes it to engage E ', and a peg

in the third hole causes it to engage e ^. (See fig. 115.)

In this system of shuttling there need not, therefore, any

complication arise in preparing the box lags, or in chang-

ing the picking plan.

146. Bowl and Bod System.—This is the motion applied

to the American loom. The boxes, which are four in

number, are under the control of separate levers, similar in

construction to those used for raising the healds. One
material advantage this motion possesses over the link

system consists in its being worked by the same gearing
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as that for actuating the picking and shedding contriv-

ances. As the box, shed and pick motions are driven off

the same shaft and by the same cylinder gears there is

always perfect accord between them. The levers are of

two classes—simple and compound—and one of each kind

is required for the complete set of boxes at both ends of

the loom. If the simple levers are raised by the bowls in

the rods they lift the second boxes, the compound levers

the third boxes, and both levers, in combination, the fourth

boxes. Still more clearly will this motion be understood

by consulting fig. 116. Only the gearing which controls

Fig. 116.

the motion, and not that in direct communication with

boxes is shown. It will at once be evident that it is simi-

lar to the gearing employed for actuating the shafts so far

as the vibrator levers, gears and connectors are concerned,

but necessarily different in the simple and compound
levers. Simple lever s\ and compound lever c\ have been

operated upon by the top cylinder gear a, fig. 103, which
would practically result in lifting the fourth box on the

left side ofthe loom. By passing the chain, d \ which com-
municates motion to the boxes, from the simple lever over

the pulley of the compound lever, both s^ and c\ can be

worked together. Lever s^ is sufficient to effect the eleva-
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tion of the second box, c^ the elevation of the third box,

while, if acting in combination, they, as just stated above,

raise the fourth box. The boxes on the right side of the

loom are controlled by levers S' and c".

The principle of the motion may be defined as that of

two levers with arms of difi'erent lengths to produce three

lifts, the short-armed lever efi'ecting the first lift, the long

armed lever the second lift, and the two, when combined,

the third lift. The advantages of this system of shuttling

are both numerous and important. Firstly, the chain is

simple to construct, for there is only one height and shape

of bowl and not several as in the use of links ; secondly,

the boxes like the healds are elevated gradually ; thirdly,

rising on a spring they may be pressed down by hand, and
yet, when released, they will return to their proper posi-

tions.

14)7. Circular Box Motion.—Cards in this motion (fig. 117)
are the agents for actuating the boxes. They revolve over

the cylinder c, which makes -g- of a revolution for each time

the loom picks. The boxes revolve on shaft e, which
carries a circular plate from which project as many pins

as there are shuttle boxes. The uprights b and b^ engage
these pins and so impart motion to the boxes on the shaft.

A hole in the left side of the card brings b into action,

while a hole on the right side of the card sets b^ in opera-

tion. Of course these levers never engage the boxes to-

gether.

Over the cylinder c are placed two levers similar to F.

Each lever actuates a series of parts like those shown in

the drawing. The parts sketched are simply for actua-

ting B, those for imparting motion to b^ not being repre-

sented. Lever f, having its fulcrum at m, when lifted at

d presses back the jack J, the hook of which is thus brought

over the grate g. On the low shaft s an eccentric or cam
is fixed which, by lifting lever P, elevates J, and through
it the treadle r. Now as t has its fulcrum pin at ^, if lifted

at 71 it falls at r, and so draws down the upright b, the hook
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of which engages the projection on the circular plate of

the shaft e, on which the boxes revolve.

This class of box motion is principally applied to quick

running looms, and is well adapted to the production of

light fabrics of a check description, such as dress stuffs,

shirtings, &c.

148. Weft ForJcs.—The weft fork motion is employed to

stop the loom, when the weft yarn breaks, without the in-

Fig. 117.

terference of the weaver. One very excellent arrange-

ment for this purpose may be explained by referring to fig.

118. Here e is the low shaft carrying the tumbler, d.

The object is to throw handle b out of position. Every
time the weft is successfully carried across the piece the

prongs of the fork F are pressed backward lifting it at a,

and thus causing it to clear the projection on lever C.

Should, however, the weft brake the prongs of f pass be-
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tween the splits of the reed and hence it fastens on to the

top of C. As the tumbler d lifts C at /, each time the low
shaft revolves, it presses it back at g ; hence if p fastens on

to c it will be drawn backward by this lever, and a will

force the handle b off the catch which throws the strap off

the fast or driving pulley of the loom.

There are several other kinds of weft fork motions, but

the one described (which is applied to the tappet and

dandy looms) illustrates the principle on which they are

constructed. It may be remarked, however, that in broad

looms the fork is fixed in the centre of the race of the going

Fig. 118.

part, and is kept above the warp yarns as long as the

weft thread continues intact, but drops into a groove in

the race on the weft breaking, and so brings the contriv-

ance for knocking the setting-on handle out of gear into

action.

149. Shuttle Box Sivell.—It is only necessary to allude

very briefly to this motion which is employed to stop the

loom when the shuttle fails to reach its proper destination,

or when it fails to "box." Unless the loom were quickly

brought to a standstill under such a contingency very

considerable damage would necessarily ensue. In the

illustration, fig. 119, s is the swell and consists generally
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of a strong steel spring, e the stop-rod finger, and b the

shuttle box. Now when the shuttle properly enters the

box the swell by pressing e back raises it at cl, and so

rig. 119.

causes it to clear the iron projection a fixed on to the loom
frame. On the other hand, should the shuttle only par-

tially enter the box the swell not being pressed out to the

full extent the finger comes against a and stops the loom.
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CHAPTER IX.

WEAVE-COMBINATIONS. DRAFTING.

150. Four Methods of Producing Textile Design— 151. Weave-Com-
binations— 152. Points for Consideration in Combining Weaves— 153.

Some Weaves applicable to Worsted and other Weaves to Woollen
Fabrics— 154. The Fineness of the Texture a Factor for Consideration
— 155. The Weaves Combined should be equal in Wefting Capacity

—

156. Combination Patterns divisible into Three Classes— 157. Uses of

Drafting—158. Principle of Drafting— 159. Method of Constructing

the Draft—160. Drafting large Designs—161. Figured Patterns Drafted
— 162. Principle of Producing New Designs in a given Draft.

150. Four Metlwds of Producing Textile Design.—In the

ordinary classes of woollen and worsted fabrics there are

four distinct methods of forming pattern or design in the

loom. The first method—that of the employment of single

makes in warp and weft yarns of the same colour—has

been alluded to at length in Chapter YI. The second

method consists in employing two or more different

weaves, but only one colour of threads. As to the third

principle of design, it comprises a combination of various

colours or sizes of yarns in both warp and weft of the

fabric, but only admits of the use of one weave. The
fourth method is the most comprehensive, including both

a combination of weaves and a combination of fancy

coloured yarns.

151. Weave-Gombinations.—The effects resulting from

a combination of weaves alone

—

i.e., the second method of

producing pattern in the loom—forms the next step in

textile designing to the acquirement of a knowledge of the

structure of the various fundamental crossings. Designs

formed on this principle cover a very considerable range

of the productions of the loom. In all cases where a neatly
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figured effect is required—in cloths made of the same shade

of yarns, in both warp and weft,—this method of con-

structing the design is invariably adopted ; and hence

combinations, or patterns composed of several types of inter-

texture, are applied very largely to worsted trouserings,

mantle cloths, dress goods, and other classes of fabrics.

As every plan of crossing, whether twill, mat, diamond,

or small figure, produces a different style of pattern in the

woven texture, a considerable field for the production of

new effects is accessible by combining several distinct

types of weaves.

152. Points for Consideration in Combining Weaves.—
There are certain characteristics which weaves intended

for amalgamation with each other must possess in common.
Any variety or co-mixture of makes will not produce a

regular fabric. Some judgment has, therefore, to be

exercised in selecting weaves for combination purposes.

The constant modifications obtained in the structure of

single weaves makes it impracticable to catalogue those

crossings which are suitable for combining with each other

in the composition of the same pattern ; but it may be

remarked, that on no account should weaves be combined
without due regard being paid to their structure or plan

of formation. In fact, there are two important particulars

which should be examined before a combination of small

crossings is decided upon—first, the class of fabric intended

to be produced, whether wool, worsted, silk, or cotton, and
whether fine or coarse in texture ; second, the weaving
capabilities of the separate makes about to be combined.

153. Some Weaves a]j])licable to Worsted and other Weaves
to Woollen Fabrics.—The former particular should be care-

fully considered, because there are some weaves specially

applicable to woollen and other weaves to worsted effects.

The reason why the same makes are not always suitable

for both fabrics will be evident from the sequel. Pro-

bably the character of a simple crossing, or any weave
effect, is, as a rule, more fully pronounced or developed in
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worsted than woollen goods. This arises from the diffe-

rences in the mechanical construction of the two classes

of yarns employed in the manufacture of the respective

cloths. Complicated designs, resulting from a novel

arrangement of weaves, cannot be so advantageously ap-

plied to all-wool suitings and trouserings as to fabrics of

a worsted character. When selecting weaves, therefore,

for designs intended for woollen cloths, those of a very
regular or uniform structilre, even if approaching each

other in effect, are generally considered the most prefer-

able. As the opposite characteristics obtain in worsted
goods, weaves of a very different description are sought
after. Here the design formed by the interlacing of the

warp and weft yarns is of paramount importance. So
much so, in fact, that the principal feature of a piece dyed
solid worsted, whether coating, trousering, or mantle, may
be termed a decided and clearly-defined make. Conse-
quently the weaves employed in comhinations for these

fabrics may be as different from each other as possible in

the effect they produce in the cloth, providing they are

similar to each other in one particular, namely, in their

weaving or wefting capabilities.

]54. The Fineness of the Texture a FojCtor for Considera-

tion.—The fineness of the texture should also be considered

when constructing a design formed of various weaves.

Generally speaking, the smaller the yarns the larger the

flushes admitted in the makes employed. A cloth made
of 10-skeins yarn, and containing 24 threads on the inch

would be very coarse and open in appearance, if formed
of the 8-heald twill, four threads up and four threads down
alternately ; but if formed of the plain or tabby weave,
it would be firm and regular in construction. This clearly

shows, that as certain weaves are only useful for some sizes

of yarns, it is important to have the fineness of the fabric

in view when selecting weaves for combination purposes.

The following table has been framed to give the reader

some idea of the class of makes suitable for certain yarns
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and sets or counts of reeds. What may be termed the

standard flush, both in the direction of the warp and weft

in the different weaves, has been given. Of course, these

flushes cannot always be adhered to, but they will aflbrd

the student material assistance and prevent him from fall-

ing into gross mistakes, as well as from combining fantas-

tical weaves, which, although they possess a "pretty"

appearance on design paper, yet, when practically applied,

are perfectly valueless. The table is only applicable to

single-cloth combinations. The flushes refer more par-

ticularly to weaves of a simple twill and hop-sack

character.

Sizes or
Grists of

Yarns.

Counts of
Reeds.

Average
warp

flush in

1

Maximum
warp

flush in

Average
weft

flash in

Maximum
weft

flush in

weave. weave . i weave. weave.

s (
10 skeins 8's Eeed 4's 2 3 2 3

= 1
20 „ lO's „ -I's 2 4 2 3

P 1
20 „ 12's „ 4's 3 5 3 4

^[ 30 „ 14's „ 4's 4 6 4 6

. / 2-fold 30's 12's Eeed 4's 2 3 2 3

2-fold 30's 14's „ 4's 3 4 3 4

u ~{ 2-fold 40's 18's „ 4's 3 6 3 4
c 2 -fold 50's 20's „ 4's 4 6 4 6

2-fold lOO's 20's „ 6's 6 8 6 8

155. The Weaves Gomhinecl should he Equal in Weftincj

Capacitij.—l^ow as to the wefting character of weaves

suitable for designs of a combination class. They should

in this respect be as nearly alike as possible ;
if not, the

cloth is sure to be uneven in texture, and more or less

defective in appearance. However widely simple crossings

may differ from each other in structure, if intended to be

combined, they ought to possess a similar capacity for the

admission of weft, otherwise they cannot be made to

weave nicely together. The importance of this may be

better understood by referring to fig. 120. Here is given

a representation of a sample of cloth of a striped descrip-
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tion. The threads in the section lettered a are intersected

on the six-shaft hopsack principle, while those in section

B are working plain. Now, as the threads of warp and
weft interweave each other exactly twice as frequently in

B as in A, it will be readily understood that the alternate

crossing of the yarns will have atendency to prevent the weft
threads from being as closely pressed against each other

in the former as in the latter stripe. The rule is, the more
frequently the warp and weft yarns cross each other, the

greater the difficulty in driving each pick of weft closely

Fig. 120.

against its predecessor. On the other hand, the more open
the weave, the better will it take weft. Hence, as three

threads of warp are depressed and elevated in succes-

sion in part A, this portion of the cloth admits of the weft

much more freely than part b. Of course, the larger

the stripes the more apparent does this defect become,

resulting in section b being cockled, and forming an un-
even surfaced fabric. Fast and open flush weaves should

rarely, if ever, be combined, as they can only be mani-
pulated with difficulty. Certainly, there are some in-

s
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stances where the flushes may be varied without detri-

ment to the regularity of the fabric, but very few. For

example, in figured designs, where the various parts are

not continuous from one end of the piece to the other, but

where a weave is simply introduced for a number of

threads and picks to give character to the figure, the diver-

sity of flush in the weaves employed is sometimes very

large. In certain classes of dress fabrics the figure or

design is formed of large flushes of warp and weft, although

such a fast make as the plain or tabby is used for the

ground of the fabric ; but in such cases the incontinuity

of the figured portion of the cloth prevents faulty results

occurring like those pointed out in reference to fig. 120.

~
1 1^ES ><;X pt:

x^X Km . I_lU
)ma X 1 LJi
'X XX B 1

XX H
-XX

jH FX X
X, X, aH n

""" ^ -\

-r-^iJX y H1X X 1» JIJiHX -IL I"
X 31^^'X X ILX X ^^ 1

X X -mX X Hr m^r t
_ _l

Fia:. 121. Fig. 122.

For general combinations, the weaves, although they may be

decidedly different from each other in the efiect they pro-

duce in the woven fabric, should, if possible, be similarly

constructed so far as the admission of weft goes.

156. Gowhination Patterns Divisible into Three Classes.—
The effects obtained from a combination of weaves may be

classified as follows:— (1) stripes, (2) checks, (3) spotted

or figured patterns. One or two illustrations will be

furnished in each class. The striped patterns are, per-

haps, the simplest to construct. They are obtained by
combining a certain number of threads, varying according

to the size of the design, of two or more weaves. Thus, in

fig. 121, which is a simple combination of this character,
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suitable either for fine woollen or worsted trouserings,

only two weaves have been employed. Fig. 122 is another

stripe also composed of two varieties of crossings. The
section marked in crosses is termed a warp cord, and con-

trasts very strongly with the double-twilled efiTect of the

adjoining weave. Three types of weave effect are shown
in fig. 123. The first part, A, is composed of twilled hop-

sack ; the second part, b, of cassimere twill running to the

left ; and the third part, C, of the same weave twilling to

the right. It should be observed that the makes in each

of these designs have been combined in such a manner as

to prevent any increase in the flushes of the respective

weaves in those positions where they oppose each other.

Fior. 123. Fig. 124.

In other words, the makes, in each stripe, form what are

technically called correct junctions. The matter of fitting

the weaves together in such a way as the joinings cannot

be distinguished in the woven fabric is of great importance.

The makes have frequently to be started on various threads

and picks before a satisfactory joining position can be dis-

covered. As an example of weaves of this class examine

fig. 124, which, although but a stripe of two varieties of

crossings, yet to move either part A or B one shoot up or

down, or one thread to the left or to the right, would pro-

duce a number of irregular flushes or floats in the design,

such as would make a very defective pattern. In all combi-
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nations, if practicable, avoid increasing the flushes in the

weaves where they are brought in contact with each other

in the design.

Check patterns are more difficult to arrange than stripes.

In making simple striped designs, the weaves only cut

each other on either side, but in checks every side of the

Fig. 125.

weave has to be made fit neatly and perfectly on to the sides

of its adjoining weaves. Thus, in fig. 125, which is almost

as good a specimen of the efl'ective patterns that may be

produced by reversing two weaves as can be furnished, the

various parts have been so arranged as to meet each other

without any extra flush whatever. This design makes an
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excellent mantle cloth, producing four varieties of effect in

the fabric ; for it will be noticed that although parts A and
D are formed of the same weave, yet they are opposed to each

other in twill, giving, therefore, two distinct effects. The
same remark applies to sections b and c. Other examples
might be furnished in check patterns, but they occupy so
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much space. A small figured combination is given in

fig. 126. It is suitable for a worsted mantlet. The figured

effect in the design is obtained by using a weave of a cord

or rep class, while the ground is cassimere twill, the weave
in one section, that marked in crosses, twilling to the

right ; while in the section marked in small round dots it

twills to the left. This arrangement of twilling and
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combination of weaves gives a very pleasing resnlt in the

cloth.

157. Uses of Drafting.—It has been pointed out how
designs of a somewhat complex description may be formed

by combining simple plans of intertextnre, and now it is

necessary to explain the manner in which these designs,

after having been arranged on point paper, are reducible,

in many cases, to such an extent as to render it possible

to weave them in the ordinary dobbie machines used in

both hand and power-loom weaving. The capacity of

such shedding motions ranges from 12 to 36 or 48 shafts,

so that any design occupying more than this number of

threads could not be produced in looms of this class unless

submitted to a reducing process ; for it has already been

explained that each thread in any weave or design repre-

sents a heald shaft in the loom. On this principle, there-

fore, a 64-thread design would, in a dobbie machine,

necessitate the employment of 64 heddles. Perhaps it is

unnecessary to say that not only would considerable diffi-

culty be experienced in manipulating the loom when
mounted with such an unusual number of shafts, but the

expenses of cloth production would also be largely in-

creased. So that here are two important reasons for try-

ing to bring large designs into as small a weavable com-
pass, in respect to the number of heald shafts absolutely

essential to their production, as possible. When jacquard

or harness looms are not at command, an assay has neces-

sarily to be made to reduce the number of healds the

design occupies on point paper. Of course it will be

understood that the reducing process to which a pattern

may be submitted does not in any way destroy its original

character, but rather re-arranges it on such a principle as

to make it weavable on a practicable number of healds.

The technical name of this process is drafting. It may be

defined as the method of reducing a design to its minimum
number of heddles. In some kinds of figured patterns,

more especially those obtained from combining a variety
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of small weaves, it not unfrequently happens that the same
design contains several threads which have precisely the

same movements during the making of the cloth ; in other

words, certain integrant parts of the pattern have a similar

formation. 'Now drafting makes it possible to dispense

with all the repeats of any particular section or sections,

and hence if a design occupies 192 threads, but only con-

tains eight different or individual threads, it could, accord-

ing to this system, be woven on eight shafts ; for, after

having been drafted, the latter threads would only be re-

quired for what is called the weaving or pegging plan.
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Fig. 127.

158. Princi'ple of Drafting,—This subject will possibly

be better understood if allusion is made to fig. 127. This

weave, although standing on 16 threads, may, if drafted,

be woven on two shafts.

That this should be practicable will almost appear con-

tradictory to the principles of design previously explained,

for does not each thread in this figure correspond to a
shaft in the loom ? How, then, is it possible to weave it on
two heddles ? This may be partly shown by considering

one or two elementary questions. For example, how is it

that while two shafts are only necessary to produce a

plain cloth, four shafts are requisite in the production of
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the cassimere twill ? Does it not arise from the fact that

there are only two methods of intersecting the warp
threads in the plain make, but no less than four methods

of intersecting them in the latter weave ? This shows

that only those threads in a design which worlc differently

from each other require separate heddles. Hence, no

matter how many threads a weave may occupy on point

paper, it may be produced on that number of shafts which

corresponds to the number of individual changes it con-

tains in the warp. Here will be found the reason why it

is possible to weave the 16-thread design given in fig. 127

on two shafts. Thus, on analysis, it will be apparent that

in reality this weave is simply a combination of the

two threads lettered a and &, the remaining threads

in the design being simply repeats of these ; thus threads

1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 10, and 16, are all similar in arrange-

ment to thread a, while 2, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 16,

are all exactly like thread h. It must not be supposed,

however, that if the two threads shown in fig. 129 were

taken and applied to the loom that they would, without

any special mode of healding being previously adopted,

produce the design in the cloth which they have, in fig.

127, been made to form. The weave under consideration

occupies 16 threads on the point paper, and hence, to re-

produce it in the woven fabric, this number of threads, in

the precise order in which they are here mapped out, must
be allotted to it in the loom. Such conditions are, for

obvious reasons, absolutely essential to the production of

any woven effect. From which it is evident that if the

reduced plan, fig. 129, is to be of any practical service it

must be accompanied by some adjunct or other which

will increase it to the required dimensions during the

weaving process,

159. Method of Constructing the Draft.—The arrange-

ment for the proper completion of a design, when such a

reduced plan is employed, is generally termed the heald-

ing draft. What has now to be discovered, then, is that
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method of entering the warp threads into the heald shafts,

which will so modify fig. 129 during the operations of

the loom, as to transform it into the design given in fig.

127, in the woven texture. The draft required can be

obtained as follows :—First carefully examine the design

with the object of ascertaining which threads correspond

to each other in arrangement ; these should be lettered

alike (see fig. 127). Here, as thread 3 is a repetition of

thread 'No. 1, it is lettered a, while thread 7, which

is dotted in the same manner as thread 2, is lettered h,

and so on throughout the design. This process gives the

number of individual threads the design contains, or the

-6

7 6 5 4 3 2

Fig. 128. Fig. 129.

number of shafts required to weave it, which, in this case,

is only two.

The healding draft proper may be constructed from the

letters arranged on the threads of the design. The
horizontal lines, a and h, fig. 128, represent the heddles

required, or the two distinct classes of threads in fig. 127,

while the perpendicular lines correspond to the sixteen

threads in the design. The first thread being lettered a

it is placed on shaft a, while the second thread, for a

similar reason, is placed on shaft b ; so that the letters on
the threads in the design indicate the shafts on which they
have to be individually drawn in preparing the draft.

One important feature about the healding plan thus
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formed is that the threads have been dealt with exactly in

that order in which they succeed each other in the design.

Providing this order were not adhered to the draft could

not perform the functions for which it is employed. Now,
when the heddles have been charged with the warp threads

on the system indicated in fig. 128, they would, if elevated

and depressed according to the reduced weave or pegging
plan, fig. 129, produce the original pattern. In order that

this may be clearly understood let an analysis be made of

the effect of draft 128 on this reduced crossing. Shaft a,

it will be noticed, carries the following threads 1, 3, 4, 5,

6, 8, 10 and 15, while the second shaft is mounted with

threads 2, 7, 9, 11, 12, 13, 14 and 16 ; so that if the former

d-gbe h cfadgb ekcfad.gb eJt cf a h-gfed(fb ah gfe dch a e fghab cdh gfe deb ahg/ed c 6 a
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Fig. 130.

heddle were depressed, and the latter heddle raised ac-

cording to the first pick of the pegging plan, the shed

formed would be exactly the same as that of pick N'o. 1 of

fig. 127, for in such a case the first series of threads given

above would be down and the latter series elevated. The
second pick in the design simply being the opposite of the

first it can readily be obtained by reversing the shed. As
the remaining shoots are but repeats in a diflPerent order of

the first and second, the reader will be able to trace for

himself the manner in which the peg plan and draft com-
bined, actually reproduce the design, from which they have
been deduced.

160. Drafting Large Designs.—The extent to which some
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classes of patterDS are reducible may be illustrated by a

consideration of fig. 130. This design is one of the

examples given by Prof. Beaumont some years ago at the

Yorkshire College, and is published here by his kind per-

mission. It will be seen that it occupies 64 threads, and is

composed of four separate stripes, A, b, c, and d. Each of

these sections produces a distinct effect in the woven fabric.

The character of the pattern may be briefly described as

follows :

—
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Fig. 131.

A, a stripe of 16 threads of buckskin twill running to

the left.

B, a stripe of 8 threads of buckskin twill running to the

right.

C, a stripe of 16 threads of buckskin twill running to the

left.

D, a stripe of 24 threads of ordinary twill running to the

right.

The special feature for analysis here, however, is the

method of reducing the design. On examining the pat-

tern carefully and lettering the different threads as they

follow each other in the figure, it is found that the whole
results from eight individual changes. In other words,
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sections B and D are composed of exactly the same threads

as sections a and C, only they are arranged on different

systems. Now, as the latter sections are simply obtained

from the first eight threads in the example, only this
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Eig. 132.

number of shafts will be requisite in weaving the design.

These have been represented in the draft, fig. 131, by the

lines from a- to ^ inclusive. The method on which the threads

are entered into the healds of the shafts can be easily

traced by comparing the numerals on the threads in the

4039 38 3- 36353+3332 31 30 29 282725 25 24 23 2221 20 1918 1716 151.41312 1V10 987654321

B A
Fig. 133.

draft with those in the design. As the pegging plan to

any drafted pattern always consists of one of each sort of

threads it contains, arranged in consecutive order, in

this example it will be represented by the eight threads

given in fig. 132. The design given under fig. 133, is

drafted on a somewhat similar principle to that just con-
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sidered. But as it stands on 40 threads, and is formed of

a very different type of crossings, it may be briefly referred

to. Section a is composed of a simple twilled weave,

while the plan of intertextnre in B is more of a fancy
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diagonal character. Although these makes appear so very
diff'erently formed from each other, yet the reader will find,

if he compares the threads of the respective stripes, that

the design only contains ten varieties, all of which are in-
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Fig. 135.

eluded in the first ten threads of part A. The draft and
peg plan, figs. 134 and 135, being obtained in the same
manner as those of the previous illustrations, it is not

necessary to explain them in detail.
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161. Figy/red Fattern Drafted.—The two last examples

are both of a striped description, but a design of a figured

character will now be considered ; it is given in fig. 136,

and is weavable on 16 heddles. It illustrates the variety

of changes which, by drafting, may be produced on a

limited number of healds. The pattern may be said to be

composed of four parts, a, b, c, and d, each of which is

workable on four healds. The only difference between
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these parts and a\ b\ c\ and d^ is in the twill of the
weaves. Not only is it an excellent design on account of
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the amount of figure obtained on such a small number of
shafts

;
but, also, on account of the ingenious manner in

which the weaves have been combined, four varieties of
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weave effect being produced in the

woven fabric by twilling each of

the makes employed in two direc-

tions. The principle on which
the draft and weaving plan, figs.

137 and 138, have been con-

structed is evident from the letters

placed on the threads of both de-

sign, draft, and pegging weave,

for these relate to the same
threads in each case.

162. Frinciple of Producing Neiv

Designs in a Given Draft.—There
is still another branch of this sub-

ject which requires attention. It

is this : the principle of varying

the weave effect without necessi-

tating a re-drawing of the warp
when a complicated draft has been

adopted in healding. That there

is some difficulty in accomplish-

ing this will be evident from the

fact that a considerable propor-

tion of the threads in a drafted

pattern have their positions as-

signed to them in the woven
fabric by the healding plan. Thus
three parts of fig. 136 are formed

in the cloth, when the reduced

plan is employed, by the draft.

It will be clear, therefore, that

unless the healding plan in such

cases is taken into consideration,

the woven results will be un-

satisfactory. A primary point

that should be consulted in con-

nection with a draft of this class

Fiff. 138.
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is the order in whicli the threads are arranged, whether in

o's, 4's, or 6's. In the draft furnished to fig. 136 they will

be found to move in 4's. hence any weave occupying this

number of heddles might be employed without danger of

producing an irregular fabric ; the effect of six shaft weaves,

on the contrary, would be completely destroyed. A 4-shaft

make in this draft could only be subject to one modification,

and this would arise from the order of healding in the latter

four sections being the reverse of the order adopted in

portions A, b, c, and d. If, for example, the cassimere

twill were applied to the loom after it had been mounted
with 16 heddles and healded as indicated in fig. 137,

it would be transformed into an angle stripe 32 threads

twilling to the left and 32 threads twilling to the right

alternately.

The method of obtaining a check effect in a draft of this

kind will next be alluded to. A sketch of the pattern it

is intended to produce is shown in fig. 139, which has been

repeated in order to better illustrate its effect in the woven
fabric. Each thread in the sketch represents eight threads

in the draft. Parts a, or the thread here marked in solid

black lines should, in the design, be formed of the 4-heald

hop-sack or mat, the blank squares of cassimere twill and
the squares marked in diagonal lines of the same weave
twilled in the opposite direction. To proceed with the

construction of the design, fill in eight threads and 64

picks on the point paper with hopsack, corresponding

to section a of this figure. 'Now, according to the draft,

the same section, in a slightly altered form, is repeated on

the threads represented by a^. By following out this

arrangement, two stripes, with 32 threads between them
on one side and 16 threads between them on the other

side, would be produced. In order to obtain the re-

quired check effect it is only necessary to cross them at

right angles with corresponding stripes, that is, by filling

in the sections represented by d and (V. The outline of

the pattern having thus been completed, the next work
T
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consists in adding the detail. The sections should be

dealt with in the order in which they occur in the draft.

Parts B, c, and d might all be differently formed if it were
thought fit, as they are drawn on separate sets of heddles

in the draft. The remainder of the pattern would require

to be completed thread for thread from the healding plan.

Fig. 139.

When this design is worked out in hopsack and twill,

as described above, it produces a very neat style for

worsted coatings. A variety of both striped and figured

patterns may also be formed in the same draft, but pro-

bably the illustration given is sufficient to show the prin-

ciples on which this class of pattern is obtained.
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CHAPTER X.

PATTERN DESIGN.

163. The Function of Weave in Coloured Patterns— 164. Effect of
Fancy Warping and Wefting on the Plain Weave—165. Hairline Stripes
in the Plain Weave—166. Hairline Stripes of Three Colours— 167.
Figured Hairlines— 168. Hah'line Stripes of Four Colours—169. Solid
Stripes in Mat and other Weaves— 170. Examples in Colourings for

Simple Striped Cloths— 171. Figured Patterns in the Plain Weave—172.
Over-check in the Plain Weave

—

173. Fancy Check—174. Diagonal
and Fancy Coloured Patterns—175. Mixtures in the Plain Cloth.

163. The Function of Weave in Coloured Patterns.—Thus
far the principles of textile design considered have related

solely to effects obtained by interlacing, after different

plans of intertexture, threads of warp and weft of the

same shade together. The method of constructing pattern

by employing a variety of fancy yarns in one weave, that

is, the second method of producing design in the loom,
will therefore be next examined. A considerable assort-

ment of styles in wool, worsted, silk, and cotton fabrics is

obtained on this principle. Weave in such cloths is, in

one sense of the word, a factor of secondary importance,

the design, whether check, stripe, or broken figure, result-

ing principally from blending several colours or kinds of

yarns together in producing the texture. Scotch tweeds
are purely illustrative of this type of textile ornament.
Strictly speaking, the weave in such fabrics is only useful

so far as it constitutes a firm substantial cloth, and en-

hances the effect resulting from a judicious commixture
of colours. Designs of a weave description are sparingly

applied to patterns of this character. Thus the weaves
used in the manufacture of fancy tweeds are of the simplest

construction, comprising such makes as the plain or tabby,
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the cassimere, the swansdown or crow, and the six-leaf

twills ; also, in a few instances, the mayo, eight-heald

twilled hopsack, and other regular crossings. There is,

therefore, considerable ground for the assertion that Scotch

woollen goods may be manipulated, in a weave relation,

with as little difficulty as any class of cloths produced
;

the success they have attained in the trade being due to

two causes, purity of materials, and bright and attractive

colouring. In the fancy worsted trade it is somewhat
different ; weave in this case is an important feature of the

pattern produced as well as colour, necessitating the use

of a large assortment of crossings, occupying from 2 to 36

shafts. From this it is evident that the effect of weave,

and of its applicability to pattern mainly due to a com-

bination of fancy yarns, are subjects for study in designing

for worsted coatings and trouserings. In woollen fabrics,

however, the art of producing saleable pattei'ns consists

primarily in a proper selection and blending of shades.

One of the distinguishing characteristics of patterns

formed of blends of colours is neatness combined with sim-

plicity. This arises from employing uniform crossings

in the production of the cloths, for such weaves not only

materially assist in the formation of a neat effect but also

construct a good foundation for the application of colour.

To suitably develop the shades combined in the warp and
weft of the cloth respectively, an even surface on the tex-

ture is of the highest importance, and this can be most
readily secured by employing a simple weave. Intricate

weave combinations are generally more difficult to treat

satisfactorily with fancy yarns than an ordinary twill or

hopsack make. Then, as a rule, the simpler the crossing

the firmer and more durable the woven fabric ; so that

there are many causes why pattern development, more
especially in woollen tweeds, is mainly confined to very

simple weaves.

The changes producible in the appearance of plain,

twilled, and mat fabrics, by introducing fancy shades into
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the warp and weft yarns, are varied, interesting and nu-

merous. Of course some styles of coloured patterns can

be more effectively produced in one class of weave than

another ; thus a large variety of stripes, checks and mix-

tures may be woven in both the four and six-shaft twills,

but to produce a hairline stripe, either the plain weave,

the prunelle twill, or the broken swansdownmakeis essen-

tial. As a rule the ordinary styles of checked and striped

effects are formed in weaves of a twill or hopsack class,

where the flushes of warp and weft are about equal, but

other types of coloured patterns are only obtainable by
using special weaves.

164. Effect of FoMcij Waijnng and Wefting on the Plain
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Weave.—A few patterns of a striped order, resulting from
employing a simple arrangement of coloured threads in

the warp and weft of a plain cloth, may now be considered.

The simplest pattern obtainable in this weave is that re-

presented in fig. 140. Its method of production is so

simple that a passing allusion to it is all that is necessary.

Thus it will at once be evident that a series of black and

white checks, such as those sketched in this illustration,

would result from using a white warp and black weft in

weaving a plain fabric—the alternate crossing of these

two opposite shades giving the diapered or checked effect

represented. To further illustrate the principle of colour-

ing: this weave reference will be made to fig-. 141. Let it
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be supposed that the warp for the three sections of this

fignre is arranged one thread black and one thread white

alternately, the order of wefting being, however, different

in each stripe. Thas in the first section, a, it is exactly

the same as the warp, producing two distinct lines of black

and white ; in the second section, &, it is all black, while

in the third section, c, the weft is all white. The effect of

the black weft is to form a solid black line adjoining a

broken white line, while the white weft in section c gives

a solid white line adjoining a broken black line ; showing
that a variety of patterns may sometimes be originated

from interlacing one arrangement of warp yarns with

several distinct systems of wefting.

3 c

1

'" ' ::::::

Fig. 141.

The same illustration may also be employed to demon-
strate the effect of different methods of warping on one

order of weft threads. Supposing, for example, this sketch

represents a fabric in which part a is warped as above, one

thread black and one thread white
;

part &, warped all

black ; and part c composed entirely of white warp yarns
;

the weft for each stripe to be one pick black and one pick

white alternately ; then precisely the same results would
be obtained as just described ; from which it is evident

that the appearance of the cloth may be modified by apply-

ing fancy colours in two ways, (1) by varying the order of

warp yarns
; (2) by varying the arrangement of weft yarns.

To produce check, mixture, and other patterns, coloured

threads are introduced into both these series of yarns.
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165. Hairline Stripes in the Plain Weave.—The causes

to which the patterns sketched in fig^. 141 are attri-

butable deserve some explanation. It may, therefore,

be useful to consider how, from a plain weave warped and

woven one thread black and one thread white, the solid

lines of these colours sketched in section a have been

formed. Such a pattern is called a " hairline" on account

of the smartness and smallness of the respective stripes in

the woven fabric. The separate lines of colour, in a

finished cloth of this character, are as solid and continuous

as if they were painted on the surface of the texture with

a fine brush. An effect of this class can only be obtained

by covering the black warp with the black weft, and

X X :i:

.1: X X

Fig. 142.

the white warp with the white weft ; and unless the

weave used is constructed on such a principle as to

admit of this arrangement of yarns during weaving, the

formation of the separate lines is impracticable. That the

structure of the plain make allows of the production of this

pattern, however, is evident from the order in which the

two classes of yarns intersect each other in the construction

of the fabric. It follows that as this crossing only contains

two threads and two picks, the odd picks will always cover

the odd threads, and the even picks the even threads. A
reference to fig. 142 will show that this is the characteristic

which makes it feasible to produce a stripe of two solid

colours in the plain make. Here, it will be noticed, the
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black picks, 1, 3, 5, and 7, enter the warp when the black

threads are depressed and the white threads elevated

;

hence, while the solidity of the black stripes is thus pre-

served, that of the white stripes is not interrupted. The
same conditions are observed during the introduction of

the white picks—namely, the black threads are lifted and

the white threads are depressed, preventing the former

from being covered with an opposing shade, and also pre-

serving the continuity of the respective stripes.

166. Hairlme Stripe of Three Colours.—It will be clear

from the analysis furnished of a thread-and-thread hair-

line stripe, that each line of colour in any pattern, provid-

ing it is solid from one end of the piece to the other, must,

Fig. 143.

in weaving, be crossed with a corresponding colour of

weft. This may be said to form the principle on which all

hairlines are produced. Hence, in order to form three or

four lines of different shades of yarn, weaves containing

these numbers of shoots, and in which each pick intersects

a separate warp thread, must necessarily be employed.

To make this clearer, the plan of constructing a stripe of

three distinct colours similar to fig. 143 will be described.

]S"ot only is it essential to use a 3- shaft weave to procure

this pattern, but the weave must also contain at least three

picks in order to admit of each of the single thread stripes

being covered with such weft yarns as matches them in

colour or shade. The prunelle twill, fig. 143a, will be
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found to be the weave exactly adapted to these require-

ments. The pattern of both warp and weft of this striped

effect is arranged as follows :—One thread black, one

thread grej, one thread white. The first thread and first

pick of the weave according to this order of colouring will

be black ; the second thread and second pick grey ; and

the third thread and third pick white. On comparing the

plan of crossing the threads with the methods of warping

and wefting, it will be ascertained how the weave, and

arrangement of yarns alluded to, combined, produce the

pattern required. The following analysis of the inter-

weaving of the threads on the prunelle principle will ex-

plain the system on which the individual stripes of colour

are formed:

—

The first pick (black), depressing the first thread (fig.

14:3a), and elevating the second and third threads, floats

under the grey and white, but over the black yarns in the

warp, thus forming a solid black line.

The second pick (grey), depressing the second thread

and elevating the first and third threads, floats under the

black and white, but over the grey yarns in the warp, thus

forming a solid grey line.

The third pick (white), depressing the third thread and
elevating the first and second threads, floats under the

black and grey, but over the white yarns in the warp, thus

forming a solid white line.

167. Figured Hairlines.—The effect of the same order

of yarns in weave 1436, which is just the reverse of weave
143a, will next be pointed out. The first pick of this

crossing, depressing the second and third threads, floats

under the black thread, and over the grey and white

threads, producing a black line across the piece ; the second

pick, depressing the first and third threads, conceals the

black and white warp, and, in conjunction with the grey

threads, gives a grey line across the piece ; while the third

pick produces a white transverse line, because the black

and grey threads are down during its introduction into the
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warp. Instead, therefore, of giving stripes lengthways of

the fabric, this make forms them in a transverse direction.

This being so, by combining weaves 143ci and 143&, a con-

siderable assortment of patterns in checks and figures may
be produced. Take the design given under fig. 145 as an

illustration. This small checked weave when warped and

woven in the same order as the preceding styles gives the

basket check efi'ect, sketched in fig. 144. The parts let-

tered A of the design form the longitudinal, and the parts

B the transverse stripes. As there are two repeats of the

weave in each section of the design, there is the same
number of black, grey, and white lines in every part
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Fig. 143 A. Fig. 143 B.

of the pattern. This style of effect is very frequently

seen in all wool goods of a suiting, dress, and shirting

class.

The plan most frequently used, however, is that given

in fig. 146, which is usually warped and wefted two threads

of a dark shade, and one thread of a medium or light shade.

Of course, this arrangement only gives two lines of

colour, but as the weaves can, in producing this pattern,

be more correctly combined than in the design for fig. 144,

they form a better and evener texture.

168. Hairline Stripe of Four Colours.—Fig. 147 is a

hairline stripe composed of four colours. It may be ob-
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tained hj employing weave 147a, and arranging the warp
and weft yarns as follows :

—

Warp. Weft.

1 thread of black . . 1 pick of black.

1 ,5 dark grey . 1 ,, dark grey.

1 „ mid grey . . 1 ,, white.

1 „ white . . 1 „ mid grey.

The reason for changing the positions of the white and
mid grey yarns in wefting will be apparent from an exami-

nation of the structure of the plan of make used.

Thus the first and second picks of weave 147a, depres-

sing the first and second, or the black and dark grey

threads of the warp, form continuous lines of these respec-

Fis:. 144. Fi^. 145.

tive shades ; but it will possibly be noticed that the third

pick takes down the 4th thread, which, according to the

pattern of warp is white, and hence to make the line of

this colour solid in the piece, this pick must also be white;

while the 4th shoot, for a similar reason, namely, because

it covers the light grey warp thread, it must also be of

this colour, and not white as the fourth thread in the warp.

The pattern produced by this arrangement is very largely

applied to woollen goods, being neat and quiet in appear-

ance, more especially if judiciously coloured.

169. Solid Stripes in Mat and other Weaves.—To produce

stripes of two threads in width, instead of one, the weaves
have to be differently constructed. An illustration of one

type of makes used for this purpose is given in fig. 148.

This crossing is sometimes employed in making worsted
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trouserings. If the threads in the warp were arranged

2 black, 2 olive, 2 light drab, and 2 olive again, and the

weft 2 black, 2 olive, and 2 light drab, the pattern pro-

duced would be of the following description :

—

1st, a continuous stripe of two threads of black.

2nd, „ „ „ olive.

ord,
,, ,, „ light drab.

4th, „ „ „ olive.

The reason why the 7th and 8th threads of the pattern

are exactly like the 3rd and 4th, is on account of the

structure of the weave, for it admits of both these pairs of

threads being covered with the olive weft during weaving.

By this means another style of effect from those already

described is secured.

Fig. 146. Fig. 147.

A simple two-and-two thread stripe is generally woven
fn the 4-shaft hopsack. Fig. 149 shows the system on

which the warp and weft yarns intersect each other in

gaining an effect of this kind. The pattern obtained

strikingly illustrates how the character of a weave may be

changed in the woven fabric by the addition of colour.

This make, unless the threads are arranged on the prin-

ciple here indicated, invariably gives a mat or check effect

in the cloth, but in this example it has here been used in

such a manner as to be the agent in forming two solid

lines of black and grey respectively.

170. Examples in Colourings for Simple Striped Gloths.—
Ko allusion has been made, as yet, to the diversity of
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colourings that may be applied to the various styles described.

But it will, without doubt, be obvious that an almost end-

less variety of changes may be obtained, by a simple

modification of colours, in these weaves with the precise

orders of threads already given. Here are a few examples

of colourings to be woven in the same order as those pre-

viously furnished to fig. 1-41.

II.

1 thread of black.

1 „ blackand blue

twist.

1 thread of black.

1 ,, black and olive

twist.

_ 7__ 5__ 3__
8 6 4 2

Fig. 147 A. Fig. 148.

III.

1 thread of olive.

1 „ white.

1 „ olive.

1 ,, black.

If the weft for the latter pattern were 1 pick olive and

1 pick white, it would, in the plain weave, in which it is

intended to be woven, give continuous stripes of these

colours only, for the black thread in such a case would be

crossed with white.

The following colourings are given as a sample of the

class of shades which may be combined, with good results,

in fig. 143.

II.

1 thread of white.

1 „ drab.

1 ,, olive-brown.

1 thread of black.

1 ,, mid green.

1 ,, black and blue twist.
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III.

1 thread of dark brown.

1 ,, light brown.

1 ,, blue-lavender.

These examples have simply been furnished to show

that when once the principle of producing any one of the

effects described is understood, ingenuity and taste may
be exercised on a variety of colourings almost ad in-

finitum.

171. Figured Patterns in the Plain Weave.—In the plain

w^eave, particularly in woollen cloths, a considerable variety

of patterns obtains of a check, mixture, and spotted or small

Fig. 149.

figured character. As the effect of this weave in the woven
fabrics is nil, such designs are developed entirely by the

systems of combining the fancy yarns in the manufacture

of the cloth. Consequently, the subject for analysis is.

that of textile design, in a plai7i fabric, as it results from

modifying the arrangement of warp and weft yarns em-
ployed in weaving the texture. In each of the illustra-

tions which will subsequently be given of fancy styles

applied to this crossing, the first pick is always understood

to enter the warp when the odd threads are depressed, but

the second pick when such threads are elevated. It would
materially assist the student in mastering the principle of
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pattern construction in the plain make, if he mapped out

on point paper the same number of threads and picks of

this weave as the patterns of warp and weft, or one repeti-

tion of the design contains.

As the hairline stripe, in the plain crossing, was obtained

bj thread-and-thread warping and weaving, it may next be

pointed out what style of effect results from arranging the

yarns, in both warp and weft of the fabric, two ends black

and one end white. This simple modification in the order

of the yarns produces a distinct difference in the style of

effect obtained, for it forms a pattern consisting of a num-
ber of small figures or lines of colour running lengthways

of the piece, each of which is crossed at right angles with

ltIt
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Fig. 150.

a figure of corresponding dimensions. The character of

this effect will be better understood on referring to fig.

150. Here, it will be observed, the black threads and

picks meet each other and form a solid black ground, while

the white threads form the short lines or figures. If the

warp had been arranged, two threads of white and one

thread of black, the pattern produced would have been

exactly the reverse of that sketched in the illustration,

namely, a sei'ies of short, disconnected black lines arranged

on a white ground.

In order to make it clear that these two classes of yarns

—black and white respectively, and warped and woven
two ends of the former to one end of the latter— cross
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each other in the plain weave on such a principle as to

form this pattern, the plan of construction will require to

be carefully examined. Suppose, therefore, that the first

two threads of the weave are black, the third thread

white, the fourth and fifth threads black, and the sixth

thread white ; and, further, that the warp yarns are drawn
on two shafts, and that the first heddle has been depressed

and the second heddle elevated for the reception of the

first black pick, then the black threads, 2 and 4, and the

white thread, 6, would be raised, but threads 1, 3, and 5

would at the same time be covered with the weft yarn
;

hence pick 1 allows the sixth thread, that is, the second

white thread in the design, to appear on the face of the

fabric. The elevation of the second and depression of the

first shaft allows the third thread in the warp, which is the

first white end in the pattern, to float over the second

iDlack pick. The third pick, which is white, next enters

the warp, and not only continues the white line commenced
on the third thread by the previous pick, but also forms a

cross figure by floating over threads 5 and 7, and by

floating under thread 6 ; causing the line formed across

these ends— 5, 6, and 7—^to be of the same length as if

the pick had flushed over three threads in succession. As
the fourth pick is exactly like the second both in the

weave and in colour, the white figure on the third thread

is again continued. The fifth pick is a repetition of the

first. The sixth pick, or second white weft thread in the

illustration, falls on the opposite shed of the weave to its pre-

decessor of the same shade, and, as a result, forms a white

cross line on threads 2, 3, and 4. This it does in the

following manner : The first thread, being black and

elevated, covers the weft introduced ; the second thread,

however, being down, allows the white filling yarn to

flush over it ; the third thread of the pattern appears on

the face of the texture, but, as it is white and not black,

it continues the formation of the white cross line begun on

the previous thread ; the weft next crosses over the fourth
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thread, where it completes one transverse figure, then

under the fifth, and lastly over the sixth thread.

A very common mode of making this pattei^n consists

in arranging the threads thus : two ends of self-coloured

yarn, and one end of fancy twist yarn, as, for example,

two threads of black and one thread of black and olive

twist ; or two threads of dark brown and one thread of

black and lavender twist. In each case the weft would, of

course, be made to match the warp.

172. Over-Check in the Plain Weave.—The principle of

24 23 22 32019)8171615141312 11109 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1

Fio:. 151.

constructing a simple check pattern in this weave will

next be considered. A sketch of an example in this style

of effect is furnished in fig. 151. This design is very fre-

quently seen in woollen suitings, and it is both neat and
effective in appearance. It may be produced in either the

plain or hopsack. Should the checks be about the same
size in the cloth as represented in the illustration the

hopsack weave has been used in the production of the

fabric. The following is the order of the warp and weft

yarns for constructing this effect in the plain weave :

—

U
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2 threads of white.

2 „ ,, black.

2 „ „ grey.

2 ,, ,, black.

2 ,, „ grey.

2 ,, „ black.

The white threads and white picks form in conjunction

with each other what is technically called an over-check ;

that is, in this case, a large check of white, containing a

number of smaller squares of black and grey. The object

of introducing these threads into the pattern is to impart

a freshness to the appearance of the cloth. The design

might be made more attractive and saleable by the follow-

ing combination of threads :
—

1 thread of black.

1 „ ,, black and blue twist.

2 threads of black.

2 ,, „ black and white twist.

2 „ ,, black.

2 „ „ black and white twist.
?5

5»
black.

The over-check in this set of colours would be formed of

black and blue twist yarns, and the small figures of black,

and black and white twists respectively.

An analysis of the process of producing this pattern will

no doubt be useful. On consulting the arrangement given

above of the warp and weft yarns, it will be noticed that

the first two threads are white. The first pick would,

therefore, in consequence of covering the odd threads, form

a three-flush of white with the 1st, 2nd, and 3rd threads,

and a similar flush with the 13th, 14th, and 15th threads,

because, on this pick the even threads, 2 and 14, which

are white, are elevated, while the black threads, 3 and 15,

are depressed. Pick 2, which is also white, entering the

warp when the even threads are down, forms flushes of
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three threads each on the 24th, 1st and 2nd threads, and

the 12th, 13th, and 14th threads respectively.

According to the arrangement of the threads already

mapped out for this pattern, the 3rd and 4th threads are

black, and hence the two sacceeding picks of weft will also

require to be yarns of this colour. The part these shoots

play in the formation of the design is very distinctly

marked in the black figures covering the surface of the

texture. For instance, the first pick of black forms a

series of black flushes, each of which is equal to a float of

three threads in length, across the piece ; these are sepa-

rated from each other by the elevation of single threads of

grey or white, according to the positions they individually

occupy in the pattern of warp. Pick 4, it will be seen,

allows the 1st, 5th, and every 4th odd end, counting from
the latter thread, to show on the face of the cloth, which
causes each line of black to be moved one thread to the

right of its predecessor. By carefully going through the

design in this manner the reader will possibly be able to

arrive at the principle on which this effect has been
constructed.

173. Fancy Check.—A check of a much more intricate

description than the one just described appears in fig. 152.

The order of colouring this stj?le in both warp and weft is

as follows :

—

2 threads of black. 2 threads of black.

1 „ white.
)5 „ white.

1 „ black. ")> „ black.

1 „ white.
55 ,, white.

1 ,, blac'k.
55 „ black.

1 „ white.
JJ ,, white.

2 „ black. 2 5» „ black.

2 „ white. 2
55 „ white.

This somewhat lengthy order of threads seems to indi-

cate, when the nature of the pattern is considered, that the

more varied the effect obtained, the more intricate the
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method of combining the yarns in both warp and weft. In

thin materials this style forms a very suitable design for

dress fabrics, and generally finds a sale in the market. It

is given here, however, as a practical illustration of the

variety of effect obtainable in the plain weave by two
colours. The method on which it is formed deserves

careful study.

No doubt it will be observed that parts a and a^ are

simply isolated portions of the hairline effect got by

thread and thread warping and picking ; while sections B

TTTJrJii-
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Fig. 152.

and B^ are the same stripes placed in a transverse instead

of a longitudinal direction. It is not necessary to go over

the ground of the principle on which parts A are formed,

so attention will be directed to section b. Now a brief

examination of this pattern will show that both b and b\

although totally different parts of the design, occupy, re-

latively, exactly the same positions in the weave. Thus
section b commences to be formed on the thirteenth pick,

while b^ begins to be formed on the twelfth thread. If

the arrangement of the coloured threads employed ^is

consulted, it will be found that the thirteenth pick of
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section B is black ; the weave, it must be remembered, de-

presses the odd threads during the intersection of the odd
picks, hence the thirteenth thread will be down when the

thirteenth pick is entering the warp. Again the second

pick, on which the parallel horizontal lines of B^ commence
to be formed, is also black, and enters the warp when the

twelfth and the remainder of the even threads are de-

pressed ; showing clearly that the threads of the respec-

tive sections intersect each other in precisely the same
order, although forming different portions of the pattern.

This being so, the matter is somewhat simplified, for the

remarks made on section B will also be applicable to b\

An analysis of this part of the figure, from the 2nd to the
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8th pick, shows that the black picks enter the warp when
the white threads are down and the black threads are

elevated ; whereas the white picks are introduced into the

warp when the black threads are down and the white

threads up. In a, however, the black picks float over the

black threads and the white picks over the white threads,

hence in the former case the lines are formed across, and
in the latter case lengthways of the fabric.

174. Diagonal and Foaicij Colo2ired Patterns.—This prin-

ciple holds good in all instances where the plain weave is

used—namely, colour over colour gives longitudinal stripes,

and colour under colour horizontal stripes in the woven
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cloth. As this is an invariable rule, some curious effects

can be got by a slight alteration of the weave. Take, as

examples of what is here alluded to, weaves 153 and 154.

If these designs were woven in self colours they would
almost present a plain faced texture ; in fact they are

merely the plain weave, in some parts of which the make
commences on the opposite threads to what it does in

others. Thus the odd threads of fig. 153, in the portions

formed in full square dots, are always depressed when the

odd picks interweave with the warp, but in the portions

marked in crosses the same picks cover the even threads.

This has a very pronounced effect on the simplest mode of

warping.

Supposing the plan of the warp and weft threads was,

Fig. 155. Fig. 156.

for example, one thread black and one thread white, then,

in those sections of these designs where the plain is formed

in full black dots, upright lines would be produced, but in

the adjoining sections, marked in crosses, transverse lines

would be formed. The character of the effect given by
the former weave in the cloth resembles in appearance the

pattern shown in fig. 155. The curiously arranged design

seen in fig. 156 is obtained from the same order of warp-

ing as pattern 155, but by using weave 154. Here the

lines formed in the direction of the warp result from colour

floating over colour in the sections dotted in square cha-

racters ; in the portions of the design marked in crossed

dots, however, the plain starting on the opposite thread to

what it does in other sections, the relative positions of the
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warp threads to the warp picks are changed, which causes

shade to float under shade and thus produce black and

white lines of various lengths, running in the direction of

the filling yarn.

175. Mixtures in the Plain Cloth.—Another very neat

plain cloth effect is sketched in fig. 157. It is designated

a hircVs eye pattern. The method of production is of the

simplest character. The warp in such styles is generally

all one colour—say, in this example, all white woven one

pick black and one pick grey. Now, although the black

and grey yarns produce spots of these colours on the face

of the fabric, yet neither shade forms a continuous stripe.

One portion of the warp crosses over the black, and a

iBZanniii*:

'~tf~B "__

Fig. 157.

second portion over the white weft, causing the dots of

colour to be arranged on the check principle,

A few useful colourings in this style of pattern are

appended :

—

I.

Warp : All black and white twist.

Weft : 1 pick black and white twist ; 1 pick olive.

II.

Warp : All olive.

Weft : 1 pick indigo blue ; 1 pick lavender.

III.

Warp : All black and lavender twist.

Weft : 1 pick black ; 1 pick black and olive twist.
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CHAPTER XI.

COLOUR APPLIED TO TWILLED AND FANCY WEAVES.

176. Uses of the Cas mere Twill in Coloured Patterns— 177. Dif-

ference between the Effects obtained in the Cassimere and Plain Weaves.
178. Broken Diamond in the Cassimere— 179. Stripes in the Four-
End Twill— 180, Shepherd Plaid— 181. Fancy Check— 182. Colour
applied to Five-End Makes—183. Effects in the Six-End Twill—184.
Checks in the Six-End Twill— 18.5. Patterns in the Mayo— 186. Colour
in Eelation to the Eight-Shaft Diagonal— 187. Arrangement of Colour-
ings for Twilled Hopsack— 188. Colour applied to Weave Combinations
—189. How to Colour Intricate Weave Designs—190. Cloths Figured
by Weave and Colour—191. liibbed Patterns.

176. Uses of the Cassimere Twill in Coloured Patterns

.

—
The practical worth of the cassimere twill as a weave
suitable for developing effects of a coloured character can-

not be over-estimated. Its neat and simple structure

make it adapted to all kinds of fabrics, and hence it is

employed in the production of fancy woollen, worsted,

cotton, and silk cloths.

There are some weaves which, on account of their irre-

gular construction, can only be used, with satisfactory re-

sults, in one class of yarns and one kind of set or reed,

and even when these conditions are complied with they

are only suitable for a very limited range of effects. Cork-
screw makes are of this class. Hence, although precisely

the same shades and order of threads may be employed in

both warp and weft of such twills, yet the colourings in

the woven pattern appear more pronounced in tone in the

direction of the warp than in the direction of the weft.

This is due to the principle on which corkscrews are con-

structed, for they are essentially what may be defined

warp-faced weaves. Obviously, then, crossings of this
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character are totally unsuitable for real check patterns.

A kind of a broken or an irregularly-formed check may, of

course, be woven in them, but the perfect rectangular

formation, characteristic of check effects, is never so clearly

developed in both warp and weft of the pattern if the

weave used allows either of these two classes of threads

to appear more on the surface of the fabric than the other.

It should be observed that there are cases where a decided

check is not required, but simply a pattern in which the

colourings of the weft are somewhat more subdued than

those of the warp, or an effect possessing the features of

both stripe and check. Weaves in which the warp flushes

predominate are frequently employed in such styles ; but

when a true check has to be produced, a make of an or-

dinary twilled stamp is the most likely to yield the best

]
2_

4 o 2 -. Fig. 159.

Fis:. 158.

results. As the cassimere twill is of this construction, it

affords unlimited facilities for a variety of arrangements
as to colourings.

177. Difference betvjeen the Effects ohtained in the Cassimere

and Plain Weaves.—The effects produced in this twill are

decidedly different from those obtained in the plain weave,

even when the method of colouring is precisely the same
in both cases. All patterns formed in the latter crossing

are completely void of ornament of a weave character ; in

effects obtained in the " cassimere," however, a twill or

small diagonal, in addition to the shades or colours com-
bined, ornaments the surface of the texture, Thread-and-

thread warping, as pointed out in the previous Chapter, gives,

in the plain weave, a hairline stripe, but in this twill it forms
a diagonal of a step character as shown in fig. 159. This
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indicates that when the arrangement or classification of

threads remains unaltered, if the weave is changed, a

complete modification of pattern results. A more striking

example of how the style of the design, under such condi-

tions, is entirely remodelled could not be furnished than

that represented in this illustration. By merely varying

the weave from plain to twill a striped pattern has been

transformed into a well-defined diagonal. The principles

of weaying which underlie this result deserve careful

analysis. The cassimere twill, fig. 158, contains four

threads and four picks, while the plain weave only con-

tains two; that is to say, the former make repeats itself

on every fifth, but the latter on every third thread. This

alone, it will soon be apparent, is sufficient to impart a new
character to the woven effect although the same colour-

ings may be employed in both weaves. For, if the patterns

of warp and weft are arranged one end black and one end

white, one repeat of the weave in the plain crossing would

implyone complete repeat ofthe design, whereas the arrange-

ment of yarns would be twice repeated in one formation of

the twilled make. Let the plan and colourings be now
examined. Pick 1, weave 158, covers the first and second

threads and forms in combination with the third thread

(which is black and elevated during its intersection) a

black float of three threads, as indicated in the pattern,

fig. 159. When pick 2 enters the warp the second and

third threads are up and the fourth thread down, so that it

forms by joining on to the second thread a transverse line

of white. If this analysis were continued it would show
that the odd picks always form three-end flushes of black

and a one-thread flush of white ; while the even picks form

three-end flushes of white and a one-thread flush of black.

It will be noticed that although the twill of the weave

runs to the right hand, that of the pattern moves to the

left. To reverse the direction of the diagonal in the woven
pattern, the weave employed would require to go to the

left hand in weaving.
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178. Broken Diamond in the Cassimere.— Fig. 160 is an-

other pattern which, has been produced in the same order

of threads bj nsing the check weave given in fig. 160a.

It is unnecessary to explain in detail how this broken

diamond, or, perhaps, more strictly speaking, irregular

check pattern has been constructed. The weave used, it

will be quite clear from the remarks made on the previous

pattern, is arranged on such a principle as to give this

result. Both the pattern and the weave may be divided

into four separate parts. The twill of the design in sec-

tions A and a\ forms those parts of the pattern in which

Fig-. 160.

Eig. 160 A.

the diagonal moves to the left, while sections B and B^

produce the parts in which the diagonal runs to the

right.

When this pattern is enlarged (say about four or six

times its present size), it becomes a very effective style. In
these dimensions it often finds a place in both woollen and
worsted goods. The appearance of the design is some-
times improved by forming an over-check on those threads

of the weave which oppose each other, thus in this figure

it would be constructed on the 8th and 9th threads and
picks. Not uijfrequently this design appears in dress
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fabrics in exactly these colours, when its neat and plain

characteristics obtain for it a considerable sale.

179. Stripes in the Four-end Tivill.—There are three

patterns of striped designs given in figs. 161, 162, and

163, which are extensively woven in this weave (see fig.

158). The first of these is warped two threads black and

two threads white alternately, and crossed with black weft.

Its appearance may be varied by introducing two fancy

yarns on the 15th and 16th threads and picks respectively.

Fig. 162 may be called a four-and-four-end stripe ; it is

made as follows : ivarp, four threads of grey and four

threads of white ; iveft, all grey. The last of these stripes

is warped exactly in the same manner as fig. 161, only

picked with grey. Each of these three samples when pro-

perly managed in colouring give useful and serviceable

W

Fig. 161. Fig. 162. Fig. 163.

patterns. By appropriate modifications in colours and

method of wefting, they may be varied to an almost un-

limited extent. In fact, the changes in style in woollen

goods, particularly of a simple striped class, originate,

generally, from the employment of ne^ shades, and not

from varying either the order of warping, picking, or plan

of weave.

180. Shepherd Plaid.—The universally known black-and-

white shepherd plaid, such a favourite of former days, and

not yet completely discarded by fashion, is another effect

that is frequently produced in this weave. A sketch of a

sample of woven fabric thus ornamented is given in fig.

164. If the arrangement of the threads for warping and

weaving is furnished, no doubt the reader, by a little study,

will be able to trace its formation to the twilled make given

in fig. 158. Both warp and weft are composed of four threads
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of black and four threads of white alternately. Possibly

it is scarcely necessary to suggest that this order of yarns

may be put to very extensive service by combining such

shades as browns, olives, drabs, blues, greys and slates, or

any other neat, but sombre colours.

181. Fancy Chech.—Only one more pattern in the cassi-

mere twill need be described, that furnished in fig. 165.

The arrangement of threads in this illustration is four ends

of black, four ends of grey, four ends of white and four ends

of grey. The check thus formed is of a shaded class. Three
colours of brown—dark, mid, and light—or black, dark blue

and olive, if similarly arranged also give s ati sfactory patterns

.

The style thus produced is bold and effective in character,

Fis. 164.

Fio;. 165.

and is one that generally finds an extensive sale. It is, in

reality, a threefold check, the black ends forming one series

of squares, the white ends a corresponding series, while the

grey ends form checks adjoining both the black and white

squares. Perhaps this method of colouring is more promi-

nently developed in the cassimere twill than any other weave
to which it can be applied. The effect of the crossing is very

distinctly represented in the sketch. This species of pattern

is not confined to woollen and worsted cloths for gentlemen's

wear, but is extensively used in the production of mantle

and dress fabrics.

182. Colour Applied to Five-End MaJces.—Five-shaft

weaves are not very largely used in the production of
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fancy woollen and worsted fabrics. The reason for this is,

that on four shafts, which is a far more convenient number
of heddles as well as a less expensive number to work, a

larger variety of patterns can be produced. However,

there are some styles which are only obtainable in five-

heald makes. Amongst these may be mentioned the

striped fabric sketched in fig. 166. The weave in this case

is doeskin (see fig. 56), while the pattern of warp is as fol-

lows : 3 ends of grey, and 2 ends of white ; and the weft

1 pick grey, 1 pick white, 1 pick grey, 1 pick white, and

1 pick grey. Although one of these stripes contains three

and the other two threads, yet they are both solid colours

throughout, for the grey shoots, in weaving, cover the grey

threads and the white shoots the white threads ; an ar-

Fig. 166.

rangement of yarns which cannot fail to produce stripes of

grey and white respectively. This is the special charac-

teristic of this striped pattern that is due to the structure of

the weave, for the five heald doeskin is the only crossing that

can be made to develop a stripe thus arranged. A four-

heald sateen make would, of course, give a similar effect,

or a stripe 2 threads of grey and 2 threads of white alter-

nately ; while the six-heald sateen can be made to produce

a stripe of the same class, 3 threads of grey and 3 threads

of white alternately, but neither of these weaves will give

precisely the same effect as that seen in fig. 166.

A very pleasing variation in the character of this style

may be obtained by employing twist yarns in the warp,

thus : 3 threads of brown and white twist, and two threads

of brown. The weft for such a pattern would be arranged
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1 pick of brown and white, 1 pick of brown, 2 picks of brown
and white, and 1 pick of brown. Another method of wefting

this weave consists in employing the same colour of yarn in

the filling as that forming the principal shade in the warp :

that is, the weft for the previous example would be all

brown ; but for a pattern of warp composed of 2 threads

of drab and white twist, and 1 thread of drab, it would be
all drab. The latter order of warping and wefting gives

a smaller effect than the preceding method, but it is, never-

theless, a popular mode of combining colours in this crossing.

When the doeskin make is employed—asin these examples

—in the production of fancy cloths, the patterns are in-

variably of a striped character. Being a warp-flushed, or

warp-faced weave, there is comparatively little opportunity

afforded for imparting any special effect to the cloth by a

diversity of weft yarns. It would be impossible to form a

check in a weave of this type, simply because the colourings

in the warp would overpower those of the weft. Four portions

of warp to one of weft appear on the surface of the texture,

so that, strictly speaking, the face of the fabric—so far as

appearances go—is all warp, while the underneath surface

is all w^eft. But if the pattern or design cannot be materially

varied in effect by the weft yarns, the smooth, uniform sur-

face, formed by the warp threads, somewhat compensates
for this drawback. The face of the cloth is as soft, fine,

and regular in texture as possible, the individual threads

of warp and w^eft being scarcely discernible. 'Row the

flushing of the warp in this manner admits of a lower

quality of yarn being employed for weft than warp, which
in some cases reduces the cost of the cloth considerably.

An arrangement of this kind in such a weave as the

cassimere twill would prove detrimental to the face of the

pattern, but in the doeskin make, as the filling thread is

principally on the back of the cloth, if it is not too thick

and coarse, it will not affect the character of the face to

any perceptible degree.

The "Venetian" (see fig. 60), another five-heald make, is
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employed chiefly in the production of fine twist-warp

fabrics for light overcoats. The weft in such cases is

generally a single thread, as an olive and white twist-warp

crossed vdth an olive weft, or a drab and white twist-warp

woven with a drab weft. ES'ects of a striped character are

very seldom seen in this weave, in fact, its use is almost

limited to the production just named.
The five-end twill admits of a much larger range of

patterns being produced by its crossings than can be

formed in the two preceding makes. It difi"ers somewhat
in construction from the cassimere or four-end twill, for it

runs three threads up and two threads down on each pick.

The pattern shown in fig. 167, which it has been made to

B'

Fig. 167.

Kg. 167 B.

produce, is of a simple striped description. The yarns are

ordered as follows

:

Warp.

2 ends of black.

1 end of grey.

2 ends of white.

Weft.

All grey.

The black and the white threads both form broken stripes,

the former producing black lines, and the latter white lines,

crossed with grey; while every fifth thread in the pattern

forms a continuous or solid stripe of grey in the piece.

When this pattern is woven, with the same colourings in

the weft as in the warp, it forms a neat, stylish check. If

worsted yarns are used, the single thread (i.e., the grey

thread in fig. 167) might be either a silk yarn or a silk

twist ; as, for example, 2 ends of black, 1 end of black
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worsted and crimson silk twist, and 2 ends of olive green
;

or 2 ends of drab, 1 end of olive worsted and blue silk

twist, and 2 ends of white. Weft in both examples to be

same as warp. By reversing the weaves, as shown in

design 1676, and warping and wefting five ends of black

and five ends of brown, or any other two contrasting

shades, a good, nseful check pattern may be obtained. The
structure of this design causes the colourings in section A

to be more pronounced in tone in the direction of the warp
than in the direction of the weft, but in sections B more
pronounced in the weft than in the warp. If the lower

part of the design were used, or a stripe combination made
48 threads of a and 48 threads of 6, and then coloured

five-and-five in both warp and weft, it would give a good
trousering pattern.

Fig. 168.

183. Effects in the Six-End Ttuill.—In the six-shaft twill

(see fig, 44) there is endless scope for variety. It is almost,

in fact, as useful a crossing as the cassimere. Its structure

being of avery uniform type, and flushing bothwarp and weft

yarns to the same extent on both sides of the cloth, it pro-

duces evenly-balanced effects. To commence with a very

simple arrangement ofwarp and weft threads, namely, 1 end
of black, 1 end of grey, and 1 end of white, it will be evident

from fig. 168 that by the use of this twill a pattern of some
importance in the trade is producible. One matter that

should be attended to in making patterns for this or any
other small weave is, that the colours in the aggregate

should generally meet or tally with the weave. Thus the

total number of threads in either pattern of warp or weft

for this weave should be a number that is either a multiple

X
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of six, or divisible, without a remainder, by six. For

example such numbers as 3, 6, 12, 18, and 24, &c., are all

right for this weave, as are also 9 and 15, although these

cannot be divided with six without a remainder of three.

As a remainder of three threads, however, divides the

weave exactly into two parts it is not so liable to produce

an unsatisfactory result as a remainder of 1, 2, 4, or 5. In

a word, some of the best broken effects produced in this

weave are obtained in patterns of 9 and 15 ends. But to re-

turn to the 3-thread pattern drawn in fig. 168. In the

cloth the grey and black yarns form two distinct diagonals

of a step character, while the white threads meet each

other, and produce a series of small figures arranged at

right angles one to the other. The order of warping and

picking forming this style is frequently applied to both

f f

Fig. 169.

worsted and woollen goods, when it makes a saleable

fabric : the success of the pattern depending, in most in-

stances, on the colourings combined in its formation.

A well-patronized stripe, prominent amongst six-heald

twill patterns, is shown in the next sketch, fig. 169. This

effect is got by warping three ends of black and three ends

of white alternately, and crossing with black weft alone.

It is an order of threads that may be used in a large

variety of shades, such as black and blue, brown and
green, blue and olive, dark grey and white, &c. Not un-

frequently it is checked with corresponding colours in the

weft, when it makes either a suiting or a coating style.

Another method of producing a small stripe in this weave
is furnished in fig. 170. Here again the threads being

arranged two ends of black, two ends of white, and two
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ends of grey, the pattern only contains a total of six threads.

Although the effect produced in the woven fabric is com-
paratively small, yet it possesses a neat and decided

appearance in both woollen and worsted goods. Amongst
other colourings which come up well in this style, the fol-

lowing may be enumerated :

—

I.

2 ends of black.

2 „ olive green. 2

1 „ black and tan twist. 1

II.

2 ends of dark blue.

black and lavender 1 „

twist.

III.

2 ends of dark brown.

2 „ olive brown.

1 „ black and blue twist.

1 „ black and green olive twist.

slate.

black and scarlet

twist,

black and light

olive twist.

Yis. 170. Fig. 170 a.

The wefts for the respective patterns are black, dark blue,

and dark brown.

184. Checks in the Six-End Twill.—Now a check effect

will be described. This pattern in the woven fabric is,

perhaps, as neat a style as can be produced in the six-shaft

twdll. The threads in both warp and weft of this illustra-

tion (fig. 170a) are arranged as follows :

—

3 ends of black.

3 „

3 „

grey,

white.

As there are 9 threads in the colourings, the weave has to

be repeated three times and the pattern of warp and weft
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twice before any repeat of the design is effected. One
repeat has been sketched in the illustration. The success

of this style is, no doubt, due in some measure to its not

being of a stiff, formal character. The colourings are not

only congruous in tone, but are uniformly distributed over

the surface of the fabric, each shade forming a kind of

an irregular check. By introducing a fancy twist yarn
into the design on every 18th thread, the character of

the pattern undergoes a suitable modification. While
treating on the subject of checks in this weave, what is

known in the trade as a basket check may be alluded to.

This is simply an ordinary check of large dimensions. For
instance, such a pattern is sometimes obtained in the six-

end twill by warping and wefting in the following order :

—

For 24 or 36 ends, according to

the size of check required.

and then-

For 24 or 36 ends.

3 ends of black.

3 „ grey.

6 ends of black.

6 „ grey.

Fig. 171. Tig. 172.

The six-and-six combination of this pattern forms a

large check (composed of a series of solid squares of black

and grey) which completely surrounds a number of

irregular and smaller checks formed by the three-and-three

thread arrangement. Ulsterings and some classes of

mantle cloths are figured on this principle.

185. Patterns in tlieMayo.^—Passing by the patterns ob-

tained in seven-shaft weaves, which, barring those got in

the corkscrew, are very limited in variety, allusion will be

made to a few characteristic styles appertaining to eight-
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heald makes. One or two effects obtained in the " Mayo "

(see fig. 63) will first be considered. Patterns 171 and 172

both result from the employment of this weave. The former

is warped and woven 2 threads of black and 2 threads of

grey ; and the latter 4 threads of black and 4 threads of

grey. In fig. 171 the weave produces a small figured

effect, but in fig. 172 a broken check pattern. Of course

in the woven fabric the designs would not be so distinct or

pronounced in effect as in these sketches ; they would be

on a more minute scale, and the parts somewhat better

blended together. These effects strikingly illustrate what
a diversity of pattern is due to a simple alteration in the

method of applying colour to any given crossing. While

the four-and-four effect in this instance belongs, strictly

speaking, to the family of checks, the two-and-two effect

belongs distinctly to figured diagonals. Both patterns

may be improved by the addition of a few fancy threads

here and there, according to the effect required. Fig. 171

is suitable for either coating or suiting fabrics, but fig. 172

is more adapted for trouserings.

186. Colour in Relation to the Eight Shaft Diagonal.—
The eight-shaft diagonal, (See fig. 72), is another weave

specially useful for colourings. It not only clearly developes

the arrangement of threads, but its plan of intertexture

beautifies the fabric. Only one example of colouring this

weave will be referred to—that given in fig, 173, which is

warped thus :

—

2 ends of black.

2 „ white.

2 ,, black.

2 „ grey.

Order of picking to be same as warp. The result is an

irregular check pattern, neat in combination and attractive

in appearance. There is nothing vulgar or stiff about its

formation ; on the contrary, although of a clearly- defined

character, yet it is neat, smart, and stylish. The character
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of the weave prevents the production of anything resemb-

ling a formal, set, printed article, for it breaks np the

colours into small patches of divers shapes, and inter-

mingles them with one another in a very pleasing and
taking manner. Stripes and checks of all sizes and

classes, in a large diversity of colours, are made in this

weave in woollen, worsted, cotton, and silk goods.

187. Arrangement of Colourings for Twilled Hopsach.—
There is still one more important eight-heald weave that

may be briefly dealt with, namely, the twilled hopsack,

(see fig. 62). This weave occupies a very exceptional

place in this class of textile designing. Particularly is it

valuable in the manufacture of worsted goods, where it

both ornaments the cloth with the character of its cross-

ings and the colourings applied in the warp and weft.

ftl-

Fig. 173. rig. 174.

Some specially neat effects can be developed in it by com-

bining shades of a similar colour but slightly different

from each other in depth of tone, as two shades of brown,

two shades of grey, and two shades of olive. The
pattern sketched in fig. 174 develops both the weave and

colourings. It is a striped fabric, warped four threads of

grey and four threads of white, and is woven with black

weft. These colourings are too loud for practical applica-

tion, but they serve to illustrate the style of effects ob-

tainable in this crossing.

188. Colour applied to Weave Combinations.—Quite a

different class of effects, to those resulting from the em-

ployment of colours in single weaves, are obtained in

woven goods by the application of a variety of shades to

designs formed of several crossings. Of a necessity this
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type of design is more difficult to manipulate than that

resulting from the interlacing of warp and weft threads

on various principles of crossing, or from colour as applied

to one simple weave. It requires a knowledge both of

design construction, and of the art of colouring. The
patterns produced on this system are in reality due
to two distinct arrangements, acting independently of

each other, that of a mixture of weaves, and that of a

mixture of colours. In such styles the combination of

makes should of itself form a figured efi'ect in the cloth,

while the plan on which the colourings are blended to-

gether should, if applied to a simple weave, produce a

definite pattern.

Woven design based on a combination of weaves is of a

very different character to that based on a combination of

colours. Hence it is possible to be expert in one of these

classes of design, and yet deficient in the other. One
may be a good colourist, and still incapable of making a

saleable fabric ; or proficient in cloth construction, and yet

the blender of the most incongruous shades. A thorough

knowledge of the structure of woven goods, and an in-

ventive faculty, are the requisites to the attainment of

success in weave-design. But in the case of colour, in

addition to being capable of constructing a good, firm

texture, an acquaintance with the effect of colour on

weave, as well as a natural and cultured taste for colour-

ing, are indispensable.

Now, in cloths ornamented with both a blend of shades

and a combination of crossings, the effects due to each

should be clearly discernible in the woven product. To
employ an intricate arrangement of weaves when a simple

make would give a similar pattern, implies increasing the

difficulties of weaving, and the expenses of cloth produc-

tion, to no purpose. The matter of developing with

smartness and precision the effects due to weave as well as

colour is too frequently overlooked in designs of this

class, French patterns in both woollens and worsteds
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are occasionally faulty in this particular. Fabrics are

sometimes manufactured in which the designs are of a

very complicated description, but the effects which they

ought to impart to the cloths are completely destroyed by
the system jDractised in colouring them. When adding

fancy yarns to figured designs it should be recognized that

the latter have some part to play in the formation of the

pattern ; the effect of the various weaves they contain

should if possible be distinctly manifest, and not be made
next to nil by the application of loud colouring. Colour,

when introduced into such designs, should allow the

weaves to impart some special or novel appearance to

the cloth. If this object is not attainable by using an
intricate combination of small makes, a simple weave,

which can be manipulated in the loom with mijch more
facility, had better be employed.

189. Hoiv to Colour Intricate Weave Designs.—Before ap-

plying colour to a large design, the character of the various

weaves of which it is composed should be taken into con-

sideration. It has been previously shown that the effect

of any particular method of colouring on the woven fabric

may be completely changed by an alteration in the weave,

indicating that different crossings require special treat-

ment as to colour. Now if a modification in the plan of

a simple weave materially varies the style of the pattern,

an elaborate combination of makes, such as that furnished

in fig. 126, Chapter IX., would necessarily alter the effect

of the colourings on the woven production still more.

Precisely the same arrangement of fancy yarns as would
form a neat, regular check, in an ordinary twill, would give

a very broken, undecided pattern if applied to some classes

of weave combinations. There are, therefore, various

causes for considering the structure of the several weaves
in adding colour to a figured design.

The course that should be adopted in this kind of design-

ing is, when the weave-pattern has been constructed, to

examine its various parts and calculate as near as possible
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the effect they would each produce if a specified order of

threads were employed. Thus, supposing a check design

composed of two four-heald makes—cassimere twill and
hopsack—were warped and woven two threads black and
two threads white, the appearance of the colourings in the

respective weaves would be as different from each other as

possible. While thej would produce in the twdll a series

of small black and white checks, in the hopsack or mat
portions of the design they would form a series of solid

but narrow stripes of these colours. The mat weave, it

will be remembered, when thus woven produces a striped

pattern of the hairline class (see reference to fig. 149,

Chapter X) . The application, therefore, of this two-and-two
order of colours to fig. 126, Chapter IX., would give a totally

different style of effect from that obtained in the check
design just alluded to. Certainly in the twilled sections of

fig. 126, these colourings would form precisely the same class

of pattern as the cassimere produces in the check example
just considered. But as the twill is here (fig. 126) ar-

ranged in the form of a figure instead of a check, the

small square effects resulting from the combination of

black and white threads would be grouped together on a

figured principle. As to the ribbed weave in fig. 126,

(marked in solid squares), its effect in these colourings

would be anything but pleasing. A diversity of weft yarns

is unsuitable for a warp rib crossing, while the two black

and two white system of warping would have a tendency

to destroy the characteristic effect of the weave. By
warping, fig. 122, Chapter IX., which contains four

threads of a ribbed weave (see the section marked in

crosses), four black, four brown, four black, four black-

and-white twist, and weaving with black weft, not only

would the rib crossing be preserved distinct from the

other portions of the design in point of colour, but also

in weave effect. Another example of how the various

effects produced by the several weaves in a large design

may be changed by the application of coloured threads will
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be found in fig. 136, Chapter IX. A four-and-four thread

order of yarns would form a decided check in those sec-

tions of this design marked in crosses. The checks formed

in the sections in which the twill runs to left would be

slightly different from those produced in the sections in

which the same weave is twilled to the right. But in the

upright twill introduced into this design, and marked in

full square dots, these colourings would present quite a

different aspect. The checks of black and white in these

parts would be both indefinite in appearance and irregular

in formation.

190. Cloths Figured hy Weave and Colour.—All-wool

mantles and ulsterings are sometimes figured on this prin-

ciple, but the bulk of the ordinary classes of woollen

1 1

1

Hii i"MBmTm

B A

Fig. 175 a.

fabrics is chiefly ornamented with colour, the weave usu-

ally being a simple twill or mat. As a rule woollen

cloths, unless skilfully managed, possess a vulgar cha-

racter when the designs are mainly of a weave description.

Of course there are exceptional patterns, and cases where

novelties in woollens, as well as in worsteds, are due as

largely to a combination of weaves as colours. Neither of

these modes of procuring woven effect should be discarded.

The drawback to the use of figured designs in the manu-
facture of woollen goods is the difficulty there is in con-

structing them in such a manner as to produce a uniform

texture. If there is one thing more than another which

has a tendency to depreciate the value of weave ornament,

in woollen fabrics, in the eyes of consumers, it is the irre-

gular fabric weave designs are liable to produce. In the
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plain weave, cassimere, six-end twill, and mat or hopsack,

a good regular fabric is ensured, but, when several makes
of different flushes are combined, the smoothness of the

cloth is not so much to be relied upon. A judicious selec-

tion and combination of makes materially prevents unsatis-

factory results arising from these causes ; but, in too many
instances crossings are combined that have no weaving
affinity for each other, and hence the production of an un-

even cloth which is rejected by the buyer as handling hard

and " unkind." There is, however, a probability of woollen

goods becoming more largely figured by a combination of

weaves.

Worsted fabrics are extensively ornamented on this

principle. A few illustrations in these goods will, there-

Fig. 175.

fore, be considered. The weaves combined in the first

example, to which attention will be given, are simply eight-

shaft twill and eight-shaft hopsack, fig. 175a. The twilled

make runningr both to the riofht and left hand in the de-

sign forms an angled stripe, adjoining which is a stripe of

sixteen threads of the mat or hopsack crossing. This

arrangement of weaves, when warped and woven four

threads black and four threads white, produces a very

effective pattern. Sections A and b show how reversing

the direction of a twilled make alters the appearance of the

pattern resulting from a mixture of colours. For instance,

the broken checks in part a, fig. 175, are of a different for-

mation to those seen in part b. In fact, there are three sepa-

rate effects produced by design 175a, on this four-and-four
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order of shades, although only two weaves have been com-
bined in its construction : first, a series of checks in which
the patches of colours twill or lean to the left ; second, a

series of checks in which the colours move to the right
;

and third, a series of solid black and white stripes. Had
only one weave been employed, and that twilled simply to

the right hand, this order of yarns would merely have
given one style of pattern : but it is clear from the results

obtained in this illustration that any system of warping
and wefting may be made to produce, by the application

of designs containing a variety of crossings, several dis-

tinct eflPects in the woven goods.

191. Bibhed Patterns.—The next example in this class

of designing is what is known as a rib style. No doubt

the term rib has been applied on account of the furrowed

or ribbed effect this kind of weave combination produces in

the fabric. There is but one principle of constructing a

design of this class—the figuring or face picks of one weave
must oppose the backing picks of the adjoining weave.

On consulting fig. 176a, it will be better understood what
is here referred to. It will be noticed that in this figure

the cassimere twill in sections b always takes the even

picks while the rib weave, sections A, falls on the odd
picks. It is this cutting of the face picks of one weave
with the backing picks of the other that results in the for-
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mation of the so-called ribbed appearance. The rib proper,

however, is produced by the four threads of the weft-cord

weave forming those parts of the design lettered A. In

such positions in the cloth as where this make is intro-

duced, the weft picks, having been beat closely together,

completely conceal the warp threads and form, by so doing,

solid lines or ribs slightly elevated above the rest of the

surface of the texture. Fabrics figured on this principle,

when well managed in the weaving and finishing depart-

ments of manufacture, always possess a smart appearance.

Colours cannot be applied with such facility to these de-

sig-ns as they are to goods made from simple crossings :

for there are only some parts of a ribbed design which

admit of weft colouring. Thus fancy threads inserted in

the warp in sections a would be useless so far as improving

Fig. 176.

the face of the texture goes, for in these parts the weft

covers the warp threads. However, if these yarns are of

no use in the warp, in weft-rib weaves, they can be advan-

tageously employed in the filling, for by a judicious com-
bination and application of fancy weft shades a style of

pattern can be obtained that is not producible in any other

description of make. The ribbed or furrowed sections, for

instance, are often woven of two or more colours, which

only show in the rib weave. For example, whatever colour

or colours of yarns were used in weaving the rib portion

of fig. 176a, they need not appear in the cassimere twill

sections of the design—this make falling on the even picks

could be woven of an entirely different shade.

An excellent eff'ect is got in this class of combination

by employing two dark colours of weft and weaving, about
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12 or 16 picks of each alternately. Another method of

wefting consists in introducing into the rib, at from half

to three-fourths of an inch apart, a few picks of silk of a

bright colour, such as crimson or blue, the other weft being

a dark shade. Pattern 176 is coloured in the foliowins:

manner in the warp, while the weft is black :

—

&

f4< ends of black.

For

20 threads.

2 white.

2

2

grey,

white.

4 black.

2 white.

4

2

grey,

white.

Fancy coloured yarns would give a more stylish pattern,

but these clearly show the character of the effect obtained

by this order of warping in weave 176a. Various patterns

might be produced in this arrangement of makes by em-

ploying a diversity of colours both in the warp and weft,

while the design might be altered in several ways to give

a different effect. Thus 4 threads of rib and 12 threads of

twill running to the right, and 4 threads of rib and 12

threads of twill running to the left would make a suitable

variation. Other methods of varying the colourings and

weave combination will no doubt suggest themselves.
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CHAPTER XII.

BACKED AND DOUBLE CLOTHS.
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with Warp—201. How to Back Cloths with Warp—202. Patterns on
the Under Surface of Backed Goods—203. Featui'es of Double Cloths
—204. Various Types of Double Cloths—205. Method of Constructing
Double Makes—206. Tieing or Stitching—207. Weft Tieing—208.
Structure of the Double Plain Crossing—209. Stitching Double Plain
Cloths—210. Double Plain Stripes—211. Three and Four Single-thread

Stripes—212. Figured Double Plains or Reversibles—213. Charac-
teristics of Cut Double Cloths—214. Principle of Constructing Cut
Double-make Patterns—215. Drafting and Setting of Double Cloths.

192. Definition and Uses of Bached Cloths.—Single weave
cloths differ very materially in structure from backed cloths.

In the former there can only be one warp and one weft—the

threads of which appear on both surfaces ; in the latter

there may be either two warps or two wefts—the additional

warp or weft, as the case may be, forming the back of the
fabric. A backed cloth is a single texture, on to the

underside of which is woven a hacJc or a layer of threads

distinct from, and independent of, those yarns which form
the face or upper side. Backed fabrics are not necessarily

double. Technically a marked distinction is made be-

tween a backed and double-make texture. In the finished

goods there are some features in which these cloths re-

semble each other, and hence backed fabrics are some-
times very erroneously designated double. But, practi-

cally, there is as decided a difference between the
construction of backed and double as between bached and
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single weaves, for while a double cloth is twofold in both

warp and weft, a backed cloth if twofold in the warp is

single in the weft, and if twofold in the weft is single in

the warp.

Without the backed princij^le of intertexture it would
be impossible to increase the weight or substance of the

fabric, and at the same time retain its fine, smart face.

To secure the fine face indispensable to some styles of

worsted coatings, and the better class woollens, small

yarns have necessarily to be employed. These, of course,

produce a comparatively thin a.nd flimsy texture. Fine or

small threads do not possess sufficient thickness or body
to impart substance and fullness to a single weave cloth,

even when the largest practicable number of threads on

the inch in both warp and weft is adopted. Moreover, to

vary the thickness of a single fabric, the yarns used in its

production have either to be increased in size or more
rankly set in the loom. Such alterations, as a few

examples will show, always change the appearance of the

cloth. Thus, supposing, in the first instance, to gain

weight thicker yarns are employed. Then more open

setting would be an absolute necessity, which would cause

the weave in the piece to possess a broader or coarser

grain. In a second experiment suppose finer yarns are

used, and the number of threads on the inch propor-

tionately increased to the difference between the thickness

of the yarns in the original and the new woven sample
;

in such a case the crossing would be of a more minute

character. Providing that in a third example the same
sizes of yarns are used as in the original fabric, but more
rankly sleyed or set, this would cause the make in the

cloth to appear cramped or compressed, while the texture

itself would be unsatisfactory ; showing, that if weight or

thickness is to be added to a cloth already accurate in

structure or build, it will not have to be effected either by
varying the thickness of the yarns or the system of set-

ting, but by applying to it what is technically designated
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a hack, or attaching another fabric on to its under

surface.

193. Two Metlwds of Baching.—There are two methods
of constructing backed weaves : first, by employing two
series of weft and one series of warp threads ; second, by
employing two series of warp and one series of weft

threads. The former is, perhaps, the simpler of the two
principles, but is not applicable to all the requirements of

backed goods. For medium and lower qualities of cloths

it is excellently adapted, as it admits of a very inferior

yarn being used for backing purposes ; a thread of such

coarseness, in fact, that it would almost be impossible to

weave it in the warp. On the other hand, there are cer-

tain advantages in backing with the warp yarns, such as

one shuttle only being required, and also the practicability

on this principle of figuring the back of the cloth with a
striped design of various colours. It is very important in

some styles of backed goods that both sides should

resemble each other as much as possible. Fancy colours

cannot be applied with any degree of success to the under
surface of goods backed with weft only. This method of

backing simply produces bars or stripes of colour across

the back of the piece. This is one of the reasons why the

warp back is preferable in the manufacture of the better

classes of fabrics. Some of the finest worsted styles

backed on this system are almost as neatly coloured and
figured on the back as on the face of the texture. As
backed cloths are in somewhat bad repute amongst buyers,

in consequence of the low materials used in some localities

in the making of yarns for the underside, more especially

when backing with weft, a good backed fabric, if a fancy,

is now invariably coloured on both surfaces, and hence
backed with warp, while, if a piece dye, the same quality

of thread is used for both face and backing warps.

194. Cloths Backed with Weft.—These cloths may be
divided into two classes—(a), those woven one pick face

and one pick back alternately ; and (&), those woven two
y
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picks face and one pick back. Both these methods of

backing are extensively practised. When the one-and-

one principle is adopted, the backing should not be much
thicker than the face yarn. Unless this rule is strictly

adhered to, the face threads will fail to completely cover

those yarns used in the formation of the back. In order

to secure an even face in goods backed with weft, it is

essential that the same number of picks should be woven
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Fig. 178.

in the inch on the upper surface as would be inserted if

the cloth were made minus the backing weft—that is to

say, if a piece of cloth contains 40 picks on the inch in

the single weave, it should, to preserve the exact propor-

tions of its structure when backed on the thread-and-

thread system, contain about 80 picks. If such a texture

were backed on the two-and-one principle, 60 picks would
only be introduced, or 20 for back and 40 for face. To
compensate for the reduction in the number of picks on
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the back in this latter instance, the backing yarn would
be about half as thick again as that used for the face.

145. Principle of Baching Simple TwiUs.—Figs. 177 to

180 illustrate four different methods of backing the ordi-

nary four-heald twill with weft. The crosses in each

example represent the backing and the solid squares the

face weaves. Figs. 177 and 179 are principally used in

the manufacture of medium and coarse set goods, the

backing picks never floating under more than three

threads, whereas in figs. 178 and 180 they float under

seven threads ; so that to produce a neat back in the latter

weaves a comparatively finer set is requisite. It will be

noticed that there is one principle observed in the struc-

ture of each weave—namely, the threads on which the

backing " ties " are placed are invariably down both pre-

vious to and after the insertion of the backing picks.

Thus the first backing pick of weave 177 takes down the

second thread, which is not only depressed by the first but

also by the second face pick, causing the face yarn to be

flushed on both sides of the backing weft. The object

of fastening the backing weft on to the cloth in such

positions of the design as here indicated, is to admit

of it being entirely concealed by the face yarns. If the

backing weave were arranged on the system shown in

fig. 177 c, the warp threads being elevated on both sides

of the ties, the face weft could not possibly cover them
;

which would result in the production of a faulty texture,

for the backing yarns would destroy the regularity and

evenness of the face of the fabric. Let it, therefore, be

regarded as a primary principle of backing designs with

weft, that the ties should always (providing the structure

of the design admits of such an arrangement) immediately

be preceded and followed by flushes of face weft.

Fig. 178 forms one of the most satisfactory methods of

backing the cassimere twill, or any regular make occupy-

ing four or eight shafts. The back here, as seen from

weave 178 &, is a sateen or doeskin, and produces a soft,
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full texture. The backing weave for fig. 177 (which is a
very useful method of backing the cassimere twill when
only a limited number of shafts is at command), is swans-
down or crow twill.

The two-and-one principle of backing is illustrated in

figs. 179 and 180. The only difference between this and
the one-and-one system consists in having two face picks
between each backing shoot instead of one, the principle

of constructing the hack being the same in both systems.

One drawback to the use of these weaves is, each warp
thread does not receive the same proportion of stitching or

crossing by the backing yarns. On examining the makes
it will be found that the backing picks only interweave
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with the odd threads in the design—in other words, they

always float under the second, fourth, sixth, and eighth

threads. Now, every thread in backed fabrics should, as

far as practicable, be stitched alike. Take fig. 178 as an

example of a design backed on this principle. Here each

thread in the pattern is stitched down once by the backing

weft in 16 picks ; in fig. 177 each thread is depressed once

in eight picks by the backing shoots. Both these designs

are constructed on the basis of one tie on each thread in

one "round" or repeat of the weave.

196. Effect of Irregular Tieing.—An important principle

obtaining in cloth construction is that those threads of the

warp which are crossed or interlaced the most frequently

by the weft yarns take up the fastest. This point can be
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explained bj referring to sketches A and b, fig. 181. Let

it be supposed that a and b represent two warp threads

taken from, the same cloth. Thread A is interlaced or

covered by the weft four times in ] 6 picks, while B is only

crossed once. The frequent semi-revolutions which A

makes in passing under the weft threads necessarily cause

it to take up more quickly than b. In order to weave the

same number of yards of cloth with A as b, the former

would require to be of a greater length, a matter which
could only be regulated by the use of two beams. Ad-
mitting this it will be at once evident that weaves 179 and
180 are not backed on the best possible system. True they

are often used as here given, but where the backing yarn

is much thicker than the face (as in low goods), after a

length of cloth has been woven, those threads on which
the backing ties fall work tight, and ultimately produce

Fig. 181.

*' streaky " places in the piece. The thicker the backing

thread, the more pronounced in character, as well as the

sooner, will defects arising from such stitching be apparent.

Where, however, the backing weft is only slightly thicker

than the face, a considerable length of cloth may be woven
of these designs without its appearance suffering to any
noticeable degree.

197. Systems of Backing Chech Designs idith Weft.—In

figs. 183(X and 1835 two methods of backing a check pattern

are given. The face weave in both designs is twilled hop-

sack, checked, or the design given in fig. 182. There is,

however, a considerable difference in the systems adopted in

the respective weaves of fitting on the backing picks. In fig.

182a the first backing shoot is inserted between the second

and third picks of the face weave, and the second backing

pick between the third and fourth. This arrangement causes
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the "ties" on the fourth backing shoot, which falls between
the eighth and ninth face picks, only to be partially covered

with the weft flushes of these picks ; for it will be noticed

that the ninth thread in the design, on which one of the

ties in the fourth backing pick is placed, is elevated on
the preceding shoot, while the second thread in the pat-

tern rises immediately after the " tie " on the eighth or

last backing pick, so that in both these cases the backing

"ties" would only have flushes of face weft yarn on one

side of them. In fact, by the method adopted in pairing
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Face weaves for Figs. 182 a and 182 b.

the picks of the face weave in this design, it is impossible

to avoid defective tieing, for picks 1 and 16, and 8 and

9 (see weave 182) cut of oppose each other, i.e., the white

or blank spaces of one pick meet the solid black squares of

the other, showing the impracticability of arranging for a

flush of face weft yarn to both precede and follow the
" ties " on those backing picks inserted between either of

these pairs of shoots. A different arrangement obtains in

fig. 1836. Here the picks of the face weave are paired as

follows: 2nd and 3rd, 4th and 6th, 6th and 7th, 8th

and 9th, 10th and 11th, 12th and 13th, 14th and 15th,
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16th and 1st ; providins: proper positions, as may be seen

by consnlting weave 1826, for the insertion of the backing

ties. Each tie in this design is placed between weft

flushes of the face weave, while there are two ties on every

pick, and one tie on each thread. From these examples

in backed check designs it is apparent that those picks of

the face crossing which cut each other should be coupled

together. Generally, it will be found that the more com-

plicated the combination of weaves, the greater the diffi-
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culty experienced in backing the design in such a way as

to obtain an even surface on both sides of the texture;

but, as a rule, by varying the plan of pairing the shoots a

passable back may be applied to almost any class of weave

pattern,

198. Figured Wecwe Backed with Weft.—A figured

weave (design 183) backed with weft will next be described

It is a IG-shaft design, and is woven two picks face and

one pick back. To back a plan of this character, first
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arrange the face weave on point paper, omitting the spaces

on every third pick on the paper. Now decide on the

number of "ties " to be placed on each backing pick and
each thread of warp—say in this instance two " ties " on
the former and one on the latter. Next take the blank
shoots in the order in which they occur in the design, and
insert the "ties " in such places as they will be properly

hid in the woven fabric. Thus, in treating fig. 184, begin

with the backing pick a, and carefully run the eye across
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it to ascertain where the stitches or " ties " may be best

introduced. The 9th and 15th threads are those on which
this backing pick should be tied. Suitable positions for

stitching pick B occur on the 1st and 10th threads, and on

the 3rd and 12th threads for pick c. In this manner the

backing picks should be dealt with separately, care being

taken not to tie on the same warp thread twice.

199. Principle of Backing Union Fabrics.—Two other

classes of weaves backed with weft will also be alluded to.

The first is for a piece of cotton warp goods, the weft being
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worsted for face and woollen for back. The weave or

figured effect obtained in these fabrics is solely due to

flushes of worsted weft, the woollen yarn forming the back
of the texture, while the cotton is the thread employed to

knit the two wefts together, and, by limiting the sizes of

the floats of the respective yarns, to form the pattern de-

signed. Some good patterns for low-priced coatings are

produced on this principle of intertexture. The weave
given as an example (fig. 184) is an excellent style. The
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solid black square represents the effect of the worsted yarn,

and the crosses the backing picks. When making designs

of this class the main point to be observed is to so arrange

the structure of the face weave as the cotton warp will be

completely hid from view. In fact it is very desirable that

this yarn should not be discernible on either the right or

under side of the fabric. It is not a difficult matter to

back weaves of this type, as the long flushes of face weft

readily admit of a proper adjustment of the backing picks.
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Another class of backed goods in which cotton is used

is made of worsted yarn for warp, and woven with cotton

and woollen weft. Here the weave effect is due to the

system of flushing the worsted warp. The cotton weft

acts as the regulator of the dimensions of the warp flushes,

and causes them to be arranged in the precise order in the

woven cloth as in the design. Tieing on the backing weft

is effected by depressing the warp threads. These goods

are more difficult to manage, both in the loom and in
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backing, than the preceding class. In order to cover the

cotton and woollen yarns, the worsted warp has to be very

rankly set in the healds and sley, Fig. 185 is a design

constructed for these fabrics. The crosses represent the

stitches on the backing picks, and the solid black squares

the plan on which the cotton weft intersects the warp
threads. The blank spaces in fig. 185ct show the effect of

the worsted yarn on the face of the texture. In weaving,

the first pick of design would be cotton, and the second

pick woollen.
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200. Glotlis Backed with Warp.—When hacking ivith

2veft one body of warp threads interweaves with two series

of weft or filling threads ; but when baching with warp, one
body of weft threads interweaves with two series of warp
threads. Further, a weft back is stitched to the face of

the texture by bringing the backing weft yarns over the

warp threads, but the tieing in goods backed with warp is

effected by bringing the yarns of the backing web over the

picks or shoots. In all warp-backed fabrics the chain for

the back works independent of that forming the face—the
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warps are, in fact, drawn on separate shafts, and can in

consequence be made to produce different weaves. There

is not, however, much variety of crossing applied to the

under-surface of these cloths, the weave generally being of

a doeskin or buckskin character. The face weaves are not

so limited in variety ; here every diversity of crossing is

employed. Fine worsted fabrics are very frequently

backed on this system. The yarn used in the backing

warp is, as a rule, about the same size or thickness as that

used for the face, the cloths containing a large number of

threads on the inch.
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201. How to Back Cloths with Wa/rp.—The order of the

threads in the warp in making this style of backed fabrics

is invariably one thread face and one thread back. To
arrange the threads two of face to one of back would ne-

cessitate the use of a coarser yarn for backing, and even

then would only produce a raw, open texture on the under

side of the cloth. The method of procedure when backing

any particular weave with warp is as follows :—Mark the

threads on the point paper intended to be occupied with

the face and backing weaves respectively, then run the

face weave on to the face threads and the backing weave
on to the backing threads. Suppose, for example, it is re-

quired to back design 186ci with weave 186&. As each of

these crossings occupies eight threads, when combined

they will occupy sixteen, or those lettered a and h in 186.

The first thread of weave 186a is transferred on to the

first thread lettered a of 186, the second thread on to the

second thread a, the third thread on to the third thread a,

and so on throughout the weave. After the face crossing

has been dealt with the backing weave is added, taking

the threads in the order in which they are arranged in fig.

186&. There is still one other point that requires noting :

the " ties " (i.e., those places in the design where the back-

ing warp threads are elevated) should, if possible, be

planned to fall in such positions of the pattern as there

will be face warp threads elevated on both sides of them.

Just as flushes of face weft on each side of the stitches are

necessary to effect successful tieing when backing with

weft, flushes of face warp are necessary to cover the ties

when backing with warp. There should always be the

same number of ties on each pick.

Goods backed on this principle generally require twice

as many shafts as there are threads in the face design.

This feature of double-chain goods will, to some extent,

prevent backing with warp from becoming extensively

practised in the manufacture of low goods. Thus while

the cassimere twill may be satisfactorily backed with weft
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on four shafts, it requires no less than twelve shafts when
backed with warp—four for the face and eight for the

backing weave. (See fig. 187.)

202. Patterns on the Uncles' Surface of Bached Goods.—
The eleven-shaft corkscrew backed with warp is given in

the next design, fig. 188. It will be seen that the system
of constructing this weave is exactly the same as that al-

ready demonstrated in referring to design 186 ; hence it is

unnecessary to give any explanations on its structure. The
principle on which a striped pattern of various colours is

obtained on the back of these cloths may, however, by its

XBXDxcx HJ^Hsnnnx
mxnDD'KUK UXDXDXm:>S
KnKBXH^^jDCCI^HXaK

DxmxmKCiK nxmxmxoD
EBXGDCE BXBXDXnS!

BEnsDXBX BxnnnxB^
nnDXBXBX D^DKBXB^
nsBXBKDn DKBKB^nz

Fig. 187.

SBKnDBxnnn^B^n KBKnxB^n
XEXnX- XBXCXBEG xmx~xaxa
acxB^c xaxDxmxo ZBXnxBKD
xzxmx[i SBXuKBXD XB^nnnKB
XZXUXr xmxujxmxn ncEB^nKB
XCXKXZ XB^CCnXB XDSBKD^B
xzxmxc GnXBXCXB S^DKB^DKB
KDDLJXB ZDKBKGKB KlDlEIBKinKB
KBXGKB ECKBKDKB KDKB^Dnn
^BXD^B KDKBKDISB KDnn^B^a
SBXD^B KDXBKDDD ^B^D^B^D

Fig. 188.

use, be illustrated. In reality, as there are two warps in

this class of backed designs, there are, when the face is

figured with one arrangement of colours and the back with

another, two distinct patterns of warp. Thus, supposing

the order of shades for the face were as follows

—

11
{1

end of black worsted.

„ brown „

1 „ black worsted and blue silk twist.

1 ,, black ,, „ white „

1 „ black „ „ blue „
19 ends of black „
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—then the backing warp might be a simple striped pat-

tern of two colours, say 11 threads of black and 11 threads

of brown alternately. As two beams are generally em-

ployed in weaving these cloths, the warps would be made
separately, although the sizes and quality of the yarns

might be the same in both cases.

203. Features of Double Cloths.—When backing with

warp or weft simply, although a different weave is pro-

ducible on the back from what obtains on the face of the

texture, yet the weave on the under surface, particularly

in weft backed goods, has invariably to be arranged to

meet the construction of the face design. On the other

hand, when backing with warp, the yarns are usually

warped one thread face and one thread back alternately.

GBBBDBB
DDDBannDHBaCB
DBDDDBDa
BBBDBBBD
DBDDGBG
DBBBDBBB

Fig. 189.

If not thus arranged a satisfactory back is not obtainable,

for reasons named in a previous paragraph. Further, a

warp back in order to cover well and possess a full and
soft appearance, must necessarily be constructed on the

floating principle, that is to say the weaves must be of a

sateen or buckskin type, which implies that but few cross-

ings are suitable for backing this class of fabric. An at-

tempt to back such cloths with makes of a common twill

or mat description would result in destroying the unifor-

mity of the face of the fabric. Hence it is apparent there

is little scope for varying the weave effect on the under

surface of cloths backed with warp. The same holds good

in backing with weft. In this case the backing weave
frequently flushes or floates a great deal, the dimensions
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and plan of the flushes being determined, as stated above,

by the structure of the design employed in the formation

of the face of the fabric. On both these principles of

backing, satisfactory cloths may be produced, but the

weaves only being partly double cannot be made to form
that diversity of texture which obtains in double-weave
goods proper. For example, reversibles or cloths figured

and wearable on both sides, can only be produced in double

weaves. Of course, as already explained, when backing
with warp one order of colourings may be applied to the

face and a second order to the back, but the pattern on
the under side being formed entirely by the warp yarns is

necessarily of a striped character. Again, there is a class

of carriage rugs made of the backed weave, given in illus-

tration 189, figured on both surfaces, but that such a fabric

is not reversible, strictly speaking, is evident from the

colourings in these goods always being applied in the weft
and forming stripes across the piece. Warp colourings in

this type of design would not in the least change the

appearance of the pattern, for the weft yarns on both
sides of the cloth completely hide the warp threads, so that,

as in union goods the warp threads in this weave simply

act as the agents for binding the two wefts together.

Evidently if these two systems of backing were combined
they would form a class of weave in which the same efiect

could be woven on both sides of the fabric. What one
system lacks, the other possessess. Thus, while backing
with two chains aJBPords facility for gaining pattern on the

under surface of the cloth, backing witb weft admits of

colouring across the piece. A double-weave is nothing

less than a cloth backed with both warp and weft, or one
in which the two principles of backing, already described,

enter. Literally such a weave forms a twofold texture.

In a double make each weave regulates the elevation and
depression of a separate series of warp and weft threads,

thus making it feasible to apply the same style of pattern

to both surfaces of the fabric. The advantages of using
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double-weaves in backing woven goods over the system of

backing with warp or weft only may be said to be as

follows : 1st, the same design and colourings may be em-

ployed on both sides of the cloth ; 2nd, a more regular

back may be constructed; and 3rd, a larger variety of

patterns is obtainable coupled with a more perfect tex-

ture.

204. Various Types of Double Cloths.—There are three

distinct classes of double-weaves.

I. Those in which there is an equal number of threads

on the back as on the face of the fabric, or cloths warped

and woven one thread face and one thread back.

II. Those in which two-thirds of the warp and weft

yarns appear on the face and one-third on the back of tex-

nDDBBBinD nnnnnDnnBHDDBnn nnnncnnn
DDBDnBBB 00000000
OOBBBODB OOOOOODO
BBOOBDOB DDOOKOOK
OBOOBBBO GOOOKKOO
OBBBOOBO DOOOOKKO
BODBOOBB DDOODOISKl

Fig. 190. Fig. 191.

ture, or cloths warped and woven two threads face and

one thread back.

III. Double makes in which three-fourths of the warp

and weft yarns appear on the face and one-fourth on the

back of the cloth, or fabrics warped and woven three threads

face and one thread back.

The first two classes of weaves are in very frequent use

in the manufacture of woollen and worsted goods, but the

third class is almost limited in application to the finest

fabrics for worsted coatings.

205. MetJwd of Constructing Douhle-MaJces.—In making
a double cloth design it is always necessary to determine

at the outset to which of the three classes just enumerated

it is intended to belong. Having decided this point, the

question arises as to what weaves are to be employed for
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the respective surfaces of the cloth ; because, although the

face of the fabric may simply consist of a small twill, yet

either the same, or another weave of a different construc-

tion, will require to be nsed for the underneath of the

texture, and until the weaves have been selected the con-

struction of the design cannot be proceeded with. Suppose
now it is required to make a double cloth, in which the

yarns are to be arranged one thread face and one thread

back alternately, and the face weave to be twilled hopsack
or fig. 190, and i^e backing weave cassimere twill or fig.

191 ; then mark out on point paper the threads intended

bf b fbf bf bf bf bfbf
Fig. 192.

/ bf bfbf b f bf bfbf
Fig. 192 a.

to represent the backing yarns. These are represented in

fig. 192 by the threads and picks marked in parallel lines.

This done, run the face weave on to the unmarked threads

or those lettered, /, fig. 192a. Next transfer the backing
weave on to the threads and picks lettered h. Although
the weaves have thus been placed on separate threads and
picks, yet the construction of the design is not complete.

A consideration of the positions of the yarns will show
that when the face picks are entering the warp all the
backing threads are elevated. One primary object in

making backed weaves is that of effectively hiding the
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backing yarns, or, in other words, of preventing the threads

used in the formation of the under side of the cloth from

damaging the face of the texture. It is not enough, there-

fore, to have placed one crossing on the threads and picks

of the design representing the face fabric, and a second

crossing on the threads and picks representing the backing

fabric. Something more must be done, in a word the

threads of the backing warp must be depressed e7i masse

during the introduction of the face picks into the face

warp. In fact the invariable rule is, that all the backing

threads (with the exception of those which tie or tack the

two cloths together) should be down on the face picks
;

while, on the other hand, the face threads should all be up

on the backing picks. In order, therefore, to complete

the design under consideration it will be necessary to

depress the backing threads on each of the face picks.

This can be done by dotting the threads as indicated in

fig. 192b by the diagonal lines thus Z. The second con-

dition, that all the face warp should be up on the shoots

of the backing weft, is already complied with ; so that the

design should now form if put into the loom, two cloths,

the upper one figured with twilled hopsack and the lower

one with the cassimere crossing. The question is, will

the weave in fig. 192b give these results ? Let the con-

struction of the design be briefly re-examined. In the

first place the weave furnished in fig. 190 was transferred

on to the threads lettered /, then weave 191 on to the

threads h, so that thus far the two makes were kept to

their own threads and picks. It was then found that the

backing warp yarns being unmarked (see fig, 1920-) were

elevated on the face picks, /. This, of course, would pre-

vent the formation of a proper face texture, for the back-

ing yarns would be floating on the upper surface of the

cloth. These threads were, therefore, dotted, which de-

pressed them, and admitted of the face weft being woven
into the face warp, and the backing weft into the backing

warp ; and, by this means, allowed of two distinct cloths
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being produced according to the structure of the weaves
given. From which it maybe concluded that the diagonal

marks, 0, in reality do not in any way alter the weave
effect produced—they simply prevent the yarns of the

backing warp from rising during the formation of the

upper cloth.

206. Tieing, or Stitching.—The design, as now arranged,

would, if woven, make two fabrics separate from each

other. For some classes of goods, as in sacking, probably

the weave, as here formed, would do all that is required,

with the exception of tieing the two cloths together at the

bf bfbfbf bfbf bf bf

Fig. 192 b.

sides to save the labour of sewing. In goods for garments

this is not sufficient. The distinct fabrics must be fastly

stitched together, in order that they may be made to

handle and pass as a single cloth. If the cloths are only

indifferently tied, the wearing qualities of the twofold tex-

ture will suffer very materially. There have been goods

made in which the face has parted from the back fabric after

a brief period of wear, in consequence of indifferent tieing.

There are only two modes of stitching—first, by bring-

ing a backing warp thread over a face pick ; and second,

by bringing a backing weft thread over a face warp thread.

As to which is the best method, it may be said that the
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former gives the most satisfactory results for at least two

reasons—firstly, the yarns used for the backing warp are

invariably smaller in size and of a better quality than those

used for the backing weft, and hence are not so liable to

be seen when brought on to the face of the fabric ; secondly,

warp ties are better concealed in scouring and milling than

weft ties, in consequence of the cloths shrinking somewhat
more freely in direction of the weft than in the direction

of the warp yarns. When stitching with the warp, there

should always be, if possible, a face thread elevated on each

side of the tie. Thus in fig. 192& the ties, E (which would

be lifted in weaving) are inserted in such positions in the

design as face threads are elevated on both sides of them.

Take, for instance, the tie on the first backing thread,

which, it will be noticed, has a face thread elevated on the

same pick on both sides of it. The eilevation of such

threads has a tendency to hide the tie. Again, the stitches

should always be arranged on a sateen principle if the

weave admits of it. This type of crossing forms the best

possible plan on which to arrange the ties in backing

simple makes. If the stitches run in a diagonal line across

the design, they are apt to form a contrary twill in the

woven fabric to that of the weave employed in the pro-

duction of the face. Hence to back the four-shaft twill on

the principle given in fig. 193, and tie as there shown,

produces a cross twill ; while to arrange the ties as seen

in fig. 194 causes one furrow or rib of the face weave to

appear somewhat fuller than its neighbour. Tieing should,

therefore, always be done on a well-defined principle.

Stitches should not be introduced where there happens to

be face threads elevated without due consideration being

given to arrangement. A systematic basis should always

be adopted where possible, and for this purpose the sateen

is recommended, because it distributes the ties evenly and

yet is the least liable, on account of its indefinite character,

to alter the condition of the face design of any class of

crossing that could possibly be used.
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207. Weft Tieing.—Next as to tieing with the weft

thread. If the principle of backing cloths with weft simply

is thoroughly understood, this mode of stitching will not

afford any difficulty to the reader. On this system of tieing

the backing picks have to be made to depress the face

threads. They should, however, only do this in such

positions in the design, as they will be covered with face

weft, so that the rule in tieing double fabrics with the

backing; weft is the same as in backing- cloths with weft

only—namely, there should be flushes of face weft on each

side of the tie. This method of tieing is very useful in

some double weaves. Fig. 195, for example, is a design

in which it may be advantageously employed. The good,

solid flushes of face weft in weaves of this class completely
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conceal the ties. Sometimes weaves are stitched on both

systems, but this is generally unnecessary and should not

be attempted, as it is liable to injure the face of the

goods. It should be observed that the ties, H, in weft

stitching represent threads depressed.

208. Structure of the Double Plain Grossing.—This is one

of the most useful weaves employed in the woollen trade.

West of England goods are very extensively woven on

this method of intertexture. The double plain weave is,

strictly speaking, a combination of two plain makes, which,

in the loom, under certain conditions, produces two dis-

tinct cloths, one above the other. In fig. 196 the threads

lettered a represent the face, and those lettered b the

backing weave. An analysis of the structure of the cross-

ing shows that picks a enter the warp when threads b are
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depressed ; while threads a are all elevated on picks h.

Consequently, if the threads and picks lettered a were
white, and those lettered h black, this weave would form a

plain white cloth over a plain black cloth. This point may-

be better explained by referring to fig. 197. From this

sketch it is clear what the effect of weave 196 is, in the
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Fig. 195.

woven fabric, when the yarns are arranged as above. The
respective threads are, by this crossing, kept as distinct

from each other as if woven in separate looms—the black

warp weaving with the black weft, and the white warp
weaving with the white weft. On comparing the crossing

of the threads in this sketch with the plan of interlacing

1

1

~r
1

T^i
im Ml
b a b a-

Fig. 196. h a b a
4 3 2 1

Fig. 197.

the threads indicated in the weave, it will be seen that

they are precisely the same in both cases. Thus the first

pick in both the weave and the sketch flushes over threads

1, 2, and 4, and under 3 ; the second pick under threads

1, 3, and 4, and over 2 ; the third pick under thread 1

and over threads 2, 3, and 4 ; the fourth pick under threads

1, 2, and 3, and over 4.
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209. Stiicliincj Double Plain Cloths.—]N"ow, as the weave
furnished in fig. 196 gives two distinct cloths, it will re-

qnire to be altered before it can be nsed in the production

of fabrics for ordinary wear. In a word, the weave re-

quires tieing. This is effected in the double-plain crossing

in making striped and figured patterns in a different

manner from what it is in the general run of two-ply cloths.

For instance, in double plain goods, stitching is accom-
plished by reversing the positions of the weaves, or by
bringing that weave which in one part of the texture

forms the back on to the face, and by causing that weave
to do duty on the back previously employed in the con-

struction of the upper surface. Reversing the positions

of the weaves also reverses that of the colourings of which

DEnDDKanDBBBDExxnxE^ DDBannHn
nnnxnnn^ DBHBDBa
SEnKxxn^jBnnnBnna
Dxnnnxnn aBHDBBBa
pDD^nPD^iBDBBBDBB

B A

Fig. 198.

they are separately composed. Thus, if weave 198 were

warped aud woven one thread black and one thread white,

it would form a stripe of four threads black and four

threads white in the piece. This arises from the fact that

in section a the black picks interweave with the black

threads and form a black over a white fabric, while in b

the position of the weave having been changed, the white

picks interweave with the white threads and produce the

opposite result—namely, a white over a black fabric. An
examination of the design will show how this effect is

obtained. It will be noticed that in the section A the

black threads appear on the face, while the white threads

form the back of the texture. Again, the 2nd and 4th

picks in this part being black, flush over the white threads,
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but produce a plain fabric in combination with the black

threads. In B, however, the white yarns form the face

while the black yarns form the lower texture, as will be

seen by carefully following the construction of this portion

of the weave.

210. Double Plain Stripes.—As double-plain weaves

always give a plain- surfaced texture, any pattern which

they are made to produce is solely due to the method of

arranging the colours. The structure of the weave has,

however, to be altered to make it tally with the order of

colouring. The invariable rule in constructing a double-

plain weave for a striped pattern is this—it must be so

arranged as to admit of the various shades of yarns used

in the weft covering corresponding shades in the warp, and

canHMBan
DBBBonnB
nnnBnBBB
BBnnnBDB
nBDBBBnn
DBBBnanB
DDBOBBB

Fig. 199.

these alone. For example, suppose it is required to make
a double-plain stripe, one thread black and one thread

white on the face. Then the weave must be arranged in

such a manner as to allow the black picks to float over the

black and under the white threads, and the white picks

over the white and under the black threads. A crossing

for producing this effect is furnished in fig. 199, the order

of warping and wefting being 2 picks of black and 2 picks

of white.

To show what a variety of patterns may be woven in a

thread-and-thread arrangement of warping by suitable

alterations in the structure of a double-plain design, refe-

rence will be made to figs. 198 to 201 inclusive. Above it

was shown that this order of warping in fig. 198 produced
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a fonr-and-four stripe, while in fig. 199 it produced a

single thread stripe. Now, if the same order of threads

were applied to designs 200 and 201, it would give in the

former a two-and-two, and in the latter a four-and-two

stripe. Other examples might be furnished, but the prin-

ciple on which one arrangement of threads may be made
to produce four as different stripes as it is possible to pro-

duce, and yet each cloth possesses a plain surface, is the

feature of importance that requires explanation. Take the

last pattern—the 4-thread black and 2-thread white stripe

—as suitable for illustrating the principle on which this

variety of effects is obtained from one simple combination

of colours. The weave for this style, fig. 201, occupies

12 threads, the first 8 lettered C, working the 4-thread

D^GcaBaa D^DaBaaDaaaa
nxxEHZBD nKKKDnannGaa
arjDxaGaa Daa^'aDaaaDaa
KKGs»~nn KKGK.ananannn
GSGGaaan G^GG'aaaGaaaa
D^KXGCBG GKKKiGaaGGaan
DGGEBGBB DGGIS BGBBBGaB

stripe of black, and the latter part, lettered d, the 2-thread

stripe of white. The relation of the weft picks to the

warp threads in section c is as follows : First, all the white
threads are down on the black picks and half of the black

threads ; second, all the black threads are up on the white
picks and half of the white threads

; hence, in this part of

the design, a stripe of 4 threads of black covers a stripe of

4 threads of white. In d, the position of the weaves being
changed, and that of the threads remaining the same, as

the black picks are introduced, all the white threads are

up, and half of the black; while, on the white picks, all the

black threads are down and half of the white, formins" a

stripe of 2 threads of white over a stripe of 2 threads of

black.
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211. Three and Four Single-Thread Stripes.—Two other

examples need only be referred to. The first is for a stripe

of three, and second for a stripe of four, distinct colours,

each colour, in both examples, being formed by a single

thread. The weave for the former is given in fig. 202.

The warp might be arranged on such a system as the back

would be formed of one colour of yarns ; thus, 3 ends of

black, 1 end of grey, 1 end of black, and 1 end of white.

In this case the backing yarn is black. The order of pick-

ing would be as follows : 1 pick black (covering the black

face thread), 1 pick grey (covering the grey face thread),

1 pick black (covering the black face thread), and 1 pick

white (floating under all the face threads). The double-

plain weave is more broken up in the production of this

pattern than any other simple stripe.

nBDnnDQ
DGHHBDHD
DDGBBBD
DHuDDBHHflDDD
nCHHaDBD
DDDaiBD
DHDDDBB

rig. 203.

By employing weave 203, four stripes may be obtained.

It should be remarked that as there are only four changes

in the double plain weave, this is the largest number of

solid lines of colour producible in this make. The follow-

ing arrangement of threads gives stripes of black, olive,

brown, slate, blue, and lavender on the face, while the

backing yarn in the warp is all slate, and about half as

thick again as the face threads :

—

Warp.

1 end of black (small yarn)

.

1 ,, slate (thick yarn).

1 „ olive brown (small yarn).

1 „ slate (thick yarn).

1 ,, slate (small yarn).

nn GGBHGaaC
DHDH GBGBGHGB
nnffiffl CBGnHHGB
DHDG SSGSaGBBGS GG^^GaGG
QBGH GBGBGBGB
DGBB GBGGBBGB
GBDG^BBGBGGBB

I?ig. 202.
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1 end of slate (thick yarn).

1 ,, blue lavender (small yarn).

1 „ slate (thick yarn).

Weft.

1 pick black (small yarn).

1 „ olive brown (small yarn).

1 ,, slate (small yarn).

1 ,, blue lavender (small yam).

212. Figured Double Plains or Beversihles.— This is an-

other branch of double-plain designing. To produce a

pattern of this description two weaves are always used

—
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say, A and b, of fig. 198. It will be noticed that in A the

odd threads and picks flush on the face, while in B the even

threads and picks form the upper surface. Hence, if the

two weaves were combined, as in fig. 204 a, and warped
1 thread black, and 1 thread brown, the face side of A

would be black while the face side of b would be brown.

This may partly explain the principle on which figured

double-plain effects are produced. In designing the figure

is first marked out in solid colour on the paper, and then

the weave run on afterwards. For example, the parts re-

presented in vertical lines in fig. 204 form the design

proper ; on these parts, weave A would be transferred (see

fig. 2040-), while weave b would form the ground. If this

design were warped and woven 1 thread black and 1 thread
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twist, the parts on which the weave has been placed would

be twist yarn, while the ground weave would be self

colour. Some very elaborate patterns for shawls and

various kinds of mantle cloths are designed on this prin-

ciple, the fabrics in some cases can be made in such a way
as they are wearable on both sides.

213. Characteristics of Cut Double Cloths.—Another class

of double make effects that requires a word of explanation

is that known as cut patterns. These are designs in which

the figured sections are separated from each other by fine,

smart, decided furrows. In those portions of the cloth

where such lines are introduced, the fabric possesses a cut

appearance ; in other words, the outline or skeleton of the

i

wrnrn.
W)V\

Fig. 205.

patterns figuring these goods seems to have been indented

on the surface of the texture by the application of some

sharp instrument, so decisive and clear is the cut pro-

duced. Sketch 205 will furnish an idea of the woven
effect of this type of design. The thick black lines in

this drawing represent the "cut" effect, or the outline of

the pattern, the spaces between which are, in practice,

filled in with different weaves, such as hopsacks, twills,

and other small crossings. This variety of pattern is suc-

cessfully applied to worsted coatings, trouserings, and

mantle cloths, and also, when suitably modified, to a certain

extent, to fancy vestings.

214. Principle of Constructing Cut Double-Make Patterns.
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—The method of constructing cut patterns will be described

by referring to fig. 206. Here is given a simple striped

pattern, the cut or sharp indented lines of which are

formed in the woven cloth by the 2nd and 3rd and the 14th
and 15th threads respectively. The cross marks represent

the plain backing, and the round dots the face weaves. A
cut may always be formed with two threads, the move-
ments of which are arranged in such a manner that one
thread is always up when the other is down, and vice versa.

For example, in design 206, the second thread, which
forms a cut with the third, floats under the three picks

Fig. 206.

numbered 1, 2, and 3, and then covers picks 4, 5, and 6,

this order of elevation and depression of threads being re-

peated throughout the pattern. By this arrangement, the

backing picks always float over one of the cutting threads,

fastening, by so doing, the two fabrics together. In
cloths where the cuts are, say, not more than eight or

twelve threads apart, the stitching thus effected is regarded
as sufficient to secure a permanent adhesion of one cloth

to the other.

In fig. 207 a cut check pattern is shown, the arrange-
ment of the threads in which for forming the indentions
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lengthways of the design are the same as in the previous

illustration, so attention need only be directed to the cut-

ting picks. These, it will be noticed, are similarly ar-

ranged to the threads forming the warp cuts ; in fact, if the

design were turned round, and warp taken for weft and weft

for warp, it would be found that the cutting picks—12 and

13, and 1 and 24—are exactly the same in arrangement

as the threads figured 2 and 3 and 14 and 15. Bxamina-
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tion will show that they each flush under and over three

threads in succession, one pick being over the threads, while

the other is beneath them. Take, for instance, the 12th

and 13th picks ; while the former is flushing under the

first and second threads, the latter is flushing over them.

In the case of the third, fourth, and fifth threads, the pro-

cess is reversed—namely, the 12th pick is on the surface,

and the 13th pick underneath. In short, the rule in
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making double cloth "cuts," whether backing two threads
face and one thread back, or one thread face and one
thread back, is always the same, for it is imperative that

the flushes in the cutting threads and picks oppose each
other.

Sometimes the threads used in making the furrows are
arranged on both sides of the backing ends, but although
this method gives a broader or wider cut, it is not so

definite and distinct in character. The system of cutting

illustrated in the examples alluded to is the best in prac-

tice. A good plan of colouring styles of this class consists

in introducing the fancy yarns into the cutting threads
and picks ; thus, the following arrangement of threads for

the check pattern furnished illustrates this principle of
colouring :

—

1 end of black wool (backing),

1 ,, black and orange worsted twist,

1 ,, black and blue worsted twist,

For 9 11 „ black wool (backing),

threads } 2 „ black worsted.

Pattern of weft to be same as warp.
^ Another method of

applying fancy shades to such patterns consists in introduc-

ing the colours into the body, so to speak, of the design, or in

the threads and picks between the cuts. Both systems

may be practised with satisfactory results.

215. Drafting cmcl Setting of Double Cloths.—Double
fabrics should, wherever possible, be woven on two beams.

This is almost an absolute necessity if an even fabric is to

be produced where the yarns used for the respective sur-

faces are of different thicknesses. Cut double-make
fabrics occasionally require three beams—one for the face

weaves, a second for the cutting threads, and a third for

the backing yarns. In addition to two or three beams
being used in some classes of double cloths, in many cases

the face design is drafted on to one series of shafts, and
the backing weave on to a second series. In fig. 208, for
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example, which is the draft for design 207, shafts A are
for the backing yarns, shafts b for the cutting threads, and
shafts c for the face designs. As the principle of drafting
and healding has been fully explained in previous articles,
it is only necessary to add that the threads would be
drawn through the healds in the order indicated in the
draft. The pegging or weaving plan is given in fig. 209.
As to the setting of double cloths, this is a factor that is

dependent both upon the character of the face texture re-

9~ \B

\A

Fig. 208.

quired and the principle of backing adopted. If, for in-

stance, a fabric contains forty threads on the inch, and is

formed of a single weave, and it were required to back
such a cloth on the thread-and-thread principle, and at the
same time retain its exact condition of fineness of texture
it would, when double, contain 80 threads per inch. If
however, it were backed two threads face and one thread
back, then 60 threads on the inch would be sufficient, for
the requisite fineness could in this case be obtained by
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adding 20 threads for the backing to the number of face

ends given. To compensate for the reduction of ends in

this latter example as compared with the thread-and-

thread arrangement, the backing yarns would require to

be proportionately increased in thickness. There are no
more important points in constructing double fabrics than
those of setting, and the use of proper sizes of yarns.

Now, in general, when a single cloth has been correctly

built, the particulars for the backing texture to be added
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should be worked from the sizes of yarns and set employed
in its construction. Take an illustration : Supposing a

cloth is made of 2-fold 40's worsted and the weave is six-

end twill, and it contains 64 threads on the inch, then
what size of woollen yarn would require to be used for

backing purposes, and how many threads and picks should

be introduced to the inch, if the 2-and-l system of double
cloth structure is adopted? The latter particular can
readily be got, for the backing texture would contain half

A A
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the number of threads as the face, giving a total of 96
threads in the inch when added to the 64 employed in for-

mation of the upper surface ; while if the 1-and-l principle

of construction were adopted 128 threads would be neces-

sary to preserve the character of the single texture now
requiring backing. Before the thickness of the yarn can
be calcalated it will he necessary to find the equivalent to

a 2-fold 40's worsted in woollen counts. This can be done
as follows : 2-fold 40's worsted equals 20 hanks of 560
yards each, or 11,200 yards to the pound. Divide this

sum by 256, the number of drms. in a lb., the basis on
which woollen yarn is estimated, and the size required will

11 200
be the result : thus, '^^ = nearly 44 skeins. This

256 ^

would be about the thickness of yarn necessary for back-

ing if the cloth were woven one thread face and one thread

back, and providing the same weight and structure were
essential on both sides ; but, as in practical work, the

backing thread is generally somewhat thicker than the

face to give increased substance, a 28 or 30 skeins yarn
would probably be employed. The fabric under considera-

tion is, however, for a 2-and-l double make, which would
necessitate the backing thread being somewhat thicker than

half the size of the face thread—say 20 skeins. In ordi-

nary goods this method of arriving at the size of the back-

ing thread and set from the particulars of a given single

cloth may be invariably practised with satisfactory results,

but there are cases—when a new cloth has to be con-

structed, for instance—where experience and knowledge
of weaving can alone be relied upon.
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CHAPTER XIII.

ANALYSIS OF CLOTHS AND CALCULATIONS.

216. Textile Analysis—217. How to find the Weave of a Given

Textui-e—218. Ascertaining the sizes of the Yarns—219. Calculation on

Setting—-220. Method of Calculating the Weight of the Warp Yarns

—

221. Estimating the Size of Twist Yarns—222. Finding the Weight
of each sort of Yarn in the Warp—223, Estimating the Weight of

Weft Yarns of one Size and Colour only—224. Calculating the Weight
of Weft composed of various kinds of Yarns—225. Ascertaining the

Weight of a Worsted Fabric—226. Method of Finding the Size of the

Weft Yarn for Weaving a Piece of Cloth of a Given Weight—227.
Calculating the Picks per inch for Weaving a specified Weight of

Cloth.

216. Textile Analysis.—The decomposition of fabrics is

a very important part of textile manufacturing. New
cloths are frequently submitted to designers and manu-

facturers, which, before they can be correctly imitated,

have to be dissected ; in other words, the particulars of pro-

duction have to be deduced by a process of unravelling

the texture.

The key to successful analysis of woven stuffs is a com-

plete knowledge of cloth structure. If the principles of

making the various classes of single, backed and double-

weave fabrics have been mastered, the method of analysing

any description of woven texture will be readily under-

stood.

Cloth analysis may be divided into three sections :

—

I. Unravelling the fabric to obtain the weave or design

used in its production.

II. Ascertaining the set in which the cloth has been

woven, and the sizes of the yarns of which it is composed.

III. Calculation of the weight of the different sorts of

yarns employed in the manufacture of the fabric.
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The first section, in addition to relating to the weave or

design nsed in weaving the given texture, also comprises

the method of arranging the fancy yarns in both warp and

weft of the fabric, and, if the design is a drafted one, the

healding arrangement and the reduced weave or pegging

plan.

The set of the cloth refers to the counts of the reed,

threads in a dent, width of the warp in the sley. and picks

on the inch. The sizes, or grists of the yarns employed

D' C' 3'

Fig. 210.

in weaving the fabric, also comes under the second head
of analysis.

As to the weight of the cloth this is estimated from data

obtained in dissecting the texture according to principles

that will afterwards be explained.

Taking these particulars as embracing all the requisite

items of manufacture, cloth dissection will be described in

detail.

217. Hoiu to find the Weave of a given Texture.—In dis-

secting a woven fabric the weave should be first* ascer-
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tained, as its structure will test the accuracy of other

particulars. Before commencing to map out the weave
on paper it is necessary to prepare the fabric for the un-
ravelling process by extracting a few threads of warp and
weft, as in the sample of cloth sketched in fig. 210. When
such threads have been removed, an analysing glass and a

pointed instrument, such as a needle mounted in a pen-
holder, should be employed to trace minutely the construc-

tion of the cloth. By the aid of the former the analyst

can decipher the crossing of the threads, while the latter

is used to draw the last pick or shoot a slight distance

from its adjacent pick. In fig. 210, pick 1, has thus been
removed from pick 2, so that its interweaving with the warp
threads can be more readily determined. The passage this

shoot makes with the threads A to H would, after it had been
partly withdrawn, as indicated in the diagram, be sketched

on point paper, the threads floating over the picks in all cases

being represented by blank spaces, and the threads floating

under the picks by marks. Thus the first pick in fig. 210,

floating under threads A and b, and over c and d, is indi-

cated on pick 1 of weave 211 by marks on the two former,

and blanks on the two latter threads. The unravelling of

the texture in this manner, proceeding pick by pick, must
be continued till the weave repeats itself both in the

direction of the warp and in the direction of the weft. In

the illustration the weave repeats on thread A ^ and
pick 1 a.

Of course, when the cloths are very fine and contain a

large number of threads to the inch, analysing proves a

very difficult process. It then requires extraordinary care

and patience. Should the cloths have been well fulled or

milled and raised, that is, should the threads be fastly

felted together, and the surface of the texture covered

with fibre or nap, as in doeskin, moscow beavers, and
similar fabrics, it is necessary, previous to the unravelling

process, to remove such fibre by singeing and scraping

;

and even then it may be impossible to distinguish the
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crossing of the threads, or to remove a single shoot of weft

withont breaking it into fragments. In such cases ex-

perience in cloth structure is the only resource, the build

of the fabric having to be more assumed than dissected in

detail. Fabrics have been submitted to analysis which

were so excessively milled that to extract either a warp or

a weft thread without destroying it was simply impracti-

cable. However, in the ordinary run of woollen, worsted,

cotton, silk, and union fabrics, the weave or plan of inter-

texture is obtainable by care and concentrated attention.

The design having been ascertained, the next work con-

sists in reducing it to its lowest number of healds. On
examining design 211, which corresponds in every parti-
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Fig. 211.

cular to the interlacing of threads given in the enlarged

woven sample of cloth sketched in fig. 210, it will be

evident that it is feasible to weave it on four shafts. As,

however, drafting has been previously explained, it is only

necessary to say that the healding arrangement and the

reduced or weaving plan for the design are given in figs.

212 and 213.

218. Ascertaining the Sizes of the Ya/rns.—After having

ascertained the precise order in which the cloth is woven,

the sizes of yarns and the patterns of warp and weft require

consideration. The latter may be readily obtained as

follows : Take the threads out of the cloth separately and

in regular succession, noting the colours of the yarns in
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the exact order as they are withdrawn from the texture.

The warp is usually treated first. If the cloth is backed

and coloured on both sides, dissect the colourings for each

side separately.

The sizes or thicknesses of the threads are not so easy

to arrive at as the warp and weft patterns. The general

method practised is to compare them with yarns of a

known size or counts. For this purpose a series of yarns,

of as many difierent sizes as obtainable, in wool, worsted,

cotton, and silk, should be at hand. A yarn balance has

recently been invented for indicating the counts of all

classes of yarns, from small lengths such as those resulting

from dissecting cloths, while another method consists in

Fie:. 212.
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weighing a small sample of the fabric and calculating from

its weight the counts of the yarn. The latter system is

only applicable to fabrics made of a very limited variety of

yarns, say one class of threads for the warp and a second

class for the weft. In dissecting small samples of fancy

cloths not more than two or three inches square, and often

not so large, and composed of several sorts of yarns, the

textile analyzer will find the first method, that of com-
parison, the readiest, and withal the most reliable.

219, Calculations on Setting.—The set, as already stated,

relates to the number of ends per inch in both warp and
weft of the fabric. This, in worsted and cotton fabrics,

which have not been shrunk to any material extent in

finishing, is not difficult to ascertain. In woollen textures
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it is somewhat different. Thus the number of ends in

such cloths, in the finished state, is considerably in excess

of what it is in the loom, arising from the reduced length

and width of the piece after fulling, or the smaller space

into which the threads are in this process compressed.

For example, some cloths, such as army goods, contain in

the loom about 32 ends on the inch, but when finished

over 50, the increase of ends being due to fulling, in which

operation the cloth is reduced some 36^0 iii width.

The question is, how is the original set of a woollen

fabric that has thus been fulled to be calculated from a

small pattern. Of course the first point is to reckon the

number of threads on the inch in the finished fabric, say

64. Then, as the standard width of a narrow piece is

28 inches and of a broad piece 56 inches, not including

lists, the total number of threads in the entire width of

the piece (that is, in the warp,) can be obtained by multi-

plying the ends per inch by the width, thus : 54 x 28 =
1512. The allowance made for felting in the ordinary

classes of woollen textures varies from 10 to 20% accord-

ing to the style of fabric analyzed. Assuming, for illus-

tration simply, the piece has shrunk in fulling 15Yo, and
that it is 28 inches wide in the finished state, it would be

about 32 inches wide in the loom. If the width of the

cloth in the sley is divided into the total number of threads

in the warp it will give the ends per inch in the reed, as

1512 -i- 32 ^ nearly 48 threads on the inch.

Having found, in this manner, the threads per inch in

the warp in the loom, the next question is that of sleying,

which is regulated according to the weave of the cloth.

For a set of 48 threads on the inch a 12's, 16's, or 24's

reed, sleyed 4's, 3's, or 2's respectively, might be employed.

In weaves of a mat character the threads have a tendency

to "roll" or twirl round each other if those ends which

are coupled together in the weave are not split in the sley,

necessitating the use of as fine a reed as practicable. As,

however, the coarser the reed the less friction on the threads,

it is generally advisable to employ a medium counts of sley.
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Single-make cloths are invariably woven on the square,

so that the number of the picks per inch is the same as the

the threads in thewarp. In backed and double-weave fabrics

picks to the inch on the face is first obtained, from which
basis the number on the back can be readily ascertained

by discovering the order of wefting, that is, whether woven
one, two, or three picks of face to each pick of backing

weft.

220. Method of Calculating the Weight of the Warp
YarQis.—When the warp yams are all of the same shade

and size the weight can be found as follows : Multiply

the total number of threads in the warp by the length of

the chain in the loom, and divide by the number of yards

in a pound of the yarn of which it is composed. Example :

A warp 60 yards long contains 1,512 ends, and is made of

20 skeins yarn (that is, 20 yards of such thread weighs

one drachm) find its weight.

1,512 X 60 = number of yds. of yarn in the whole warp

20 X 16 X 16 = number of yds of 20sks. yarn in a lb.

= 17 14 lbs.

Should the warp be composed of fancy colours and of

various sizes of yarns, the weight of each sort of threads

has to be ascertained separately. Suppose, for instance,

the pattern of warp for the fabric sketched in fig. 210 is as

follows, and that it is required to find the weight of each

kind of yarn in the warp, which, it may be again assumed,

contains 1,512 ends, and is 60 yards long.

3 threads of 20 skeins black.

1 „ „ 60 skeins black, 60 skeins light brown, and

60 skeins white twist.

2 ,, „ 20 skeins lavender.

1 ,, ,, 40 skeins black and tan.

1 „ „ 40 skeins black and scarlet.
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221. Estimating the Size of Twist Yarns,—Before proceed-

iDg with the calculation, the size of the 40 skeins and 60

skeins twist yarns must be ascertained. To find the size

of a 2-fold twist yarn, multiply the counts of the respec-

tive threads into each other, and divide by their numbers
added together. Thus, the formula for ascertaining the

size of the 40 skeins black and 40 skeins tan twist is as

follows : , = 20 skeins.
40 + 40

When three separate threads are twisted together, first

calculate the size of two of them, and then the counts of

this compound thread when twisted with the third yarn.

For example, what is the actual size of the 60 skeins black,

60 skeins light brown, and 60 skeins white twist ?

^, ^ . 60 X 60 on ,. 30 X 60 ^.
That is, = 30, then — = 20.

60 + 60 30 + 60

So that both the 40 skeins and 60 skeins twist would be

reckoned as 20 skeins. If two yarns of different material

are combined—as, for instance, a 2-fold 80's worsted with

a 2-fold 60's silk—then they have both, in the first place,

to be reduced to the same counts. A 2-fold 50's worsted

is equal to 25 hanks of 560 yards each in a pound, whereas

a 2-fold 60's silk is equal to 60 hanks of 840 yards each to

the ponnd ; so that it is essential to find the equivalent

either of a 2-fold 60's silk in the worsted counts, or of a

2-fold 50's worsted in the silk counts. The silk will be

brought to its equivalent in worsted hanks.

In order to reduce any two counts to the same basis,

bring one of them to yards, and divide by the standard

length of the other.

Example.— 2-fold 60's silk equals 60 hanks, or, in other

words, a pound of such silk contains 840 x 60 = 50,400

yards. Now, if this number is divided by the yards in the

worsted hank, 560, it will give the equivalent required,

thus : 50,400 -^ 560 = 90's worsted.

So that the question is reduced to the following : A
2-fold 60's silk, equal to 90's worsted yarn, twisted with
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that is,-t, -̂K =19^-

a 2-fold 50'a worsted (i.e., 25's worsted) required the size

of the componnd yarn,

25 X 90

'2TT90
Shonld the 2-fold 60's silk be twisted with a woollen

yarn— as, for example, a 30 skeins thread—its equivalent

in woollen counts would be obtained by dividing the

number of yards in a pound of this yarn by the basis of

the woollen counts. According to the skein system of

reckoning woollen yarns, a 1 skein yarn is equal to 1 yard

to the drachm, 16 yards to the ounce, and 256 yards to the

pound ; hence the size of a 2-fold 60's silk in this system

of counts would be procured as follows : ——-^

= 196|- skeins.

222. Finding the Weight of each Sort of Yarn in the

Warp.—Attention may now be turned to the fancy pattern

of warp given in paragraph 220. The first work in calcu-

lating the weight of each sort of yarn in such a pattern

consists in finding the number of each sort of ends in the

chain. To do this, divide the total number of threads in

the warp, which has been taken as 1,512, by the number

of threads in a pattern ; thus, 1,512 -h 8 = 189 patterns,

or repeats, in the entire warp. iN'ow multiply the number

of patterns by each class of yarns separately, as indicated

below :

—

189 patterns, multiplied by 3 ends of black, equals

567 ends of black yarn in the warp.

189 patterns, multiplied by 2 ends of lavender, equals

378 ends of lavender yarn in the warp.

As there is only 1 end of 60 skeins black, light brown, and

white twist, 1 end of 40 skeins black and tan twist, and

1 end of 40 skeins black and scarlet twist in the pattern of

warp, there would only be 189 ends of these respective

compound threads in the whole chain.

The total number of each kind of threads having thus

been obtained, the calculation is completed in the follow-

ing manner

:
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567 (ends of black) x 60 (length of the warp in yards)

20 (skeins or size of thread calculated) x 16 x 16

that is, the number of yards of black
20 x 16 x 16

yarn—34,020—divided by the yards in a pound of 20

skeins yarn, namely 5,120, gives the weight of this thread

in the warp, namely, Q~^ lbs.

Each colour of yarn in the warp is dealt with on this

principle, the rule in all cases being to divide the number
of yards of the particular yarn calculated by the number
of yards one pound of it contains. To proceed, then, with

the 60 skeins black, light brown, and white twist

:

189 (ends of 60 skeins twist) x 60

60 skeins twist 3-fold yarn reckoned as 20 skeins x 16 x 16

_ 189 X 60 ^~
20 X 16 X 16 -S6 "

'

378 (ends of lavender) x 60 _ ,
^ ^ ,,

20 X 16 X 16
''^^

189 (ends of black and tan twist) x 60

40 skeins twist 2-fold yarn reckoned as 20 skeins x 16 x 16

189 X 60 ^ . , „= = 2^vV lbs.
20 X 16 X 16

"-'^

189 (ends of black and scarlet twist) x 60

40 skeins twist 2-fold yarn reckoned as 20 skeins x 16 x 16

= ^'' X '' = 2^V. lbs.
20 X 16 X 16

-''

Summary.
lbs.

20 skeins black yarn = ^~i
60 skeins twist yarn = 2-5_.5g.

20 skeins lavender yarn = "^ttV
40 skeins black and tan twist yarn =. 2—y-
40 skeins black and scarlet twist yarn = 2-5_5_

Total weight of warp 17-i-|-J
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220. Estimating the Weight of Weft Yarns of one Size

and Colour only.—The rule for finding the weight of weft

yarn in a piece of cloth woven of one colour and size of yarn
is as follows : Multiply the picks per inch in the fabric by
the width of the cloth in the loom, and then multiply the

product thus obtained by the length of the warp in yards,

and afterwards divide the result by the yards per pound of

the yarn used in weaving the texture.

Examinle.—A piece of cloth, made from 60 yards of

warp, contains 48 picks on the inch, is 32 inches wide
in the loom, and is woven of 20 skeins woollen yarn, re-

quired the weight of the weft.

48 picks X 32 inches wide in the loom x 60 length of warp

20 skeins or size of yarn x 16 x 16

48 X 32 X 60 TQ,, . .,= = 18 lbs. or weit yarn.
20 X 16 X 16

^

224i. Calculating the Weight of Weft composed of Various

Kinds of Yarns.—Let it be supposed that it is required to

find the weight of each sort of weft yarn in a piece of

cloth 36 inches wide in the loom, made of 60 yards of

warp, containing 40 picks on the inch, and woven as

below :

—

4 picks of 20 skeins black.

4 ,, 20 skeins brown.

2 „ 40 skeins black and lavender twist, to be

reckoned as 20 skeins.

2 „ 40 skeins black and tan twist, to be reckoned

as 20 skeins.

By the aid of two rules the method of obtaining the weight

of any combination of weft threads in a woven fabric may
be made clear to the reader. They are as follows

:

1. Multiply the picks on the inch by width of the cloth in

the loom, and divide by the number of picks in the pattern.

2. Multiply the result of the foregoing rule by each sort

of picks in the pattern separately, and then the product

of each by the leugth of the warp in yards, which divide
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by the yards in a pound of the thread calculated. Thus,

in the cloth to which the weaving particulars are given

above, the piece is 36 inches wide in the loom, and con-

tains 40 picks on the inch, while the pattern of weft is

composed of 12 picks ; therefore, the formula, according to

36 X 40
Rule I. will be — = 120 repeats of the pattern in a

length of cloth equal to the width of the warp in the loom.

N'ow this number, according to Rule II. , should be multi-

plied by each sort of shoots in the pattern, then by the

length of the warp, and the total divided by the number
of yards in a pound of the thread, so that the calculation

would be completed thus :
—

120 X 4 (picks of black) x 60 ^ 5 s lbs. of 20 skeins black.
20 X 16 X 16 '

120 X 4 (picks of brown) X 60 _ ^ ^^^^ ^^ ^0 sks. brown.
20 X 16 X 16 '

120 X 2 (picks of black and lavender twist) x ^0 __^^ ^ ,,

20 X 16 X 16 ^ ^'

of 40 skeins black and lavender twist, reckoned as 20 skeins.

120 X 2 (picks of black and tan twist) x 60 _ ^^^ ,, ^

20 X 16 X 16
T^ s. o

40 skeins black and tan twist, reckoned as 20 skeins.

225. Ascertaining the Weight of a Worsted Fabric.—The
quantitive analysis of a worsted, cotton, union, or any
other cloth is obtained on exactly the same principle as

the woollen fabric considered. As there is, however, some
slight dissimilarity in the method of working the calcula-

tions, arising from the different methods of gristing or

reckoning the size of the threads in these respective cloths,

an example in a worsted texture will be given. Suppose,

then, the weaving particulars for a worsted trousering

style made of the 13-shaft corkscrew are as given below,

and that the weights of the various sorts of yarns in both

warp and weft are required for making the piece.
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26 ends of 2-fold 60's black, reckoned as 30's.

, , „ 2-fold 1 20's black and tan twist, reckoned
as 30's.

,, ,,
2-fold 60's black, reckoned as 30's.

,, ,, 2-fold 60's black, reckoned as 30's.

,0^1,, „ 2-fold 120's black and green olive twist,

reckoned as 30's.

„ 2-fold 60's black, reckoned as 30's.

13

ends.

ends

Weft,

26 picks of 30's black.

26 „ „ 30's brown.

To be woven in a 20's reed, 6 ends in a split, and to

have 120 picks on the inch. The width of the piece in

the loom to be 64 inches including lists, and the warp to

be 120 yards long.

First find the total number of ends in the warp
thus : 64 X 120 = 7680 threads. Next divide 7680 by

65, the number of ends in the pattern of warp, giving 118

repeats and 10 ends over. The latter threads will require

to be calculated with the black. The rule is, when there

is a remainder, after dividing by the ends in the pattern, to

proportion such threads to the different sets of colours in

the order in which they succeed each other. For example,

if there had been a remainder of 27 threads, 26 ends would
have been added to the black, and 1 to the black and tan

twist.

Having obtained the number of patterns in the warp,

proceed by ascertaining the number of each sort of threads

in the arrangement of colours, which it will be found, on

consulting the pattern of warp, are as follows :—51 ends

of black, 7 ends of black and tan twist, and 7 ends of black

and green olive twist.

Now complete the calculation thus :

—
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(118 patterns x 51 ends of black) + 16 ends over x 120

length of warp

30, No. ofhanks in alb. of 38's worsted x 560 yards in the

worsted hank

^ (118 X 51) + 16 X 120^ ^^^_ ^^ 2-fold 60's black
30 x 560 '^

118 X 7 ends ofblack and tan x 120_ ^ ^ ^^^ ^^2 foldl'^O's
30 X 560

• I o
• -

black and tan twist.

118 X 7 ends of black and erreen olive x 120 k ^ m—

_

° = b^ lbs.
30 X 560

of 2-fold 120's black and green olive twist.

The weight of the weft yarns may be procured on the

lines indicated in the rules given in the previous paragraph.

The working out of the calculation would be accom-

plished as follows :

—

64 inches wide in loom x 120 picks on the inch -. .f._ ^ = 149 re-
52 picks in the pattern of weft

peats and 12 ends over.

Then,

(149 X 26 picks of black) + 12 ends over x 120
length of warp,

30, No. hanks in a pound of 30's worsted x 560 yards in a

hank

^(j49x 26) + 12x120 ^ ^75. lbs. of 30's black.
30 x 560 '°

149 X 26 picks of brown x 120 ^^..^ „ „^„, ,

Vt^60 =27- lbs. of 30 s brown.

226. Method of finding the Size of the Weft Yarn for

Weaving a Piece of Cloth of a Given Weight.—A problem of

the following class sometimes arises in making woven
goods. Required the size of the weft yarn for weaving a

piece of cloth, say 60 yards long, 36 inches wide in the

loom, with 40 picks on the inch, the weight of the weft

being 20 lbs. In the first place ascertain the number of

yards of weft yarn in the whole piece, and then divide by
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the number of drachins in the weight of the weft. That

is to say, supposing A = the length of the piece, 60 yards

;

B = the width of the piece, 36 inches ; C = the picks on

the inch, 40; and d = the weight of the weft, 20 lbs.;

then t2L12^ = ^Q X ^^ X ^Q = 161- skeins.
D 20 X 16 X 16 '

Take a second example,—a piece of worsted cloth 120

yards long, 66 inches wide in the loom, and 48 picks on the

inch, weighs 106 lbs., find the size of the weft yarn, when
the warp is made of 2-fold 30's worsted and set in a 14's

reed, 4 threads in a split. First find the weight of the

warp thus :

—

56 threads on the inch x 66 inches width of cloth in loom

X 120 length of warp

560 yards in worsted hank x 15 size of warp yarn

= 52+ lbs. Then 106 lbs. weight of piece — 52^: lbs.

weight of warp = 534- lbs. of weft yarn. 'Now proceed as

in the previous example, thus :
—

120 X 66 X 48 ,. ,1 To» 1. A= practically, Iz s worsted.
53| X 560

^ ^

227. Gdlculating the Pichs pei' Inch for Weaving a Speci-

fied Weight of Cloth.—In this case the size of the yarns,

length and width of the cloth, and weight of the weft are

given, and it is required to find the picks on the inch. For

example : Ascertain the picks per inch in a piece of cloth

30 inches wide in the loom, 60 yards long, the size of the

weft yarn being 8 skeins, and the weight of the weft

30 lbs. The first thing to do in solving this problem is to

ascertain the number of yards of 8 skeins yarn in 30 lbs.,

and then divide by the width of the piece multiplied by its

length. In another form, supposing A = the weight of

the weft yarn, 30 lbs. ; B = the size of the weft, 8 skeins
;

C = the width of the piece, 30 inches ; and d = the

1 ^i. i-.x. ac^ A ,1.
^XB 30x16x16x8

length of the piece 60 yards : then = ——

—

^ ^ -^ cxD 30x60
= 34-/y picks on the inch.

B B
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Here is a more complex question of this kind : Find the

picks per inch in a piece of cloth weighing 120 lbs., and

made in the following manner : warp, 2-fold 40's cotton,

102 beers (38 threads to the beer) ; weft, 2 picks of 24's

worsted and 1 pick of 5 skeins low woollen. Width of

the cloth in the loom, 66 inches ; length of the warp,

72 yards.

It will be necessary to first obtain the weight of the

warp, and by deducting it from the total weight of the

piece, find the number of pounds of weft yarn in the whole

fabric.

102 beers x 38 ends in beer x 72 yards length of warp

2-fold 40's = 20 X 840 yards in cotton hank
= nearly 17 lbs.

Then, 120 lbs. weight of piece—17 lbs. weight of warp =
103 lbs. of weft yarn.

Now divide the number of yards in an ounce of 5 skeins

woollen into the number of yards in an ounce of 24's

worsted, this will give the number of ounces of woollen

yarn, equivalent in length to one ounce of worsted ; thus,

840 yards in one ounce of 24's worsted -i- 80 yards in one

ounce of 5 skeins wool = lOi. But as there are two picks

of worsted to one pick of wool, one ounce of worsted in

weaving this cloth would be equal to 5i- ozs. of wool.

Having found these particulars, add the proportionate

lengths together, and then, as the result is to either the

woollen or the worsted yarn, so is that to the weight of

the piece—that is to say, 1 oz. worsted + 5^ ozs. woollen

= 61, ; then, as 61. : 5i- :: 103 = 86-0. lbs. of woollen

weft. The weight of worsted is obtained by subtracting

86i4 from 103 = 16ii-lbs.

Now, having got the width of the cloth in the loom,

66 inches, the length of the warp, 72 yards, and found the

weight of the worsted weft 16^1- lbs., and also the weight

of the 5 skeins woollen S6^ lbs., the problem may be

completed on the same lines as the foregoing example :
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Thus, taking the woollen weft first, —?^ —
72 X 66

practically, 24 picks on the inch. As there are two picks

of worsted to one pick of woollen, there would be a total

of 72 picks on the inch in the woven fabric.
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CHAPTER XIV.

CLOTH FINISHING.

228. Eifect of Finishing—229. Finish in Relation to Worsted Cloths

—230. Variety of Finish in Woollens—231. Nature of Fulling—232.
Process of Milling—233. Milling Reduces the Size of the Pattern

—

234. Raising and its Effects—235. Differences between Wet and Dry
Raising—236. Boiling and Crabbing—237. Pressing—238. Doeskin
Finish—239. Velvet Finish—240. Dry Finish— 241. Scotch and Melton
Finish—242. Worsted Finish.

228. Effect of Finishing

.

—Generally speaking, all classes of

fabrics alter in appearance, handle, and firmness of texture

in the finishing processes. If, however, there is any par-

ticular style of goods liable to lose the character it pos-

sesses in the loom more than another, through the appli-

cation of finish, it is an all-wool fabric. Thus the fineness,

soft and substantial touch, compact texture, and lustrous

surface of a fine doeskin are principally due to the me-
chanical treatment this class of cloth is subjected to in

finishing. In all dressed-faced cloths the warp and weft

threads, so easy to distinguish before finishing, are com-
pletely covered with pile or nap, or, in other words, with

the fibre drawn out of the body of the texture, and spread

on the surface of the fabric by the teazles of the raising

gig. As a woollen cloth is milled or fulled, previous to

raising, the thready surface which characterizes it on

leaving the loom totally disappears in the fulling process,

causing the fabric to resemble a felted rather than a woven
production. A piece of doeskin goods, therefore, in the

finished or marketable condition, possesses but few features

common with a similar fabric in the raw woven state,

finishing effecting marked changes in its appearance and
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general character. In the finishing operations to which

such a cloth is submitted, a degree of softness and lustre

is imparted. Then, again, the bare surface and thready-

handle the fabric possesses in the loom are, after finishing,

no longer distinguishable, the former being substituted by

a soft, velvetty pile, and the latter by a clothy and elastic

touch.

229. Finish in Belationto Worsted Cloths.—The processes of

finishing do not, however, produce such distinctive changes

in the condition of a worsted cloth, for here the character

of the weave or efi'ect of crossing the threads, is not only

carefully preserved, but smartly and boldly developed. A
worsted cloth in the loom, if well woven, is the same, to a

very considerable degree, in appearance and handle as

when in the finished or saleable condition. The only

noticeable alterations that the application of finish effects

in this case is a desirable improvement in the qualities of

softness and lustre. An ordinary buyer would, however,

experience little difficulty in tracing the resemblance be-

tween an unfinished and a finished piece of worsted goods

;

possibly he would notice that the effect of the weave or

make is more pronounced in the latter than in the former,

which arises, no doubt from the finished cloth having been

submitted to the process of cropping or cutting, which

removes the loose and straggling fibres that generally

appear on the surface of a woven fabric. The point that

should be specially noted here is that while a worsted

fabric neither increases, to any material degree, in thick-

ness nor strength during the finishing operations, a woollen

fabric, more especially when milled for a considerable

period, increases both in density and fulness of handle,

these qualities being obtained more or less in the milling

machine. Of course it is not to be inferred from these

remarks that a tender cloth can be made firm and elastic

by subjecting it to this process ; but, that by reducing

the piece in length and breadth, which takes place in pro-

portion to the period of time it is operated upon in the
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fulling mill, the fabric naturally increases in compact-

ness, solidity, and strength.

230. Variety of Finish in Woollens.—There is consider-

ably more scope for producing a variety of effects by finish-

ing in woollen than in worsted goods ; for there is one

feature which invariably obtains in a worsted cloth

whether single or backed, namely, a well pronounced

weave effect and a clear, bright face, implying the appli-

cation, to a very large extent, of one style of finish. It is

very different in the case of woollen goods. Here the

cloth finisher is not limited to one or two methods of im-

proving the surface of the goods, as the classes of fabrics

named in the sequel, which are all differently treated in

the finishing operations, clearly shows. The most im-

portant and skilful class of finish is the dress face. It is

applied to plain broads, moscows, beavers, pilots, and all

descriptions of doeskins. These are fabrics, as will

already have been gathered from the reference made to the

doe-skin, where the face of the cloth is entirely covered

with short fibres, which are raised or drawn in one

direction over the surface of the piece, and afterwards

evened or reduced to one uniform length throughout by
cropping or cutting. The fibre thus obtained is technically

called the pile or nap of the cloth. Lustre is added to

the face of these goods by subjecting the piece to a

process of boiling. As the primary object in finishing

such fabrics is to cover the threadlike character of the

cloth, the weave is necessarily hid in the mass of fibrous

pile raised on its surface in accomplishing this result.

From a consideration of this style of finish, attention may
be called to cheviot goods, and the ordinary classes of

woollen coatings and suitings, where weave is of more im-

portance in the finished cloths than in such fabrics as doe-

skins and pilots, and hence, the finish applied, leaves the

effect of the crossing of the warp and weft yarns mode-
rately clear, but not so decided and smartly defined as in

worsteds. In buckskins and Venetians the very opposite
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effect is obtained, by the finishing processes, to what exists

in a dressed face cloth, for here the effect of the weave is

so definite and clear that it will compare favourably, in

this particular, with a piece of worsted goods. Further

reference might be made to nap cloths for overcoatings

and velvet-finished fabrics. In the former, small naps or

curls are formed on the upper side of the cloth in the

finishing operations, while a piece of goods finished on the

velvet principle is covered with an erect pile of fibres.

The various kinds of finish that have now been alluded to

show that the weave or make used in the formation of the

fabric may be completely hid from view in the finishing

processes, or left sufficiently prominent as to give character

to the pattern, or in a third instance it may be clearly

brought out and form the leading feature of the style as in

a common buckskin or Venetian. But as these results are

only obtainable in woollen fabrics, the allusions that may
now be made to the effect any particular process has on
the condition of the woven goods, will be specially applic-

able to all wool fabrics.

231. Nature of Fu2Ung,— Milling or fulling will be

treated of first, because, after scouring, it is the primary

process in finishing which produces a decided change in

the nature of the woven fabric. The object of this opera-

tion is apparent from the name it bears, the literal meaning
of fulling implying an increasing in bulk or substance.

This is what actually takes place as the cloth is being

passed through the fulling mill where it increases in thick-

ness, density, and body. There is possibly no finishing

operation of more importance than this in the manufac-
ture of some classes of woven goods, while the various

kinds of woollen suitings, coatings, trouserings, ulsterings,

(fee, handle loftier and fuller, possessing, in a word, more
substance, for having been subjected for a short time to

the action of the fulling machine or stocks. The question

that suggests itself for consideration in connection with

this subject is, what are the main causes of an open woven
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texture being changed into a close, compact piece of goods

in the milling machine ? For this is what actually occurs

in the fulling operation, the fabric being thready in the

bottom, loose in structure, and lacking in softness and

fulness on leaving the loom. The subject certainly merits

a careful investigation. It is remarkable that this change

is characteristic to woollen and worsted goods alone, but

more especially to the former, for reasons which will

shortly be alluded to. The wool fibre appears to be the

only textile material that possesses this peculiar felting or

fulling property. So far as modern investigation teaches

it arises from the saw-like serrations which form the

structure of the fibre ; these in the fulling operations

cause the individual fibres of the threads in the warp and

weft of the cloth to be closely and permanently bound
together. In a primary sense, therefore, the cause of the

shrinking which takes place in a woven cloth, while in

the fulling mill, arises from the natural structure of the

wool fibre, the number and strength of the serrations in a

given length of which may be said to define the milling

power of the wool. But, in a secondary sense, this

shrinking feature is due to the mechanical arrangement of

the fibres in the construction of a woollen thread. The
mixing and blending of the material, in scribbling and
spinning, producing exactly that kind of yarn which not

only facilitates but accelerates the fulling of a piece of

woven goods ; the worsted thread, on the contrary, is con-

structed on that principle which may be said to be most
likely to even diminish the natural felting property in

the wool. Hence a woollen cloth mills better than a

worsted.

232. Process of Milling.—The order of the milling pro-

cess as performed in the fulling machine is as follows :

—

The cloth is in the first place well saturated with soap and
water, and then passed between two vertical rollers in a

twisted condition, the pressure here applied causing it to

shrink in the direction of the weft. On emerging from
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between these rollers the progress of the piece is inter-

rupted, being cuttled np in the meantime in a kind of a box,

where it is retained for a certain length of time, and then

liberated to admit of a second quantity, and so on till the

whole piece has been submitted to this process. While

cuttled in the box or case the fabric shrinks in the direc-

tion of the warp. The true character of the change pro-

duced in the condition of the cloth in this operation may
be forcibly illustrated. A piece of all-wool goods, made
of small yarns, and set 36 inches wide in the loom, was
recently milled for nearly two whole days, after which

it was removed from the milling machine, and was found

to be no more than 18 inches in width, and somewhere

about half its original length. The surface of the cloth

had no resemblance to that of a woven texture, the effect

of the weave having entirely disappeared, and the fabric

being like a thin layer of felted wool. So firmly had the

warp and weft threads been milled together that it was
impossible, with the greatest care, to separate them from

each other without a large number of breakages. Ad-
mitted that this was an unusually severe change to make
in the cloth by milling, yet it serves to illustrate that, ac-

cording to the amount of fulling a fabric is subjected to,

the more compact and substantial will be the texture,

while the more it is reduced in length and breadth the

more perceptibly will it be increased in thickness. These,

along with the quality of a soft, firm handle, are the main
changes in the condition of a woollen cloth due to the

fulling process.

233. Milling Reduces the Size of the Pattern.—When the

cloth has passed through the fulling mill, and been ten-

tered and dried, it is generally more or less covered with

loose straggling fibres. These, in some classes of woollen

goods, help to form what has been called the nap or pile

of the finished cloth, but in other classes of fabrics they

have to be entirely removed, in order to admit of a full

development of the colours and weave of the pattern. The
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effect of the weave or make, and of the arrangement of

the colours in both warp and weft yarns, suffers somewhat
in brightness and clearness during the passage of the piece

through the fulling machine ; for, in addition to the cloth

decreasing both in length and breadth, which implies a

proportionate reduction in the size of the pattern, the

fibres that appear on the surfaces of the piece in this

operation also help to subdue the effect of the design.

That is to say, if a cloth should be set seventy-two inches

wide in the loom, and milled down to fifty-six inches, the

pattern or design would, at least in the direction of the

weft, be ^ smaller in the milled than in the unmilled

fabric. Such a considerable reduction in the size of a

medium or small pattern necessarily softens the effect of

the design ; and hence, in fancy fabrics, where weave and
colour are essential to the sale of the goods, the fibres on
the face of the cloth have to be removed in the subsequent

operations, which may be said to more than compensate
for the loss of effect by the reduction in the size of the

pattern, because such a removal of loose fibres necessarily

gives a smart and definite character to the weave and
colours employed in the formation of the style.

234. Baising and its Effects.—Now, whether it may be

necessary to clear the surface of the cloth in order to at-

tain the required finish or not, the piece is submitted, after

milling, to a very important finishing process, technically

called raising, which possesses a two-fold character. Thus
the change which this work effects in the nature or ap-

pearance of the cloth depends on the wet or dry condition

of the piece during the process—dry raising rooting up
the fibres on the surface of the cloth, and leaving them in

upright positions ; while wet raising, by disturbing the

face of the texture, obtains enough fibre to form the pile

or nap, which is spread evenly on the surface of the

fabric. The raising gig, or the machine on which this

work is done, consists of a large skeleton cylinder con-

taining a number of iron rods closely set with teazles.
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This cylinder, which is the principal part of the machine,

revolves at a very quick rate, and in the opposite direction

to the way in which the piece is going. The latter travels

very slowly, and is brought into contact with the sharp

and pliant teazles, which raise the fibres by a series of

rollers, capable of adjustment as to distance from the

cylinder of the gig. The primary object of this process is

to disentangle and open the fibres, completely covering

the surface of the piece after milling and tentering. But,

as there are two distinct classes of gig raising, which are

applied with very different results, it will be useful to

consider them separately. Wet raising will therefore be

treated of first. Dressed face goods, such as doeskins,

plain broads, moscows, pilots, beavers, and presidents, are

all passed over the raising gig in a wet or damped con-

dition. Again, this principle of raising is frequently

adopted in finishing goods made of a low quality of

backing yarn which it is desirable to hide as much as

possible, and hence the underside of the fabric is raised

wet. That the fibre is not removed in the subsequent

process of cutting, when the cloth has been raised ac-

cording to this system, may be ascertained by passing the

hand over a piece of fine doeskin, or any other style of

fabric that has been similarly treated ; so long as it moves
in the direction in which the fibre has been raised on the

gig, it will glide smoothly along, but, on reversing the move-
ment, the hand at once opposes the entire mass of fibres.

!N^ow, as this pile or nap is not characteristic of the

cloth in the loom, it is an indication that raising has pro-

duced a remarkable change in the condition of the fabric.

Such, in fact, is the nature of the raising process that the

bare and thready appearance the woven fabric originally

possessed is, by the stirring action of the teazles, com-
pletely covered with a layer of fibres, which so perfectly

conceals the woven character of the cloth that neither the

threads of warp or weft used in its manufacture are visible

on its surface. In short, the fibrous face which cha-
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racterizes cloths raised on this principle arises mainly

from this process ; wet raising not only disturbing the

face of the cloth in such a manner as to cover it with

fibre, but, by distributing the same over the surfaces of the

fabric, preserving the length of the pile during the cutting

or cropping operation. It will shortly be observed that

dry raising has almost an opposite effect on the condition

of the cloth, for, although this class of raising alters the

woven character of the fabric, yet, instead of preserving

the fibre, it prepares it for being removed by the knife of

the cutting machine. Worsted coatings and trouserings,

and the ordinary classes of fancy woollen goods, are usually

raised in the dry state. In worsted goods, however, more

especially when finishing the finer fabrics, this operation

partakes more of a brushing than of a raising character :

the action of the teazles, as applied in raising all-wool goods,

would be too severe in effect, and probably damage the even

appearance of the face of this kind of cloth. The principal

reason why dry raising is more suitable than wet raising

in finishing these fabrics, is because in such goods a smart,

clean face is generally required. Then, again, the effect

of the weave is also of paramount importance, and, in

order to give prominence to this feature of the fabric, it

is necessary to remove the fibre; which, it has been shown,

covers both sides of the piece after milling, and also hides

the interlacing of the yarns employed in production of the

cloth. Hence, raising is resorted to, in this instance, to

facilitate a complete removal of the fibre in the cutting

process. However, in order to obtain a fair idea of the

bareness and general character of cloths raised dry, let a

fabric of this description be put to a similar examination

as the doeskin mentioned above. This experiment will,

at least, contrast the difference in the handle of goods

raised wet and dry respectively. In this case the hand

may be moved in every possible direction over the surface

of the cloth, and yet it will not be discovered that the fibre

leans in any particular manner ; on the contrary, it offers
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equal resistance to the motion of the hand whichever way
it may be directed, showing that the fibres have not only
been raised into upright positions, but so efiectually re-

moved in the subsequent operation of cutting as not to

possess sufficient length to be perceptibly laid either in

one direction or another ; in a word, what remains of the
pile projects perpendicularly from the surface of the piece

as raised on the gig.

235. Diferences hetween Wet and Dry Baisincj.—This na-
turally leads to a consideration of the differences in the
effect of these two distinct methods of raising woven goods.

No doubt it will have been observed that wet raising pre-

vents to some extent the removal of the pile by spreading
it evenly over the surface of the cloth

; this preservation

of the length of the fibre causes these goods to admit of a

more lustrous finish, and kinder handle than if the piece

had been raised dry. The dry class of raising, on the
other hand, raises the fibre into that condition in which it

is most likely to be completely removed by cutting or

cropping. These two standard methods of raising give,

therefore, opposite effects, one method almost perfectly

concealing the crossing of the threads, and the other, by fa-

cilitating a clear cut, giving smartness and decision to

both weave and colour. The difference is more distinctly

apparent, however, when the two cloths have been sub-

mitted to the cutting process ; for, while the only per-

ceptible change effected in the condition of the wet raised

fabric, is the production of a more even pile, all straggling

fibres being removed, the dry raised cloth undergoes a

complete change. This arises from the knife of the

cutting machine taking off every species of fibre and
leaving the surfaces of the cloth clean and smart, so that

both the effect of the make, and also of the combination

of the colours, are now more pronounced than in the loom,

while the beauty of the pattern is enhanced on account of

the bare thready texture having undergone a material

change in the fulling operation.
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236. Boiling and Grabbing,—Boiling is another very

important finishing process, especially when a high or

dressed finish is required. It is efi'ected by winding the

piece tightly on a large roller, and then boiling it for two

or three hours, after which time it is taken ofi* and re-

wound on the cylinder, commencing with the opposite end

of the piece, in order that the cloth may be evenly boiled

throughout. This process is said to impart a permanent

lustre. Piece dyed worsted goods are subjected to a

similar operation, and a process equivalent in effect so far

as imparting lustre is concerned ; it consists in wrapping

the piece on a perforated cylinder through which steam is

forced ; this occupies some five or eight minutes, when
the cylinder is allowed to cool, and the cloth removed

and treated in a like manner for a second time, as in

boiling a woollen fabric.

237. Pressing.—The object of the next process in finish-

ing, namely, that of pressing, is to sadden and impart

solidity to the cloth, and perhaps, in a secondary sense, to

give lustre. But this should be said of the lustre a fabric

obtains in the press, it is more or less of a fugative cha-

racter, pertaining more to the nature of a glaze than a

permanent brightness. That the object of pressing, how-

ever, is not so much to afford lustre as solidity to the

fabric, is evident from the steaming process to which

goods are submitted, after being removed from the press,

to remove the excessive glaze due to pressing, which has

a tendency to give the cloth a stiff, unkind handle.

The various changes that a woven fabric undergoes in

the finishing processes have now been succinctly considered,

and they have shown that the productions of the loom are

considerably improved in these after operations of cloth

manufacture. The following are the principal features in

the marketable cloth specially due to the application of

finish: a soft, full handle; a compact texture; a fibrous

face ; a permanent lustre ; an increased resisting power, and

firmness combined with solidity.
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It only remains to describe the various classes of

"finish" applied to both woollen and worsted goods.

These may be treated of in the following order :
— doeskin,

or dress-face finish; velvet, or erect pile finish; dry, or

bare finish; Melton and Scotch finish; and the worsted

finish.

238. Doeskin Finish.—This finish requires the most
skilful workmanship, occupies the most time, and com-
prises the largest diversity of processes. The cloth in-

tended to be finished on this principle having been sub-

mitted to the preliminary operations of washing, milling,

and tentering to remove the creases in the piece, it is

taken to the gig for first raising. Here the real work of

finishing commences. To assist the teazles in straighten-

ing and drawing out the fibres covering the face of the

cloth, the piece is evenly damped as it passes on to the

gig. Raising should disentangle the fibres but not re-

move them, comb out the curliness, and arrange them in

parallel order. First raising should be done with old or

weak teazles so as not to destroy the texture. Too harsh
treatment in this operation should be carefully guarded
against, as the fabric is liable to be damaged if severely

operated upon. Second tentering is the next process,

after which comes dry beating to prepare the cloth for

cutting or cropping. In this operation the fibre should be

cut low, but not too close, otherwise the cloth, when
finished, will appear grey and bare in the bottom. Uni-
formity in the length of the pile is the primary object to

be attained in cutting. The piece is now damped or

moistened and then cross raised, in which process the

fibres are drawn from list to list, or in the direction of the

weft. Raising on the gig for a second time follows, the

cloth being treated head end first, and then tail end first,

to procure an even distribution of the fibres. Tentering
to prepare the piece for middle cutting next takes place.

Both previous to and after this cropping the fabric is well

brushed on the brushing machine. After pressing the
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piece for the first time, it is wrapped ronnd a huge wooden
roller head end first, and boiled from 4 to 6 hours, then

raised and re-wound tail end first on the roller to be again

boiled. This process may be repeated for ten or twelve

times in succession. After last boiling the cloth is again

raised and then washed in clean water, when it is tentered

and dried and taken to the gig for dry raising to facilitate

cutting. Every care is needed in final cutting, as it is

extremely important that the pile on the face of the fabric

should be perfectly uniform in length and yet sufficiently

shortened. The cloth might probably at this stage be

examined by the fine drawer and finishing burler, after

which it is pressed and steamed. Having been subjected

to the latter process the piece is sometimes cold platted,

in other words, put into cold press papers and weighted

as much as necessary to give the requisite lustre and
solidity of texture.

239. Velvet Finish.—The object of this class of finish is

to procure, as its name implies, an erect pile on the fabric.

To obtain a good permanent pile, the cloths require to be

made of wool possessing excellent milling and elastic

properties. Woollen yarns are highly adapted to this

class of finish, possessing plenty of fibre. Fabrics intended

for velvet finish should be well milled, not made too firm

in the loom, but allowing both length and width for ex-

cessive fulling; and thus admitting of the production of a

cloth with plenty of fibre and substance to work on.

The piece, having been scoured, milled, dried, and ten-

tered, is evenly damped, raised, or, in some cases, first

removed to the dubbing board to be raised across before

being passed on to the gig. This is called " breaking-

in." In raising the piece it is treated from both ends in

succession, in order to secure an erect pile. Beating

follows. It is efiiected on the " batting " or beating frame,

which consists of a stout beam, round which the piece is

wrapped face downwards, and of a second roller, through

the slot of which the cloth is passed ; between these
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rollers the fabric is stretched, while it is beaten with long

rods working either automatically or otherwise. This

operation causes the fibre to project straight out from the

surface of the cloth. Tenteriug and drying follow, when
the piece is re-beaten in a dry condition, and then cut,

which prepares it for the market.

240. Dry Finish.—This is sometimes termed the West
of England finish, on account of the fine woollen trou-

serings and coatings made in the West being extensively

finished on this principle. The object is to remove the

fibre and obtain a clean, smart, even face. Cloths finished

in this manner require to be well woven, and should not

be milled any more than absolutely necessary to impart

firmness and compactness to the texture.

. The order of the processes in dry finishing is as follows :

Washing or scouring, mending, milling, tentering after

washing-ofi", dry raising, cutting several times in suc-

cession, and, if too hard milled, re-raised after cutting,

cropping again, inking and drawing, pressing, steaming,

and cold platting.

241. Scotch and Melton Finish.—This is the most simple

and easily managed finish in connection with the woollen

trade. It consists in removing the goods from the tenter

when dry, and taking them to the cutting machine and
giving them two or three cuts, and if for Scotch finish,

pressing them between warm plates. They remain in the

press till perfectly cold, this sometimes requiring two
nights and a day, after which they are measured, cuttled,

and sent to the merchant. English meltons are finished

in a similar manner, except in the better class fabrics,

where a little raising takes place, then cutting, pressing,

steaming, and often cold platting, to smooth the face of

the cloth, and also to impart a little more firmness to the

piece.

242. Worsted Finish.—In order to get a " dress " or
" face " on worsted goods, they are passed through a large

variety of processes. These need not be described in

c c
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detail. Of course it will be nnderstood that all classes of

fabrics after leaving the loom are perched, the object

being to examine them on both sides to note the defects

in the manufacture, and, if possible, to remedy them in

the subsequent operations. Providing, then, the piece has

been perched, it is submitted to the hands of the knotters

and burlers, who remove the knots, small lumps, and repair

any defective places produced in weaving. Mending suc-

ceeds burling—it implies the repairing of broken picks, and
removing of imperfections in the textare of the cloth, snch

as those resulting from ends not having been properly

picked up, &c. Tentering, mending after scouring or

scour thread mending, brushing on the gig, cutting and
pressing follow. Then comes a very important process

called crabbing, the nature of which has already been

described. By this means a lustre or face is got on the

cloth before dyeing. After the latter process comes
washing-ofF, hydro-extracting, brushing, cutting, pressing,

and steaming. Fancy worsteds are similarly treated up
to scouring, but are only brushed, cut, and pressed after

this process.

THE END.
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cloth.



Introductory—Direct Working Engines
without Compression—Gas Engines work-
ing with Compression—Compression En-
gines with Compressing Pump—Theory of

the Gas Engine— Relative Speed of Com-

List of Contents.

bustion in Gaseous Explosive Mixtures

—

Witz's Theoretical Cycles of Gas Engines
—Some further Theoretical Data— Clerk's

Theory of the Gas Engine—The Gas En-
gine Indicator-Diagram—Index.

" Mr. Macgregor has collected a considerable amount of information on his subject

of a kind which may prove valuable to many readers. All who desire to be well informed
in gas engines will be able to get what they want from these pages."

—

Engineering.
" From the Abbe Hautefeuille's powder machine, invented in 1678, to the Maxim

Patent of 1883, is a long record of progress fully detailed in Mr. Macgregor's useful and
interesting book."

—

Saturday Review.
" This handbook may be safely recommended to all students who wish to acquire a

thorough practical knowledge of the mechanism and theoretical principles of the gas
engine."— Z/f^ BitildiKg Netus.

Electro Motor's,

MAGNETO- AND DYNAMO - ELECTRIC MA-
CHINES. With a Description of Electric Accumulators. From the

German of Glaser de Cew. With 61 Illustrations. Crown 8vo,

pp. xiii-301, 6s. cloth.

In successive chapters the author considers electrical units ; the historical

development of magneto- and dynamo-electric generators ; machines gene-

rating alternating and direct currents ; the particular applicability of the

various electric generators ; automatic switches and current regulation
;

electrical storage ; the physical laws bearing on the construction of electric

generators ; the construction of the several parts of electric generators ; the

employment of these machines in producing the electric light ; and for

various other ptirposes.

"Almost all the best known machines are described and illustrated, with the dis-

cussion of certain theoretical questions."

—

Electricia7i.
" Will be welcomed by those who wish, without studying the matter for professional

purposes, to possess a scientific knowledge of modern electrical machines."

—

English
Mechanic.

"Presents in condensed form an epitome of electrical progress up to recent dates."—Scientific American.

The Telephone.
THE TELEPHONE AND ITS PRACTICAL AP-
PLICATIONS. By W. H. Preece, F.R.S., and J. Maier, Ph. D.

[Ready shortly.

Ballooning.
BALLOONING : A Concise Sketch of its History afid

Principles. From the best sources, Continental and English. By G.

May. With Illustrations. Crown 8vo, pp. vi-97, 2s. 6d. cloth.

*^* This deals, not with the possibilities of aeronautics on vague

assumption, but gives information from a practical view of what has been
done, showing the present position.

List of Contents.

Power—Present .State of Ballooning and
Recent Proposals for Steering Balloons—
The Cost.

Introduction— First Practical Experi-
ments Resources and Incidents— The
Practical Application of Aeronautics—Mili-

tary Applications of Ballooning—Steering

" Mr. May gives a clear idea of all the experiments and improvements in aero-navi-

gation from its beginning, and the various useful purposes to which it has been applied."
—Contemporary Review.

" It confines itself to the statement of facts, and should fulfil completely the purpose
for which it was written."

—

The Graphic.
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Just published, Vol. I., English - Spanish, in super-royal 8vo, pp. 873,
bound in half-morocco, £\ i6j-.

TECHNOLOGICAL DICTIONARY.

ENGLISH-SPANISH AND SPANISH-ENGLISH.

Containing Terms employed in the Applied Sciences, Industrial Arts,

Mechanics, Fine Arts, Metallurgy, Machinery, Commerce, Ship-build-

ing and Navigation, Civil and Military Engineering, Agriculture,

Railway Construction, Electro-technics, &c.

By NESTOR PONCE DE LEON.

Vol. I.—ENGLISH-SPANISH.
Vol. II.—SPANISH-ENGLISH. [/« Preparation.

" The need of such a work at the present time is pressing?. Commercial intercourse
between England and all Spanish countries is increasing with great rapidity, and manu-
facturers of all kinds of machinery have had great difficulty in finding Spanish words to

designate their wares, as all dictionaries hitherto published are very poor in technical
terms. To all mining, civil, and electrical engineers this work will be an invaluable
assistant, and also to all persons commercially connected with Spanish-speaking countries.

Manj^ modern scientific and mechanical English words have no equivalent word in Spanish.
To meet this difficulty Mr. Ponce de Leon's Dictionary gives carefullj' prepared explana-
tory phrases, together with a Spanish form of the English word. The careful and
scholarly manner with which the labour necessary to prepare this work has been accom-
plished deserves the highest praise."

—

Harper s Weekly,
" Some idea of the laboriousness of the task may be had from the single fact of the

great diversity' of synonj'ms in the various provinces of Spain and in her former possessions
in- America. The ' Diccionario Tecnologico ' cannot fail to meet the need of the ever-

increasing commercial and industrial intercourse of the great Spanish and Anglo-Saxon
races."

—

The Nation.

Cloth, price 2s. 6d. each ; the Two Parts in one Volume, ^s.

Part I. ENGLISH-GERMAN. Part II. GERMAN-ENGLISH.

TECHNOLOGICAL DICTIONARY
Of the Physical, Mechanical, and Chemical Sciences.

By F. J. Wershoren, D.Sc.

"It is worth having, and by its cheapness in the reach of everybody."

—

Textile
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ADDISON'S 'Works. Notes of Bishop
Hurd. Short Memoir. Portrait, and 8

Plates of Medals. 6 vols. ^V. ^.

This is the most complete edition of
Addison's Works issued.

ALFIERI'S Tragedies. In English
Verse. With Notes, Arguments, and In-

troduction, by E. A. Eo'ivring, C.B. 2 vols.

POETRY. — See PoetryAMERICAN
ofA ;nerica.

BACON'S Moral and Historical
"Works, including Essays, Apophthegms,
Wisdom of the Ancients, New Atlantis,

Henry VII., Henry VIII., Elizabeth,
Henr>' Prince of Wales, History of Great
Britain

,
Julius Caesar, and Augustus Caesar.

With Critical and Biographical Introduc-
tion and Notes by J. Devey, M.A. Por-
trait. N. S.

See also PJiilosophlcal Library.

BALLADS AND SONGS of tlie Pea-
santry of England, from Oral Recitation,
fjrivate MSS., Broadsides, S:c. Edit, by
R. Bell. N. S.

BEAUMONT AND FLETCHER.
Selections. With Notes and Introduction
by Leigh Hunt.

BECKMANN (J.) History of Inven-
tions, Discoveries, and Origins. With
Portraits of Beckmann and James Watt.
2 vols. N. S.

BELL (Robert).—5^^ Ballads, Chancer,
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BOSWELL'S Life of Johnson, with
the TOUR in the HEBRIDES and
JOHNSONIANA. New Edition, with
Notes and Appendices, by the Rev. A.
Napier, M.A., Trinity College, Cam-
bridge, Vicar of Holkham, P2ditor of the
Cambridge Edition t»f the ' Theological
WorLs of Barrow.' With Frontispiece to
each vol. vols. N.,S.

BREMER'S (Frederika) Works.
Trans. byM.Howitt. Portrait. 4 vols. N.S,

BRINK (B. T.) Early English Litera-
ture (to Wiclif). By Bemhard Ten Brink.
Trans, by Prof. H. M. Kennedy. N. S.
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White. Cabinet Edition. With Frontis-
piece. 4 vols. N. S.

BROWNE'S (Sir Ttomas) Works.
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Life of Browne. Portrait. 3 vols.

BURKE'S Works. 6 vols. N. S.

Speeches on the Impeachment
of Warren Hastings ; and Letters. 2 vols.

N.S.

Life. By J. Prior. Portrait. N. S.

BURNS (Robert). Life of. By J. G.
Lockhart, D.C.L. A new and enlarged
edition. With Notes and Appendices by
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Notes, and Memoir. Portrait. N. S.

CAMOEN'S Lusiad, or the Discovery
of India. An Epic Poem. Trans, from
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torical Sketch, and Life, by W. J. Mickle.
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CARAFAS (The) of Maddaloni.
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by Alfred de Reumont. Portrait of Mas-
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CARREL. The Counter-Revolution
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by Armand Carrel ; with Fox's History of
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James II. Portrait of Carrel.
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H. F. Gary, M.A. With Life, Chronolo-
gical View of his Acje, Notes, and Index
of Proper Names. Portrait. N. S.

This is the authentic edition, containing

Mr. Car>-'s last corrections, with additional

notes.

CELLINI (Benvennto). Memoirs of,

by himself. With Notes of G. P. Garpani.
Trans, by T. Roscoe. Portrait. A'. S.

CERVANTES' Galatea. A Pastoral
Romance. Trans, by G. W. J. Gyll. N. S.

Exemplary Novels. Trans, by
W. K. Kelly. N. S.

Don Quixote de la Mancha.
Motteux's Translation revised. With Lock-
hart's Life and Notes. 2 vols. N. S.
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CONDE'S History of the Dominion
of the Arabs in Spain. Trans, by Mrs.
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Moavia. 3 vols.

COWPER'S CompleteV7orfcs, Poems,
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with Memoir by R. Southey. 45 En-
gravings. 8 vols.

COXE'S Memoirs of the Duke of
Marlborough. With his original Corre-
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heim. Revised edition. Portraits. 3 vols.
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History of the House o'f Austria^
From the Foundation of the Monarchy by
Rhodolph of Hapsburgh to the Death of
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With Continuation from the Accession of
Francis I. to the Revolution of 1848.
4 Portraits. 4 vols.

CUNNINGHAM'S Lives of the most
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DEFOE'S Novels and Miscellaneous
Works. With Prefaces and Notes, in-
ducing those attributed to Sir W. Scott.
Portrait. 7 vols. A^. S.

DE LOLME'S Constitution of Eng-
land, in which it is compared both with the
Republican forni of Government and the
other Monarchies of Europe. Edit., with
Life and Notes, by J. Macgregor, M.P.

DUNLOP'S History of Fiction. With
Introduction and Supplement adapting the
work to present requirements. By Henry
Wilson. [In the press,

EMERSON'S _ "Works. 3 vols. Most
complete edition published. N. S.

Vol. I. —Essays, Lectures, and Poems.
Vol. II.—English Traits, Nature, and

Conduct of Life.

Vol. III.—Society and Solitude—Letters
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FOSTER'S (John) Life and Corre-
spondence. Edit, by J. E. Ryland. Por-
trait. 2 vols. A'. S.

Lectures at Broadmead Chapel,
Edit, by J. E. Ryland. 2 vols. N. S.

Critical Essays contributed to
the ' Eclectic Review.' Edit, by J. E.
Ryland. 2 vols. A". S.

Essays : On Decision of Charac-
ter ; on a Man's writing Memoirs of Him-
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aversion of Men of Taste to Evangelical
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Essays on the Evils of Popular
Ignorance, and a Discourse on the Propa-
gation of Christianity in India. N. S.

Essay on the Improvement of
Time, with Notes of Sermons and other
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Fosteriana : selected from periodical
papers, edit, by H. G. Bohn. N, S,
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Sir Walter Scott, &c. &c. 13 vols. N. S.
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Ghost.
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Scoble.

English Revolution of 1640. From
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HUNGARY : its History and Revo-
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HUTCHINSON (Colonel). Memoirs
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Works. 15 vols. N. S.
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JUNIUS 'S Letters. With Woodfall's
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LA FONTAINE'S Fables. In English
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LAMARTINES The Girondists, or
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Ryde. Portraits of Robespierre, Madame
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The Resfcoration of Monarchy
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• The French Rsvolntion of 1848.
6 Portraits.
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Complete Edition. Portrait. N. S.
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N.S.

Talfonrd's Letters of Charles
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Hazlitt. 2 vols. N. S,

LANZI'S History of Painting in
Italy, from the Period of the Revival of
the Fine Arts to the End of the i8th
Century. With Memoir of the Author.
Portraits of Raffaelle, Titian, and Cor-
reggio, after the Artists themselves. Trans,
by T. Roscoe. 3 vols.

LAPPENBERG'S England under the
Anglo-Saxon Kings. 'JVans. by B.Thorpe,
F.S.A. 2 vols. .V. ^.

LESSING'S Dramatic Works. Com-
plete. By E. Bell, M.A. With Memoir
by H. Zimmern. Portrait. 2 vols. N. S.

Laokoon, Dramatic Notes, and
Representation of Death by the Ancients.
Frontispiece. N. S.

LOCKE'S Philosophical 'Works, con-
taining Human Understanding, with Bishop
of Worcester, Malebranche's Opinions, Na-
tural Philosophy, Reading and Study.
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Notes, by J. A. St. John. Portrait. 2 vols.

N. S.

Life and Letters, with Extracts from
his Common-place Books. By Lord King.
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• The French Revolution to the
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Academy.

MONTAGU. Letters and Works of
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POETRY OF AMERICA. Selections
from One Hundred Poets, from 1776 to

1876. With Introductory Review, and
Specimens of Negro Melody, by W. J.
Linton. Portrait of W. Whitman. N. S.

RANKE (L.I History of the Popes,
their Church and State, and their Conflicts
with Protestantism in the i6th and 17th
Centuries. Trans, by E. Foster. Portraits
of Julius II. (after Raphael), Innocent X.
(after Velasquez), and Clement VII. (after

Titian). 3 vols. N. S.

History of Servia. Trans, by Mrs.
Kerr. To which is added, The Slave Pro-
vinces of Turkey, by Cyprien Robert. K. S.

History of the Latin and Teu-
tonic Nations. 1404-1514. Trans. \>y

P. A. Ashworth, translator of Dr. Gneist"s.
' History' ofthe English Constitution." A'.^".

REUMONT (Alfred de).—6"<?^ Cara/as.

REYNOLDS' (Sir J.) Literary Works.
With Memoir and Remarks by H. W.
Beechy. 2 vols. iV. ^.

RICHTER (Jean Paul). Levana^
a Treatise on Education ; together with the
Autobiography, and a short Memoir. A'.S.

Flower, Fruit, andThorn Piecesy
or the Wedded Life, Death, and Marriage.

of Siebenkaes. Translated by Alex. Ewing.
N.S.
The only complete English translation.

ROSCOE'S (W.) Life of Leo X., with
Notes, Historical Documents, and Disser-
tation on Lucretia Borgia. 3 Portraits.

2 vols.

Lorenzo de' Medici, called 'The
Magnificent,' with Copyright Notes,
Poems, Letters, &c. With Memoir of
Roscoe and Portrait of Lorenzo.

RUSSIA, History of, from the
earliest Period to the Crimean War. By
W. K. Kelly. 3 Portraits. 2 vols.

SCHILLER'S Works. 6 vols. N. S.

Vol. I.—Thirty Years' War—Revolt in

the Netherlands. Rev. A. J. W. Morrison,
M.A. Portrait.

Vol. II.—Revolt in the Netherlands, c^;//-

pletcd—Wallenstein. By J. Churchill and
S. T.Coleridge.—William Tell. Sir Theo-
dore Martin. Engraving (after Vandj'ck).

Vol. III.— Don Carlos. R. D. Boylan
—Mary Stuart. Mellish— Maid of Or-
leans. Anna Swanwick—Bride of Mes-
sina. A. Lodge, M.A. Together with the
Use of the Chorus in Tragedy (a short

Essay). Engravings.

These Dramas are all translated in metre.

Vol. IV.—Robbers— Fiesco—Love and
Intrigue—Demetrius—Ghost Seer—Sport
of Divinitj'.

The Dramas in this volume are in prose.

Vol. v.—Poems. E. A. Bowring, C.B.
Vol. VI.—Essays, /Ksthetlcal and Philo-

sophical, including the Dissertation on the
Connexion between the Animal and Spiri-

tual in Man.



s BOJIN'S LIBRARIES.

SCHILLER and GOETHE. Corre-
spondence between, from a.d. 1794-1805.

With Short Notes by L. Dora Schmitz.

2 vols. iV. 6".

SCHLEGEL'S (F.) Lectures on the
Philosophy of Life and the Philosophy of

Language. By A. J. W. Morrison.

• The History of Literature, Ancient
and Modern.

The Philosophy of History. With
Memoir and Portrait.

• Modern History, with the Lectures

entitled Caesar and Alexander, and The
Beginning of our History. By L. Parcel

and R. H. Vv'hitelock.

Esthetic and Miscellaneous
Works, containing Letters on Christian

Art, Essay on Gothic Architecture, Re-
marks on the Romance Poetry of the Mid-
dle Ages, on Shakspeare, the Limits of the

Beautiful, and on the Language and AVis-

dom of the Indians. By E. J. Millington.

jSCHLEGEL (A. W.) Dramatic Art
and Literature. By J. Black. With Me-
moir by A. J. W. Morrison. Portrait.

SCHUMANN (Robert), His Life and
Works. By A. Reissmann. Trans, by
A. L. Alger. .V. 6-.

SHAKESPEARE'S Dramatic Art.
The Hibtory and Character of Shakspeare's
Plaj^s. By_ Dr. H. Ulrici. Trans, by L.

Dora Schmitz. 2 vols. N. S.

SHERIDAN'S Dramatic IVorks. With
Memoir. Portrait Jafter Reynolds). N. S.

SKEAT (Rev. W. W.)—-S"^^ Chaucer.

.SISMONDI'S History of the Litera-
ture of the South of Europe. With Notes
and Memoir by T. Roscoe. Portraits of
Sismondi and Dante. 2 vols.

The specimens of early French, Italian,

Spanish, and Portugese Poetry, in English
Verse, by Cary and others.

-SMITH'S (Adam) Theory of Moral
Sentiments ; with Essay on the First For-

mation of Languages, and Critical Memoir
byDugald Stewart.

SMYTH'S (Professor) Lectures on
JNIodern History ; from the Irruption of the
Northern Nations to the close of the Ameri-
can Revolution. 2 vols.

Lectures on the French Revolu-
tion. With Index. 2 vols.

SOUTHEY.— .S-^^ Coivper, Wesley, and
(^Illiisi^-aied Lidfa7y) Nelson.

STURM'S Morning Communings
with God, or Devotional Meditations for
Every Day. Trans, by W. Johnstone, M.A.

SULLY. Memoirs of the Duke of,
Prime Minister to Henry the Great. With
Notes and Historical Introduction. 4 Por-
traits. 4 vols.

TAYLOR'S (Bishop Jeremy) Holy
Living and Dying, with Prayers, contain-
ing the Whole Duty of a Christian and the
parts of Devotion fitted to all Occasions.
Portrait. N. S.

THIERRY'S Conquest of England by
the Normans ; its Causes, and its Conse-
quences in England and the Continent.
By W. Hazlitt. With short Memoir. 2 Por-
traits. 2 vols. N. S.

TROYE'S (Jean de).
7nhit's.

-See Philip de Com-

ULRICI (Dr.)—6"i/^ Shakespeare.

VASARI. Lives of the most Eminent
Painters, Sculptors, and Architects. By
Mrs. J. Foster, with selected Notes. Por-
trait. 6 vols., Vol. VI. being an additional
Volume of Notes by J. P. Richter. N. S.

"WERNER'S Templars in Cyprus.
Trans, by E. A. M. Lewis. 2V. ^.

WESLEY, the Life of, and the Rise
and Progress of Methodism. By Robert
Southey. Portrait. 5^. N. S.

WHEATLEY. A Rational niustra-
tion of the Book of Common Prayer,_being

the Substance of everything Liturgical in

all former Ritualist Commentators upon the

subject. Frontispiece. N. S.



HISTORICAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARIES.

HISTORICAL LIBRARY.
21 Volumes at ^s. each. {^l. ^s. par set.)

^EVELYN'S Diary and Correspond-
dence, with the Private Correspondence of
Charles I. and Sir Edward Nicholas, and
between Sir Edward Hyde (Earl of Claren-
don) and Sir Richard Browne. Edited from
the Original MSS. by W. Bray, F.A.S.
4 vols. N. S. 45 Engravings (after Van-
dyke, Leiy, Kjieller, and Jamieson, &c.).

N.E.—This edition contains 130 letters
from Evelyn and his wife, contained in no
other edition.

PEPYS' Diary and Correspondence.
With Life and Notes, by Lord Braybrooke.
4 vols. ^V. 6". With Appendix containing
additional Letters, an Index, and 31 En-
gravings (after Vandyke, Sir P. Lely,
Holbein, Kneller, &c.).

JESSE'S Memoirs of the Court of
England under the Stuarts, including the
Protectorate. 3 vols. With Index and 42
Portraits (after Vandj-ke, Lely, &c.).

Memoirs of the Pretenders and
their Adherents. 7 Portraits.

NU GENT'S (Lord) Memorials of
Hampden, his Party and Times. With
Slemoir. 12 Portraits (after Vandyke
and others). iV. vS".

STPaCKLAND'S (Agnes) Lives of the
Queens of England from the Norman
Conquest. From authentic Documents,
public and private. 6 Portraits. 6 vols,

iV.S.

Life of Mary Qneen of Scots.
2 Portraits. 2 vols. JV. ^.

PHILOSOPHICAL LIBRARY.
16 Vb/s. at ^s. each, excepting those marked other-ivise. (3/. \^s. per set^

3BACON-S Novum Organum and Ad-
vancement of Learning. With Notes by
J. Devey, I\I.A.

IBAX. A Handbook of the History
of Philosophy, for the use of Studen-ts.
By E. Belfort Bax, Editor of Kant's
' Prolegomena.' 53-. N. S.

•COMTE'S Philosophy of the Sciences.
An Exposition of the Principles of the
Cours de Philosopkie Positive. By G. H.
Lewes, Author of ' The Life of Goethe.'

DRAPER (Dr. J. W.) A History of
the Intellectual Development of Europe.
2 vols. N. S.

HEGEL'S Philosophy of History. By
J. Sibree, M.A.

:KANT'S Critique of Pure Reason.
By J. M. D. Meiklejohn. jV. S.

Prolegomena and Metaphysical
Foundations of Natural Science, with Bio-
graphy and Memoir by E. Belfort Bax.
Portrait. JY. S.

LOGIC, or the Science of Inference.
A Popular Manual. By J. Devey.

MILLER (Professor). History Philo-
sophically Illustrated, from the Fall of the
Roman Empire to the French Revolution.
With Memoir. 4 vols. 3^. 6ii. each.

SPINOZA'S Chief "Works. Trans, with
Introduction by R. H. M. Elwes. 2 vols.

Vol. I.—Tractatus Theologlco-Politicus
—Political Treatise.

Vol. II.— Improvement of the Under-
standing—Ethics—Letters.

TENNEMANN'S Manual of the His-
tory of Philosophy. Trans, by Rev. A.
Johnson, M.A.



lO BOHISrS LIBRARIES.

THEOLOGICAL LIBRARY.
15 Vols, at ^s. each, excepting those marked othowise. (3/. \y. 6d. per set.)

BLEEK. Introduction to the Old
Testament. By Friedrich Bleek. Trans,
under the supervision of Rev. E. Venables,
Residentiary Canon of Lincoln. 2 vols.

CHILLINGWORTH'S
Protestants. •?5. 6d.

Religion of

EUSEBIUS. Ecclesiastical History
of Eusebius Pamphilius, Bishop of Caesarea.
Trans, by Rev. C. F. Cruse, M.A. With
Notes, Life, and Chronological Tables.

EVAGRIUS. History of the Church.—See Theodo7-et.

HARDWICK. History ofthe Articles
of Religion ; to which is added a Series of
Documents from a.d. 1536 to a.d. 1615.
Ed. by Rev. F. Proctor. A'. S.

HENRY'S (Matthew) Exposition of
the Book of Psalms. Numerous Woodcuts.

PEARSON (John, D.D.) Exposition
of the Creed. Edit, by E. Walford, M.A.
With Notes, Analj^sis. and Indexes. N. S.

PHILO-JUD^US, Works of. The
Contemporary of Josephus. Trans, by
C. D. Yonge. 4 vols.

PHILOSTORGIUS. Ecclesiastical
History of.

—

See Sozojnen,

SOCRATES' Ecclesiastical History.
Comprising a History of the Church from
Constantine, a.d. 305, to the 38th year of
Theodosius IL Witk Short Account of
the Author, and selected Notes.

SOZOMEN'S Ecclesiastical History.
A.D. 324-440. With Notes, Prefatory Re-
marks by Valesius, and Short Memoir.
Together with the Ecclesiastical His-
tory OF Philostorgius, as epitomised by
Photius. Trans, by Rev. E. Walford, M.A.
With Notes and brief Life.

THEODORET and EVAGRIUS. His-
tories of the Church from a.d. 332 to the
Death of Theodore of Mopsuestia, a.d.

427 ; and from a.d. 431 to a.d. 544. With
Memoirs.

WIESELER'S (Karl) Chronological
S^-nopsis of the Four Gospels. Trans, by
Rev. Canon Venables. A'. S.

ANTIQUARIAN LIBRARY.
35 Vols, at 5^. each. (8/. \^s. per set,)

ANGLO-SAXON CHRONICLE. — See
Bede.

AS'SKR'S Life of Alfi-ed.—6"^^ Six O. E.
Chronicles.

BEDE'S (Venerable) Ecclesiastical
History of England. Together with the
Axglo-Saxon Chronicle. With Notes,
Short Life, Analysis, and Map. Edit, bj-

J. A. Giles, D.C.L.

BOETHIUS'S Consolation of Philo-
sophy. King Alfred's Anglo-Saxon Ver-
sion of. With an English Translation on
opposite pages, Notes, Introduction, and
Glossary, by Rev. S. Fox, LLA. To
which is added the Anglo-Saxon Version of
the Metres of Boethius, with a free
Translation by Martin F. Tupper, D.C.L.

BRAND'S Popular Antiquities of
England, Scotland, and Ireland. Illus-

trating the Origin of our Vulgar and Pro-
vincial Customs, Ceremonies, and Super-
stitions. By Sir Henrj- Ellis, K.'H., F.R.S.
Frontispiece. 3 vols.

CHRONICLES of the CRUSADES.
Contemporary Narratives of Richard Coeur
de Lion, by Richard of Devizes and Geof-
frey de Vinsauf; and of the Crusade at
Saint Louis, by Lord John de Joinville.
With Short Notes. Illuminated Frontis-
piece from an old MS.

DYER'S (T. F. T.) British Popular
Customs, Present and Past. An Account
of the various Games and Customs asso-
ciated with different Days of the Year in

the British Isles, arranged according to the
Calendar. By the Rev. T. F. Thiselton
Dyer, M.A.

EARLY TRAVELS IN PALESTINE.
Comprising the Narratives of Arculf,
Willibald, Bernard, Saewulf, Sigurd, Ben-
jamin of Tudela, Sir John Maundeville,
De la Brocquiere, and Maundrell ; all un-
abridged. With Introduction and Note?
hy Thomas Wright. Map of Jerusalem.



ANTIQUARIAN LIBRARY. II

ELLIS (G.) Specimens of Early En-
glish Metrical Romances, relating to

Arthur, Merlin, Guy of Warwick, Richard
Coeiir de Lion, Charlemagne, Roland, &c.
6tc. With Historical Introduction by J. O.
Halliwell, F.R.S. Illuminated Frontis-

piece from an old MS.

ETHELWERD. Chronicle of.— See
Six O. E. Chronicles.

FLORENCE OF -WORCESTER'S
Chronicle, with the Two Continuations :

comprising Annals of English History
from the Departure of the Romans to the
Reign of Edward I. Trans., with Notes,
by Thomas Forester, M.A.

GEOFFREY OF MONMOUTH.
Chronicle of.

—

See Six O. E. Chronicles.

GESTA ROMANORTJM, or Enter-
taining Moral Stories invented hy the

]>.Ionks. Trans, with Notes by the Rev.
Charles Swan. Edit, by W. Hooper, M.A.

GILDAS. Chronicle of..—See Six O. E.
Chronicles.

GIRALDUS CAMBRENSIS' Histori-
cal Works. Containing Topography of
Ireland, and History' of the Conquest of

Ireland, by Th. Forester, iNI A. Itinerary
through Wales, and Description of Wales,
by Sir R. Colt Hoare.

HENRY OF HUNTINGDON'S His-
ton,' of the English, from the Roman In-
vasion to the Accession of Henry II.

;

with the Acts of King Stephen, and the
Letter to Walter. By T. Forester, M.A.
Frontispiece from au old MS.

INGULPH'S Chronicles of the Abbey
of Croyland, with the Continl'ation by
Peter of Blois and others. Trans, with
Notes by H. T. Riley, E.A.

KEIGHTLEY'S (Thomas) Fairy My-
thology, illustrative of the Romance and
Superstition of Various Countries. Frontis-
piece by Cruikshank. N. S.

LEPSIUS'S Letters from Egypt,
Ethiopia, and the Peninsula of Sinai ; to

which are added, Extracts from his

Chronology of the Egyptians, with refer-

ence to the Exodus of the Israelites. By
L. and J. B. Horner. Maps and Coloured
View of Mount Barkal.

MALLET'S Northern Antiquities, or
an Historical Account of the Manners,
Customs, Religions, and Literature of the
Ancient Scandinarians. Trans, by Bishop
Percy. With Translation of the Prose
Edda, and Notes by J. A. Blackwell.
Also an Abstract of the ' Eyrbyggia Saga '

by Sir Walter Scott. With Glossary
and Coloured Frontispiece.

MARCO POLO'S Travels ; with Notes
and Introduction. Edit, by T. Wright.

MATTHEW PARIS'S English His-
tory-, from 1235 to 1273. By Rev. J. A.
Giles, D.C.L. With Frontispiece. 3 vols.

—

See also Roger of Wendoz'er.

MATTHE-W OF "WESTIVIINSTER'S
Flowers of Historj' , especially such as re-

late to the affairs of Britain, from the be-
ginning of the World to a.d. 1307. By
C. D. Yonge. 2 vols.

NENNIUS. Chronicle of.—-See Six
O. E. Chronicles.

ORDERICUS VITALIS' Ecclesiastical
History of England and Normandy. V/ith
Notes, Introduction of Guizot, and the
Critical Notice of M. Delille, by T.
Forester, M.A. To which is added the
Chronicle of St. Evroult. With Gene-
ral and Chronological Indexes. 4 vols.

FAULTS (Dr. R.) Life of Alfred the
Great. To which is appended Alfred's
Anglo-Saxon Version of Orosius. With
literal Translation interpaged, Notes, and
an Anglo-Saxon Grammar and Glossary,
by B. Thorpe, Esq. Froatispiece.

RICHARD OF CIRENCESTER.
Chronicle of.

—

See Six O. E. Chronicles.

ROGER DE HOVEDEN'S Annals of
English History, comprising the History
of England and of other Countries of Eu-
rope from a.d. 732 to a.d. 1201. With
Notes by H. T. Riley, B.A. 2 vols.

ROGER OF WENDOVER'S Flowers
of History, comprising the History- of
England from the Descent of the Saxons to
a.d. 1235, formerly ascribed to Matthew
Paris. With Notes and Index by J. A,
Giles, D.C.L. 2 vols.

SIX OLD ENGLISH CHRONICLES :

viz., Asser's Life of Alfred and the Chroni-
cks of Ethelwerd, Gildas, Nennius, Geof-
frey of Monmouth, and Richard of Ciren-
cester. Edit., with Notes, bj' J. A. Giles,

D.C.L. Portrait of Alfred.

WILLIAM OF MALMESBURY'S
Chronicle of the Kings of England, from
the Earliest Period to King Stephen. By
Rev. J. Sharpe. With Notes by J. A.
Giles, D.CL. Frontispiece.

YULE-TIDE STORIES. A Collection
of Scandinavian and North-German Popu-
lar Tales and Traditions, from the Swedish,
Danish, and German. Edit, by B. Thorpe.
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ILLUSTRATED LIBRARY.
86 Vols, at 5^. each, excepting those marked othenuise. (23/. ^. per set.)

ALLEN'S (Joseph, R.N.) Battles of
the British Navy. Revised edition, with
Indexes of Names and Events, and 57 Por-
traits and Plans. 2 vols.

ANDERSEN'S Danish Fairy Tales.
P)y Caroline Peachey. With Short Life

and I20 Wood Engravings.

ARIOSTO'S Orlando Fvirioso. In
English Verse by W. S. Rose. With Notes
and Short Memoir. Portrait after Titian,

and 24 Steel Engravings. 2 vols.

BECHSTEm'S Cage and Chamber
Birds : their Natural History, Habits, &c.
Together v/ith Sweet's British War-
blers. 45 Plates and Woodcuts. N. S.
—— or with the Plates Coloured, 75. 6d.

BONOMI'S Nineveh and its Palaces.
The Discoveries of Botta and Layard
applied to the Elucidation of Holy Writ.

7 Plates and 294 Woodcuts. N. S.

BUTLER'S Hudibras, with Variorum
Notes and Biography. Portrait and 28
IHustrations.

CATTERMOLE'S Evenings at Had-
don Hall. Romantic Tales of the Olden
Times. With 24 Steel Engravings after
Cattermole.

CHINA, Pictorial, Descriptive, and
Historical, with some account of Ava and
the Burmese, Siam, and Anam. Map, and
nearly 100 Illustrations.

CRAIK'S (G. L.) Pursuit of Know-
ledge under Difficulties. Illustrated by
Anecdotes and Memoirs. Numerous Wood-
cut Portraits. N. S.

CRTJIKSHANK'S Three Courses and
a Dessert ; comprising three Sets of Tales,
West Country, Irish, and Legal ; and a
Melange. With 50 Illustrations by Cruik-
shank. iV. S.

Punch and Judy. The Dialogue of
the Puppet Show ; an Account of its Origin,
&c. 24 Illustrations by Cruikshank. N. S.

—— With Coloured Plates, js. 6d.

DIDRON'S Christian Iconography;
a History of Christian Art in the Middle
Ages. By the late A. N. Didron. Trans,
by E. J. Millington, and completed, with
Additions and Appendices, by Margaret
Stokes. 2 vols. With numerous Illustrations.

Vol. I. The History of the Nimbus,_the
Aureole, and the Glory ; Representations
of the Persons of the Trinity.

Vol. II. The Trmity ; Angels; Devils;
The Soul ; The Christian Scheme, Appen-
dices.

DANTE, in English Verse, by I. C. Wright,
M.A. With Introduction and Memoir.
Portrait and 34 Steel Engravings after

Flaxman. N. S.

DYER (Dr. T. H.) Pompeii : its Build-
ings and Antiquities. An Account of the
City, with full Description of the Remains
and Recent Excavations, and an Itinerary
for Visitors. By T, H. .Dyer, LL.D.
Nearly 300 Wood Engravings, Map, and
Plan. JS. 6d. N. S.

Rome : History of the City, with
Introduction on recent Excavations. 8

Engravings, Frontispiece, and 2 Maps.

GIL BLAS. The Adventures of.
From the French of Lesage by Smollett.

24 Engravings after Smirke, and 10 Etch-
ings by Cruikshank. 612 pages. 6s.

GRIMM'S Gammer Grethel; or, Ger-
man Fairy Tales and Popular Stories,

containing 42 Fairy Tales. By Edgar
Taylor. Numerous Woodcuts after Cruik-
shank and Ludwig Grimm. 3J. 6d.

HOLBEIN'S Dance of Death and
Bible Cuts. Upwards of 150 Subjects, en-
graved in facsimile, with Introduction and
Descriptions by the late Francis Douce
and Dr. Dibdin. 75. 6d.

HOWITT'S (Mary) Pictorial Calen-
dar of the Seasons ; embodying Aikin's
Calendar of Nature. Upv/ards of 100
Woodcuts.

INDIA, Pictorial, Descriptive, and
Historical, from the Earliest Times. 100
Engravings on Wood and Map.

JESSE'S Anecdotes of Dogs. With
40 Woodcuts after Harvey, Bewick, and
others. N. S.

With 34 additional Steel Engravings
after Cooper, Landseer, &c. js. 6d. N. S.

KING'S (C. W.) Natural History of
Gems or Decorative Stones. Illustra-

tions. 6s.

Natural History of Precious
Stones and Metals. Illustrations. 6s.

KITTO'S Scripture Lands. Described
in a series of Historical, Geographical, and
Topographical Sketches. 42 Maps.

With the Maps coloured, "js. 6d.

KRUMMACHER'S Parables. 40 Illus-

trations.

LINDSAY'S (Lord) Letters on Egypt,
Edom, and the Holy Land. 36 Wood
Engravings and 2 Maps.



ILLUSTRA TED LIBRAE Y. n

LODGE'S Portraits of Illustrious
Personages of Great Britain, with Bio-

graphical and Historical JNIemoirs. 240
Portraits engraved on Steel, with the

respective Biographies unabridged. Com-
plete in 8 vols.

X-ONGFELLOWS Poetical V/orks,
including his Translations and Notes. 24
full-page Woodcuts by Birket Foster and
others, and a Portrait. N, S.

\Vithout the Illustrations, 3i'. bd. N. S.

• Pi'ose "Works. With 16 full-page

Woodcuts by Birket Foster and others.

LOUDON'S (Mrs.) Entertaining Na-
turalist. Popular Descriptions, Tales, and
Anecdotes, of more than 500 Animals.
Numerous Woodcuts. N. S.

MARRYAT'S (Capt., R.N.) Master-
man Ready ; or, the Wreck of the Pacific.
(Written for Young People.) With 93
Woodcuts. 3^. (id. N. S.

Mission; or, Scenes in Africa.
(Written for Young People.) Illustrated

by Gilbert and Dalziel. -^s. 6d. N. S,

Pirate and Three Cutters. (Writ-
ten for Young People.) With a Memoir.
8 Steel Engravings after Clarkson Stan-
field, R.A. 3jr. 6d. N. S.

• Privateersman. Adventures by Sea
and Land One Hundred Years Ago.
(Written for Young People.) 8 Steel En-
gravings. 3^. 6d. N. S.

Settlers in Canada. (^Vritten for

Young People.) 10 Engravings by Gilbert
and Dalziel. 3^. 6d. N. S.

Poor Jack. (Written for Young
People.) With 16 Illustrations after Clark-
son Stanfield, R.A. y. 6d. N. S.

MAXWELL'S Victories of V/elling-
ton and the British Arjnies. Frontispiece
and 4 Portraits.

MICHAEL ANGELO and RAPHAEL,
Their Lives and Works. By Duppa and
Quatremere de Quincy. Portraits and
Engravings, including the Last Judgment,
and Cartoons. N. S.

MILLER'S History of the Anglo-
Saxons, from the Earliest Period to the
Norman Conquest. Portrait of Alfred, Map
of Sa.xon Britain, and 12 Steel Engravings.

MILTON'S Poetical "Works, with a
Memoir and Notes by J. Montgomery, an
Index to Paradise Lost, Todd's Verbal
Index to all the Poems, and Notes. 120
Wood Engravings. 2 vols. N. S.

MUDIE'S History of British Birds.
Revised by W. C. L. Martin. 52 Figures of
Birds and 7 Plates of Eggs. 2 vols, N.S.

With the Plates coloured, js. 6d. per vol.

NAVAL and MILITARY HEROES
of Great Britain ; a Record of British
Valour on every Day in the year, from
William the Conqueror to the Battle of
Inkermann. By Major Johns, R.M., and
Lieut. P. H. Nicolas, R.M. Indexes. 24
Portraits after Holbein, Reynolds, &c. 6^.

NICOLINI'S History of the Jesuits t

their Origin, Progress, Doctrines, and De-
signs. 8 Portraits.

PETRARCH'S Sonnets, Triumphs,
and other Poems, in English Verse. With
Life by Thomas Campbell, Portrait and
15 Steel Engravings.

PICKERING'S History of the Races
of Man, and their Geographical Distribu-
tion ; with An Analytical Synopsis of
THE Natural History of Man. By Dr.
Hall. Map of the World and 12 Plates.

With the Plates coloured, 7.$-. 6d.

PICTORIAL HANDBOOK OF
Modern (jeography on a Popular Plan,
Compiled from the best Authorities, English
and Foreign, by H. G. Bohn. 150 Wood-
cuts and 51 Maps. 6s.

With the Maps coloured, 7^. 6d.

Without the IMaps, 3^. 6d.

POPE'S Poetical Works, including
Translations. Edit., with Notes, by R,
Carruthers. 2 vols.

Homer's Iliad, with Introduction
and Notes by Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.
With Flaxman's Designs. N. S.

Homer's Odyssey, with the Battle
OF Frogs and Mice, Hymns, &c., by
other translators, including Chapman. In-
troduction and Notes by J. S. Watson,
M.A. With Flaxman's Designs, N. S.

Life, including many of his Letters.
By R. Carruthers. Numerous Illustrations.

POTTERY AND PORCELAIN, aad
other objects of Vertu. Comprising an
Illustrated Catalogue of the Bernal Col-
lection, with the prices and names of the
Possessors. Also an Introductory Lecture
on Pottery and Porcelain, and an Engraved
List of all Marks and Monograms. By
H. G. Bohn. Numerous Woodcuts,

With coloured Illustrations, xos. 6d,

PROUT'S (Father) Reliques. Edited
by Rev. F. Mahony. Copyright edition,
with the Author's last corrections and
additions. 21 Etchings by D. Maclise,
R.A. Nearly 600 pages, ^s. N. S.

RECREATIONS IN SHOOTING. With
some Account of the Game found in the
British Islcs,andDircctionsfor the Manage-
ment of Dog and Gun. By ' Craven.' 62
Woodcuts and 9 Steel Engr-avings after
A. Cooper, R.A.
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REDDING'S History and Descrip-
tions of Wines, Ancient and Modern. 20
Woodcuts.

RENNIE. Insect Architecture. Re-
vised by Rev. J. G. Wood, M.A. 186
Woodcuts. N. S.

ROBINSON CRUSOE. With INIemoIr of
Defoe, 12 Steel Engravings and 74 Wood-
cuts after Stolhard and Harvey.

Without the Engravings, ^i'. dd.

ROME IN THE NINETEENTH CEN-
tury. An Account in 1817 of the Ruins -^f

the Ancient City, and Monuments ofModern
Times. By C. A. Eaton. 34 Steel En-
gravings. 2 vols.

SHARPE (S.) The Histo-ry of Egypt,
from the Earliest Times till the Conquest
by the Arabs, a.d. 640. 2 Maps and up-
wards of 400 Woodcuts. 2 vols. A'. 6".

SOUTHEY'S Life of Nelson. With
Additional Notes, Facsimiles of Nelson's
Writing, Portraits, Plans, and 50 Engrav-
ings, after Birket Foster, &c. N. S.

STARLING'S (Miss) Noble Deeds of
Women ; or, Examples ofFemale Courage,
Fortitude, and Virtue. With 14 Steel Por-
traits. N. S.

STUART and REVETT'S Antiquities
of Athens, and other Monuments of Greece ;

with Glossary of Terms used in Grecian
Architecture. 71 Steel Plates and numerous
Woodcuts.

S"WEET'S British Warblers. ^s.—See
Bechstein.

TALES OF THE GENII; or, the
Delightful Lessons of Horam, the Son of
Asmar. Trans, by Sir C. Morrell. Numer-
ous Woodcuts.

TASSO'S Jerusalem Delivered. In
English Spenserian Verse, with Life, by
J. H. WifFen. With 8 Engravings and 24
Woodcuts. N. S.

"WALKER'S Manly Exercises; con-
taining Skating, Riding, Driving, Hunting,
Shooting, Sailing, Rowing, Swimming, &c.
44 Engravings and numerous Woodcuts.

"WALTON'S Complete Angler, or the
Contemplative Man's Recreation, by Izaak
Walton and Charles Cotton. With Me-
moirs and Notes by E. Jesse. Also an
Account of Fishing Stations, Tackle, &c.,
by H. G. Bohn. Portrait and 203 Wood-
cuts. N. S.

With 26 additional Engravings on Steely

75. 6d.

Lives of Donne,Wotton, Hooker^
&c., with Notes. A New Edition, re-
vised by A. H. Bullen, with a Memoir
of Izaak Walton by William Dowling. 6
Portraits, 6 Autograph Sienatures, S:c.

N. S.

"WELLINGTON, Life of. From the
Materials of Maxwell. 18 Steel En-
gravings.

• "Victories of.—See Maxzvell.

"WESTROPP (H. M.) A Handbook of
Archccology, Egyptian, Greek, Etruscan,
Roman. By H. M. Westropp. Numerous
Illustrations. 75-. 6d, N. S.

WHITE'S Natural History of Sel-
borne, with Observations ®n various Parts
of Nature, and the Naturalists' Calendar.
Sir W. Jardine. Edit., with Notes and
Memoir, by E. Jesse. 40 Portraits. N. S.

AVith the Plates c»loured, "js. 6d. N, S.

YOUNG LADY'S BOOK, The. A
Manual of Recreations, Arts, Sciences, and
Accomplishments. 1200 Woodcut Illustra-

tions. 7^. 6d.

cloth gilt, gilt edges, 95.

CLASSICAL LIBRARY.
Translations from the Greek and Latin.

97 Vols, at ^s. each, excepting tliose marked otherwise. (23/. \*js. per set,)

.aiSCHYLUS, The Dramas of. In
English Verse by Anna Swanwick. 4th
edition. N. S.

The Tragedies of. In Prose, with
Notes and Introduction, by T. A. Buckley,
B.A. Portrait. 35. 6d.

AMMIANUS MARCELLESrUS. His-
tory of Rome during the Reigns of Con-
stantius, Julian, Jovianus,ValentInian, and
Valens, by C. D. Yonge, B.A. Double
volume. 75. 6d.

ANTONINUS (M. Aurelins), The
Thoughts of. Translated literally, with
Notes, Biographical Sketch, and Essay on
the Philosophy, bj' George Long, M.A.
3^. (yd. N. S.

APULEIUS, The "Works of. Com-
prising the Golden Ass, God of Socrates,,

Florida, and Discourse of Magic. With
a Metrical Version of Cupid and Psyche,
and Mrs. Tighe's Psyche. Frontis-

piece.



CLASSICAL LIBRARY. IS

ARISTOPHANES' Comedies. Trans.,
with Notes and Extracts from Frere's and
other Metrical Versions, by W. J. Hickie.
Portrait. 2 vols.

ARISTOTLE'S Nicomachean Ethics.
Trans., with Notes, Analj-tical Introduc-
tion, and Questions for Students, by Ven.
Archdn. Browne.

Politics and Econoraics. Trans.,
with Notes, Analyses, and Index, by E.
Walford, M.A., and an Essay and Life by
Dr. Gillies.

Metaphysics. Trans., with Notes,
Analysis, and Examination Questions, by
Rev. John H. M'Mahon, M.A.

History ofAnimals. In Ten BooTcs.
Trans., with Notes and Index, by R.
Cresswell, ]M.A.

—- Organon ; or, Logical Treatises, and
the Introduction of Porphyry. With Notes,
Analysis, and Introduction, by Rev. O.
F. Owen, M.A. 2 vols. 3^. 6^. each.

Rhetoric and Poetics. Trans., with
Hobbes' Analysis, Exam. Questions, and
Notes, by T. Buckley, B.A. Portrait.

ATHEN^US. The Deipnosophists

;

or, the Banquet of the Learned. By C. D.
Yonge, B.A. With an Appendix of Poeti-
cal Fragments. 3 vols.

ATLAS of Classical Geography. 22
large Coloured Maps. With a complete
Index. Imp. 8vo. "js. 6d,

BION.—See TheocriUis,

C.SSAR. Commentaries on the
Gallic and Civil Wars, with the Supple-
mentary- Books attributed to Hirtius, in-

cluding the complete Alexandrian, African,
and Spanish Wars. Trans, with Notes.
Portrait.

CATULLUS, Tibullus, and the Vigil
of \'enus. Trans, with Notes and Bio-
graphical Introduction. To which are
added. Metrical Versions by Lamb,
Grainger, and others. Frontispiece.

CICERO'S Orations. Trans, by C. D.
Yonge, B.A. 4 vols.

On Oratory and Orators. With
Letters to Quintus and Brutus. , Trans.,
v.ilh Notes, by Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.

On the Nature of the Gods, Divi-
nation, Fate, Laws, a Republic, Consul-
ship. Trans., with Notes, by C. D. Yonge,
B.A.

Academics, De Finibus, and Tuscu-
lan Questions. By C. D. Yonge, B.A.
With Sketch of the Greek Philosophers
mentioned by Cicero.

CICERO'S Ox^Xioxas.—Continued.
Oflaces; or. Moral Duties. Cato

,
Major, an Essay on Old Age ; Lselius, an

j

Essay on Friendship ; Scipio's Dream ;

I
Paradoxes

; Letter to Quintus on Magis-
trates. Trans., with Notes, by C. R. Ed-
monds. Portrait. 3^. 6d.

;
DEMOSTHENES' Orations. Trans.,
with Notes, Arguments, a Chronological
Abstract, and Appendices, by C. Rann
Kennedy. 5 vols.

DICTIONARY ofLATIN and GREEK
Quotations ; including Proverbs, Maxims,^
Mottoes, Law Terms and Phrases. With
the Quantities marked, and English Trans-
lations.

With Index Verborum (622 pages), ts.

Index Verborum to the above, with the
Q2ia7itities and Accents marked (56 pages),
limp cloth. I5-.

DIOGENES LAERTIUS. Lives and
Opinions of the Ancient Philosophers.
Trans., with Notes, by C. D. Yonge, B.A.

EPICTETUS. The Discourses of.
With the Encheiridion and Fragments.
With Notes, Life, and View of his Philo«
sophy, by George Long, M.A. N. S.

EURIPIDES. Trans., with Notes and In-
troduction, by T. A. Buckley, B.A. Por-
trait. 2 vols.

GREEK ANTHOLOGY. In English
Prose by G. Burges, M.A. With Metrical
Versions by Bland, Merivale, Lord Den-
man, &c.

GREEK ROMANCES of Heliodorus,
Longus, and Achilles Tatius : viz., The
Adventures of Theagenes and Chariclea

;

Amours of Daphnis and Chloe ; and Loves
of Clitopho and Leucippe. Trans., with
Notes, by Rev. R. Smith, M.A.

HERODOTUS. Literally trans, by Rev.
Henry Cary, M.A. Portrait.

HESIOD, CALLIMACHUS, and
Theognis. In Prose, with Notes and
Biographical Notices by Rev. J. Banks,
M.A. Together with the Metrical Ver-
sions of Hesiod, by Elton ; Callimachus,
by Tytler ; and Theognis, by Frere.

HOMER'S Iliad. In English Prose, with
Notes by T. A. Buckley, B.A. Portrait.

Odyssey, Hymns, Epigrams, and
Battle of the Frogs and Mice. In English
Prose, with Notes and Memoir by T. A.
Buckley, B.A.

HORACE. In Prose by Smart, with Notes
selected by T. A. Buckley, B.A. Por-
trait. 3jr. tid.



i6 BOJIN'S LIBRARIES.

JUSTIN, CORNELIUS NEPOS, and
Eutropius. Trans., \\iih Notes, by Rev.

J. S. Watson, M.A.

JUVENAL, PERSIUS, SULPICIA,
and Lucilius. Tn Prose, with Notes,
Chronological Tables, Arguments, by L.

Evans. M.A. To which is added the Me-
trical Version of Juvenal and Persius by
GifFord. Frontispiece.

LIVY. The History of Rome. Trans,
by Dr. Spillan and others. 4 vols. Por-
trait.

LUCAN'S Pharsalia. In Prose, with
Notes by H. T. PJley.

LUCIAN'S Dialogues of the Gods,
of the Sea Gods, and of the Dead. Trans,
by Howard Williams, M.A. \_Iil the J'trss.

LUCRETIUS. In Prose, with Notes and
Biographical Introduction by Rev. J. S.

Watson, M.A. To which is added the
Metrical Version by J. M. Good.

MARTIAL'S Epigrams, complete. In
Prose, with Verse Translations selected

from English Poets, and other sources.

Dble. vol. (670 pages), js. 6d.

MOSCHUS.—^^^ Theocritus.

OVID'S "Works, complete. In Prose,

with Notes and Introduction. 3 vols.

PAUSANIAS' Description of Greece.
Translated into English, with Notes and
Index. By Arthur Richard Shilleto, M.A.,
sometime Scholar of Trinity College, Cam-
bridge. 2 vols. TOS.

PHALARIS. Bentley's Dissertations
upon the Epistles of Phalaris, Themisto-
cles, Socrates, Euripides, and the Fables
of .(Esop. With Introduction and Notes
by Prof. W. Wagner, Ph.D.

PINDAR. In Prose, v/ith Introduction
and Notes by Dawson W. Turner. To-
gether with the Metrical Version by Abra-
ham Moore. Portrait.

PLATO'S "Works. Trans., with Intro-

duction and Notes. 6 vols.

Dialogues. A Summary and Analysis
of. With Analytical Index to the Greek
text of modern editions and to the above
translations, by A. Day, LL.D.

PLAUTUS'S Comedies. In Prose, with
Notes and Index by H. T. Riley, B.A.
2 vols.

PLINY'S Natural History. Trans.,
with Notes, by J. Bostock, M.D., F.R.S.,
and H. T. Riley, B.A. 6 vols.

PLINY. The Letters of Pliny the
Younger. Melmoth's Translation, revised,
with Notes and short Life, by Rev. F. C.
T. Bosantjuet, M.A.

PLUTARCH'S Morals. Theosophlcal
Essays. Trans, by C. W. King, M.A. N.S.

Lives. Sce^a^e 7.

PROPERTIUS, The Elegies of. With
Notes, Literally translated by the Rev. P.

J. F. Gantillon, ALA., with metrical ver-
sions of Select Elegies by Nott and Elton.
3^. 6d.

QUINTILIAN'S Institutes ofOratory.
Trans., with Notes and Biographical
Notice, by Rev. J. S. Watson, M.A.
2 vols.

SALLUST, FLORUS, and VELLEIUS
Paterculus. Trans., with Notes and Bio-
graphical Notices, by J. S. Watson, M.A.

SENECA DE BENEFICIIS. Newly
translated by Aubrey Stewart, M.A.

[In the^ress.
SOPHOCLES. The Tragedies of. In

Prose, with Notes, Arguments, and Intro-

duction. Portrait,

STRABO'S Geography. Trans., with
Notes, by W. Falconer, M.A., and H. C.
Hamilton. Copious Index, giving Ancient
and Modern Names. 3 vols.

SUETONIUS' Lives of the Twelve
Caesars and Lives of the Grammarians.
The Translation of Thomson, revised, with
Notes, by T. Forester.

TACITUS. The Works of. Trans.,
with Notes. 2 vols.

TERENCE and PHJEDRUS. In Eng-
lish Prose, with Notes and Arguments, by
H. T. Riley, B.A. To which is added
Smart's Metrical Version of Phaedrus.
With Frontispiece.

THEOCRITUS, BION, MOSCHUS,
and Tju'tseus. In Prose, with Notes and
Arguments, by Rev. J. Banks, M.A. To
which are appended the Metrical Ver-
sions of Chapman. Portrait of Theocritus.

THUCYDIDES. The Peloponnesian
War. Trans., with Notes, by Rev. H.
Dale. Portrait. 2 vols. 35-. 6d. each.

TYRT^US.—6"fc Theocrit2is.

VIRGIL. The WOTks of. In Prose,
with Notes by Davidson. Revised, with
additional Notes and Biographical Notice,
by T. A. Buckley, B.A. Portrait, y. 6d.

XENOPHON'S "Works. Trans., with
Notes, by J. S. Watson, M.A., and others.
Portrait. In 3 vols.
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COLLEGIATE SERIES.
10 Vols, at 5^". each. {2/. lOi". per set.)

DANTE. The Inferuo. Prose Trans.,
with the Text of the Original on the same
page, and Explanatory Notes, by John
A. Carlyle, :M.D. Portrait. N. S.

The Pirrgatorio. Prose Trans., with
the Original on the same page, and Ex-
planatory Notes, by W. S. Dugdale. N. S.

NEW TESTAMENT (The) in Greek.
Griesbach's Text, with the Readings of
Mill and Scholz at the foot of the page, and
Parallel References in the margin. Also a
Critical Introduction and Chronological
Tables. Two Fac-similes of Greek Manu-
scripts. 650 pages. 3^. (id.

or bound up with a Greek and English
Lexicon to the New Testament (250 pages
additional, making in all gooj. 55.

The Lexicon may be had separately,

price 2^.

DOBREE'S Adversaria. (Notes on the
Greek and Latin Classics.) Edited by the
late Prof. Wagner. 2 vois.

DONALDSON (Dr.) The Theatre of
the Greeks. With Supplementary Treatise
on the Language, Metres, and Prosody of
the Greek Dramatists. Numerous Illus-
trations and 3 Plans. By J. W. Donald-
son, D.D. N. S.

KEIGHTLEY'S (Thomas) Mythology
of Ancient Greece and Italj'. Revised by
Leonhard Schmitz, Ph.D., LL.D. 12
Plates. .V. 6".

HERODOTUS, Notes on. Original
and Selected from the best Commentators.
By D. W. Turner, J\I.A. Coloured Map.

Analysis and Summary of, with
a Synchronistical Table of Events—Tables
of Weights, Measures, ^Moneyj and Dis-
tances— an Outline of the Historj' and
Geography—and the Dates completed from
Gaisford, Baehr, &c. By J. T. Wheeler.

THUCYDIDES. An Analysis and
Summary of. With Chronological Table
of Events, &c., by J. T. Wheeler.

SCIENTIFIC LIBRARY.
57 Vols, at 5j. each^ excepting those marked otherivise. (15/. '^s. per set.')

AGASSIZ and GOULD. Outline of
Comparative Physiology touching the
Structure and Development of the Races
of Animals living and extinct. For Schools
and Colleges. Enlarged by Dr. Wright.
With Index and 300 Illustrative Woodcuts.

BOLLEY'S Manual of Technical
Analysis ; a Guide for the Testing and
Valuation of the various Natural and
Artificial Substances employed in the Arts
and Domestic Economy, founded on the
work of Dr. Bolley. Edit, by Dr. Paul.
100 Woodcuts.

BRIDGEWATER TREATISES.
Bell (Sir Charles) on the Hand

;

its Mechanism and Vital Endowments, as
evincing Design. Preceded by an Account
of the Author's Discoveries in the Nervous
System by A. Shaw. Numerous Woodcuts.

Kirby on the History, Habits,
and Instincts of Animals. With Notes by
T. Rymcr Jones. 100 Woodcuts. 2 vols.

Whc-weH's Astronomy and
General Physics, considered with reference
to Natural Theology. Portrait of the Earl
of Bridgewater. 3^. 6d.

BRIDGEWATER TREATISES.—
Contimicd.

Chalmers on the Adaptation of
External Nature to the ]\Ioral and Intel-

lectual Constitution of INIan. With Memoir
by Rev. Dr. Gumming. Portrait.

Prout's Treatise on Chemistry,
Meteorology, and the Function of Diges-
tion, with reference to Natural Theology.
Edit, by Dr. J. W. Griffith. 2 Maps.

Buckland's Geology and Miner-
alogy. With Additions by I'rof. Owen,
Prof. Phillips, and R. Brown. Memoir of
Buckland. Portrait. 2 vols. 155. Vol. J.

Text. Vol. II. 90 large plates with letter-

press.

Roget's Animal and Vegetable
Physiology. 463 Woodcuts. 2 vols. 6s.

each.

CARPENTER'S (Dr. W. B.) Zoology.
A Systematic View of the Structure, Ha-
bits, Instincts, and Uses of the principal
l''aniilles of the Animal Kingdom, and of
the chief Forms of Fossil Remains. Re-
vised by W. S. Dallas, F.L.S. Numerous
Woodcuts. 2 vols. 6s. each.



BOHTTS LIBRARIES.

CARPENTER'S Wor'k.B.—Continued.

Mechanical Philosophy, Astro-
nomy, and Horology. A Popular Expo-
sition. i3i Woodcuts.

Vegetable Physiology and Sys-
tematic Botany. A complete Introduction

to the Knowledge of Plants. Revised bj-

E. Lankester. ^JNI.D., &c. Numerous
Woodcuts. 6s.

Animal Physiology. Revised Edi-

tion. 300 Woodcuts. 6s.

CHEVREUL on Colour, Containing

the Principles of Harmony and Contrast

of Colours, and their Application to the

Arts ; including Painting, Decoration,

Tapestries, Carpets, Mosaics, Glazing,

Staining, Calico Printing, Letterpress

Printing, Map Colouring, Dress, Land-
scape and Flower Gardenmg, &c. Trans,

by C. Martel. Several Plates.

With an additional series of 16 Plates

in Colours, 7^. 6d.

EKNEMOSER'S History of Magic.
Trans, by W. Howitt. With an Appendix
of the most remarkable and best authenti-

cated Stories of Apparitions, Dreams,
Second Sight, Table-Turning, and Spirit-

Rapping, &:c. 2 vols.

HIND'S Introduction to Astronomy.
With Vocabulary of the Terms in present,

use. Numerous Woodcuts. 3^. 6d. N.S.

HOGG'S (Jabez) Elements of Experi-
mental and Natural Philosophy. Being
an Easy Introduction to the Study of
JNIechanics, Pneumatics, Hydrostatics,

Hydraulics, Acoustics, Optics, Caloric,

Electricity^, Voltaism, and Magnetism.
400 Woodcuts.

HUMBOLDT'S Cosmos; or, Sketch
of a Physical Description of the Universe.

Trans, by E. C. Otte, B. H. Paul, and
W. S. Dallas, F.L.S. Portrait. 5 vols.

35. 6d. each, excepting vol. v., $s.

PersonalNarrative ofhisTravels
in America during the years 1799-1804.
Trans., with Notes, by T. Ross. 3 vols.

Viev^rs of Nature ; or. Contem-
plations of the Sublime Phenomena of
Creation, with Scientific Illustrations.

Trans, by E. C. Otte.

HUNT'S (Robert) Poetry of Science
;

or. Studies of the Phj-sical Phenomena of
Nature. By Robert Hunt, Professor at

the School of INIines.

JOYCE'S Scientific Dialogues. A
Familiar Introduction to the Arts and
Sciences. For Schools and Young People.
Numerous Woodcuts.

Introduction to the Arts and
Sciences, for Schools and Young People.
Divided into Lessons with Examination
Questions. ^Voodcut5. 35. 6d.

JUKES-BROWNE'S Student's Hand-
book of Physical Geologj'. By A. J.
Jukes-Browne, of the Geological Survey of
England. With numerous Diagrams and
Illustrations, 6j. N.S,

The Student's Handbook of
Historical Geology. By A. J. Jukes-
Brown, B.A., F.G.S., of the Geological
Survey of England and Wales. With
numerous Diagrams and Illustrations. 6s.

K. S.

KNIGHT'S (Charles) Knowledge is-

Power. A Popular Manual of Political
Economy'.

LECTURES ON PAINTING by the
Royal Academicians, Barrj', Opie, Fuseli.
With Introductory Essay and Notes by
R. Wornum. Portrait of Fuseli.

LILLY. Introduction to Astrology ».

With a Grammar of Astrology' and Tables
for calculating Nativities, by Zadkiel.

MANTELL'S (Dr.) Geological Ex-
cursions through the Isle of Wight and.

along the Dorset Coast. Numerous Wood-
cuts and Geological Map.

Medals of Creation ; or, First
Lessons in Geology : including Geological
Excursions. Coloured Plates and several
hundred Woodcuts. 2 vols. js. 6d. each.

Petrifactions and their Teach-^
ings. Handbook to the Organic Remains
in the British Muse'iim. Numerous Wood-
cuts. 6s.

Wonders of Geology ; or, a
Familiar Exposition of Geological Pheno-
mena. A coloured Geological Map of
England, Plates, and 200 Woodcuts. 2

. vols. js. 6d. each.

MORPHY'S Games of Chess, being
the Matches and best Games played by the
American Champion, with explanatory and
analytical Notes by J. Lowenthal. With
short Memoir and Portrait of Morphy.

SCHOUW'S Earth, Plants, and Man.
Popular Pictures of Nature. And Ko-
bell's Sketches from the Mineral Kingdom.
Trans, by A. Henfrey, F.R.S. Coloured
Map of the Geography of Plants.

SMITH'S (Pye) Geology and Scrip-
ture ; or, the Relation between the Scriptures-

and Geological Science. With Memoir.

STANLEY'S Classified Synopsis of
the Principal Painters of the Dutch and
Flemish Schools, including an Account of
some of the early German JNIasters. By
George Stanley-.

STAUNTON'S Chess-Player's Hand-
book. A Popular and Scientific Intro-

duction to the Game, with numerous Dia-
grams and Coloured Frontispiece. A'.S.
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STAUNTON.— C(7?/.^/«.vfrf'.

Chess Praxis. A Supplement to the

Chess-player's Handbook. Containing the

anost important modern Improvements in

the Openings ; Code of Chess Laws ; and
a Selection ofIMorphy"s Games. Annotated.
636 pages. Diagrams, ts.

•—— Chess-Player's Companion.
Comprising a Treatise on Odds, Collection

of JIatch Games, including the French
Match with M. St. Amant, and a Selection

of Original Problems. Diagrams and Co-
loured Frontispiece.

Chess Tournament of 1851.
A Collection of Games played at this cele-

brated assemblage. With Introduction
and Notes. Numerous Diagrams.

STOCKHARDT'S Experimental
Chemistry. A Handbook for the Study
of the Science by simple Experiments.
Edit, by C. W. Heaton, F.C.S. Nu-
merous Woodcuts. N. S.

URE'S (Dr. A.) Cotton Manufacture
of Great Britain, systematically investi-

gated ; with an Introductory View of its

Comparative State in Foreign Countries.
Revised by P. L. Simmonds. 150 Illus-

trations. 2 vols.

Philosophy of Manufactures,
or an Exposition of the Scientific, Moral,
and Commercial Economy of the Factory
System of Great Britain. Revised by
P. L. Simmonds. Numerous Figures.
800 pages, ^s. 6d.

ECONOMICS AND FINANCE.
GILBART'S History, Principles, and Practice of Banking. Revised to 1881

A. S. Michie, of the Royal Bank of Scotland. Portrait of Gilbart. 2 vols. los. JV,

by
6".

REFERENCE LIBRARY.
28 Volumes at Various Prices. (81. los. ^er set.)

BLAIR'S Chronological Tables.
Comprehending the Chronology and His-
tory of the World, from the Earliest Times
to the Russian Treaty of Peace, April 1856.
By J . W. Rosse. 800 pages. 10s.

Index of Dates. Comprehending
the principal Facts in the Chronology and
History of the World, from the Earliest to
the Present, alphabetically arranged ; being
a complete Index to the foregoing. By
J. W. Rosse. 2 vols. 55. each.

BOKN'S Dictionary of Quotations
from the English Poets. 4th and cheaper
Edition. 6s.

BUCHANAN'S Dictionary ofScience
and Techiiical Terms used in Philosophy,
Literature, Professions, Commerce, Arts,
and Trades. By W. H. Buchanan, with
.Supplement. Edited by Jas. A. Smith. 6s.

CHRONICLES OF THE TOMBS. A
Select Collection of Epitaphs, with Essay
on Epitaphs and Observations on Sepul-
chral Antiquities. By T. J. Pettigrew,
F.R.S., F.S.A. 5^.

CLARK'S (Hugh) Introduction to
Heraldry. Revised by J. R. Planche. 5^.

950 Illustrations.

IViih tl:e Illustrations coloured, 1-?.

N.S.

COINS, Manual ot.—Sce Humphreys.

DATES, Index oi.—Scc Blair.

DICTIONARY of Obsolete and Pro-
vincial English. Containing Words from
English Writers previous to the 19th
Century. By Thomas Wright, ^I.A.

.

F.S.A., &c. 2 vols. 5^. each.

EPIGRAMMATISTS (The). A Selec-
tion from the Epigrammatic Literature of

Ancient, Mediaeval, and Modern Times.
With Introduction, Notes, Observations,
Illustrations, an Appendix on Works con-
nected with Epigrammatic Literature,
by Rev. H. Dodd,-M.A. 6^. N. S.

GAMES, Handbook of. Compri;.ing
Treatises on above 40 Games of Chance,
.Skill, and Manual Dexterity, including
Whist, Billiards, &c. Edit, by Henry G.
Bohn. Numerous Diagrams, ^s. W. S.

HENFREY'S Guide to English
Coins. Revised F.dition, l)y C F. K<.-.\ry,

M.A., F.S.A. With an Historical Intro-
duction. 6s. N. S.

HUMPHREYS' Coin Collectors'
Manual. An Historical Account of t!io

Progress of Coinage from the E.'.rliot

Time, by H. N. Humphreys. 140 Lhib-
tralions. 2 vols. -,s. each. N. S.
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LOWNDES' Bibliographer's Manual
of English Literature. Containing an Ac-
count of Rare and Curious PSooks pub-
lished in or relating to Great Britain and
Ireland, from the Invention of Printing,
with Biographical Notices and Prices,

by W. T. Lowndes. Parts I.-X. (A to Z),

35. 6d. each. Part XL (Appendix Vol.),

5s. Or the II parts in 4 vols., half
morocco, 2/. is.

MEDICINE, Handbook of Domestic,
Popularly' Arranged. By Dr. H. Davies.
700 pages. 5^.

NOTED NAMES OF FICTION.
Dictionary- of. Including also Familiar
Pseudonyms, Surnames bestowed on Emi-
nent Men, &c. By W. A. Wheeler, M.A.
5^. N. S

POLITICAL CYCLOPEDIA. A
Dictionary of Political, ConstitutioHal,.
Statistical, and Forensic Knowledge

;

forming a Work of Reference on subjects
of Civil Administration, Political Economy,
Finance, Commerce, Laws, and Social'

Relations. 4 vols. 35. 6d. each.

PROVERSS, Handbook of. Con-
taining an entire Republication of Ray's
Collection, with Additions from Foreign
Languages and Sayings, Sentences,
Maxims, and Phrases. 5^.

A Polyglot of Foreign. Com-
prising French, Italian, German, Dutch,
Spanish, Portuguese, and Danish. With
English Translations. $s.

SYNONYMS and ANTONYMS; or.

Kindred Words and their Opposites, Col-
lected and Contrasted bj' Ven. C. J.
Smith, M.A. 55. N. S.

WRIGHT {Th..)—Sec Dictionary.

NOVELISTS' LIBRARY.
10 Vohuiies at 3^'. 6d. each, excepting those marked othenvise. (i/. \%s. per set?^

BURNEY'S Evelina ; or, a Young
Lady's Entrance into the World. By F.
Eurney (J^lme. D'Arblay). With Intro-

duction and Notes by A. R. Ellis, Author
of ' Sylvestra,' S:c. N. S.

Ceoilia. With Introduction and
Notes by A. R. Ellis. 2 vols. N. S.

EBERS' Egyptian Princess. Trans,
by Emma Buchheim. \_In the p?-ess.

FIELDING'S Joseph Andrews and
his Friend Mr. Abraham Adams. With
Roscoe's Biography. Cruikshank's Illus-

trations. N. S.

Amelia. Roscoe's Edition, revised.

Cruikshajik's Illustratio7is. 5^. N. S.

TlE.l.-D-mG.—Contin7ied.

—;- History ofTom Jones, a Found-
ling. Roscoe's Edition. Crui'kshank's
Illustrations. 2 vols. N. S.

GROSSI'S Marco Visconti. Trans,
by A. F. D. N. S.

MANZONI. The Betrothed : being
a Translation of ' I Promessi Sposl.'
Numerous Woodcuts, i vol. (732 pages
5^. N. S.

STOWE (Mrs. H. B.) Uncle Tom's
Cabin ; or, Life among the Lowly. 8 full-

page Illustrations. N. S.

ARTISTS' LIBRARY.
7 Voliiuies at Variojis Prices, (i/. I'^s. 6d. per set.)

BELL (Sir Charles). The Anatomy
and Philosophy of Expression, as Con-
nected with the Fine Arts. 55. N. S.

DEMMIN. History of Arms and
Armour from the Earliest Period. By
Auguste Demmln. Trans, by C. C.
Black, M.A., Assistant Keeper, S. K.
Museum. 1900 Illustrations. 7^. 6d. N. S.

FAISHOLT'S Costume in England.
Third Edition. Enlarged and Revised by
the Hon. H. A. Dillon, F.S.A. V\'Ith

more than 700 Engravings, 2 vols. 5.9.

each. iV. 6".

Vol. I, History. Vol. II. Glossary.

FLAXMAN. Lectures on Sculpture.
With Three Addresses to the R.A. by Sir
R. Westmacott, R.A., and Memoir of
Flaxman. Portrait and 53 Plates. 6s. N.S.

HEA TON'S Concise History of
Painting. [/« the press.

LEONARDO DA VINCI'S Treatise
on Painting. Trans, by J. F. Rigaud, R.A.
With a Life and an Account of his Works
by J. W. Brown. Numerous Plates, ^s.

N.S.
PLANCHS'S History of British
Costume, from the Earliest Time to the
19th Century. By J. R. Blanche. 400
Illustrations. 55. //. 6".
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BOHN'S CHEAP SERIES
PRICE OXE SHILLING EACH.

A Series of Cojiiplete Stories or Essays, mostly rep7'i7ited from Vols.

in Boh?i^s Libraries, and neatly hoimd in stiffpaper cover^

li'itJi cut edges^ suitable for Railway Reading.

ASCHAM [ROGER].—

SCHOLEMASTER. By Professor Mayor.

CARPENTER [DR. W. B.).—

PHYSIOLOGY OF TEMPERANCE AND TOTAL AB-
STINENCE.

EMERSOA'.—
ENGLAND AND ENGLISH CHARACTERISTICS. Lectures

on the Race, Ability, Manners, Truth, Character, Wealth, Religion, &c. &c.

NATURE : An Essay. To which are added Orations, Lectures^
and Addresses.

REPRESENTATIVE MEN : Seven Lectures on Plato, Swe-
DENBORG, Montaigne, Shakespeare, Napoleon, and Goethe.

TWENTY ESSAYS on Various Subjects.

THE CONDUCT OF LIFE.

FRANKLIN [BENfAMIN].—
AUTOBIOGRAPHY. Edited by J. Sparks.

HA WTHORNE {NATHANIEL).—
TWICE-TOLD TALES. Two Vols, in One.

SNOW IMAGE, and other Tales.

SCARLET LETTER.
HOUSE WTTH THE SEVEN GABLES.
TRANSFORMATION ; or the Marble Fawn. Two Parts.

HAZLITT {W.).—

TABLE-TALK : Essays on Men and Manners. Three Parts.

PLAIN SPEAKER : Opinions on Books, Men, and Things.
Three Parts.

LECTURES ON THE ENGLISH COMIC WRITERS.
LECTURES ON THE ENGLISH POETS.
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HAZLITT {W.).— Continued.

LECTURES ON THE CHARACTERS OF SHAKE-
SPEARE'S PLAYS.

LECTURES ON THE LITERATURE OF THE AGE OF
ELIZABETH, chiefly Dramatic.

IRVING {WASHINGTON).—
LIFE OF MOHAMMED. With Portrait.

LIVES OF SUCCESSORS OF MOHAMMED.
LIFE OF GOLDSMITH.
SKETCH-BOOK.
TALES OF A TRAVELLER.
TOUR ON THE PRAIRIES.

CONQUESTS OF GRANADA AND SPAIN. Two Parts.

LIFE AND VOYAGES OF COLUMBUS. Two Parts.

COMPANIONS OF COLUMBUS : Their Voyages and Dis-
coveries.

ADVENTURES OF CAPTAIN BONNEVILLE in the Rocky
jS'Iountains and the Far West.

KNICKERBOCKER'S HISTORY OF NEW YORK, from the

Beginning of the World to the End of the Dutch Dynasty.

TALES OF THE ALHAMBRA.
CONQUEST OF FLORIDA UNDER HERNANDO DE

SOTO.

ABBOTSFORD AND NEWSTEAD ABBEY.
SALMAGUNDI; or, The Whim -Whams and Opinions of

Launcelot Langstaff, Esq.

BRACEBRIDGE HALL ; or. The Humourists.

ASTORIA ; or. Anecdotes of an Enterprise beyond the Rocky
Mountains.

WOLFERT'S ROOST, and Other Tales.

LAMB {CHARLES).—

ESSAYS OF ELIA. With a Portrait.

LAST ESSAYS OF ELIA.

ELIANA. With Biographical Sketch.

MARRYAT {CAPTAIN).

PIRATE AND THE THREE CUTTERS. With a Memoir of

the Author.
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TJie only autJiorised Edition j no others publisJied i7i E7igland contain
the Derivations and Etymological N'otes of Dr. Mahn^ who

devoted severalyears to this portion of the Work.

WEBSTER'S DICTIONARY
OF THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE.

Thoroughly revised and improved by Chauxcey A. Goodrich, D.D., LL.D.,
and Noah Porter, D.D., of Yale College.

THE GUINEA DICTIONARY.
New Edition [1880], with a Supplement of upwards of 4600 New Words and

^Meanings.

1628 Pages. 3000 lUustrations.

The features of this volume, which render it perhaps the most useful

Dictionar)' for general reference extant, as it is undoubtedly one of the cheapest

books ever published, are as follows :

—

1. Completeness.—It contains 114,000 words— more by 10,000 than any
other Dictionary ; and these are, for the most part, unusual or technical
terms, for the explanation of which a Dictionary is most wanted.

2. Accuracy of Definition.—In the present edition all the definitions have
been carefully and methodically analysed by W. G. Webster, the Rev. C.
Goodrich. Prof. Lyman, Prof. Whitney, and Prof. Gilman, under the

superintendence of Prof. Goodrich.

3. Scientific and Technical Terms.—In order to secure the utmost
completeness and accuracy of definition, this department has been sub-

divided among eminent scholars and experts, including Prof. Dana, Prof.

Lyman, &c.

4. Etymology.—The eminent philologist. Dr. C. F. Mahn, has devoted five

years to completing this department.

o. The Orthography is based, as far as possible, on Fixed Principles. In
all cases of doiiht an alternative spelling is given.

6. Pronunciation.—This has been entrusted to Mr. W. G. "Webster and ]\Ir.

Wheeler, assisted by other scholars. The pronunciation of each word is

indicated by typographical signs printed at t/ic bottom ofeach page.

7. The Illustrative Citations.—No labour has been spared to embody
such quotations from standard authors as may throw light on the defini-

tions, or possess any special interest of thought or language.

8. The Synonyms.—These are subjoined to the words to which they belong,

and are very complete.

^. The Illustrations, which exceed 3000, are inserted, not for the sake of

ornament, but to elucidate the meaning of words.

Cloth, 2is. ; half-bound in calf, 30J. ; calf or half russia, 3ij-. 6d.; russia, 2/.

To be obtained through all Booksellers,
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New Edition, with a New Biographical Supplement of upwards of 900 Namcs^

WEBSTER'S COMPLETE DICTIONARY
AND BOOK OF LITERARY REFERENCE.

1919 Pages. 3000 Ill-dstraticns.

Besides the matter comprised in the Webster's Guinea Dictionary, this

volume contains the following Appendices, which will show that no pains have

been spared to make it a complete Literary Reference-book :

—

A Brief History of the English Language, By Prof. James Hadley.

Principles of Pronunciation. By Prof. Goodrich and W. A. Wheeler, M.A,
Including a Synopsis of Words differently pronounced by different authorities,

A Short Treatise on Orthography. By A. W. Wright. Including a com-
plete List of Words that are spelt in two or more ways.

Vocabulary of Noted Names of Fiction. By W. A. Wheeler, M.A. This
work includes Mythical Names ; including also Pseudonyms, Nick-names of

eminent persons and parties, &c. &c.

This vjork may also he had separately, post 8z'0. price 5J".

A Pronouncing Vocabulary of Scripture Proper Names. By W. A,
Wheeler. M.A.

A Pronouncing Vocabulary of Greek and Latin Proper Names. B7
Prof. Thacher.

An Etymological Vocabulary of Modern Geographical Names. By the
Rev. C. H. Wheeler.

Pronouncing Vocabularies of Modern Geograpi-iical and Biographical.
Names. By J. Thomas, M.D.

A Pronouncing Vocabulary of Common English Christian Names, with
their derivations, signification, &c.

A Dictionary of Quotations. Containing all Words, Phrases, Proverbs, and
Colloquial Expressions from the Greek, I^atin, and Modem Languages met
with in literature.

A New Biographical Dictionary of upwards of 9700 Names of Noted
Persons, Ancient and Modern.

A List of Abbreviations, Contractions, and Arbitrary Signs used in

Writing and Printing.

A Classified Selection of Pictorial Illustrations (70 pages). With
references to the text.

' The cheapest Dictionary' ever published, as it is confessedly one of the best. The intro-

duction of small woodcut illustrations of technical and scientific terms adds greatly to the

utility of the Dictionary.'

—

Churclnnati.

\l. \\s. 6d. ; half-calf, 2/. ; calf or half-russia, 2/. 2s. ', russia, 2/. lOi".

LONDON

:

Printed by Strangewavs and Sons, Tower Street, Cambridge Circus, W.C.
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